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ABSTRACT 
Pericles Daltas: The inflectional morphology of the verb in 
Modern Greek Koine: a variationist approach. Ph. D. thesis, June, 1979 
This study is concerned with the description, or, the basis of 
recordings of informal conversations between young educated AtInenian. 
peers, of the interrelated patterns of variability and invariance 
obtaining in the verb inflection in Modern Greek Koine. The 
analysis is conduCted within the variationist generative framework, i. e. 
it is committed to exhaustiveness and explicitness, but unlike the 
traditional (Chomksyan) generative model, it is based not only on 
the intuitions of the author but, more importantly, on observations 
of language in actual use. Variation phenomena are accounted for on 
the basis of the concept of variable rule. Use is also made of the 
insights gained by scholars working with-implicational scales. 
A central concern in the study is to avoid the identification of 
structuredness with invariance, characteristic of traditional generative 
theory, but also the all too common practice in much variationist 
literature of concentrating on a few (mostly phonological) variables 
that yield rich observed frequencies. Rather, we take the view that 
speakers make use both of invariance and of variability in their speech 
and that in the latter case differences in scores are not necessarily 
meaningful. Furthermore, speakers often engage, for the sake of stylistic 
effect, in the breaking of rules, a process resulting in episodic, yet 
highly meaningful, forms. 
The study is also concerned with accounting in explicit ways for variation 
phenomena sometimes related in the literature to the (unsatisfactory) 
concept of diglossia. - 
Alternative analyses of the Greek verb inflection are examined and a 
number of structural places where Inflectional formatives alternate are L 
recognized. To account for all the acceptable "categorical" and 
"optional" combinations of inflectional formatives, a system of rules 
is set up. Furthermore, features of the linguistic and situational 
context are correlated with the probability of appearance of a number 
of variants in the output of a particular variable rule. 
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CONVENTIONS 
1. The grammatical categories recognized in the structure 
of the verb in MGK axe as follows: voice: Lt Passive], 
AsPect: (t Perfective], Tense: (t Pastjo Number: [t Plural], 
and Persom, [ 11, f21, f3j - 
2. Two major morphologically relevant lexical classes or conjugations 
are recognized in the Greek verb: [STvj, i. e. verbs whose stem ends 
in a vowel that interacts with following vowels, e. g. ayapA + is 
I ayapas you love); [ST 1, i. e. verbs whose stem ends in a consonant, 
e. g. pay + is (= you stop), or in a vowel not interacting with following 
vowels, e. g. isx! + is (= you are valid). Apart from the above 
differences each lexical class employs partly different inflectional 
formatives, e. g. 
JST I: e+ Pav +a (= i was stopping) [-Pass, 
-Perf j, +Past, 
01 
-Pl'l'-KIJ(S, 
rv) : jayap 
+a+y+ aj (= I was loving) ayap +L+a 
SPlP ... SP12 refer to the twelve abstract places in the structure 
of the verb in MGK where formatives alternate. 
Fit ... F12 refer to twelve sets Of formatives corresponding 
to the structural places referred to above. 
vii 
Tjj ... T6 refer to groups of terminations or suffixes 
charact3ristic of the [+ KI CL, each comprising at least 
six components of, among other values, Number and person. 
Til @so Tiv refer to 
I- KI terminations. 
6. CL refers to the stylistic level of co-occurrence, f + K) 
or (- K)p of formatives within a single verb form.,. e. g. 
[+ KI :0n 
f- K-1 : 
Pav to, me where all 
formatives co-occurring 
_u. I 
at the top of the square brackets belong-to the [+ KI stylistic 
level of co-occurrence and formatives at the bottom of square 
brackets to -Vni' f- KI CL. 
Superscripts over formatives of a verb form mark the place in 
structure (SP) in which a foTmative appears and consequently the 
set (F) in which it belongs, e. g. 
*. 1246 
[-Pass, +Perf, +Pasti-Plt3lSTý, -KI -er + Tap + -s +F (= he stopped) 
An asterisk (*) precedes ungrammatical forms, e. g. 
* ekso 
instead of the comTect AxO (= I have). 
viii 
MGK: Modern Greek Koine 
10. AG : Ancie&. Greek 
11.0 : zero reaUzation 
126 
12. + indicates form4tive boundaries , e. g. 
'e'- + ýTv- +a (= I was stopping) 
13. A hatch (# ) indicate s word boundarie s, e. g-# p&+o # (= I go) 
14. Slants // contain phonological segments, e-9,, /s/ , 
If/ 
I 
/PAVO/ 
- 
However, in our study, symbols such as S, f or a are meant to be not 
phonemes but informal abbreviations for sets of distinctive features. 
I 
Therefore they are not included in slants unless specific reference 
to the phonological, as opposed to the phonetic, level of representation 
is made. 
15. Braces (I contain: (i) values of stylistic, lexical or 
grammatical categories, e. g. [+ KI , 
ISTVI 
I+ Passive] 9 
(11, etc. 
(Ii) a number of alternative elements belon,,, -, ing to the same stylistic 
, 
'Inte (= they are loved) level of co-occurrence, eog. [- KI : ayapj[, 
O, 
U 
ix 
16. Square brackets E] are used (i) to include phonetic features, 
e. g. E +continuant E -stress 1; (U) instead of braces, if there 
is more than one point in a verb fo7. m where variant elements may 
appear and if a certain variant at one point tends to co-occur with 
a particular variant at a different point, e. g. 
(e)] 
paf 
[] 
he alternants epcifgi, (+ K 
.][I, 
summarizing tI 
ete 
and KI ), both meaning "he was stopped"; (iii) if two 
alternative elements at a certain point in structure contrast with 
respect to stylistic level of co-occurrence K 1), even if no 
ja]. 
other contrasts occur in the same form, e. g. eyra s S. ps 
Le - 
17. A parenthesis () contains a segment within an overt verb form 
which is - generated by a variable rule, e. g. 
(= they stop). 
18. Angled brackets <> abbreviate two statements, one in which 
a number of discontinuous elements appear and another in which such 
elements do not appeart Le. A <B >C <D >E is a collapsed version 
of ABCDE and ACE. 
19. Three-cornered brackets C :> contain the output of a variable 
rule :( +Pass, -Perf I -4o- Ca) /un e. g. a) - 
x 
or features of the envirorment of a rule whose presencd causes 
the rule to apply variably: 
voiced 
-continuant coronal s 
(+-anterior 
+continuant] )r 
e. g. Ls --w- s but: xs -w-ks; finally, tI=ee-cornered 
brackets contain (families of) variable constraints, affecting 
the probability of application of a rule; thus# the above rule is affected 
by the variable CIITD"ý> as follows: the rule applies more often if 
the lexeme involved is C -learned ] than if it is E +learned 
20. An a=ow (--a-) indicates an instruction to change one form 
into another, often in a specified linguistic context-ý`j e. g. 
i j/ c- 
I 21. A tilde (-ý-) marks a negative environment, i. e. it blocks tile 
application of a rule in the case of a certain enviroment. Thus, 
the following rule 
c 
+anterior 
+coronal 
-<+strident> L IJ 
C 
+anterior 
+coronal 2 
+continuant 
<-strident>_., 
12 
does not apply in the case of aC +strident ] consonant followed 
bY aC- strident ] consonant. 
xi 
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IMMODUCTION 
1. The purpose of the present study is to describe, on the basis 
of recordings of informal conversations between young educated 
Athenian peers, the intertwining patterns of variability and 
invakiance obtaining in the verb inflection in Modern Greek 
Koine (MGK). 
That language varies in time, in social and geographic space, 
along the stylistic dimension, from individual to individual, 
that variability can be observed even within the speech of a 
single speaIker is by no means a recent discovery in linguistics. 
Although, however, the existence of variability has never been 
in question, its relevance for linguistic theory has: traditionally, 
most linguists have viewed languages as homogenous, stable and 
clearly circumscribed objects whose structures are arrived at 
through introspection on the part of the linguist. Variation has 
been explained away either as "free" or as resulting from the 
existence, alongside the "real" languages, of a number of distinct 
varieties with their own specific grammars; furthermoxes profound 
sounding distinctions such as I'langue/parole", or, more recently, 
"competence/performance", though of theoretical value that has yet 
2 
to be amply demonstrated,, have been used in practice to provide 
some sort of theoretical motivation for the exclusion of 
variability from the study of 1ýnguage, i. e. linguistics is 
concerned with I'langue/competencell but variability is relegated 
to "parole/performance" along with slips of the tongue, hesitationa, 
memory failures, a,, -d the like. The prevailing assumption of 
traditional linguistics, then, can probably best be described as 
"the identification of structuredness with homogeneity" (Weinrelch 
et al., 1968, p. 101) 
It is perhaps fair to say that researchers assume discontinuity 
between their areas of study and the rest of reality in order to 
be able to formulate meaningful (though not necessarily correct) 
explanations. However, this process of delimitation is a hit-or- 
miss affair, constantly subject to revision, for the simple reason 
that we cannot clearly delimit a subject about which we necessarily 
know, to begin with, little more than that it is problematic. 
From this point of view the exclusion of variability from the 
study of language is, if not justified, at least understandable: 
faced with the insurmountable descriptive difficulties presented 
by even "his own dialect", the traditional linguist felt that it 
would be far too premature to worry about his neighbour's slightly 
3 
different way of speaking. That a position of baffling weakness 
(no linguist knows enough about language to describe thoroughly 
even his own linguistic knowledge) was transformed to a 
theoretical tenet ("Linguistic theory is concerned primarily 
with an idealspeaker-listener, in a completely homoganeous 
speech-community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected 
by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, 
distractions, BhIfts of attention and interest, and errors (random 
cr characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in 
actual perfonrance" EChomskyq 1965, P-33 isregrettable but 
hardly surprising, and definitely not peculiar to linguistics: 
Aesop had captured all the relevant facts in his fable concerang 
the fox that, having lost his tail while'escaping from a trap, 
started extolling the joys of a tail-less existence to the other 
foxes. 
Also, it may be worth mentioning, as an explanation for the- 
customary exclusion of variability from the study of language, 
that, although speakers are able to vary their speech according 
to the context of situation, it has been observed (Iabov, 1972a, 
p. 94) that language is perceived categorically and that a linguist 
looking for homogeneity is prone to perceive even more categorically 
than mOst laymen. 
A number of models proposed to account for variability either 
have not been general enough (e. g. Martinet's "functional" view 
of a linguistic change is a result of the inter-action of internal, 
structural forces alone, i. e. social factors, for instance; are 
considered as irrelevant)t or have not developed descriptive 
instruments that are sufficiently simple and powerful to account 
for a variety of data (e. g. Firth's "context of situation"; 
Creolists before DeCamp). 
In 1958, howevery DeCamp first applied 4-mDlicational scales to the 
study of language (see Ch. V, 1.6. below). A few years later labov 
Proposed the concept of the linguistic variable and further developed 
it in the notion of variable constraints on the application of 
variable rules (see Ch. V, 1.1. below). The aim, and, more often 
than not, the result of the application of the two models, has been 
to Provide explicit statements concerning language in the service 
of a community (rather than in the mind of the ideal speaker) 
supported by an unlimited number of reproducible independent 
measurements. Thus based on data from the speech community, 
implicational scales and variable rules have put an end to linguistics 
"as a game in which each theorist chooses the solution that 
fits his taste or intuition (Labov, 1972b, P-259). 
For reasons that will be made clear in Ch. V, 1., where the 
theoretical premises underlying variable rules are compared to 
those of implicational scales, this study follows (mainly, but 
not exclusively) the labovian paradigm, whose relation to more 
traditional models will now be considered. 
2. As we mentioned aboveg Labov's paradigmatic "revolution" consists, 
firstly, in turning away from the linguist's trickle of intuitions 
as the sole source of data and towards the linguistic cornucopia 
of the speech community, and, secondly, in providing a, by and 
large, adequate formal apparatus for the treatment of the new 
type of data. In other words, the study of variability is taken 
by its proponents to be of central rather than of peripheral 
interest to general linguistic theory. It is for this reason that 
Labov and other varilationists resist the term "sociolinguisticste, 
i. e. because "it implies that there can be a successful linguistic 
theory or practice which is not social. " (Labov, 1972bt p. xix) 
(also because the term is not always clearly distinguished from 
such terms as Ilethnomethodologyllt "discourse analysis", "ethnography 
6 
of speaking", "sociology of language", etc.; see Trudgill, 1978). 
A natural corollary of the above position, one would expect, would 
be that the vaxiationist, does not brush aside invariance to look 
for varlability in essentially the same way that the tralitional 
linguist engages in exactly the reverse Process of idealization, 
i. e. looks for invariance in the midst, and at the expense, of 
vaxiability. 
However, variationists do tend to look for variables that, on 
the basis of even limited data, yield neat little tables with most 
of the cells conveniently filled with high observed frequencies. 
Thus, gue-deletion in Montreal has been analyzed in at least six 
studies, (see Anshen, 1975; Fasold, 197.5)9 copula deletion in 
Black English in six studies (see Iabovt 1972a, p. 128), consonant 
cluster simplification in five studies (see Wolfram, 1974, p. 50ff; 
Guys 1974), and so on. 
This emphasis on the particular in one study after the other has 
had two interestin- beneficial effects: it has rade possible the 
development of very powerful variability models in the course of 
only a few years (see Ch. VO 1), and has provided indisputable 
7 
evidence concerning the reproducibility of findings of 
indiviJual studies. 
At the same time, the emphasis on convenient variables threatens 
to tri, /Ialize the analysis of linguistic structure (as opposed 
to the correlation of a particular variable to the social setting). 
For instance, the computer-assisted models of variable rule 
analysis developed by D. Sankoff and his associates (see 
Rousseau and Sankoff, 1978) can only deal with variables chosen 
for their high observed frequencies. Infrequent variables are 
not "seen" by the models, and "knockout" variables, Le. variables, 
that either block a rule or cause it to apply categorically, are 
excluded from the analysis. However, it is, indeed, rather 
difficult to believe that, having applied a number of slightly 
different models on 
_que-deletion 
data, one knows all there is to 
know concerning variation in Canadian French. For there is no 
reason to suppose that variability in language is "best" or 
characteristically captured in the alternation between highly 
frequent variabless the analysis of recordings of unmonitored* 
speech shows that speakers employ both very frequent and rather 
(or even extremely) rare variables in their speech. As we shall 
show in this study, speakers often engage in complexg yet far from 
8 
obscure or haphazard, rule-breaking operations which result, for 
the sake of stylistic effect, in unique combinations of forms 
unlikely to have ever occurred before or ever occur again in 
anybody's speech (though some of them do attain popularity). 
Alsot variability does not typically occur in easily isolable, 
points in the string of speech as most recent studies would 
have i1s, believe. On the contrary, more often than not, it is 
woven together with invariance in fascinating patterns within 
larger patterns engaging all ingruistic levels. In this study vre 
have found such rich patterns of variability and invariance in 
the case of a rather limited area of grammar (verb inflection) an(I on 
the basis of rather limited rec, orded data (see 4. below); had we tried 
to exclude from -Un-- analysis all invariance or all variability, it 
would have been like pulling out of a carpet all threads running one 
way and still pretending we had a carpet, and a patterned one at that. 
That variationism is often bogged down in trivialities that yield 
dazzling statistics has not always or not fully escaped attention 
in the literature. Thust Mitchell, 1978, p. 228., observes that 
the need for explanation and description that Koinoized speech 
calls for has not been met by "the programmatic pronouncements or 
9 
small-scale investigations of the more evidently linguistic kini 
of sociolinguistics": Alsog Labovt who has said practically* 
everything of relevance to the study of variation to date (and 
in spite of the fact that he initiated the quest for statistically 
convenip-nt variables as early as 1962: labov, 1972bt P-7), was 
the first to notice, among other problems of sociolinguistic 
structure: 
"A ... major challenge is to enter more deeply * into the study of higher level syntactic variables, 
such as extrapositicn, nominalization, placement 
of complementizers ' negative raising, wh-attachment, 
or relativization, The two chief stumbling blocks 
to investigating these features in their social 
context is the low frequency of occurrence of the 
critical subcases, and the lack of certairity in 
our abstract analyses. But some beginning has 
been made in our recent work in urban ghetto 
areas, and the challenges to work with more abstract 
matters cannot be ignored. The study of language 
in its social context cannot remain at the level 
of such phonological variables as (ing) ... to (labov, 1972b, P-247). 
Iabov has also grasped better, as far as I know, than anybody 
else, the problems related to quantitative research in linguistics: 
"Quantitative research implies -that one knows what 
to count, and this knowledge is reached only through 
a long period of trial and approximatIL. Ion, and upon 
the basis of a solid body of theoretical constructs. 
By the time the analyst knows what to count, the 
problem is practically solved. " (1972-at P-258) 
10 
3- Another point that must be made about the labovian model 
concerns its relation to traditional generative-transformational 
theory. Jabov proposed the concept of variable rule as an extension 
of "optional" rdles, i. e. he does not see any theoretical 
discontinuity between the Chomsklyan model and his: 
"I do not believe that we need at this point 
a new 'theory of language'; rather, we need 
a new way of doing linguistics that will yield 
decisive solutions. " (Jabov, 1972b, p. 259) - 
The above view has been generally accepted, often tacitly, among 
variationists, as is evident in the many arguments in the literature 
concerning the place of observed frequencies of variable rule 
application in performance and of corresponding probabilities in 
competence (see Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974, and Ch. V, 1. below). 
The acceptance of the above view, ho; iever, has led to the 
unwarranted assu: mption that the study of variability can simply 
carry on from where orthodox generativists have stopped. An 
explicit statement of this assumption is found in G. Sankoff, 
1974, p. 20: 
"In the work I describe here, the goal is 
not to start afresh and write whole grammars; 
I think it is essential to build on the work 
0.0 scholars concerned with ri-arrowly linguistic 
... competence". 
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SanIcoff's assumption is not a necessary corollary of Labov's 
extension of traditional generative 6-rammar to incorporate 
variability; rather, it derives from the trivial view of 
linguistic analysis pointed at in section 2 above and results 
in the propagation of trivialization. One does not stitch 
aralytical models together any more than ons puts new wine 
in old bottles; rather, one crosses two models ard, with luck, 
gets a better model. In Ch. IIq and passim, below, we showthat 
studying variability in the verb inflection on the basis of any 
of the existing traditional descriptions of the Greek verb would 
have been an impossible task. In other words, the goal of 
variationism is "to start afresh and write whole grammars" if 
it is to enrich our understanding of language. 
4. in spite of the fact that there is no shortage of language 
output in a communityr the collection of appropriate data involves 
much moze than simply switching on a tape-recorder. The problem 
consists in the need for (a) clear recordings of (b) spontaneous 
linguistic exchange between (c) randomly ( i. e. in probabilistically 
determined ways; Berdan, 1975) selected members of a community; 
one may achieve the first and third goals fairly easily, but at 
the expense of the second, and vice versat and this is what 
Iabov refers to as the observer's paradox: 
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It .. * the aim, of linguistic research in the 
community must be to find out how people 
talk when they are not being systematically 
observed; yet we can only obtain these data 
by systematic observation. " (Iabov, 1972b, p. 209) 
Indeedt we can select randomly a number of individuals and 
interview each of them in a quiet room with a directional 
microphone near his mouth so that we can obtain the best possible 
recordings. Nevertheless, two problems are associated with this 
technique. 
Firstly, random selection of subjects rarely yields a sufficiently 
high return of actual interviews for the sample to be representative 
of the linguistic reality of the communiiy as a whole; for instance, 
Trudgill, 1974, managed to obtain interviews from only 53% of his 
randomly selected subjects (P-25). As, however, it has been 
demonstrated in sociolinguistic research that even very small 
samples of people axe sufficient for a linguistic survey, the 
problem of a small return of interviews need not be regarded as 
crucial. 
The main problem with interviews is that the presence of the 
unfamiliar interviewer with his memcing electronic equipment 
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cannot do much to secure relaxed linguistic behaviour on the 
part of the interviewee, even if the latter is willing to "help" 
the former with his research. - 
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Iabov has suggested a number of methods for varying the degree 
of formality in the interview situation but there is no reason 
to believe that such laboratory techniques bring about effects 
on people's speech that also obtain in vivo. Bickerton is 
particularly critical of such methods: 
11 ... I am highly sceptical about ALL sociolinguistic data, including my own, on the grounds that hardly 
any of it relates to any normal human activity. What 
would one say Of a sociology in which every process 
studied was initiated by the investigator? The 
sociolinguistics of the future will surely be 
based on surreptitious recordings by trained 
participant-observers or by remote control devices 
at present available only to government and 
industrial spies and divorce peepers. " 
(Bickerton, 1971, p. 467, n. 9) 
-0 
Certain more drastic methods proposed by Labov seem more effective. 
He suggests (1972a, PP. Xix-xxiv) that subjects are chosen randomly 
and then their linguistic behaviour is observed in their natural 
surroundings over an appreciable period of time. To obtain good 
recordings, the speech of each subject as well as that of each 
of the other members of his peer group is picked up from a separate 
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lavaliere microphone and recorded on a separate track. In 
addition, the group as a whole is recorded on a central 
microphone. After an initial period of adjustment to carrying 
a microphone, subjects do not seem inhibited in any way, especially 
since they can interact with their peers as usual (i. e. they are 
not required to sit and talk to each other while the analyst 
records their speech) in a party,, rather than an interview, 
atmosphere. Repeated recordings in such natural surroundings 
over a considerable period of time ensure the least possible 
degree of intrusion on the group interaction on the part of the 
observer. 
Needless to say, such methods as employed by Labov are far too 
I 
tire consuming ard, more importantly, prohibitively expensive 
for the average student of language to even contemplate using 
them. 
It remains, therefore, to make naturalness of speech the first 
priority, at the expense of the degree of representativeness of 
the sample. The data on which this study is based was collected 
from 1974 to 1975 with the above modest objective in mind. 
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Whenever groups of three or more friends came to my house I 
made unobtrusive, yet not surreptitious, recordirigs of their 
linguistic interaction. To ensure spontaneous speech I never 
invited friends with the explicit purpose of recording their 
speech: if they happened to call, I simply switched on the 
recording equipment which was permanently set out, with the 
microphone strategically placed but not hidden (for no matter 
what Bickerton says about the sociolinguistics of the future 
Esee above] and, though "excessively polymathic" EMItchell, 1973, 
p. 228], linguisties is still a long way from the world of spies 
and divorce peepers). 
The obvious drawback of the sample is that it has not been 
selected randomly. The advantage is that the participants 
have known each other and me for many years. Helped by plenty 
of food and drink, they could be assumed to ignore the microphone 
in their midst and interact as spontaneously as usual. 
Furthermore, the friends on whose speech this study is based 
(see 5. below) are typical young educated Athenians with the 
same social characteristics as thousands of others one can see 
working in offices, studying at the University or various colleges. 
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They range from twenty-one to thirty years of age, have lived all 
their lives in Athens and come from lower- to middle-middle class 
familieh; (i. e. families of small shop-keepers, office employees, 
solicitors, general practioners, etc. ). In greater detail, six 
of the participants are male (V. L., P. D. j M. L., J. L., S. M., and 
S. K. ) and six female (E. C., R., T., S., N. M., and D. K). Two 
males, V. L. and P. D. and one female, E. C. have studied Greek 
at the University of Athens; M. L. is a student of medicine, 
J. L. an engineer, and S. M. and S. K. are solicitors. The remaining- 
five females have all finished High School; three of them, N. M., 
S., and T. have finished secretarial collegq and one, R., is a 
student at the Athens Conservatoire. All the participants in each 
conversation are on friendly terms with one another, though at 
varying degrees of intimacy. Thus, in one conversation, S., a 
marginal member, is espec lally friendly with the core member R.; 
in another conversation T. is the current girl friend of the 
core member M. L.. It is perhaps for this reason that S. and T. 
seem to simply be enjoying the company rather than actually 
contributing significant amounts of linguistic output. 
Havirg secured approximately thirty hours of spontaneous 
informal speech produced by a total of fifty-one people, and 
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given the scope of the study (the pattern of invariance and 
variability in the verb inflection), I needed to organize the 
material in such a way that all relevant information would be 
readily available. The first step was to transcribe the 
conversations. However, as I soon : realized, the transcription, 
of thirty hours of lively conversation would take many months. 
I therefore chose three conversations, six hours in all, in 
which a total of twelve people (see 4. above) participated. 
subsequently, two inventories were rnade: 
(a) The 361 lexemes obtaining in the conversations were 
organized in alphabetical order; each lexeme was followed 
I 
by the tokens of verb forms realizing it in the data (a total 
of 3,311 tokens) along with an indication, for each token, of 
the conversation (11 2, or 3), the page of the transcription, 
the line, and the initials of the speaker. 
(b) Also, verb forms were classified in terms of combinations 
of values of the categories of Voicet Aspect, Tense, Number and 
Person (see Ch. I). For each token was provided the immediate 
linguistic context in which it occurred in the conversations, 
as well as the number of conversation, page and line of transcriptionj 
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and initials of speaker involved. 
Conclusions reached on the basis of the three conversations 
were checked against the evidence from the remaining conversations. 
7. In conclusion; the present study traces the patterns of 
variability and invariance in the verb inflection in Y1GK. The 
context of situation involved, 'i. e. informal conversation between 
frierds, is held, by and large, constant. Also, the six male 
and six female participants bear the same social characteristics, 
i. e. they are young, middle-class, educated Athenians. As no 
significant differences between participants were observed in the 
data, no explicit reference to individual speakers is made in 
the aralysis of variable rules below. Therefore, the grammar 
presented in this study is basically a group grammar and the 
variation is either stylistic or inherent, (i. e. obtaining even 
when a speaker is maintaining the same lev61 of style). 
In referring to extracts from our data, first the number of the 
conversation is mentioned, then the page, then the line and finally 
1he initials of the participant. Thus, 1/60/11 E. C. refers to ail 
extract from conversation 1, page 60 of the transcription, line 11, 
participant E. C. 
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Some of the examples provided in the text are not from the 
conversations recorded on my tapes but from notes I have taken 
over the years on the linguistic-behaviour of the people around 
me. However, frequency counts are exclusively based on the 
data of the three conversations. 
8. The study contains five chapters% 
In Ch. I are presented the phonological, grammatical, lexical 
and stylistic features involved in the verb inflection. 
Ch. II is a review of the studies in the literature on the 
inflectional morphology of the Greek verb. 
Ch. III contains a presentation of the sets of inflectional 
formatives whose combinations make up verb forms. 
In Ch. IV are formulated the inflectional, sandhi and accentual 
rules accounting for the Greek verb. 
Finallyt Ch. V contains a re-analysis of those rules in the 
previous chapter whose application seems to be affected by the 
presence of various constraints of the linguistic and the 
situational context. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PHOFIOLOGICAL, GRAIII-TATICAL, IEXICAL AND STYLISTIC FEATURES 
INVOLVED IN THE INFIECTIONAL SYSTEM OF TIE MGK VERB 
1. PHONOLOGICAL DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 
1.1. Within the framework of generative phonological theory 
as codified in Chomsky and Hallep 19689 the unit of phonological 
analysis is the feature. Features refer to phonic scales or 
axes such as I'voicellp 11coronality, 19 "nasality", etc., and 
constitute a universal set. 
A specified feature is an ordered pair included in square brackets 
and comprising a symbol representing a specification on a phonic 
axis (11+11 or"-"in the case of binary, and integers in the case of 
multinary, features) followed by 
(normally, the adjective corresponding 
to) the name of the axis, e. g. [+ coronal],. [- voiced3 , 
E2. round] 
C11 stress], etc. 
A segment is an unordered bundle or conjunction of specified features: 
thus, in the Greek word LAIvo the alphabetical symbols are to be seen 
as informal abbreviations of such segments or bundles of features; 
for instance, D stands for the segment: 
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sonorant 
syllabic 
+ consonantal 
+ anterior 
coronal, 
voiced 
continuant 
. 
S 
S 
whereas v stands 
I 
for the segment: 
- sonorant 
- syllabic 
" consonantal' 
" anterior 
- coronal 
+ voiced 
+ continuant 
+ #rident, 
S 
S 
. 
The two bundles above contain enough features to differentiate 
and v from one another and from all other segment types of Greekq 
though to differentiate them from all other segment types in lanpage 
in general more features. would be necessary. A class of segment tvl)es 
I 
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is represented by a bundle or conjunction of only those features that 
are common to all individual segment types included in the class; 
thus, the bundle: 
- sonorant 
- syllable 
" consonantal 
" anterior 
- coronal. 
stands for the class comprising p and v. The above class can be 
considered as natural since it is defined with fewer features than 
either of its members and also since its members often, but not 
always, behave similarly from the phonological and/or morphophonemic 
point of view. To account for certain phenomena we may need to set 
up a partly conjunctive and partly disjunctive class: thus the class 
+ sonorant, 
+ syllabic 
consonantal 
front] j 
L high ]I 
comprises the vowels i and e Q+ front)) on tho one hand, and _q 
and a Q- high]) on the other. Disjunctive classes are evaluated 
by the theory as less "natural" than conjunctive cla6ses since it is 
the. latter but not the former that actually catch a generalization. 
For ease of exposition we will present below that set of distinctive 
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features only which suffices for an adequate classification 
of the segment types of MGK. These features are, by and large, 
established in the literature, some of them for no other reason 
than lack of better alternatives (see, for instance, remarks below 
on anteriority and stridency). Apart from the -plethora of suggestions, 
within the generative school, concerning the inadequate motivation 
of individual features, the modification of the description of 
others and the introduction of new ones, doubts have been raised about 
more general assumptions. One concerns viewing the specification of 
features in the phonological representation as "rrAurally" binary 
(though in the phonetic representation a feature may have more than 
two specifications, i. e. it is multinary). Another concerns the 
status of the segment vis-a-vis the feature, i. e. according to one 
view (Halle, 1962) the segment lacks all systematic import, but some 
generative phonologists suggest that certain operations such as 
deletion, insertion and permutation can only affect segments9not 
features, while other linguists from a different (British) background 
find that generative phonology, though feature-based, in effect 
"keeps the phoneme warW' (T. F. Mitchell, personal communication). 
It follows, therefore, that our adoption of a feature-based analysis 
of Greek sounds within the framework of generative 1honology is less 
a theoretical stance and more a tentative act of faith whose 
arbitrarine-ss is mitigated, up to a certain point, by two facts: 
firstly, the relevant queptions, lie, strictly speaking, outsidd the 
zlý 
focus of the present study; secondly, given the adoption of binary 
grammatical and stylistic distinctions, great formal economy and 
eleganca is achieved if, whenever possible, we can associate 
(the alternation between clusters of) grammatical and stylistic 
values to (the alternation between) classes of segments rather than 
indiviQUal segments. 
An example will help clarify the latter point. Suppose that we 
want to state the relationship between grammatical values and the 
underlined grammatical formatives following the stem in the verb 
forms b3low: 
( 11 ; pavome 
+Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Plj [21-. p&veso 
13 1: PAV-ete 
In a segment-based analysis the relevant rule could take the following 
form: 
0 
+Pass , -Perf , -Past, -Plj --40 STEM 
LeiL 
i. e. the cluster on the left of the rewrite symbol is associated with 
I 
the appearance following the stem of either o or e depending on the 
Person value pmesent, respectively, (1). or (-11 (that is, (2] or ['111 ). 
In a feature-based analysis, however, greater rigour can be achieved 
if we take account of the fact that'both formatives 0 and e are 
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single phonological segmentý ,s constituting a "natural" class defined 
by the following bundle of features: 
+ syllabic 
- consonantal 
+ sonorant 
- high 
L- low 
and contrasting only with respect to the specification for the 
feature [back] (or [front] ). The above rule, therefore, could now 
take the following form: 
[+Pass, 
-Perf, -Past, -Pl, cclj 
+ syllabic 
- consonantal 
+ sonorant 
- high 
- low 
a back 
/ STEM - 
where the Greek letter alpha notation*accounts for the fact that the 
graximatical feature [1) and the phonolggical feature back have 
the s=e specification, either"+" or"-". 
1.2. The Features 
Although the feature system below is phonetically motivated it can 
be used for the categorization of segipents in the abstract 
phonological representation. The specification of a segment as 
,)Z' 
f-o 
regards a particular feature in the -phonological representation is 
taken to be the same as the corresponding phonetic realization of 
the segment unless the -phonological component charZes the specification. 
/ 
1.2.1. Syllabici 
Sounds are disti. r4-, ulshed according to whether they do or do not 
serve as usyllabic peaks'. Vowels, -i-, 2P 2L, a and u, are [+ syllabIc3q 
though, in the context between a consonant and a vowel, front vowels 
sometimes become C- syllabic], e. g. yeoryla remains unchanged ,3 
I when it means "agriculture" but of ten changes to yjoryla when it is 
used as a girl's name, "Georgia". 
Consonants and glides are & syllabic] , though, soinetimes, given.. in 
informal speech. the sequence at word final position fricative + 
unstressed front vowel + fricative, the vowel may be elided and the 
second fricative my extend to the normal duration of a syllable, or, 
if the two fricatives are of the same quality, -they my coalesce into 
a single fricative of considerable duration. For instance, in our 
data the utterance 9a pds:: (= you will fall! ) was, produced, instead 
of -the fuller alternative Ga phis, by a friend of mine when his 
toddler son approached the-bp of -the stairs. The feature of 
"syllabicity" is based on the intuitive but insufficiently, as yet, 
defined concept of "syllabic peak". It is, however, regarded by 
Chomsky and Halle$ 1908, as preferable to the even less satisfactory 
Jacobsonian feature of "vocalicity" (OP-cit. PP-302P 354) 
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1.2.2. Consonantality 
[+ consonantal] sounds are produced with a close obstruction in the 
upper part of the vocal tract, whereas [- consom-, ntal 
I sounds axe. 
produced*without such an obstruction. In Greek, vowels and glides 
are [- consonantal] and all other segments are 
(+ consonantal 
1.2-3- Sonoranceý 
Sounds are [+ sonorant] or [- sonorantl according to whether in 
their production the vocal tract cavity configuration makes 
spontaneous voicing, respectively, possible or impossible. Hence 
vowels, glides, nasals and liquids are [+ sonorant] (or "resonants") 
whereas stopst fricatives and affricates are (- sonorant] 
(or 
Olobstruents"). The feature has been criticized for the rather 
unsatisfactory, phonetically speaking, notion of "spontaneous voicing" 
on which it is based. 
1.2.4. Coronality 
Sounds produced -vrith the blade of the tongue raised from the neutral 
position (see 1.2.6. below) are [+ coronal] whereas thos-. articulated 
with the blade in the neutral position are [- coronal Dental and 
alveolar consonants, as well as liquids articulated with the blade 
of the tongue are [+ coronal], whereas labial consonants are 
coronal 1, since in their articulation the tongue does not- 
participate, and so arepalatals and velars since they are produced 
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with the body of the tongue as an articulator. Palato-alveolar 
fricatives, appearing in some regional varieties of Greek, are also 
[+ coronal]. Vowels and glides are [- coronal]since in their 
production no obstruction is involved. 
1.2.5. Anteriority 
Sounds are distinguished according to whether they are or are not 
articulated with an obstruction in front of the palato-alveolar region 
of the mouth (i. e. where English S ia articulated). Labial, dental... 
alveolar and liquid consonants are [+ anterior] whereas palatal ani 
velar consonants are (- anterior] and so are glides and vowels since 
they are produced without an obstruction. The feature of anteriority 
has the unsatisfactory result of classifying togpther labials and 
dentals, a classification which, according to Sommerstein, 1977, 
"bridges ono, of the few genuine discontinuities to be found in phonetics, 
the distinction between the lower lip and the tongue as active 
articulators". (p. 101). 
High 
[t high] distinctions are determined, along with the distinctions 
in 1.2-7. and 1-L8. below, in relation to the "neutral position" 
of the tongue, which in Chomsky and Malle, 1968, is assumed to be 
that found In the production of e in the English wot-d "bed" 
(P-300). I. e. it is the mid front position. [+ high] sounds are 
S 
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produced with the body of the tongue raised above the neutral 
position whereas in the case of [- highj segments no such raising 
is involved. Of the Greek vowels, 1 and u are [+ high] whereas 
the rest, i. e. e. a and o. are (- high] . Glides, palatal and 
velar consonants are [+ high] and so are palatalized consonants. 
(In NGK coronal nasals and laterals are palatalized when followed 
by a glide as a result of regressive --issimilation, though in some 
regional varieties they are also palatalized when followed by high 
front vowks. Velars become palatal before high front vowels or 
glide a) . 
1.2.7. Low- 
[+- low] distinctions sep,, -=te sounds produced Ath the body of the 
tongue lowered below the neutral position (see 1.2.6. above) from 
those produced without such lowering. The only [+ low] seement 
in Greek is the vowel a, all other segments being [- low]. 
1.2.8. Front 
[t front] distinctions separate sounds according to whether they are 
or are not produced with the tongue raised and fronted to neutral or 
higher po. -ition (see 1.2.6. above). Thusq Greek vowels i and e and 
the glide ýJ, are [+ front] whereas the remaining vowels a, a and U, 
are [- front] . Palatal and palatalized consonants are [+ front] 
whereas veLars are [- front The revaining consonants are [- front]. 
The recognition of (t front1distinctions in our study, combined 
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with back]distinctions (see next paragraph), accounts for a 
classification of Greek vowels into front (i, e ), back (Hp o) 
and central (a). In Chamsky and Halle, 1968 , however, only 
+ back]distinctions are recognized, defined on the basis of 
whether the body of the tongue is or is. not retracted from the 
neutral position, i. e. according to Chomsky and Halle, our 
[+ front] vowels (1, e) are[-back] whereas our [- front] segments 
(g:, 
. 
2, u) are [+ back] . The decision to treat frontness and 
backness as separate features-is based on two factors: 
firstly, from the phonetic point of view, Greek a lies above arxI 
behind. cardinal 4 (C a] ) and as such a long way from the back 
vowels o and u; 
6econdlyp fron, the morphophonemic point of view, a sometimes behaves 
like other front vowels and sometimes like other back vowels (see 
rules accounting for the appearance of*r"6 , Flo, and F 12' follat'vos 
in Ch. IV). 
Apart from the evidence from Greek, seeing backness and frontness 
4 
as separate features is defensible on other grounds toot as 
Sommerstein, 1977, p. 101, n. 24 points out. For instance, in some 
languages central and back vowels contrast minirally. 
1.2.9. Back 
back] contrasts serve to distinguish sounds produced by retracting 
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the body of the tongue from the position it occupies in quiet 
breathing when it lies on the floor of the mouth in a relaxed 
state. Note that we are referring here to tbe position of the 
tongue durirg quiet breathing and not to its neutral (i. e. mid- 
front), pace Chomsky and Halle, position (see 1.2.6. above). 
Vowels o and u are [+ back], and i, t and a are [- back]. 
Velar consonants are [+ back], and palatal and palatalized 
consonazits are (- back]. All other consonants axe likewise 
[-' back]. 
1.2.10. Rounded 
ft 
rounded] distinctions refer to sounds that are or are not 
produced with lip-rounding. [+ back] vowels and "labialized" 
consomnts are f+ rounded whereas [-back] vcwels and non- 
labialized consonarrts are I- rounded 
1.2.11. Nisality 
Sounds are distinguished according to whether or not -they are 
produced with a lowered velum so that air escapes through the nose. 
[+ nasal] segments are only the anterior consonants m and n and the 
.1 
(the latter appearing in IIGK only in the context of non-anterior i 
a following velar plosive). 
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1.2.12. Laterality 
[+ lat alai] sounds are -those in whose production the mid section of 
the tongue, at one or both sides, is lowered to allow the air to 
flow out of the mouth in the region of the molar teeth. The only 
[+ lateral] segment in Greek is the liq: u: id 1, vibereas r is [- lateral]. 
1.2.13. Continuance 
This feature classifies sounds according to whether or not in their 
production the air flow through the mouth is "effectively" blocked. 
Plosives and affricates are [- continuant] (or stop) whereas 
fricatives are [+ continuant I- Nasals are, on the basis of the 
above definition, [- continuant], though some linguists would prefer 
to classify them as [+ continuant] by omitting from the definition of 
continuance the words "through the mouth". Morphophonemically 
speaking, there is evidence favouring the classification of na-sals 
as [- continuant] . 
'Liquids can be regarded, though with considerable i 
uncertainty, as [+ continuant]. 
1.2.14. GradtL--s1 release 
This feature serves to distinguish between affricates, in whose 
production the closure in the vocal tract is released gradually 
grad. rel. ]), and plosivest characterized by instantaneous 
release Q- grad. rel. ]). The term "gradual release" was proposed 
by Anderson, 1974* to replace the rather unfortunate "delayed 
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release" of Chomsky and Halle. 
Voice 
This feature refers to the production of sounds either idth 
vibration of the vocal cords ([+ voluod]) or without vibration 
([- voiced]). In Chomsky and Halle [t voiced]distinctions are 
defined differently, namely, on the basis of the presence or 
absence of sufficient narrowing of the glottis for the glottal 
cords to be able to vibrate, though actual vibration may not occur 
due to other factors; however, this definition lacks supporting 
phonetic evidence and, as a result, has been abandoned in most 
analytic literature for the n, ore traditional (bu-'%, no more satisfactory) 
one endorced in this study. 
1.2.16. Stridency 
(+ strident] sounds are fricatives and affricates "marked accousbically 
by greater noisiness than their non-strident counterparts". Thus, 
labiodental f, v and alveolar s, z are (+ strident I whereas dental 
a, !I and velar x, y axe (- strident]. Plosives and sonorants are 
also (- strident]. Schane, 1973, p. 18, attempts the following 
articulatory definition of stridency: "For all fricatives the air 
is forced through a narrow opening, but in tlecase of the strident 
onesýlt is directed against the upper teeth or the uvula". The 
feature seems to be ill-defined and, given the other features in the 
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literature, redundant, though it can serve a useful purpose as 
a cover feature. 
Stress 
I stresSicontrasts refer to vowels in stressed or unstressed position. 
1.2.18. Longth 
long] contrasts refer to a classification of Classical Greek 
vowels as either long or short. 
Below follows a classificatory matrix off the main segment 
types in the phonological system of MGK for all features relevant 
in the language. 
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p 
C, ý, 
p "A 
F-i 
-P, 
F-i 
W 
I-j 
N 
H 
H 
Fj 
0 \0 OD ---1 0\ týn 4-1- w N t-A 
ci- 0 0 :: 1 C+ cil 0 1, 0 0 0 :4 
P. 
( 
0 0 ol 0 0 0 ca C4 
0. 
Pi 0 (D 
P, C+ (D R ; q- 
C+ 
P 
0 0 0 
" 
w 
0 
CD 
:: s 
C+ 
Pi 
FJ 
(D 
P. 
0. 
0 P 
P 
:3 
C+ 
P. 
(D C+ 
CD 
P) 
co 
0 
+ I I + I I + I ýd 
+ I + + I + ci- 
+ + 
+ + I + I cx 
+ I + 
+ I + + I + I p- 
+ + 04 
+ + + + I + C-it 
+ + + + 
I + + + I + (D 
+ + + + + ril 
I I I + I I + x 
+ + + + I + .4 
1 + +, + + I + P4 
+ + + + + I + V 
+ + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + I I + I I 
+ + + I + + 
+ + I I + + CD 
+ I + I + + P) 
+ I I I + + 0 
+ I I + I + + 0 
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It will be realized that, although the above sixteen features are 7 
relevant for an overall classification of the segments of MGK, 
individual segments axe in fact redundantly specified for some 
features: for instance [+ syllabic] 'segments need only be 
specli-fied further for the features high, low, back, and front; 
only segments negatively specified for the features front or 
high need be further specified for the features, respectively, 
back or low; a[+ back] segment is ipso facto [- front] ; whereas 
a[+ low] segment is adequately distinguished from all other segments 
in the language without further specification; -the glide j is 
adequately specified as [- syllabic, - consonantal]; obstruents 
need not be specified for the features high, low, front, back, rounded, 
nasal, and lateral; only continuant obstruents need be specified for 
stridency; the(+ lateral] segment need no further specification; 
nasals need only be specified for coronality if they are not followed 
by a plosive for, if they are, their specification for the above feature 
(and also for anteriority) is the same as that of the plosive due to 
regressive assimilation; [+ continuant] segments need not be specified 
as [- gradual release]; finally, the trill, 2:, is unambiguously 
specified as [+ consonantal, + sonorant, + coronal, - nasal, lateral]. 
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2. GRAMATICAL DISTINCTIVE ErsNTM? a 
2.1. To account for the inflectional paradigm of the MGX verb 
we will need to recognize the following grammatical distinctions: 
Voice: Passivel 
Aspect: Perfectivel 
Tense: Past 
Number: Plurall 
Person: ll; f+ 21tt+ 31 
On the above the following points should be made: 
. 
2.2. Although in the present study we are interested in -the above 
grammatical distinctions to the extent that they are expressed in 
the inflectional structure of the verb, it should be emphasized that 
their relevance (as well as that of additional distinctions related 
to the above and other, e. g. Mood, categories) far exceeds the verb 
and must be considered on a sentential and ýsupra-sententiai basis. 
2-3. Passivel (f+- PassJ) distinctions are expressed in the 
inflectional structure of all reaular transitive verbs in the 
alterration between (groups of) formatives (or suffixes) as 
described in Ch. III and Ch. IVp e. g. 
! ýAVO (= I stop) AGAPAO (= I love) 
Perf, - Past, - plp 1, 
[{- Passl pavýo ayapLo 
[+ Passl pavýome ayapLibe 
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de. per-di-ng on wlAch of the two syntactic frames below such verbs 
.. 2 
appear in 
+ Nominative] 
[V-bPassivel N 
Nominative] 
N 
(2) 
[+ 
Nominative] 
Vb 
ss 'a] + Pa iv 
N 
prep +[- 
Nominative] 
where the symbol 'prep' is replaced either by the -preposition ard 
Accusative or ý26 + Genitive. 
On the other band, a number of "irregular" transitive verbs, e. g. 
XIRfZOME (= I handle, operate)-. appear only in frame (1) above, witt 
the following difference, that they allow for the presence of only 
(+ Passive) formatives in their inflectional structure. In other 
words, the following, hybrid, version of frame (1) above should be 
recognized for such verbs: \ 
(19 
if ]+[ Vb 
+[N 
[+ 
Nominative + Passive - Nominative] 
Again, a number of intransitive verbs, e. g. 'KAGOME (= I sit), 
WtE I am afraid), KIMbM (= I am asleep), etc. I accepting F 
only J+ Pass] formatives in their structures, do not appear in any 
of the above frames but in a different one, namely, 
N Vb 
+ Nomirative 
[+ 
Passive 
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I 
whereas another group of intransitive verbs, e. g. KRIbNO 
feel cold), ROXAdZO (= I snore), TfgXO (= I run), Uk (= I 
weep), etc., accepting only f- Passj formatives in their 
structures, participate in the following version of frame (3) 
above : 
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N+[ Vb [+ 
Nominative] - Passive 
The idiosyncratic behaviour of the above (and other) irregular 
verbs can only be accounted for if in the lexicon of the language 
each of them is specified with respect to the particular group of 
formatives, [+ Passivel or Passivej, that they can accept. Thus, 
XIRtZOME, for instance, will be specified as [+ Pass) , i. e. as 
accepting only f+ Pass] formatives, and KRI6NO as f- Pass] , i. e. 
accep'Uing only f- Pass I formatives, whereas regular transitive verbs 
such as PAVO or AGAPIO will be-left unspecified since in their 
structitre either group of formatives may appear. 
As a last illustration of the fact that, for a considerable number 
of verbal lexemes, their acceptance of [+ Pass) or f- Passj formatives 
is not predictable by general rule, i. e. it is Texically determined, 
compare the following pairs of synonyms and antonyms: in each pair 
the lexeme on the left accepts f- Passl arA the one on the right 
(+ Pass ] foimatives: 
4o 
f- Passive 
KATE VhO 
ANEqNO 
LJbNO 
PARAFRON6 
AKOLUg6 
KRI6NO I feel cold) 
PLISIIZO I approach) 
PIdNO 1 90) 
[+ Passive 
KAARXOME I descend) 
AdRXOITME I ascefid) 
TIKOME I melt) 
TRELLNOME I go mad) 
ýPom I follow) 
ZESTLOME I feel hot) 
APOMAKRiTIOME I move away) 
LOME I come) 
" Perfj ) distinctions are expressed in 2.4. Perfectivej ( f" 
the structure of most verbs,, though there are some verbs in which 
such distinctions axe neutralized, always in the direction of 
Perf], e. g. 
Pho AGAPAO YAIT. 0 
ko 
Passp - Pastt - Plo 11 
Perf} pavo ayapao 
k. ano 'exo 
If+ 
Porfj papso ayapi'so 
II 
Verbs such as KANO or EXO will be r-pec. -Lfied in the lexicon as 
Perf) (i. e. allowing in their structure only combinations of 
formativas characteristic of the value f- Perf] ), whereas regular 
verbs will be left unspecified since in -their structure either group 
of forinatives Pay appeax. 
f 
The above remarks are valid. for the monolectic (i. e. comprising one- 
word verbal elements) verb paradigm on which the focus of this study 
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is (but see 2-5. below), though not for the periphrastic paradigm 
(i. e. comprising verb forms made up of more than one verbal element) 
in whose case I- Perfjdistinctions am neutralized, e. g. 
PERIPHRASTIC 
MONOIECTIC 
AUXIL- 
IARY IlqFINITIVE 
Perfj p&VO 
Past 
(= I stop) exo JApsi 
f+ Perf] papso 
(= I have 
stopped) 
PassA I will stop) 
. 
Per: fj 6pava, 
, 
Past I 
(= I was stop ping) ixa p&psi 
(+ Perf] Apapsa 
(= I had 
stoppcd) (= I stopped) 
Perf) p&vome 
Pastl 
(= I am stopped) 
- 
jxo paftf 
* f+ Perfj pafto 
(= I have 
been stopped) 
1+ Pass] 
(= I will be stopped) 
Perfj pavomuna 5 
+ Pastl 
I was biceirz stopped) ltxa 
f+ Perfj p&ftika 
I had been 
stopped) 
I (= I was stopped) 
The contrast between monolectic and periphrastic verb forms could 
be dealt with on the basis of a different type of aspectual 
distinction, namely, between, respectively, [- Perfectj and 
[+ Perfectl Aspect See Comrie, 1976). [+ Perfect. 1 aspectual 
distinctions should not-be confused with Perfectivel (or, -in 
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an abbreviated form, [+- Perfj) distinctions: from the inflectional 
point of view the former refer to the contrast between monolectic 
and periphrastic verb forms, whereas the latter refer to the 
contrast between (groups of) inflectional formatives (or affixes) 
following the verbal stem of monolectic verb forms only. However, 
apart from this section, [ 
+ Perfect] distinctions will be excluded 
from our descript-ion, i. e. only the monolectic paradigm will be 
considered, for the following, practical, reasons: firstly, in 
order not to overburden the exposition; and secondly, because 
all inflectional contrasts and sandhi phenomena obtaining in the 
periphrastic paradigm also occur in the monolectic, though not 
vice versa. % 
The latter statement needs some elaboration. [ + Perfect3 , i. e. 
periphrastic, verb forms are made up, as shogn in the examples 
above, of two verbal elements, an auxiliary and what we will here 
refer to as an infi nitive. The auxiliary behaves inflectionally 
exactly like the irregular main verb 
LO (= I have, I possess) in 
that the only grammatical contrasts it expresses are those of 
Tense , Number and Person v whereas 
t Pass I and Perf j distinctions 
are neutralized in the direction of 
ýhe 
cluster Pass, - Pcrýj: 
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Pass, - Perf ý 
f- Past) f+ Pastj 
fil exo ixa 
Pi] [21 exis ixes 
f3l exi 3. Xe 
[1) I exume ixame 
+ Pil [2) exete l. -cate 
(31 1 exune ixane 
The infinitive, on the other hand, expresses voice contrasts 
only: 
f. - Pass I f+ Pass] 
papsi paftl 
I It will be noticed that the two forms of the infinitive have 
the swr, 3 phonological shape as the com-esponding I+ perf ,- Past, 
- Ply 31 monolectic forms of the verb: 
(- Pass] [+ Pass 
ill P&PSO paftý 
Perf, - Past, - Plj 
[21 papsis paftlas 
[31 v papsi 1 pafti 
and are subject to the same sandhi processes: -pAvLsJi-*. pAffsJi-o. 99 
PA(psfli , though, as we said above, the infinitive is unrelated to 
all other grammatical contrasts apart from that between the Voice 
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values. f- Pass] and [+ Pass] . 
What we are suggesting here, therefore, is thatf + Perfective t-I 
aspectual distinctions are expressed in the structure ofmonolectic 
([- Perfect]) but not of periphrastic ((+ Perfect)) verb forirs3, a 
point which is often missed in the literature. See, for instarr-e, 
Babiniotis, 1972 and Efstathladis, 1974. 
2.5. With respect to the category of Tense, two contrastive values 
are expressed in the inflectional structure of the verb, namely, 
Pastj and (- PastjP corresponding to the traditional labels, 
respectively, I of "Past" and "Present, V 'Future , 
f- Past] f+ Past 
P 
Perf p&vo bpava 
ass) 
[+ Perfl P&PSO 6papsa 
[- Perfl p&vome pavb., muna 
{+ Pass) 
If+ Perf I pifto, plftika 
A distinction should be made at this point between Tense, a 
grammatical category, and time refevence, in that f+ past jI 
does not necessarily refer to "past time" neither does (- Pastj 
II necessari'lLy refer to "present time". For instance, fi, aipft. 
(= vie departed), a [+ Past, - Pa88t + PC, -ft + Pit 11 form, is 
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often used in the sense of "we are setting off right now"t or 
"let's go". Consider also, the historic or narrative present, 
"where the pmsent tense is used to refer to a pasL situation" 
(Comrie, 1976, p. 73). For example, in the following extract from 
our data, the speaker switches from [- Pastjtof+ Past] in the course 
of referring to the same narrated event: 
1160111 E. C.: ',, ke, l;! o ... ke 1pes es! ... 
(= 
... and he says ... and you said 
) 
Therefore, [+ Past] and (- Pastj are used here as labels -. L'*or 
two 
distinct groups of inflectional elements and not as time indicators 
althouggh more often than not {+ Past) refers to events occt: xring 
in the past. 
Further Tense (t Future] ) distinctions are expressed not 
inflectionally but syntactically, i. e. in the presence or absence 
of the particle @a (= going to, will) preceded, to form the 
negative, by -the particle clen before (- Pastj verb forms, ifnereas 
modal Hypothetical distinctions 
4 
are expressed in the presence 
@a "would (not)") before (+ Pastj verb forms, e. g. or absence of (Len 
Future] : (ýen)I pývo I (do not) stop) 
[+ Future I: (Len pavo (= I will (not) be stopping) 1) Ra , 
Hypotheticall : (aen) he stopped/did not stop) 
[+ Hypothetical) : (ijen must/ean't have stopped) .. g) 
0', epapse he 
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The presence or absence before a verb form of the particles na or 
as plus, in the negative, the particle mi(n 
nal 
(min) pApsis in order that you may (not) stop) 
as 5 
reflects distinctions related to the category of Mood , i. e. 
respectively [+ Subjunctive I and [- Subjunctive As is clear 
from the above, such considerations as (+- Future], ( 
+ Hypotheticall 
and Subjunctive) are not expressed inflectionally but only 
syntactically, by the presence or absence of particles 
(6p, n) Pa or fnal (min) before a verb form. Therefore they as 
are outside the scope of this study. However, it will be useful 
to make the following point: Past, + Perf I verb forms, unlike 
all others. must always, as Warburton says, 
(1972 
, p. 88) "be 
preceded by a particle whereas all other tenses can occur both 
with or without one". In different ter-msp (- Past, + Perfj verb 
forms a) are always either {+ Futurej or[+ Subjunctivelland 
b) they are really periphrastic 
Futurej/f- -.!, Ubjunctivý [+ Future] (+ Subjunctivej 
Past, + Perfj Ga papsis, fnal JAPSIS (= you will as 
stop) (= so that 
you may stop) 
Past, - Perfj pAvis you stop) Ga pavis naý pavis [ you will as 
) be stopping) = so that you 
may be stopping 
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It might therefore be more accurate to describe the object of this 
study as not only the monolectic paradigm but, also the verbal 
elements of the [- Past, + Perfj periphrastic paradigm. 
0 
Hotice, however, in the following extract from the data 
1/78/13 VL.: cTen brOis? kalitera Ga perýsume. ' 
(You won't come with us ? We will have a better time) 
that the t- Past, + Perf, + Pass, - Pl, 21 verb form 6rGis is not 
preceded by "obligatory" Pa, though it is preceded by Zlen . It 
seems, therefore-, that a study on the distribution of particles 
before [- Past, + Perfj forms in actual conversations might prove 
much richer and moro varied than is acknowledged in the literature. 
2.6. In this section we will discuss the category of Number in 
conjunction with that of Persont as a separate treatment would 
lead to unnecessary duplication. The category of Number has two 
contrastive values ý. Pluralj, while Person, has the contrastive 
values [+- 11p [+- 21, and 
In the amlysis below we will normally use the symbols [1)J21, and 
t3]as free of redundancy abbreviations for the more complete bundles, 
respectively, (+ 1, - 29 - 31 P 
(- lo + 2, - 31 and [- lp - 2P + 31 - 
Sometines, however, ogreater rigour can 
be achieved in the description 
if the feature specifications 'Y' Or "-" are employed. For instance, 
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in the following formn: 
pavdmun(a) 
I+ Pass, - Perf ,+ Past, Pl 2 pav6sun(a) 
[31 pavotan(e) 
the "optional" wOrd-final segments e and a appear in the presence 
of the values, respectively[+ 31 and f- 31 (ie. [+ 11 and/or 
J+ 21). Using the alpha notation we can state the co-variation 
between the quality of the word-final vowel and Person as follows: 
V 
- back 
- high 
CL low 
co-varies with the Person value [-a 31 , i. e. the features 
(low] 
and[ 31 have opposite specific,, tions "4-" Or 
It should be emphasized that the above Number and Person distinctions 
are meant to be clearly grainatical and, therefore, by no means 
isomorphic with such notional distinctions as "one", "many", 
"speaker", "interlocutor", "someone spoken of", etc. 
6 
Suffice it 
to say that J+ Pl, 21 or J+ Pl, 1] may be used when addressing a 
single hearer, [- Pl, 21 may denote"somebody" or "one" rather than 
a hearer, 1+ Pl, lj may refer -to a single speaker, [- Plo 31 May 
be used to address a distinguished person, etc. 
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IEXICAL FEATURES 
In MGK verbs belong to different lexical classes or conjugations, a 
i. e. have (partly) different inflectional shapes, according to 
whether their stems end in a consonant, e. g. PýVO (= I stop) or a vowel, 
e. g. AGAFýO (= I love), and also according to whether a stem-final 
vowel participates in sandhi interactions with following vowel 
inflectional formatives, e. g. AGAFbI or not, e. g. APOJKLIO (= I 
exclude). We will employ the symbol (aT 17 to refer to the lexical 0 
class or conjugation comprising verbs with stem-final consonant 
as well as verbs with stem-final vowel that does not interact with 
adjacent vowels; the symbol f STvJ will refe -1 to the conjugation of 
verbs with stem-final vowel normally participating in sandhi interactions 
with following vowels. 
Verbs of the latter conjugation are further sub-classified according 
to whether their stem-final vowel is a ([STV, I) e. g. AGAPIO, or 
Tim* ý (= I create). ( ! ýUryo QSTV2 1) , e. g. DIMIURG6 : aimiu3: 77eo 
stryLisTic FEATuREs 
number of contrasts within the inflectional paradigm of the verb 
cannot be accounted for on the basis of any grammatical or conjugational 
considerations such as, respectively, [t Past] or fSTv/ST 1; ratherl they A 
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are related to the existence within MGK of two stylistically 
contrastive tendencies of co-occu=ence of linguistic elements 
which can be only very roughly associated with the two well- 
known descriptive idealiZations 
8, 
Katharevusa (K) and Demotiki (D). 
Let us comment on the above statement in some detail. 
Ferguson, 1959, sees the two terms, X and Dt in relation to the 
concept of diglossia, i. e. that in Greece, as in a n=ber of 
other parts of the world, there exist two distinct (but related) 
lingul. -tic varieties with clearly defined allocation of functions, 
K, the "High" (H) variety, employed in the con-text of Administration, 
the Church, Educationt etc., 
%ard 
D, the I'Low" (L) one, employed 
in such "infonral" contexts as the Home, the Playground, etc., the 
two sets of situations overlapping only very slightly. Schematically, 
K and D, as seen by Ferguson, could be represented by two parallel 
lines (i. e. given a clearly defined context of situation or "funcIdon" 
only one of the two varieties occurs) which at various points converge 
(i. e. they exhibit structural similarity and a slight overlap of 
functions): 
(1) K 
D 
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The concept of diglossia appears., prima facie, intuitively 
correct. The ordinary Greek, especially if he has had some 
fomal education at secondary level, has no difficulty in 
deciding that the language of, say, the newspaper "ESTIA! ' is K 
whereas that of "TA NEA! ' is D. Also, -when in 1975 the new 
constitution (as opposed to that of 1952) made no mention of 
K as the official'language of the country, or when in 1976 D 
became the official medium of instTuction at school, some people 
objected to the "murder" of K, others declared that K "will 
never die", and still others sarcastically pointed to the fact 
I 
that quite a bit of K was used by the members of the Government 
accouncing, both in speech and in writing, the "burial" of K 
(the 1975 constitution, for one, is written, in K! ) but nobody 
I know of had any doubt as to what it was all about, nor did any 
newspaper feel the need to explain to its readers what K and D 
were. It appears, therefore, that educated Greeks agree on the 
whole as to the existence of two distinct varieties in Greece 
today and quarrel only with respect to the desirability of the 
situation, or to " what should be done" . However oversimplified 
the above intuitions appear to be, it would be a mistake if they 
were dismissed as naive. On the contrary, they should be explained. 
The concopt of diglossia also appears useful in the context of a 
sociolinguistics that is more socially biased than linguistically: 
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When it comes to problems related to standardization or to 
language policy in education, or when the state decides to make 
itself more accessible linguistically to, say, the farmers, what 
happens is the re-examination. and, possibly, re-allocation of 
functions to the two supposedly distinct linguistic varieties 
(to the degree, that is, that such a re-allocation is amenable 
to governmental policy): for instance, whereas the Administration 
has been allocated to K ever since the estAblishment of the Greek 
state in the 19th century, the Ministry of Agriculture adopted 
D as of 15th March 1976 (though, of course , the way that the 
linguistic behaviour of individua 1 officials has been affected by 
the decision is a different matter); also as we said above, K has 
stopped being the official language of Greece as of 9-th June 1975 
(that, incidentally, does not mean that D is the official language) 
whereas D ha-r. been the medium of instruction at all levels of 
education as of 7th April, 1976. (Before*that date D was the medium 
of instruction in the first few years of primary school and K in the 
remaining years); again, the fact that the above decision was taken by 
the state says nothing about its effect on the linguistic behaviour 
of individuals in the schoolroom. 
On a more personal note, all the*(formal) letters I received from 
my sponsor-. (IKY) from the beginnlrZ. of the period of my studies 
in Leeds (Autumn 1976) to mid-March 1977 were written in*K; since 
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then, however, all typewritten material has been written in D, 
whereas printed matter was changed over to D two months later 
(when, presumably, stocks of printed -ratter in K had been used up). 
Still, it is conceivable that if more than one employee had 
been asked independently to "translate" the same K text into 
the result would have been different in each case. 
It might be Instructive to compare below photocopies of the 
earlier (K) and later (D) versions of IKY's standard reply to 
its scholars to acknowledge receipt of their letters9. No 
detailed discussion of the differences ((phonological as reflected 
in) spelling, morphological, lexical and syntactic) will be 
necessary: all via are interested in at this -point is to show 
that KID distinctions are (a) observable (b) recognizable by the 
layman as such, i. e. as K/D distinctions, rather than as differences 
of some unspecified kind, and (c) subject to deliberate choice (or 
revision of choice) on the part of an organization or an individual, 
according to which'variety is regarded as more appropriate in a 
certain situation, though the eff"ect of the choice on linguistic 
production is a moot point. The above three properties, all 
referring to perception rather than to production, can, I think, 
recora. -Lend Kp D, and the concomitant concept of diglossia as legitimate 
subjects of study for the socially minded sociolinguist (also, 
perhaps, the psycholinguist, the social psychologist or the 
educationil psychologist). . 
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If, however, diglossia is approached within the context of a 
linguisticially biased sociolinguistics, or "Sociolinguistics 
Proper"interm3cfTrudgill, or "Secular Linguistics "in ýrms of Labov, or 
Variation Theory, i. e. if we are not so interested in the fact 
that, say, D is now officially the medium of instruction in 
education, but instead we get down to analyzing recordings of 
actual linguistic exchanges between real pupils and teachers in 
real clazsrooms, then the discreteness of K and D becomes, on 
the whole, a rather untenable assumption. Ferguson, for one, is 
cautious enough to state at the end of his well-known paper of 
1959: 
'Terhap-- the collection of data and 
more profound study will drastically 
modify the impressionistic : remarks of 
this paper, but if this is so the 
paper will have had the virtue of 
stimulating investigation and thouýhlt. " 
I-lore relevantly, his paper is full of references to "interference" 
or to "uncodified"# "unstable", "mixed" or "irrtermediate" forms of 
the language. In the paragraph on stability (of the diglossic 
situation) he writes: 
"The communicative tensions which arise 
in the diglossia situation may be resolved 
by the use of relatively uncodified, 
unstable, intermediate forms of the 
languagello 
In other words, it is not always the case (If ever) that Mand L 
are discrete. But if this is so, 'under what circumstances are K 
and D discrete and when do they begin to merge? And are the 
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"relatively uncodified, unstable, intermediate forms of the 
language" not amenable to rigorous description?, Do they 
constitute "inferior" or "unruly" linguistic varieties where 
"anything goes", compared to the "par excellence" varieties, 
I 
K and IP. 
A number of linguists have attempted to "chart" the terra 
incognita lying between K and D in one way or another. 
Pappageotes and Macris, 1964, for instance, recognize four 
types of spoken and seven of written Greek, as follows: 
Varieties Of sPOken--Greek (OP-cit. P-57) 
1. Local dialects spoken in villages and towns 
2. Nonstandard city colloquials 
3. Standard colloquial (similar to irritten 2 below) 
Formal spoken Greek (similar to written 5 below) 
Varieties of written Greek 
1. Demotic of Psycharis and the first demoticists 
2. Demotic of most contemporary novelists 
3. Demotic of the official Grarxar of Modern Greek and of many 
non-fiction and fiction books published after 1.941 
4. Demotic of journalistic reports and of popular magazines 
5- Puristic of tha editorials of p0pular newspapers and 
magazines and of domestic news reports 
6. Puristic of foreign news reports and of official documents 
7. Archaic Puristic 
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In spite of the impressive (yet vague) sub-classification of K 
and D, however, the co-authors feel obliged to stite, among 
other puzzling things, that, with respect to the spoken 
varieties, for instance, "the lines of demarcation between 3 
and 4 are not clear-cut and a speaker may move from one to the 
other, depending on the subject matter of the conversation"; 
also, with respect to the written varieties, that, among other 
things, 
"The distinction between the Demotic and 
the Puristic is not absolute, except at 
the two ends of the scale ... Both I and 7 are very seldom, if ever, used today. 
The difference between 4 and 5 is very limited, 
and both could be considered as representing 
a mixture of Demotic and Puristic ... The future koine . **.. will be based on the 
morphology of 3 and on the lexicon and syntax 
of 3,4 and 5". (op. cit. pp. 58-59) 
As is obvious from the abovep the distinction of two, five, seven 
or more varieties is equally unhelpful as a framework for objective 
description of the linguistic reality in Greece today, for it 
cannot be anything but impressionistic. Even the scepticism of 
the suggestion above that 'Itfie distinction between the Demotic and 
the Puristic is not absolute, except at the two ends of the scale" 
is too rezerved: how can the two ends of the scale be absolutely 
distinct if any two successive varieties in fact merge into one 
another as the authors, adnilt? 4 
Miraribel, 1937, denies K and D discreteness because for him Modern 
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Greek is "un ensemble d1usages linguistiques qui tantot slopposeant, 
tantot se combinent" but goes on to identify the following five 
"etats de langue" in use in Greece as if five varieties are 
"better", descriptively speaking, than two: 
1. Katharevusa, the purist language of the state. 
2. ' Mikti, the "Mixed" variety, is similar to X bixb accepts 
elements from the spoken language and is used both in 
writing and speech, for instance, in the context of 
scientific writingp much journalism and political speeches. 
Kathomilumeni, the "spoken" variety, is basically demotic 
but accepts elements from K. It is the language of the 
urban niddle classes. 
Demotic derives from Ancient Greek through a process of 
naturcal development of'the language over the centuries. It 
is used by the majority of the people, also in literature and, 
recently, in somo abstract and technical writing. 
Malliari, the "Haii-j" ýarlety, is the result of aI 
normative process of reverse purification of Greek of all 
X elements undertaken by certain grammarians in the late 
19th century arrl practiced, mainly, by iie long-haired 
contributors to the literary periodical "Texni". 
(The derogatory term Malliari was used by K supporters to corw. ect 
the new variety with its "socially objectionable" practitioners). 
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With respect to Mirambel's five varieties of Greek, Browning, 1969, 
remarks, no less confusingly, that 
"his fifth category is not really a state 
of the language parallel to the others. 
And of the others (1) and (2) are varieties 
of Katharevusa, (i) and (4) varieties of . demotic. One may hes-Itate, whether to class 
a sample text in (1) or (2), or in (3) or 
(4). But one cannot read two lines without 
seeing whether it is a variety of demotic or 
of Katharevusa". (p. 114) 
Householder, 1962, for his part, suggests that 
"Any Modern Greek document can be unambiguously 
assigned to K or D on the basis of a half-dozen 
lines or less (in fact, a half-dozen words is 
normally enough), with very few exceptions". 
(OP-cit. P-232) 
He then goes on to distinguish, in two readers (one of K and the 
other of D texts) of Modern Greek prepared by Pappageotesp several 
types of texts, for instance, ýure K, ýure D, predominantly K, 
predominantly D, mildly K, etc. (p. 232ff. ). The distinction between 
texts is based on a count per page of the following types of "the 
linguistic marks of Katharevusa and Dhimotiki, namely obligatory, 
criterial, regular, occasional and forbidden". (p. 220),. However, 
in spite of the above elAorate apparatus (whose impressionistic 
character should not escape our attention) the facts of language still 
escape rigorous description. Compare, for instance, the following 
Percentages 
10 for inflectional affixes obtaining in the "pure V and 
"predominantly K" texts on the one hand and in the "pure Y and 
of predominantly D" texts on the other (PP. 233-236). 
I 
6o 
K D 
Pure 98.3 94.5 
Predominantly 90-5 82.2 
AparL from the fact that the linguistic "purity" of even the 11purent" 
texts is questionable (less than 100%! ) we notice that the D texts 
have on the whole a greater admixture of K elements compared 
to the admixture of D elements in the K texts, i. e. "pure D" 
texts are less pure than "pure K" texts, and the D of "predominantly 
D" texts in less predominant compared to the K of "predominantly V 
texts; also the difference between "pure V and "predominantly KII 
texts is 7.8% D forms whereas the difference between "Pure D" and, 
"predominantly Y texts is 12.3% K forms. The neatness of 
11ouseholder's classification of texts is further undermined by 
his distinction, as we said above, between obligatory,. criterial, 
regular, occasional and forbidden. linguistic "marks". For how often 
must a form appear in a number of, say, X texts in order that it 
is classified as obligatory rather than criterial or regular, etc.? 
And if a form is classified as forbidden in K texts, can it be, say, 
regular D or must it be obligat=ry D? And, anyway, is it not 
hopelessly circular if texts are classified as (a shade of) K or 
-D on the basis of the "linguistic marks,, of K or D in them whereas 
at the same time linguistic forms are classified as (a shade of) IC 
or D according to the K or. D texts in which they occur? ' 
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Clearlys Householder's detailed classificatory framework and 
meticulous counting proves what was only a (valid) suspicion before: 
that introducing more and more elaboration into an inadequate 
descriptive model such as that based on the concept of diglossia 
does not necessarily improve the model. For, essentially, 
Householder's diglossic model is the same as that of Ferguson or 
14irambel: in each, case the assignment of a text or linguistic 
form to (some shade of) K or D is*based on criteria which are both' 
circular, i. e. the linguistic forms definethe text (or the utterance) 
in which they appear and vice versa, and impressionistic, i. e. what 
is, say, (some shade of) K for the goose may be, but is not 
necessarily, (the same shade, of) K for the-gander. 
The inadepacy of the diglossic model irrespective of the degree 
of elaboration introduced in it, lies ill its static character vis-a- 
vis the dynamis. m and fuzziness of the linguistic reality to be described. 
I For we need to account not only for the fact, that, depending on what 
linguistic forms, how many and in what. combinations occur in it, a 
text or an utterance may be recognized as K or D by a number of 
native speakers but also for the fact that judgements concerning 
another text or utterance may not be characterized by the same 
degree of certainty. 
What is suggestedhere, therefore, is a dynamic or variationist 
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model which 
(a) takes account of the observable and, as such, independently 
availableg co-occ urr ence patterns obtaining between linguistic 
elements (rather than the putative and circularly "defined" degree of 
K-ness or D-ness of a particular element or a whole text or utterance), 
and, 
(b) recognizes the effect of the linguistic environment ar4 the 
situational context on co-occurrence patterns, i. e. that element p 
may be more likely to co-occur with element q rather than with 
element r depending on whether the linguistic environment contains 
the elements, in oider of importance or "weight", s, t, or u, and also 
depending on such extralinguistic features as formality-of the 
situation, hierarchical relations between interlocutors, age, sex, 
education, occupation of the speaker, topic of conversation, etc. 
In the above dynamic model intuitions concerning K/D distinctions axe 
neither taken at face value(as they are in some studies based on the 
diglossic model) nor are they rejected as linguistically irrelevant 
(as suggested in some paedagogically mobivatedt and as such essexytially 
prescriptive, studies: Babiniotis and Kontos, 1967. Babiniotist 1972b); 
rathersthey can be accounted for in the same natural and non-circular 
way as intuitions concerning, say, geographical, social or a variety 
of stylistic distinctions obtaining within MGK: given, at certain points 
in structure and at various linguistic levels (lexis, phonology, syntax, 
etc. ), the seemingly "free" alternation between grammatically and 
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semantically equivalent elements, e. g. abc9d etc., 'we may, ;ý tP Q ý11 
in fact, observe that the alternationsl far from being "free". 
seem to be interrelated in that they tend to be subject to 
certain co-occurrence restrictions, i. e. the appearance of element 
a tends to coincide with the appearance of b, c and d (though, 
possibly, at varying frequency levels) whereas a' tends to co- 
occur with bl, c', and d'; also, the appearance of a, b, c or d, 
variously or collectively, is more likely in certain situational 
contexts than in others where the appearance of a', W, c' or d' 
is favoured; finally, members of one group of elements nay tend to 
be evaluated by native speakers as K, in contrast to the elements of 
the other group which tend t6 be regarded as D: the recognition of 
0 ne group of linguistic elements as K and of the other as D by the 
community, may coincide with, respectively, "positive", or "negative" 
attitudes on the part of some speakers whereas the reverse relation 
may hold in the case of other speakers; such attitudes tend to 
affect, to a greater or lesser extent, the linguistic behaviour of 
those who hold them (see Kroch and Small, 1978, on the effects 
on speech of linguistic ideology). 
SAmatically, K/D distinctions in MGK could be represented as follows: A 
i 
6L 
d 
MGK 
TA 
TB 
where the alternation between grammatically and semantically equivalent 
forms on a particular linguistic level and at a particular point in 
the string of speech (also in writing) may not be necessarily related 
to some alternations at other structural points on the same or 
different linguistic level, neither can a necessary relation be 
N established between one or tAo alternants and a particular situationzal 
context. Still, the arrangement in the schema of certain forms and 
situations above the line and other forms and situations below the 
line indicates that, in fact, a, b, c and d tend to co-occur in 
linguistic exchanges taking place in situations of set A whereas 
forms a', b', C' and d' are normally related to situation set B. 
Still, the above co-occurrence tendencies may not apply with equal, 
force on all cases of alternation; for instance, form a may be more 
typical of situation set A than b is, b more typical than c, and 
c more typical than d; also, the probability of co-occurrence of 
b and d may be considerably greater than'that of d and a:; finally, 
the breaking of co-occurrence tendencies may have interesting 
stylistic functions so that, say, the stricter the co-occurrence 
restriction broken the greater the ntylistic effect'. 
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Obviously then, what is of interest here is not to state that 
a, b, c and d tend to co-occur in situation set Aand that is 
what native speakers normally call Katharevusa, whereas a', b', 
c' and d' co-occur in situation set B, which is typically 
regarded as Demotijd; rather, the interest lies in capturing 
the relative effect of a number of features of the linguistic 
and the situational context on the probability oj. appearance 
of a certain form, e. g. that the probability of appearance of 
a is greater in the presence of b than of c and least in the 
presence of d. 
To put it in different termsl given a number of utterancea in 
which the forms in the schema above combine in different ways, 
for instance, as follows: 
a, b, co d 
a, b, co d' 
a, b, C', d' 
a, Wt C', d' 
a', bl, cl dl 
Ferguson's diglossic model. can only account for versions 1 and 5 
in that they can be recognized as, respectively, K and D, whereas 
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all other versions are simply ignored as "unstable", "iincodified" 
and the like. In our dynamic modelg however, all versions are 
manifestations of the same variable patterns of co-occurrence or 
variable rules. In the case of versions 1 and 5 all the 
relevant rules have applied (in spite of the fact that their 
probability levels may differ considerably) a fact which in 
itself is not of particular interest (since it is the rules 
that m. tter) especially if the data suggests that 1 and 5 are ra-Uner 
rare and, as such, marginal phenomena. 
On the contrary, the model may suggest that, due to the dymmic 
interdependence of the rules'involved, version. 4 provides the 
domimnt pattern, version 3 never occurs. in speech and version 2 
is sometimes used for stylistic purposes. 
At this point we can give a principled explanation for the suggestion 
at the beginning of this section that K and D are "descriptive 
idealizations" rather than discrete varieties as Ferguson would 
have them. The idealization process, as reflected in certain 
traditional normative grammars and in the (mainly, written) linguistic 
output of certain individua2swith opposing linguistic affiliat I ions, 
consists in artificially attributing the relevant variable rules 
12 
the status of categorical rules. For instance, given that in our 
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data the variable rule that accounts for the-following sandhi 
interactions: fs-e-j2s, EQ-P-st, xg-am-xt, f9--o-ft, etc., applies 
at a frequency level of 0.73 (see Ch. V, 10 below), aD type of 
normative grammar might assign it a frequency level of 1. 
(e. g. Ls always changes to Ms), whereas aK type of grammar might 
not recognize the existence of the rule at all (e. g. fs never 
changes). 
Now, to go back to the inflectioral morhpology of the MGK verb, 
let us see how KID distinctions could be accounted for in the 
following forms: 
W 
+Pass, +Perf , +Past, +Pl, 1 I-paf +9+m+e+ 
e ik a 
1 
+1 
il 
+ 
summarizing the verb forms e4f9imen and (e)paf9ikame (fG normally 
changing to ft in the latter form only). To begin Ath, relevant rules 
will account for the fact that in the presence of the cluster 
(+ Pass, ' + Perf, + Past, + Plp lt ST 0, PXVOj the following phohological 
segments appear categorically, i. e. always : 
... paf +9+... + ... +n+o+... 
Howevert at four points in structure, OnlY two of uhich are adjacent, 
the following alternations occur: 
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1 0 i- 
+ 000 0.0 + 
[ ] 
+ 
[ 
, es* +0.. 
[ 
ik . 
The rule system will also account for the fact that as the 
arrangenent of the alternants in the square brackets (rather 
than brace brackets) indicates, the formatives appearing at the 
top of the square brackets co-occur-. 
I 
e+ paf +9+i+m+e+n 
and so do those at the bottom of the squo-tre brackets 
+ paf +9+ ik + a. +m+e 
It should be noted that, whereas the formative i alternates with 
a, and ik or n alternate with zero formative (0), 'at word-initial 
position a different kind of alternation obtains, i4hich is only 
very crudely expressed as 
rel [(e)j 
I 
for what we have here is a formative, which appears categorically 
in a certain context. (i. e. in the presence of i and n) and "optionilly" 
otherwise (i. e. in the presence of ik and a). ' Furthermore, as we 
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shall show later on in the study, the appearance of e in the latter 
case is not all that ''optional'' really since its likelihood is 
greater in the presence of certain features of the linguistic 
enviror-ment (or constraints) than in the presence of others: 
for instance it appears quite frequently in the case of compound 
stems but rarely in the case of simple stems. 
Similar observations can be made about the following forms 
(u) 
Pass, Perft - Past, + Plo 19 ST PAVO 1- 0 
0+m+e+n 
pav +% 
u 
where in the presence of final n the formative o appears categorically, 
whemas in Lhe absence of n the alternation of o and u is far from 
"free" since o appears only very rarely. 
It remains now to se6 if the altermtions in (ii) above are in any 
way related to those of (1) above. It is obvious that we are not 
likely to find in actual linguistic exchanges enough forms such as 
those in (i) above in sufficient proximity to forms such as those of 
(Ii) above (if proximity could be taken as a basis for the study of 
co-occurrence, and it is very doubtful that it should) for a pattern 
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of co-occurrence to suggest itself, i. e. we might wait indefinitely 
for utterances where the forms epAfOiment epaftikame or paftikame 
appear next to the forms pAvomen, pAvome or pavume. Here, however, 
the context of situation is of relevance. Indeed, our data, which 
consists of recordings of linguistic exchanges in a single 
situational context, namely, that of "informal conversation", 
suggests that there is a relation between the alternations. in (i) 
ani in (ii) above. This relation could be accounted for by the 
extention of the use of square brackets to indicate that verb forms 
containing inflectional formatives which appear at the top of square 
brackets dbelong together" in that such verb forms rarely appear in 
our data (i. e. in the situational context "informal conversation") 
and almost always for the sake of stylistic effect; on the other 
hand, verb forms containing formatives accommodated at the bottom 
of the square brackets also "belong together", since such forms appear 
very frequently in our data. The former type of verb forms are 
readily recognized by native speakers as belonging to K and the 
latter type as characteristic of D. 
, 
To account for the above observable and stylistically functional 
co-occurrence restrictions in an economical way we shall assuma- tluat 
verb forms contrast not only with respect to Tense, Voice, Aspect 
and the like but also with respect to "Co-occurrence Level" (CL) 
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whose contrastive terms are [+ KI and [- K3. It is by now clear 
that the recognition by native speakers of [+ KI and [- KI verb 
forms as belonging to, respectively, Katharevousa and Demotiki, 
however interesting, is not crucial for our model, for K) 
distinctions are based on the independently available criterion 
of the co-occurrence of inflectional formatives in verb forms 
and of verb forms in situational contexts. In other words, our 
variationist model is completely free from the pircularity of 
the diglossic model. 
CL distinctions should be seen as represented in the complex symbol 
of the verb in the same way as Tense, Number or Voice distinctions are. 
However, on a number of occasions two complex verb symbols that differ 
solely with respect to CL distinctions are assigned the same 
phonological shape by the rule system, i. e. in Vhem CL distinctions 
are n3utralized. For instance, in the following paradigm of the 
verb PAVO : 
-Pass, -Perfq -Past, ST 
+ 
A Ili 
1 K, 
[- K) P VO 
2 t+ K, t- pil [ 1 K) pavis 
[+ K) [31 
t- K) pavi 
[+ KI 
av 
[ O d 
me 
n] 
f- KI 0 
p I U 
I 
2 
{+ KI t h J+ P11 } J=K If e e v I) 
K) (31 gavun L(e)] 
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CL distinctions are expressed only in the case {+ Pl, 11 and 
Pli 31 forms, but neutralized in the rest. 
Although there is a considerable number of verb forms where CL 
distinctions axe neutralized (see Table One inside the back cover 
neutralization affects other types of distinctions too. For 
instance the J+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, - P19 11 and [- Pass, 
- Perf, - Past, + Pl, 1, -K } clusters'are both represented on 
the phonological level by pAvome (the latter cluster having a 
more frequent f- KI alternative: payume ; also the t+ Pass, - Perf, 
- Past, - P1 v31 and 
t- Pass, - Perf ,- Past t+ P1 j21 clusters 
are both represented by payete; again, Tense distinctions, are neut- 
ralized in [+ Past, - Perf ,+ Pl 91v-Kj pay6maste, and 
I Pass, - Perf, + Pl, 2, -K pavosaste; the clusters f- Pass, 
- Perf. +Pastp +K, -Ply 1] and [- Pass, - Perfj +Pasty +K, 
+ Ply 31 have the same phonological shape, 6pavon; Aspect distinctions 
are neutralized in the f- Pass, + Pasty - Ply 11 form ekana did/ 
was doing), etc. 
SUMIARY 
In this, chapter we have presented the phonological, grarjunatical, 
lexical arki stylistic features that are needed for an adequate 
analysis of the inflectional morphology of all regular 
I 
verbs in MGK. 
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The relative order in which specified features appear in the complex 
symbol of the verb in the syntactic surface structure is immaterial. 
However, f or the sake of ease of presentation, in the ensuing 
discussion the Phonological features will appear on the basis of 
the redundancy conventions and in the order indicated at the end 
1, ' 
of 1 above, whereas the grammatical, lexical and stylistic features 
discussed here will be ordered as follows: 
Voice, Aspect9 Ten , se, 
! ýImberg Person, Conjugation, CO-occurrence Level. 
For instance, tho specified features underlying the verb form 
epafgimen (= we were stopped) are ordered as follows: 
[+ Pass, + Perf, -+ Pasty + Ply 1, ST K 
The above order is violated to facilitate the comparison between 
two or more forms that have some, but not all, values in common, e. g. 
I f1j: epaf9in I was stopped) 
Pass, + Perf, + Past, Plj ST + KI t2,1: epýfgis you were stopped) 
epafigi he was sitoopped) 
Sets of verb forms that have some features in coipmon in their 
syntactic surface representation, can be referred to in a non- 
redundant way if only the common features are mentioned. Thus the 
three verb forms above can be said to constitute the (+ Pass, + Perf, 
+ Past, - Pl, + Kj paradigm of the (lexica'Ily defined as [ST verb 
PIVO, whereas the cluster [- Pass, - Perf, - Pastj refers to the 
f 
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paradigm of the verb forms of PAVO at the end of 4 above. 
As already mentioned in the conventions in the Introduction, 
phonological features are included in square brackets and grammaticall 
lexical and stylistic features in brace brackets. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I 
1.1 am following here Mitchell, 1978, who suggests with respect 
to Tense and Aspect in Arabic: 
"It is misleading to limit such aspectualý distinctions to verb 
form, but greatly more mistaken to agree with Ku: r. -jlowicz, who is 
'far from attributing aspect to Semitic, especially to Arabic' 
One can only assume that such statements reflect a belief (of 
Slav and Slavists? ) that recognition of Aspect demands highly 
specific morphologizing of aspectual contrasts within verbal 
conjugalk-lions. In fact, however, the distribution of sentential and 
supra-sentential distinctions of time-reference between Tense and 
Aspect can involve any sentential function or element. " (op. cit. 
P-233-234) 
2. In Warburton, 1970, it appears. at the beginning of the discussion 
on Voice (p. 68) that only syntactic ard morphological considerations 
will be employed in the definition of Voice. Nevertheless, in the 
course of the discussion, certain groups of verbs axe. defined in a 
rather inconsistent fashion in fact as "active in meaning", in 
contrast with others which are not. ' Nowhere, however, is it explained 
in MAat way a verb can be "active" or "Passive" in meaning as distinct 
from being "active" or "passive" in morphological or syntactic terms. 
Actually, the appearance of (+ Perf) formatives s or 0 following 
I the stem of exo is not structurally inconceivable, since they do appear 
in the structure of some verbs compounded with a preposition + AXO 
t6 
e. g. 
PROSLO (= I notice) 
f- Pass j f+ Pass 
It+ 
Perf, - Pastp - Ply 1 prosAxso--*,. prosekso prosex0o' 
Thus, forms such as ekso papsi or exo Pývl are among the 
structural possibilities which the language has not realized. 
Unlike English, Greek has nolýrogresslve" [+ Perfectj fo3nrs. 
The following, alternative, [+ Perfect] forms axe also unmarked. 
with respect to [+- Perfective] distinctions for the same reasons 
as those explained above: 
Pastj exo xameno I have lost) 
P ass 
(+ Past] 19 3. xa xameno (=. I had lost) 
Past) i'me xamenos I am lost) 
I+ Pass] 
L [+ Pastj ililull xamenos I was lost) 
Where the first element is the auxiliary AXO or IME (= to be) 
in the present of the values, respectively, (- PassJand (+ Pass); 
and the second element is a participle, agreeing for Case and 
Number with the object or the subject of the verb in the presence 
of the values, respectively, (- Pass] and (+ Passl . 
/ 
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4. The particle Ga is not to be regarded as Isimilar" to the 
augment, (see Ch. III, 2) in thatf though they both appear before 
a verb form, the former is a distinct -Pmrd as the criterion of 
'funinterruptability" (Lyons, 1968" shows: I 
Ga YrApso I will write) 
Ga su yrapso (= I will write to you) 
while the latter is part of the verb form: 
cyrapsa I wrote) 
su eyrapsa (= I wrote to you) 
See Warbux-Lon, 1970, P-84ff for a discussion on Mood in MCK. 
As, for instance, in Householder et al, 1964, paUý. 
For the use of the symbol STc rather than[STolin the literature 
see Ch. III949n. 2. 
8.1 am grateful to W. O'Donnell for suggesting to me that K and D 
should best be seen as descriptive idealizations rather than varieties 
or linguistic levels. However, I am fully responsible for a possibly 
unsatisfactory interpretation of the suggestion in incorporating it 
in this study. 
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The following (rough) translation might help to ease the 
comparison: 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC REPLY TO A IETTER BY A SCHOIAR 
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS FOUNDATION STUDYING ABROAD 
LysicRATous 14, ATHENS (119) Athens, 1977 
TEL, 32-35-580-32-30.2741-32.47.457 Mr. P. Daltasp 
CLASSIFICATION No. ... England. 
We have the honour to let you know that your letter of .... 1977 
has been received (by our Office). and assigned (classification) 
number .... 
(The above number) you are kindly requested to quote 
in the event of future correspondence on the same subject. 
The procedure to be followed in relation to the content of your 
letter is marked as No.... below: 
1. to be considered by this office 
2. necessary official action will be taken 
3 to be referred to the 'Board -of Directors' [K version only; the 
u, n mbering of the two poInLs 
Before any action, the letter 1-s below!:, in the form K/D 
version 
4/3 to be brought to the attention of the 
relevant specialist 
5/4 to be submitted to the Board of Directors 
10.. Derived fron. the averages in the original. 
11. See El-Hassalip 1978, for a critical review of a number of 
unsatisfactory attempts in theliterature to analyse Arabic on the 
basis of the diglossia, model. 
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12. The above explanation is in keeping with labov's observation 
(1972a, p-94) that "speech is perceived categorically, and linguists 
uho are searching for an invariant, homogenous dialect will perceive 
even more categorically than most". 
13. For the rationale underlying the segmentation of verb forms, 
i. e. m+ e and not'irie, 
[t] 
+[a and not or ikaj i+ 
ýka 
see Ch. III. 
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CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE CONCERNING THE STUDY OF THE 
INFIBCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERB IN YlGK 
1. The present analysis falls within the general framework of 
a generative grammar in the Iabovian, rather than the Chomskyan 
sense, i. e. it is committed to precision and exhaustive 
presentation, and focused on language exchange in actual situations 
rather than on the language of the ideal speaker-hearer. The 
relevance to this study of the work of such variationist scholars 
as Iabov, Bailey, Bickerton,, D. Sankoff, G. Sankoff, Cedergren, 
Fasold, Wolfram, etc., will be discussed in Ch. V. 
As for the Chomskyan generative model it should be mentioned here 
that it is severely underdeveloped with respect to inflectional 
rRorpholo, 7,, as "there have been so few attempts to give p recise and 
principled descriptions of inflexional-systems" (Chomsky, 1965, P-174). 
All there is in Chomsky (1965) of relevance here is a brief but 
illumitating comparison of the "Iteni-and-Arrangement" (IA) and 
"Word-and-Paradigm" (W) approaches. The comparison is based on a 
single example, the German noun BrUder, assigned to the categories 
Masculine, Plural, Ganitive, and to a certain declensional class (DCl) 
along with Vater, Mutter, etc. ChOlsky mUnboAns that in a 
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representation of Brader consistent with an IA grammar the morphemes 
realized by BrUder would be arranged in a strict order: 
Bruder + DC, + Masculine + Plural + Genitive, 
and associated in a one-to-one'or one-to-many fashion with 
specific phonological segments. Such an analysis, Chomsky argues, 
is clumsy, for, among other reasonsp "many of these lirlorphemes' ... 
must be regarded in particular contexts as zero elements" and also 
because "the order of morphemes is often quite arbitrary" (P-173 ff. ) 
On the contrary, the traditional paradigmatic analysis does not 
suffer from either of the above disadvantages since the-features 
(Masculine 
, Plural, etc. 
) realized by Brilder constitute an unordered 
set. "Interpretive phonological rules ... then operate on the 
phonological matrix of the lexical entry giving, finally, a phonetic 
matrix" (P-172). In different terms, the whole of the word Bruder 
is seen by Chomsky as a realization of the unordered set of morphemes 
Masculine, Plural, etc. Chomsky realizes that the above approach 
best fits suppletive formations (i. e. formations which cannot be 
segmented on grammatical grounds, e. g. go, went) and suggests that 
some compromise between IA and WP seems necessary in some cases 
where, within a word, an immutable stem is followed by an onding 
which can be assigned to the paradigmitic dimcnsiorls, e. g. 
I 
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STEMI ENDIRG 
Passo - Perf, - Pastp - Plo 111 
I pav 
+ Pass, + Perf ,+ Past, - 
Pl ij tika 
where 2AvtLka---O-RLftika: regressive voice . -Assimi 
(= I stop) 
-J 
(= I was stopped) 
lation) 
Naturally, in spite of the sound principles set out by Chomsky, 
his framework is too simplistic to account for such a highly 
complex inflectional system as the verb in ', %IGK: while Chomsky 
apparently regards as normal suppletive forms reflecting,,, each 
as a whole, an unordered set of grammatical values, and as 
exceptional word forms made up of a stem and an ending, in our 
analysis, regular verb forms are shown to be made of foriTatives 
drawn from as many as twelve-successive sets whose combinations 
realize clusters of the grammatical, conjugational and stylistic 
values presented in Ch. I, e. g. 
t+Pass, -Perf, +Pastt+Pl, 31 
j+Pýss, +Perf, +Pastp+Pls3j 
t-Pass, +Per. 'L, -Past, +Pl, l] 
2 3 4 5 6 , 8 9 11 11 12 
e pav o n t us a n 
ayal i 9 ik a n (c) 
pap S u m e 
=they were 
stopped) 
=they were 
loved) 
, -we will stop) 
Furthermore, the development of-formal means for adequately accounting 
for stylistic variation is not one Of Chomsky's preoccupations but is 
the focus of interest in our description. 
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Since Chomsky, 1965, a considerable rjamber of descriptions 
of inflectional systems within the generative paradigm have 
been carried out (for instance, AsIvorth, 1973; Detrich, 1972; 
Gertner, 1973; Newton, 1972a; Warburton, 1970,1973; Wrightt 1972; 
Bierwisch, 1969; Postal, 1970; Jacobs and Rosenbaum, 1968i etc) 
and have contributed towards the setting up of an elaborate, 
ihough not always effective, descriptive apparatus. The reason why 
I 
we have seen fit to start this chapter with a presentation of the 
brief remarks on inflectional morphology in Chomsky, 1965, is 
that the importance of his argments against the IA and*for the 
wp model has not always been grasped in later work, i. e. under 
the hide of a generativist 
&mal 
apparatus many a study reveals 
on closer scrutiny an IA Wolf. 
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2. A number of descriptions (Hamp, 1961, Koutsoudas, 1962, 
Warburtonp 1970,1973, and Babiniotis, 1972a)of the verb in 
MGX on the basis of the IA model 
1 
prove, in fact, Chomsky's 
point, that such a model is clumsy when applied to inflectional 
systems. In all five descriptions, but in varying degrees, 
elements which can conclusively be shown to "belong together" 
as exponents of gra-r-umtical categories, are classified 
I 
separately, and, conversely, elements with little affinity are 
classified together . Consider the following examples where, 
for the sake of easy exposition, we will employ, as far as possible, 
our conventions instead of the ones in the original studies% 
Hýmp, 1961 BASF, THEMATIC VOWEL PERSONAL ENDING 
J-Pass, -Perf, -Past, +Pl, ll: ayap U, me we love) 
[-Pass, -Perf, -Pastp+Pl93j: ayap An(e) they love) 
where the vowel u is a "thematic vowel" in the first form but part 
of the personal ending in the second, though, grammatically speaking, 
u does not function differently in the two forms, the only contrasts 
between them being related to Person: t 11 is expressed by m+e, 
while f3l by 
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Koutsoudas, 1262 
BASE 
f-Passo-Perf, 
-Past, -Pl, l] : kun 
f-Passp+Perf, +Past, -Pl, ll : kAn! 
[+Pass, -Perf, -Past -Pl. 21 : kun 
VOICE & ASPECT 
MARKER 
I a 
s 
jA 
TENSE OR MOOD 
MARKER 
0 (= I move) 
a (= I moved) 
se (= you are moved) 
where i in kAnisa ard j in kunjAse are classified sepazately (with 
the completely unnecessary side-effect of having two stems, kun- 
and kuni- instead of one, kun-), though in our analysis they are 
shown to be the "same" phonetically conditioned element: i--*-j/C - V; 
a in kunAo and s in Onisa are classified together, though our 
analysis shows that s contrasts only with 0 in the context 
X (')] 
stem e. 
g. 
rf-Passl: kun +I+s+oI Ifill, move) 
[+Passl: kun +i+G+61 will be moved) 
I+Perf, -Past, -Pl, l I-Passj: pAp +s+01 will stop) 
[+Passj: paf +9+61 wili be stopped) 
while a'contrasts with i in the context of verbs such as AGAPAO 
and KUNIO but not PAVO: 
[-Perfj:. kun + a' 0 
.i 
Ir 
. 
I-Pass, 
-Past, -Pl, l 
+Perfl: kun ++s+o 
move) PAV +0 (= I stop) 
I will move) 
pap +s+0 
(= I will Stop) 
/ 
Ole (X) 
Babirriotis, 1974 
STE M 
ASPECT 
MARKER 
THMUTIC 
VOWEL ENDING 
{-Pass, 
-Perf +Past, +Pl, lj: 
f-Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Pl, lj: 
f-Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Pljlj: 
[+Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Pl, ll: 
t+Pass, +Perf, -Past, +Pl, ll: 
ayapA +y+ 
ayap + 
ayapt +s 
ayapi + Oil k 
ayap! +9 
a+ me 
a+ me 
a+ me 
a+ me 
A+ me 
(=we 
(=we 
(=, vte 
(=I. Tla 
(=We 
lo 
loved) 
loved) 
loved) 
were-loved) 
will be 
ved) ' 
where a and i are suffixed to the stem 2ý=a,. - without explicit 
recognition of their role as exponents of grammatical values 
(see Ch. III. 4. ) and with the result of having three steirs (aLaM- 
ayaa-, ay, ýLi-) instead of one (ayap-); y, ýjs, E, a, and Qik are 
classified together for reasons of economy, though it is obvious that 
9 is thus duplicated unduly, while y and us do no-',, contrast minimally 
with s and 9. Compare our classification into two successive sets, 
F4 (-""' ý) and F5 (y, Ils, Lko in Ch-III, 5 and 
Warburton, 1970 THEM- 
VERB- AS- ATIC 
ROOT ALTZER PECT VOWEL PERSON 
_q 
(+Pass, +Perfp-Pastt+Pl, lj: apefg in 0Am 
we will address 
ourselves 
t+Pass 
q +Per-f +Past, +P 
. 
1,1 apefg in Qi+k am0 
we addressed 
ourselves) 
N 
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where (p. 152) the contrast between 9 and Oi is, to say the least, 
unnecessary, since either 9 (apefgin@6) or Gik (apefglngika 
appear in structure, but never Gi on its own. Compare 
our analysis where 9 is recognized as af+ Pass, + Perf I 
formative and ik as a+ Pass, + Perf + Past j formative 
(Ch. III9 5 and 6). 
A satisfactory argument for the postulation of 9i irrespective of 
Tense appears three years later, in 'kyarburton 1973, p. 211 (see 
discussion in 3 below)larAt though the point is not made 
explicitly, apparently supersedes the earlier -nostulation 1 
(1970) 
of 9 in the [+ Pass, + Perf; - Past3 paradigm: 
Warburton, 1973 STEM TV PERSON 
pav m una 
f+Pass, 
-Perf, +Pastp-Pl, -Kj [21 pav s una 1[31 
pav t an(e) 
where n appearing throughout the paradigm is not isolated as a 
separate formative; also, final e is seen'as euphonic and "Optional" 
but final a as "obligatory", though our data suggests that both 
form-Ltives appear as a result of a conspiracy to achieve the 
1 
"optimum" syllable pattern CV #t the frequency of their appearance 
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being influenced by the following ]ýhonological en-viroment (pause, U 
C or V), and their precise vocalic quality being determined by 
the grammatical values present:. a is a f-3) and ea [+ 33 
formative. 
In Warburton, 1973t. it is realized that the descriptions given 
in the 1970 study and also in Koutsoudas, 1962,, and Matthews, 1967 
(the latter will be discussed in 3 below)9are not "altogether 
satisfactory" and a different point of view "from all three of them" 
is presented. The reason why we discuss Warburton919701at all is 
that only part of the material analyzed in it is re-examined in 
the later study; also, althoýgh some of the points made in the 1970 
study have been superseded in the later study., certain fundamental 
aspects remain unchanged; more importantly, the similarities and 
differences between the two works are not discussed explicitly 
(apart from the segmentation of 9ik and the person formatives M, s 
and ý) not even to the extent that the other two rival works am 
discussed. 
It should be mentioned that in spite of the fact that Warburton, 
1970, purports to be "a segment of the phonological component of a 
Transform, tional Generative Grammar of MOdern Greek" (p. 2) in effect 
the analysis is carried out in terms of a "morphemic" model, 
essentially the same as that adopted by Hampt 1901. (see belof), 
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the only difference being that in Warburton, 1970P morphemes 
are never realized as zero; rather they sometimes have no 
phonological representations (a position which remains-unchanged 
I 
in Warburton, 1973, as we shall see below). Thus, on p. 174, the 
main constituents of verb forms are given in a specific order as 
in the example above. On the above arrangement we are told that 
to although we can divide the finite verb form 
into these constituents and we can directly 
associate a phonological representation for 
the first four, it is not easy to do the same', 
thing for the categories represented by Q. 
Specifically it is very difficult to give a 
uniform phonological representation for 
Number, Voice, and Tense. These categories 
form certain combinations which may or may 
not have phonetic realizations ar. d which 
, modify the shape of 
the preceding morphemes. " 
(p. 146. ) 
Furthermore, 
I 
"the aspect marker, the thematic vowel and 
anything that may follow the person are modified 
by the feature Aspect, Tense, Number, Voice. 
The categories Tense, Rumber and Voi6e are un- 
ordered in respect to one another and they do not 
always have a phonetic representation. According 
to the proposed treatment, the categories Tense, 
Number, Voice are used only as features. The 
dategories Aspect and Person are considered 
morphemes with specific order and specific 
phonetic content. " (P. 148) 
It is obvious that the "constituents" of the'verb form suggested in 
Warburton, 1970, are not homogeneous constructs: Aspect, Person and 
(which stands for Tense, Rumber ani Voice) are grammatical categorics 
or morphemes, while thematic vowels are phonological. segments. On 
go 
the other hand, it is highly arbitrary to assign Aspect and Person 
a specific position each in structure while the remaining, unmarked 
for order, three categories "are used only as features". As our 
analysis shows any single grammatical categoi-j is expressed in 
more than one position in structure, and most exponents of any 
single category (apart, for instance, from augments : see Ch-III, Z) 
are also exponents of other categories cumulatively. For example, 
there is no way, nor need-there be, out of the fact that, say, 9 
is an exponent of both Aspect and Voice ([+ Pass, + Perfl) simul- 
tane6usly. 
What we regard as incorrect tegmentation and classification in the 
five studies under consideration is the consequence of the 
"taxonomic" or "Diorphemic" framework on which they are based in 
varying degrees of "purity", and according to which each morpheme 
is assigne-d to a single segment within a particular verb form so 
that there is a one-one or one-many relation between successive 
morphemes and successive segments of a verb form. But since each 
morpheme or grammatical category is in fact reflected in more 
than one place in structure the taxonomic framework is of necessity 
Procrustean (at least as far as the highly complex inflectional 
system of the verb in MGK is concerned): it assigns a certain 
morphe, me, a number of "allomorphs" which ray share values of that 
category but may also be greatly different as to which other 
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categories each of them my be an exponent of, and then accounts 
for the appearance of each of the "allomorphs" in terms of the 
environment. Thus, in the following verb forms: 
[-Pass, +Perf, -Past, -Pl, 11% ayap! +s+01 will love) 
[+Pass, +Perf, -Past, -Plt 11: ayapi +9+I will be loved) 
s and 0, appearing in the presence of, respectively, the clusters I 
Pass, + Pe rf I a-lid [+ Pass + Perf) are usually assigned to 
"Aspect". Rote, not [+ Perfectivej or ! 'Perfective" but "Aspect", 
as if there were no distinction to be made between [+ Perfj and 
I- Perfj within Aspect; indeed, in Koutsoudas, 1964, PP-38-41 
(rules 5 and 16) Aspect is aýlways given the value "Perfective" 
and said to appear "before", respectively, "Active" and "Passive". 
I In that way, any sort of segmentation and classification is possible, 
however unilluminating, provided that coiTect verb forms are 
produced eventually. But that is hardly the point of description 
anyway. 
Consider how the inherent arbitrariness of the taxonomic framework 
(of which Babiniotis and, to a lesser extent, Koutsoudas, make 
judicious use) produces puzzling results in the analysis in Hamp, 
1961, of the following three paradigms pp. 108-109) which have in 
common the values Pass# - Perf, - Past 
I 
/ 
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THEMATIC 
XýNO 
BASE VOWEL 
(20Z ji 
PERSONAL ENDINGS 
YA n 0 
-Pl] [21 An "i s 
13] YA n 0 
'fil An 0 me 
t +Pljý f2l YA n e JL ue 
[31 YA n 0 un(e) 
AGAP40 (oZa 
ayap 0 
t-Pil 
1121 ayap a 
[31 ayap 
. 111 ayap A me 
I+Pll 12-1 ayap a -be 
[31 ayap 0 vn(e) 
BOR6 (--OZ-i) 
'(1] bo*r 0 
-Pil 121 bor I s 
6131 bor 0 61 
11] bor u me 
f +Plj 121 bor 3. te 
f3j bor A L(e) 
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The segmentation of the verb forms in the above paradigms has 
been carried out by Hamp on the basis of three principles: 
(a) There are three segments to be distinguished: 
a base , xan 
I lose), ayap I love) and bor I can)), 
for xan -, o/A' for ayap - and 
6/1' for bor a thematic vowel (o/i 
_e, and a set of personal endings: -0, -i 
(but A for ayap , --ým 
-te and -un(e 
, (b) Thematic vowels appear only when no vowel follows in the 
personal ending. 
(c) Of the thematic vowels, a back rounded vowel, either a stressed 
forms 
u or unstressed 0, appears in [1] and J+ Pl, 33Aand a front unrounded 
vowel, either a stressed 1 or an unstressed e, appears elsewhere, 
4MV4 
except for [-Pl, ZJA_, 
'where i, either-with or without stress, always 
appears. 
On the above'the following points can be ma4e: 
I 
(i) In -the fo3mula-Lion of (b) and (c) above a number of alternative 
9#. I forms, e. g. Anume, a-yapao, ayapal and ayapame, have been ignored, 
though. they are much more common than their respective alternants 
r-J f >It 
included in the paradigms: xanome, ayaP6, ayapa and ayapume. 
Consequently, (b) and (c) above are not general enough to qualify 
as rules throughout the language. 
(U) The setting up of a pair of thematic vowels for each 
paradigm does not seem sufficiently justified. For instance, YAno 
is attributed the vowels o/ýi in the label, though in the paradigm 
there are three thematic vowels, i, 2, and e, each appearing once, 
in accordance with (c) above. A similar point can. be made for the 
remaining two verbs, where ; is established as one of the two 
thematic vowels of each verb though it does not occur in the 
paradigm of either, while u, which appears in both paradigms, is 
ignored. Furthermore, this is not a case of misprint for the 
examples are supported by the explicit rules or principles (a)p 
(b) and (c) above. 
(iii) It is not clear at all why i should be considered as a 
thematic vowel in, xAn +i +s and an ending in An ++i. surely 
it could be part of the ending in the former verb form too: .i 
xAn +0+ is. In factq if it were taken as part of the ending the 
exception to (c) above would be rendered unnecessary, while (b) abova 
would still be valid. 
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(iv) No explanat0ion is offered why -ýa may appear before -te 
I in ayapate but not before -me in avanume. Actually, ay=ame 
I exists and is much cormoner than a: VaPUTne as we have already said. 
In short, one is left to guess that there are two sets of theinatic 
vowels: the first set is fed into the paradigm by (b) above, and 
if there are any gaps left they are filled by the vowels generated 
by 
(v) Hamp explictly asserts that (c) above determines, among other 
things, the quality of the thematic vowels appearing in'f+ Pl, 31forms. 
However, in the actual paradigms no thematic vV^wals appear in 
faws % [+ Plo 3JA, because, as Hamp states, again explicitly, if unstressed 
u in yra'fun(e) were attributed to the thematic vowels, (c) above could 
not have been formulated! Clearly, it cannot all be attributed to 
misprint or to the translator (the article appears in Greek) or to 
the taxonomic model. 
3. The"baslic thesis in Warburton, 1973, (apart from the nature of 
the rules accounting for the inflectional paradigm which we will 
discuss in Ch. IV. below) is that, since gramm#ical categories 
can be assumed, on the basis of syntactic and semantic evidence, 
to have a "marked" (+) and an "unmarked" (-) value "in the sense of 
the Prague School theory of linguIsLics" (P. 2-06), the idea of "n. arkednes. s" 
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can be related "to the process of segmentalization" (p. 205), 
i. e. it is reflected in the morphological make-up of words and 
hence is involved in the inflectional morphology of the Greek 
verb. 
On the basis of the above tenet Warburton attempts to find 
where each of the "Marked" grammatical features is located. We 
are told that "when the form is passive the featuref + Passivej 
is marked by the same suffix as that of [+ Perfectivel"(p. 218), 
whereas "In the imperfective, the [+. Passivejis located'in the 
thematic vowel"(p. 219). Also that the feature [+ Perf3 is located 
I*I nextIto the stem (p. 218), thýt "f+ P. ast5 alone is 1ccated in the 
thematic vowel of the active ard perfective passive in both singular 
and plural" (p. 219), that the feature [+ Plurall is located "after 
the person marker if there is one but in the same constituent" 
(p. 219) and so on. We notice that "unmarked" features are located 
only in the stem and unlike "marked" ones nowhere else, apart from 
the feature [-Past], about which alone among "unmarked" values it 
is stated that it is "located within the thematic vowel when the 
rest of the context is singular of active or singular of perfective 
passive. "-(p. 218) However, "unmarked" values are not, pxesumably, 
regarded as completely irrelevant since they do appear in the 
environments of rules, ind irectly conditioning the appearance of 
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formatives (see rules on p. 218ff). The inferior status of 
"unmarked" features is never discussed explicitly, but is implicit 
in Warburton's own interpretation of the morphological relevance of 
the Praguean t1heory of I'markedness": since some features are 
unmarked and some are marked we only need to state the location of 
the marked, i. e. the ones that matter, so to speak, and nothing need 
be said about the unmarked Ones. The only explicit statement that 
has relevance to the question of the morphological status of 
"unmarked" features (not that the question ever arises in Warburton, 
1973) appears on p. 194, somewhat in passing, in connection with the 
schema below: 
VERB MORPHEME ASPECT VOICE PERSON NUMBE R TE N SE 
(P-erfective Activ*e) (lSt Person Singular Present) 
I yra, fs0 yrapso) 
(Imperfective Active) 
yraf 
exemplifying the mode of analysis in Koutsoudas, 1962 (see 2 above), 
and is as follows: 
"The phonological realization of Imperfective 
Active is, therefore, zero. But what does the 
zero in /yraf-0-0/ mean except that the 
categories voice and aspect are not marked in 
this form? By 'marking' I do not mean 
perceptual cue. I mean that the grammar does 
not provide a phonological formative, a 
structural device for this category. The 
perception cue might be said to be the lack 
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of such marking in this case. Thus voice 
and aspect are implied by the position of 
this form in the paradigm*" 
And a little later (P-197) in connection with Matthews' treatment 
of in a number of derivational stages, Warburton remarks: 
I "the form yrafO/ has the root /yraf/ and the 
suffix 
/Mch 
is a structural marker for 
r 
person and tense. Aspect and voice do not 
affect it and therefore the grammar should not 
need to provide any rules for then. " 
The reader will remember that the above position is transferred 
unaltered from Warburton, 1970: there are (clusters of) grammatical 
features that receive no phonological representation. The thesis 
is further refined in Warburton, 19739 where such features are 
(implicitly) regarded as "unmarked". 
I In other words, yrafo (a Pass, - Perf I forn, associated, it 
will be noticed, with "unmarked" features only) is, according to 
ýJarburton, only implicitly defined by the grammar as Passt - Perf] 
on account of the fact that it is different from such "par excellenceil 
verb forms as yrAfome, yrapso, and yraf-L6, whose association with 
"marked" grammatical features is reflected in their "longer" 
sequences of affixes. If Warburton's argument is accepted as correct, 
however, it should be brought to its logical conclusion: since the 
I 
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Pass, - Perf] form is "longer" than either f- Pass, + Perf] 
yrapso or [+ Pass, + Perf) yrafto it follows that the feature 
+ Pass j in the cluster + Pass Perf j is somehow more "marked" 
than either the feature [+'Perfj in the cluster Pass, + Perf3 
or the two "marked" features in the cluster J+ Pass, + Perfl, which, 
I' have the same of course, is absurd; also# since yrapso and yrafto 
length, how is it that the former is the bearer of the "unmarked" 
feature [- Pass] and the latter of -the "Marked" feature [+ PasS3 
Warburton says, not in connection with the problem discussed here, 
that is in fact underlying yrafgilo (P. 211) which would appear 
to answer our last question above satisfactor! lYp Le. [ + Passj 
yrafOi'o is longer than f- Pass] yra'Pso, apart frola the fact that it 
would be rather peculiar if the segment i associated with -the 
"marked" value J+ Passj were to be elided and never to appear 
overtly. Iloweverp Warburton assures us (p. 211) that 
"although an A/ is perhaps required between 
the /0/ and the thematic vowel, the same vowel 
is also required for verbs with a root 
consisting of one or two consonants and no 
vowel. " 
e. g. 
Passive) 
Perf) [+ Perf} 
PasLj [+ Past3 
vriLsko I find) 
be'no I enter) 
vrio --ol VTO 
bio -,, P-bo' 
vrika 
bika 
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In other words i is only indirectly related to the "marked" 
feature [+ Passive j (and also to + Perf j) which would suggest 
that the I'markedness" of f+ Passý yrafl@lo -*, yrafOo -a- yrafto' as 
opposed to the "unmarkedness" of [- Passj yrapso is in fact 
insufficiently ind-*Lcated in the morphological make-up of the word. 
Therefore, and unless we are prepared to avoid reaching trivial 
or absurd conclusions such as the above by simply avoiding 
discussing the relevant Issuess, it seems appropriate to conclude, 
instead, that the theory of markedness has no relevance with 
respect to questions of inflectional morphology at least as far 
as the verb in MGX is concerned. 
The objection might be raised, however, that we are refuting 
Warburton's assumptions concerning the morphological relevance of 
"markedness" on the basis of questions never discussed in the 
original anyway. Although I do not see how the relevance of such 
questions could have been missedI will next concentrate on a point 
which has been lengthily discussed in the orleinal, namely, the 
evidence provided by the schema below for Warburton's contention 
that the "narked" features [+ Pass] and [+ Past) are located in 
the thematic vowel: 
/ 
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Perf 
f- Passl (+ Passl 
Past] f+ Pastj I- past3 f+ PXst I 
14yo or le'o 6leya le'yome (e)ley6mun(a) 
Warburton suggests (P-207ff) that the "inarked" features 
Passj and [+ Past] are located in the thematic vowel because 
their presence prevents the deletion of y+V in the paradigm 
of LAGO (= I speak)v whereas, in their absence arxl in similar 
or identical phonological environr. ents, y +V or, sometimesp only 
y are deleted. First of all, since both y and (less often) the 
thematic vowel may be, but are not neces-s, %rilydeleted in the absence 
of the "marked" features [+ Passjand [+ Past], I do not see how it 
follows that the thematic vowel, but not j, is regarded as the 
segment where the UTO I'marked" features axe located. 
I More importantly, IEGO and the two or three more verbs behaving 
like it (see Ch. IV, 3-5.2 below) are : i=eggular, and as such, 
fringe cases. Apart from the fact that. it is unconvincing to baze on a 
marginal case such as IAGO the argument for the "markedness" of 
the features f+ Pas: 3j and[+ Past3 and their location in, the 
inflectional stinacture of all the verbs in the language, it, should be 
emphasized that there is a more gratifying explanation for the 
deletion of y+V, i. e. that it is the result in two stages of the 
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paradigmatic pull on IAGO of the regular[STv 1 
Iverb AGAPIOI e. g. 
Pasý, - Perf Pl, I-j 
Pastj f+ Pastj 
ayap +a+0 ayap +a+y+a 
ley +oA+ ley +a 
or 
le +oA+ le +y+a 
i. e. due to the superficial similarity of f- Pass, - Perf, + Past, 
- K3 ayap +-a, +Y+a and 
A+ ley + a, the stem-final of Aleya 
is reinterpreted as being "the same" separate segment as y of 
II 
anpaya. Since X does not appear in Past] ayapao, the form 
leyo sometimes, but not always, especially not when it is compounded 
with a prefix, e. g. prole'yo, (= I foretell), drops y: leo. After 
y-deletion in J- Past3 forms, ad hoc sandhi rules apply to produce, more 
often than not, the same surface result,. With respecttO the number of 
syllables and stress pattern, as iný 
I ayapao I or ayapo le'o 
a. yapa'is ayapa's les 
ayapAi or ayapA lei 
ayapau-me -,; -. wjapýme leme 
I ayapaete ---v- ayapate le te 
ayapaun(a) ayapan(e) len(e) 
1.63 
In other words, the whole processýý, -h- has nothing to do with whother 
the features [+ Passj and [+ Perfj are "marked" and "located" in 
the thematic vowel or not. 
Another poln to be considered concerns the relation between Tpanse 
and Person on the one hand and the theinatic vowel on the other in 
the - pl, 
ff- Pass) paradigm [+ Pass, + perf] 
THRIATIC VOWEL: 
t 13 
Pl 121 
f 31 
[- Pass III 
f+ Pass, + Parf) 
I 
Past 
o (e :, -,. pavo) 
i (e. -g. rivis) 
i (e. g. pAv! ) 
f Past j 
a (e. g. epava) 
e ke, g epaves) 
I 
e (e. g. epavo) 
This is the only case as we said above that both "marked" and 
"unmarked" features are discussed by Warburton. Everywhere else 
in the article under consideration "unmarked" features are ignored, 
i. e. not hing is said about their "location", presumably because they are 
not regarded as located anywhere. The argument is based on a principle 
of elision according -to which, of tNo adjacent vowels, that is elided 
0 that is ranked after the other in the following scale of descoruling 
dominance a, 2,14,2, i (see Ch-IV, 5-3.2. be-low). 
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This being the case and since: 
"The vowels featured in the singular 
active and perfective passive system are 
/a/, /0/, /e/, and /i/; /a/ and /o/ being 
definitely strong and /e/ and /ý/ definitely 
weak, i. e. over and under the middle point 
of the power scale" (P-213), 
Warburton concludes that 
"we have sufficient phonological evidence 
to divide the four vowels which axe present 
in the inflectional ending of the singular 
active system in two sets narely [+ strong] /a/, /q/ and E- strorz] /e/, /i/ and within 
each set the distinction of the two vowels 
can be made in terms of their relative power 
or relative height. Thus 
0aei 
strong ++ 
lower ++ 
stronger 
In other words, f+ Past j as opposed to J- Past], ard [11 as 
opposed to [21 and 131 are "marked" in the pl, 
f- Pass, Ij 
J+ Pass, + Perf`1 
paradign, by the relative strength of the thematic vowel. The 
above conclusion, of course, can only be reached if we decide 
and i F- strong], 2, to call a and OE+ strong and e L+ stronger] 
o and i E- stronger], and a-void discussing u in order to avoid 
the embarrassment of calling it E+ strong, - stronger 
khat the above formulation in fact means (but does not spell out 
fully) is that, say, a is [+ stronger than fJIso to speak, and not 
just [+ stronger] in the abstract, also that o is [- stronger than 
and pre'sumably R is [- stronger than o or 2. ] ! Clearly little of 
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value can be achieved on the basis of such "features". 
Consider, finally, the claim that "in the singular lst person 
seems to be different and distinct from both 2nd and 3rd while 
2nd and 3rd are mo: ýphologically similar to one another" (P-217): 
Past] + Past 
0a 
is es 
ie 
Again, that would be correct either if s was not affixed to the 
vowel in the f2l person, or, since it is, if we could show 
convincingly that the presenýe of s is of no importance compared to 
the quality of the thematic vowel, i. e. that the contrast of V 
to VC is of no importance within a theory of "ma3: ýkedness" conp=-ed 
to the contrast between o and i or between a and e. Othe3ndse, 
how can the J21 and [31 persons be "morphologically similar to 
one another" arA distinct from the Ill person? 
In spite of the notion of 11markedness" underlying the aralysis in 
Warburton, 1973, the segmentation and classification of elements is 
not appreciably different from that i. n War. burton, 1970. Although no 
explicit labelling of sets of segments is provided in the more 
recent work, we can, working through the "segment transformations" 
lo6 x 
on p. 218ff, isolate again a stem (analyzable presumably into 
Root and Verbalizer, as in Warburton, 1970), a [+ Pass, + Perfj 
morpheme corresponding to the Aspect Morpheme of the earlier 
version, a Thematic Vowel (in which a number of clusters of 
features are "located"), a Person morpheme and a [+ Pas tj 
morpheme (roughly corresponding to Q cf the earlier study). 
There is also a [+ Plural] morpheme which is affixed to the 
Person "narIker" bu t "in the same constituent" (p. 219). Note 
that here too, as in the earlier version, the Thematic Vowel, 
a phonological segment, is introduced by the transformatioml 
component on a par with complex symbols containing grammatical 
features. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the above formulation is 
the product of only the segment transformationS). There follow 
a number of rewrite rules some of whých assign phon ological shape 
to (clusters of) grammatical values, 'e. g. rule (1.2) appearing 
below as (i): 
(i) + Pass] o I [+ Perfjj 
while others introduce phonological segments, literally out of 
nowhere, i. e. presumably not directly. related to any grammatical 
features and certainly not the result of phonologically motivated 
processes: see (ii) below corresponding to (22) in the original 
(U) 0 -; - e/I+ Pass IC 
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often. Lhe thus "materializing" segment being incorporated in the 
same constituent with an, already existing segment, i. e. see 
(M), (iv) and (v) below, correspondirg to the first parts of 
(13), (14) and to (21) in the original: 
+ 
[+ Perfective] 
k+ ; ýJ- + J+ Past3 if+7Te3; ýI] 
(V) a/ --- - st- 
lst + Plural 
[s- st + Past 
2snd + Plural] 
The peculiar formulation of Warburton, 1973, is the result of the 
following three factors: 
(a) It is the result of the incorporation 
morphology of the theory of "markedness": 
reflected in the phonological structure, 
not (though, as we showed above, sometimes 
way into a phonological representation). 
in a study on inflectional 
"marked" features are 
. inmarked" 
features are 
the latter do sneak. their 
I 
(b) It is also the result of restricting the location of each 
maeked") feature to as few individual segments as (technically) 
possible, preferably, only one, a legacy fron. the strongly 
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taxonomically orientated earlier study (Warburton, 1970). In 
fairnesspthe alternative formulation, i. e. allowin, -, - the location 
of a feature in mom than one se,, oment, is discussed briefly in 
Warburton, 1973 (p. 210)pbut its theoretical implications are not 
grasped in that it is discussed as just that, i. e. an alternative 
formulation, a matter of choice, so to speak, rather than a 
different and possibly better formulation concerning the 
nature of the inflectional paradigm of the Greek verb, whose merit, 
if any, should be broueht out after exhaustive investigation. 
(c) Warburton's formulation is, finally, the result of viewing 
certain segments as I'marking" the presence of one grammatical 
feature more directly than that of another while other segments 
are not directly related to any grammatical values at all. Thus, 
on P-197 we read that 
"one might argue that the suffixes /s/ 
and /Q/ are much more directly related 
to the perfective aspect and less directly 
to voice. Therefore, one Pay choose to say 
that Isl and /e/ are markers of the perfective 
aspect primarily and that the choice of one 
over the other depends on the voice specification 
of the verb forie'. 
The final formulation endorsed by Warburton concerning s and 9 
is different, as can be seen from rules 11 and 12, reproduced 
below as (vi) and (vii): 
log 
affix --&- S Passive] I++ Perfectivell 
Passive) 9 perfective3] 
though the same underlying principle as in the quotation above 
prevails here too. Again on p. 199 we read in connection with a 
discussion of the rule system in Bierwisch, 1969: 
"Consider a more extreme case of a rule 
which might introduce the second person 
singular suffix Isl which seems to me to 
obscure the fact that 7s/ is the secord 
person marker [ emphasis added]. 
s+V 
+ 2nd person 
Plural I 
Passive] 
+ Perfectivell 
+ Passive 
+ Passive 
- Perfective] 
Instead of -the above rule (appearing in the original as 
Warburton suggests her version, rule 189appearing bolow as (ix)-. 
It 
+ affix ! o- (a S 
(+ 2nd person)] (bý tj Passive 
+ Perfectivel 
+ Passive + Plural] 
which indeed is not much different from (viii) apart from the 
fact that the way its parts axe arranged, i. e. first,. R in all 
envirorL-nents, second, :L in a limited environment, produces (unless 
section (b) ýs extrinsicallY ordered'before section (a)) -the wrong 
result that, before. t's turn comes (section (b)),. a has 
/ 
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already appeared in the presence, of the cluster: 
2 
+ Plural 
- Passive 
Perfectiv 
+ Passive 
The correct arrangement would be, first t in its limited 
environmený and elsewhere s. I do not see how e3. se (ix) abovu 
could be read so that it nade sense. 
In the above discussion on Warburton, 1973,1 have concentrated 
on theoretical issues rather than on the listing of inaccuracies. 
To mention below but a few 0ý the latter, rule (19) rewrites the 
4h Is 
constituentf + affix as t1tho ghjt never appears in 
[[+ 3rd person3] 
Z, s 
i+ Pl, 3j forms of the J- Pcissl and the [+ Pass, + Perf3 parad, *gm 
e. g. payun, papsan, paftun, paftl'kan; also on 
p. 2112 we read that one of the significant differences "between 
present and past in imperfective passive is ... the generý-lization 
of /azte/ in the first two persons of the plural .... ", whereas a 
few pageslater rule 21, reproduced above as (v), informs us that 
aste appears in f+ Pl, 11forms irrespective of Tense, e. g. 
ýpavomaste, 'and in [+ Fl,. 2j farras it appears only if followed by 
the feature past (sic), e. g. [+ Past] pay6sastel as opposed to 
-t- 
I Past] As a rnatter of fact, pavosaste too appears 
irrespective of Tense in our corpus, in alternation in the 
Past] paradigm with 
Again, the not altogether satisfactory process of segmenting 
verb forms in Warburton, 1973, results in three kinds of segments: 
Firstly, affixes correctly isolated (see Ch. III, 7.4.4. ), e. g. 
pav +o+m+e 
pav +e+ s-+ e 
pav +e+t+e 
Secondly, constituents that were correctly isolated but subsequently 
assigned, for insufficient reasons, to the same formative, e. g. 
0+i+k going to 11/91/ for non past and /gik/ for past" (p. 220). 
Thirdly, those that should have been further segmented but were not, 
e. g. una and an(e in. the [- P11 section of the following 
{ Pass, - Perf, A- Past, - Kj paradigm 
I pavumun(a) 
pavosun(a) 
PaOtan(e) 
pavOmastan or pavomaste 
pav&sastan or pavosaste 
pav6ntan(e) or pavontusan or pAvontan 
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i. e. since n appears throughout the pa; radigm and final a is as 
"optional" as e, una and an(e should be further segmented as follows: 
u+n+ (a and a+n+ (e) (see Ch-III, 7.4.4. ). 
y 
A final inconsistency to be noticed concerns rule 12 (p. 2-09) 
reproduced below as (x): 
+ consonantal 
- vocalic 
+ rerfectiveý-s; m- 
+ anterior 
" coronal 
" continuant 
- voice 
a strident 
I 
passive 
accounting for the appearance of s ard 9 in the presence of the 
clusters, respectively, I- Pass, + Perf] and f+ Pass, + Perfj v 
e. g. 
f Perf ,- Past ,- Pl, 
Warburton axgues that 
I Pass]: pap +s+0 ff 
+ Passj: paf +0+0 --o-'pafto' 
"Although this is the simplest rule for 
introducing the suffixes /s/ and /G/ it 
is not altogether satisfactory, because 
it seems to be attributing morphological 
status to the feature., of stridency which 
is not supported. by any other part of MG 
morphophonemics. 11 
I 
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However, a few pages later rule (15) quoted below as (xi)*, 
a stro (Xi) V 
lowerl a lst person 
p Past 
I 
does something similar, i. e. "it seems to be attributing 
morphological status" to the features a strong (if indeed 
[b 
lower 
] 
such features are accepted, which. is very doubtful, as we argued 
above). In fact all rewrite rules in Warburton, 1973p do not seem 
to me to be doing anything different from what (x) above does. 
This is, after all, what inflectional rules are all about: they 
assign phonological shape to grammatical features. In this respect, 
there is nothing objectionabýe about (x) above. 
It would be appropriate to clarify here that most of the points 
in Warburton, 1970 and 1973, criticised above would be perfectly 
acceptablo to nany a scholar working on inflectional morphology 
within or outside a transformational gý-ýnerat tive framework. See, 
for instance, Detrich, 1972, p. 69, where, with respect to 
Nissart verb'morphology, we read 
"In this study we will assume that the 
V, ariOus forms of the verb can be explained 
in terms of a string of morphemes in the 
I fOl-Lowing order: a verb base which is marked 
for conjugation; a theme vowel which is 
characteristic of the verb's conjugation; 
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a tense marker which is ft Past], 
V- 
Perfectivell 
Futurej ;a mood marker which is Subjunctivej 
and a person-number marker which isft Plural3 
[± ilpers., [± 21pers., f+- 3]Pers. is * 
while on p. 89 we read that 
,, fourth conjugation verbs have a inserted 
between the stem and the bound morpheme... 
The a is inserted in the past participle 
form, in the past perfective tenses, in the 
piesent subjunctive and in the present 
participles of some verbs. " 
In other words, apart from the segments that genuinely "mark" 
tense, mood, person, number and the like, we also have segments which 
alesimply inserted at certain points in structure in the presence 
of specific (clusters of) grýmmatical Values, i. e. they arn not 
phonologically motivated. It is clear, however, that no distinction 
can be drawn between the former and the latter types of segments in 
a non-arbitrary way, for all segments in fact behave in exactly 
the same manner: they appear in specific places in structure in 
the presence of specific (clusters of) grammatical values. For 
more examples see review of some of the works in the literature 
in Wright, 1972. See also Kurylowicz, 1968, whose view of 
I'markedness" in relation to inflectional morphology does not seem 
different from that held by Warburton. Note, however$ that 
"markedness" as employed by Warburton and Kurylowicz entailing 
the use of -the plus and minus signs for, respectively, I'marked" and 
"unmarked" values, btw been superseded by Chomsky and Halle's more 
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elaborate formulation (1968, Chapter Nine) according to which 
either positive or negative values can be marked or unmarked 
(or even overmarked: Bailey 1973) depending on various 
conditions. 
4. Matthews, 1967, is the only study in the literature, to the 
best of my knowledee, to proposean analysis of the verb in 
3 MGK clearly and truly outside the taxonomic framework. 
Though lacking an interest in stylistic variation, and not 
beyond reproach as applied to an analysis of the Greek verb, 
the particular generative model devoloped in Matthews, 1967 and 
1975jhas been found of considerable va-Lu I e, as far as the present 
study goes, with respect to questions of inflectional morphology. 
Matthews follows essentially the guidelines proposed in Chomsky, 
1965, with respect to the view that questions, of inflectional 
morphology can best be dealt with within a "Word-anl-'Paradigm" 
rather than a morphemic (or-taxonomic) model, whether IA or IP, 
or, more accurately, within a compromise between the two models, 
according to whlclý segmentation of a word form is acceptable, 
if necessary, but no effort should be made to match a sequence 
of morphemes to a sequence of segments in a one-one or one-many 
fasion. UnlikP Chomsky, however, -Mattliews proposes a highly 
elaborate model: in Matthews, 1967, seven successive. sets of elements 
i: L6 
are recognized (implicitly, i. e. in the course of setting up a 
system of extrinsically ordered morpholexical rules discussed 
in Ch. IV. 2.3. below) in the structure of the verb in MGK, e. g. 
[+Pass', +Perf, +Past, +Pl, ll 
{+Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Pl, ll 
I-Pass, -Perf, -Pastp-Pltl} 
(-Pass, +Perf, +Past, -Pl, ll 
1 21 3 4 5 6 7 
ayap 1 9 lk a me 
ayap 0 m un(a) 
ayap a 0 
ayap 11 s 0 
(=we were loved) 
(=I was loved) 
(=I love) 
(=I will love). 
Matthews' seven sets of elements provide a considerably. clearer 
picture of the regularities involved in the verb in MGK than the 
one provided by analyses on the basis of the taxonomic model 
(Hamp, 1961, Koutsoudas, 19620 etc. ), wher. e not more than three 
to five classes are recognized. Still, Ilatthews'-analysis is far 
from accurate or consistent; for instance, in the examples above we 
have two mIs : one classified in column 6 (rule 1, P-271) and 
another classified in column 7 (rule 14, P-271). However, throughout 
the paradigm, whonever m appears after a "thematic vowel" the 
category of Person hasthe value (11. Therefore, we only need to 
I. recogniLze one m; also a in ayapao is in column 5, while i in 
2ýý-Olso and ay -, a is in column 2, and j. in ayapj6muna is in apigil 
column 3, thouggh in our analysis they are shown to be very'i. quch 
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"alike", i. e. minimally contrastive as cumulate exponents 
of grammatical values and therefore constituting a separate 
set of -their own as formatives suffixed directly to the stem 
as follows: 
a: Pass, Perfj e. g. ayapao, ayapaya 
.I : J+ Pass, Perf) e. g. ayapjeme, a=jo'mun(a) 
(note that ij/c- V) 
[+ Perf] e. g. ayapiso, Mpigo' 
Since formatives that belong together are classified separately 
it follows that at least some columns will contain heterogeneous 
formatives. Ihdeed, in coluInn 5, a in ayapa'o is an exponent of 
the cluster Pass, - Perf, - Pastj (rule 8, P-275) while in 
ayapig I kame it is an exponent of the cluster [+ Past, + P111, 
Many more cases of misinterpretation can be found, passim, in 
Matthews 1967. Two "explanations" can be suggested here for 
these inadequacies. 
Firstly, although seven successive sets of elements are "better" 
than the three or four found in Hampp 1961, or Koutsoudas, 1962, etc. 
they are still inadequate for a consistent account of the verb in 
MGK. In this study twelve sets have been established, as we shall 
I 
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see in Ch. III. 
It will be appreciated that questions of economy are irrelevant 
here: recognizing twelve successive sets of formatives in the 
structure of the Greek verb (instead of -three or four or seven) 
is not uneconomical if the analysis suggests that it is necessary. 
Secondly, Matthews, 1967, in arguing against the morphemic 
model, takes the view (p. 280) that a term such as [+ Perfj or 
pi 
a) is a properLy of the word as a whole 
b) does not "operate" at any fixed pocition 
in word structure, ani 
c) its oxponence need not be restricted to 
a single formative.. 
Curiously, however, in his rules Matthews contradicts points (a) I 
and (b) above in that he tries to establish at what fixed positions 
in word'structure a term such as f+ POrfj or 
f- Plj "OPerates"- 
The point is not trivialjfor premises (b) and (0) are, 109: LcallY 
incompatible, whereas (a) does not necessarily imply (b) and (c). 
Indeed, if [+ Perf j or f- Pl] axe considered as properties of 
the word as a wliole and as not "Operating" (i. e. not expressed) 
lig 
at any fixed position in word structure, the verb system is viewed as made 
up of suppletive forms (see discussion on Chomsky's views in 1. above) 
and it would be inconsistent and pointless to try and segment such 
forms. If, on the other hard, segmentation proves necessary (which 
is the view taken by all the scholars, including Matthews, whose 
-': ' affixes seem to work is reviewed above), in that a-small number o. 
combine in, perhaps, complex ways to make up phonological words, only 
point (c) above is still logically possible, i. e. a property such as 
Perfj may be expressed by the presence of one or more phonological 
seaents (or formatives) in the structure of the verb form. 
To illustrate the point, in the following paradigm 
pav 0me (pavome) 
f-Pli [21 pav ese (pavese) 
(+P P f P t 
vete (pavete) 
ass, - er t- as 
) 
[1) pav 0' m ast e (pavomaste) 
(+Plj (2-1 .6 pav os ast e (pavo'saste) 
L01 LPAv 
OnLt e (pavonte) 
we no-Lice that we can readily identify, say, j2avome- or j2avese as the 
phonological represontations of the clusters, respectively, 
Pass, Perf ,- Past Pl, 11 and + Pass Perf Past 
I Pl, 21 We also notice that to the right of the stem pay-t 
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common to all the verb forms in the paradigm above, there is a lot 
of structure to be accounted for as the segmentation of the verb 
forms and arrangement of segments in columns helps us appreciate 
moving from left to right we observe a mid vowel, o or e, next a 
nasal n, next the consonants m, a and t, next the indivisible segirpnt 
ast, and finally a mid front vowel., We also notice that the above 
segments combine in specific ways: 0 is followed by a, a or n, but 
never by 1; e is followed by s or t but never by a or n; R, which 
as we said above, follows o, is in itsIturn followed by : L; m and s 
are followed either by e or by ast while t and ast are always 
followed by e. Furthermore, we observe that the occurrence of 
each of the above segments iR itself and in relation to all other 
segments in the paradigm can readily be associated with the pres6nce 
of values of Number and Person: thus, the presence of o indicates 
the presence of the values either [11 (pavome, -r)av6maste) or [+ Plj 
I19; the presence of e in the context 
ST-bm - indicates the presence of the cluster [- Pl, - 11(pavese, I 
I pavete ; in final Position 
-e 
is present throughout the paradign. under 
consideration, i. e. it appears in the presence of all possible -I 
combinations of Number and Person values, but whereas it always, 
follows I (f 31 irrespective of Number, its direct affixation to 
m or s expmsses the presence of the value [- pi), for in the presence 
of the value [+ Plj a is separated -from m or s by 2, st; a is a[+, P1 P 
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formative; m,. a and t are, respectively, (11, (21 and [33 formatives; 
finally, ast is a [+ Pl, - 31 formative. 
From a different, more general, point of view we observe that 
the sequence VCV in the context STEM indicates the presence 
I 
of the value (- Pl] , whereas the presence of a segment 
(here, 
either n or ast) in the context STEM +V- CV or 
STEM + VC V indicates the presence of the clusters, respectively, 
[+ Pl, 33 and [+ Pl, - 31. 
Similar observations can be made (with a bit of patience) about the 
rest of the verb system (see%next chapter). It follows that since 
such observations are possible Ilatthews'.. suggestion that gra=matical 
values are not reflected at any fixed position in word structure 
is unterable. 
It should also be clarified that Matthews' point (a) aboýo, i. e. 
thýat a grammatical value is a property of the word as a whole, does 
not necessarily imply (b) i. e. that the value does not "operate" at 
any fixed position in word structure, as he seems to suggest. Indeed, 
a grammatical value is a property of the word as a whole: within 
a generative framework (also, within the particular generative 
framework in which Mp. tthews works) clusters of grarimatical values 
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appearing in the complex symbol of the verb in the surface 
syntactic structure are assigned phonological shape by the readjust- 
ment (or, in. f;, -rvnscf Matthews, morpholexical) rules; thus, the cluster, 
sayt + Pass, - Perf, - Past# -pi, 1, PAVOI and {+ Pass, - Perf, 
- Past, + Plt lp PIVOjare attributed the phonological shapes, 
respectively, Pa'vome and Pavomaste. However, the phonological 
shape assigned to each cluster of grammatical values is not unique 
but is partly similar to the phonological shapes assigned to other 
clusters: the readjustment rules select phonological segments 
from twelve small sets (see next chapter)2and combine them in 
various ways so that each verb form in the verlb paradigm is adequately 
distinguished from all other verb forms in spite of the fact that it 
has some sagments-in coffmion with a number of other verb forms; for 
instance, pavome and pav&aste differ only with respect to the presence 
or absence of the segment ast corresponding to the alterration between 
the values, respectively, { + Plj and f- Plj . This being the case, 
a grammatical value does "operate" (usually, simultaneously with 
other values) at fixed, places in the ve. rb structure. 
In other words, if we are studying suppletive forms such as the 
English verb forms Zo and went no segmentation is possible and it 
can be said that the relevant clusters of gramnatical values present 
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axe expressed by the word as a whole; if, on the other hand, 
segmentation is possible. then we are dealing with an inflectional 
paradigm where the precise relation between grammatical values 
and phonological segments can and should be established, for it 
is because such relations exist that cegmentation is possible in 
the first place. It follows that in the latter case we have to 
abandon the view that a grammatical value does not "operate" at 
any particular place in the word for the same reason that we 
cannot have our pie and eat it. 
Perhaps the key fcr an understanding of the formulation in 
-on, 1973, where we are told that Matthews, 1967, is given in Warburt 
"One nay also argue against "the W. P model 
in that by avoiding any statement of direct 
relationship between morphosyntactic 
properties and formatives it reaches the 
opposite extreme from the IA approach. WP, 
as formulated by Matthews (1967) would seem 
to imply that ... the properties which determine the choice of a suffix are ... all as indirectly 
related to it as one another. " (P-197) 
and also that 
"the question as to what syntactic features 
are represented by a particular formative is 
a derivative notion" (p. 198) 
In other words, Warburton's interpretation is that what matters 
for K-ttthews is the e. -Aablis1upent of relations betwe--n "morpho- 
syntactic" properties and phonological segments not directly but 
1 'D LL Lj.. -T 
indirectly, through a process of derivation; cf. Matthewsp p. 263v. 
"the form yjýpso ... is the only 
realisation of GRAFO FIN, Pf, Pr, A, l, sg 
Each verbal formp apart from the accent 
and augment ... is ... derived from the 
appropriate root in no less than four and 
no more than six successive stages: each 
of these stages may or may not involve the 
addition of a particular suffix. For any 
particular word, the choice of suffixes is 
partly or wholly determined first by the 
defining set of morphosyntactic properties, 
and secondly by the morphological class to 
which the defining lexeme is assigned. At 
any stage, any subset of the relevant properties 
may be referred to. " 
I still do not see, however, how the logical Cap which we discussed 
above, (i. e. that of deriving a phonological word by the suffixation 
of phonological segments to ; ther phonological segments in the 
presence of. specific (clusters of) "morphosyntactic properties" 
and at the same time arguing that such properties belcng to the word 
as a whole and do not "Operate" anywhere in particular in structure 
could be bridged by simply regarding "morphosyntactic properties" , 
and their phonological representation as "indirectly" related. As 
far as I can see, such a point of view can only result, though it 
does not necessarily, in less than thorough analysis of the verb 
system. In the formulation endorsed in this study, (see next chapter), 
a number of sets of phonological formatives are recognized in the 
vei: ýb system. Each formative appears in one or more specific 
environments (i. e. fdrinatives from other sets) in the presence of 
ap2clf (clusters of) grammatical values. The relationship'between 
12.5 
each formative appearing at a particular point in structure and 
the (cluster of) grammatical values present is direct, and as such 
stateable in no uncertain terms. - 
It will be worth considering, at this point, with the help of 
Warburton's suggestion above, whether the difference between 
Matthews' work and this study amounts to much more than simply 
the degree of emphasis put on the relations between (a) a 
particular segment, (b) other segments with which it co-occurs 
in the verb structure and (c) the grammatical feature(s) present: 
in Matthews' work such relationships axe allowed to emerge 
S 
indirectly through a process of derivation, where the organizing 
unit is the stem, i. e. a set of rules builds up a particular verb 
form of successive stemst each of which is either identical to the 
one"below" it or differing from it with respect to one additional 
segment (see discussion on Matthews' rule system in Ch. IV, 2.3. below); 
each step in the derivation is triggered off by a specific subset 
of the grammatical values present in the complex symbol of the verb. 
. apigika 
(= I was loved) To exemplify, an analysis of the forms ay I 
and I was stopping) on the basis of Matthews' derivation 
process would look as follows: 
I 
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VERBAL q(v) 
TERTIARY STEM(S3) 
SECONDARY STEM(S 2 
PRIMARY STEM(S 1 
ROOT(R) 
AGAPIO ayap 1 9 ik a 
[+Pass, +Perf, +Past, -Pl, lj [+Per. f [+Pass, [+Pass, [+Past, 
+P,,, %rf3 +Perfl -Plq 
+Past]. 13 
PAVO epav a 
(. -Pass, -Perf I-Past, -Pl, 11 f-perf] (+Pastg 
-Pi 
According to the above stem-oriented schema, pay- (I ignore the 
augment here) is grammatically "the same. " as 2MD-, EML1-, ayap: ig-, 
and aapigik on the level of, respectively, the Root, Primary Stem, 
Secondary Stem and Tertiary Stem. In the case of 6pava the Root is 
rewritten as S1, and S2 as S3 when all other relevant rules accounting 
for S1 and S3 suffixes have applied (see rules 4 and 7 on, respectively, 
PP-279 and 277), whereas S is rewritten as S in the presence of 
the feature (- Perf] ('rUle 6, P-278). As for final a, it is 
suffixod to S3 by rule 10 (P. 270) in both verb forms in the presence 
of the cluster [+ Past, - Plp 11 . As is obvious, the admirable 
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simplicity of Rule 10 is achieved at the cost of, at best, 
bonding together forms that have little or nothing in common 
e. g. gýLa-olO- or ayapigik and 2pay- , whereas at the same time 
a single segment is treated as something different at various 
stages of the derivation, e. g. jay- standing as R, S1, S2, and S3. 
Furthermore, the representation of the values {- Passj and & Perf3 
in the phonological structure of is not clear at all. The 
latter "conditions" t-he*rewriting of S1 as S2 as we said above, 
while the former is presumably involved in the "elsewhere" 
environment "triggering off" the rewriting of R as S1 and of S2 
as S3. The point is not discussed by Matthews, neither is discussed 
why the UTO values are not b8th involved at each and every stage in 
the derivation; why, for instance, they are not involved in the 
suffixation of a to S3. 
What i suggest here, therefore, with respect to Mattheiis' 
formulation is that, viewing the relationship between grammatical 
II 
values and phonological form as indirect, necessitates (Or, possibly, 
derives from? ) the setting up of a mechanism that accounts for such 
relationships as viewed, i. e. as indirect. In the case of Matthews, 
1967, this mechanism takes the form of a derivational process based 
on the organizational unit of the stem: each verb forn, is made up of 
a number of stems whibh contain each other in a Chinese-box fashion: 
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each stem is either identical to , or different froiý, the stem 
preceding it in the derivation with respect to a single additional 
segment. The result of this process is that the considerably 
U ncomplicated derivation is achieved at the cost of at best 
obscuring and at worst confusing eas-, 'ly stateable relations between 
segments and (clusters of) grammatical features in specIfi6 
envirorLmc-nts . 
I 
In this study, Matthews' view concerning the cumulate exponence 
of grammatical values in the phonological structure of verb forms 
is incorporated but his notion of indirect relations holding between 
graminatical values and phonological shape is dropped; instead it 
is clar1fled that each grammatical value'is expressed along with 
other values, i. e. cumulately, by, often, more than one adjacent 
or sometimes non-adjacent segment in structure. To study the 
exponence relations holding in the verb structure we need to 
concentrate not on how stems axe made up of other stems, but on 
the minimal bits of phonological shape whose alternation, with other 
bits at a particular point in structure functions grammatically and/ 
or stylistically. We need to define a number of abstract structural 
places in the verb paradigia and to state, for each structural place, 
the set of segments appearing in it. Furýhcrmore, we need to state 
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explicitly the relation between each segment and specific (clusters 
of) grammatical and stylistic features at specific points in 
stracture, i. e. in the context of specific phonological segments. 
A final point must be made here concerning the absence from all 
six studies reviewed above of stylistic considerations. For 
instance, [ +- KI distinctions are not accounted for, though, as 
our data suggests, a (small) number of [+ K] forms appear in everyday 
conversation. 
SU MARY: 
Up to now, and to the best of my knowledge, all attempts in the 
literature to study the inflectional mrphology of Vhe verb in kIGK 
have been of negative value: they have established what approaches 
ought to be avoided in the amlysis of complex inflectional systems. \I 
Indeed, -the complexity of the verb in MGK has not, been grasped in 
any of the studies reviewed above: insufficient segmentation of verb 
forms (three to seven sets of segments, as opposed to twelve 
proposed in this study) has obscured rather than revealed the 
regularities involve4 in the verb system. 
In the case of analyses based on the I'morphemic" or "taxonomic" 
model, insufficient segmentation is inevitable: given five "morphemes" 
involved in the verb, namely, Voice, Aspect, Tense, Number and Person, 
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and a model that seeks to establish a one-one or one-many relation 
between successive morphemes and successive segments, it is a 
ipatter of subjective judgement what the exact number of sets of 
segments is going to be, f6r the model cannot account for any more 
than five such sets (corresponding to the five grammatical 
categories). Furthermore, the taxonomic model completely ignores Q 
the cumulate, exteýnded and non-adjacent character of exponence 
relations in the verb in WK. 
Studies conducted within the TG modelon the other hand, are shown 
to be heavily biased towards the taxonomic legacy and as such 
w hardly an improvement. 
On the contrary, -the Word-and-Paradigm model is inherently more 
appropriate to account for a complex inflectional system such as 
the Greek verb. However, although the WP model allows for the 
discovery of exponence regularities, it does not, of course, 
reveal -them automatically. Indeed, in Matthewsp 1967t the fact that 
any single grarm-natical value is expressed simultaneously with other 
values at several fixed and, ofteno discontiruous and non- 
adj, b, cerrt positions in word structure has not been grasped. As a 
result, the description is hardly more consistent or revealing thah 
in the studies that comply with the taxonomic model. 
f+ Furthermore, variation and especially variation related to - 
KI 
distinctions has been ignored in the literature. 
I 
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ITOTES TO CHAPTER II 
1. More accurately, a morphemic model, which we take here 
to include both "Item-and-Arrangement" and "Item-and-Process" 
frameworks. (see Ylatthews, 1972). 
2. In the discussion below (et passim) of individual studies 
in the literature, I seek to assess the merit of various theoretical 
models of inflectional morphology rather than to wage literary war 
at individual scholars, whose contribution to what understanding 
I have of the inflectional morphology of the Greek verb cannot 
be overestimated. 
3. A great many transformational generative studies on inflectional 
morphology axe in fact conducted within the IA or IP paradigm. See, 
for instance, the detailed discussion in Wright, 1972, on the II 
literature on Spanish verb morphophonology, and, of course, Matthews, 
1972. Wright makes critical use of the IP paradigm vis-h-vis what 
he regards the more extreme agglutinating vie;, T of the Spanish verb 
taken by Foley. wright does not appear to be aware of Matthews' 
work. Had he been, one worders how the direction of his already 
-on, sensible argumentation woiild have been affected. See also Warb=t 
1973, for a discussion of two competing infleebional models. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SETS OF INFIECTIONAL FMIATIVES 
1 
IN THE VTGK VERB 
1. In order to account fully for all possible formal alternations 
in the inflectional structure of the verb in MGK it is necessary 
to recognize twelve abstract places (i. e. SPlp . *. SP12) in 
each of which a small set of contrastive formatives (i. e. Fl, 
F 12 
) may occur as summarized in Table Five at the erd of this 
chapter. 
W 
Whether or not a given pLace is filled and which particular 
formative is chosen to fill it depends upon: 
(a) the set of grammatical Pass, Perf, Past, Pl, 
1,2,31 ), lexical ( [ST 0, STvl, sTv2j ) and stylistic K]) 
values which a paxticular verb form 3: ealizes (see ch. I); 
(b) in some cases, the phonetic context. 
In most verb forms each (grammatical, lexical or stylistic) value 
present may be expressed at more than one place in structure 
(extended or discontinuous exponence) by, often, non-adjacent 
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formatives, and, conversely, a particular formative at a certain 
place in structure may reflect more than one value (cumulate 
exponence). 
No single verb form contains formatives from all twelve sets 
distinguished below. The place any formative o6cupies in the 
verb structure in relation to all other formatives is fixed 
(but see Ch. IV, 3. on augments, and Ch. IV, 6. on irregular verbs). 
Each structural place accommodates a small set of formatives 
which 
(a) are often (but not always) phonetically similar, e. g. 
II pafso and Mf9o, where the segments s and 9 differ only with 
respect to t1he specification of the. feature C strident ); 
(b) appear in the same or similar morphological contexts, e. g. 
in the examples above s and 0 both appear in the context 
STEM -0 
(c) with respect to their role as exponents of clusters of 
grammatical, lexical and stylistic values, the fomatives 
occurring at a particular place often (but not always) differ 
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from one another "minimally"p i. e. by not more than one or two 
values, e. g. s and 0 in the examples above are both f+ Perf j 
formatives and also, respectively, f- Pass I and f+ Pass] 
For a first taste of the following discussion consider the 
examplen below: 
2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12 
f-Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Pl, l, -Kj ayap 
9 0 
f l ayap a yI a I I I-Pass, -Per , +Pasty-Plvl, -K ayap dsl a 
f-Pass, +Perfr-Pastj+Plj2, -Kj pap s e t e 
[+Pass, +Perf, -Pa. -, t, +Pl, 21 ayap i I t e 
{+Pass, +Perfv-Past, +Pl, l, -Kf 
l 
paf 
I 
t Al m e 
[+Pass, +Perfp-Pasts+Pl, l, -F'KI paf 9 o' m e n 
[+Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Plt3t+Ki e pa'f 9 i s a n 
f+pass, 
-Perf, +Pastt+Pl, 3, -KI pav 
6n t a n (e) 
[+Pass, -Perft+Past, +Pl, 3p+Kl e pa'v on t 0 
[+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Plp2p-Kj ayap j 
to s ast a n 
[+Pass, -Perf +Past, -Pl, l, +K I e pav o' m i 
I ii 
-Pass, +Perf , -Past, -Pl, 2 ayap ii s S, 
f-Pass, -Perf, +Past. -Pl, 3) e pav I I le 
[+Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Pl, 3, -KJ e paf t 
I ik a 
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When necessary, superscripts over segments of a verb form will 
refer to the structural places occupied in the construction 
2612468 
of the word, e. g. he is writing), 'er Te-k -s -e Ts 
you played). 
It should be mentioned that the emphasis in this chapter is on 
I 
(a) establishing the necessity to recognize twelve places, 
neither more nor less, and 
(b) identifying ths actual formatives at each place. 
An exhaustive descriptive statement about the function of each 
member of the formative sets as an exponent of grammatical, 
lexical and stylistic values in various morphological contexts 
is contained in chapters IV and Vwhere the rule system accounting 
for the inflectional paradigm of the verb will be set up. 
The claim made in this study that the inflectional system of the 
Greek verb is organized on the basis of twelve successive structural 
places should not be interpreted as Lhe result of a (primarily) 
agglutinative view of 14GK. In the previous chapter we argued 
that the morphemic (IA or IP) model, which seeks to establish a 
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one-one or one-many relation between successive grammatical 
values and successive, phonological segments, cannot account for 
the Greek verb inflection, where (clusters of unordered) 
grammatical values are cumulately expressed by one or more 
successive or non-adjacent phonological segments in the structure 
of a verb form. We also made a distinction between regular verbs 
whose inflectional structure can be described on the basis of 
the twelve structural places, and various "irregular" verbs 
(see Ch. IV, 6t below) which exhibit alternations of a, relatively, 
more suppletive type. It is, I think, fair to suggest that it is 
the morpherdc model that attributes, wrongly, an agglutinative 
character to the Greek verb; contraxyi-Tise, the view proposed by 
Matthews and also endorsed in this study-is of the Greek verb 
not as an agglutinative b4t as a highly inflecting system. In 
the latter view the number of gramznatical values expressed in tho 
verb structure does not determine the number o'f affixes to be 
isolated in a verb form. For reasons explained below twelve 
structural places are suggested for all regular verbs in VIGK, 
where affixes may occur in various combinations depending on the 
cluster of grammatical values present; however, the number of 
structural places (but not necessarily that of grammatical values) 
may vary in the case of various "irregular" verbs where different 
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devices, more economical or more suppletive, are employed for the 
expression of the same clusters of grammatical values. 
The reader is reminded once again that, in spite of the numerous 
examples, in, the discussion below much becomes clearer if assertion3 
are checked on the master table, TableOne, in the pocket in. the 
back cover. 
2. SP 1 
The first structural place accommodates F, formatives traditionally 
known as augments: the voweý. a, or, for a snall number of -verbs, i 
is not grammatically or stylistically (i. e. the alternation e/I 
significant - only lexically significant in that certain lexemes 
specify i rather than e: see Ch. IV, 3) appe'ar before the stem in 
the presence of the value [+ Pastj as follows: 
(a) categorically, with disyllabic J+ Past3 forms, i. e. in order 
to carry the proparoxytonic stress normally (bil. it not always) associated 
with the feature f+ Pastj , e. g. t'ipapsa 
(= I stopped), e2apses 
you stopped), epapse (= he stopped. ); 
(b) categorically, in the precence of the stylistic value {+ Kj 
Le. ArrespectivO of the number of syllables in a f+ Past,. + KI 
verb form, e. g. epa'f0ijim. n. (= we were stopped), 2pAfgite you were 
stopped), ep&fGisan (= they were stopped); 
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(c) 'lop-tionally'l, in the case of [+: Past, -K) verb forms with 
three or more syllables, e. g. (= we stopped), 
you stOopped) 
I 
For the errvironmental constraints bearing upon the probability 
of appearance of an unstressed augment in the case of J+ Past, - KJ 
verb forms see Ch. V, 2. 
SP2 
The second structural place comprises F2 formatives i. e. stems 
(but see 4 below for stems composed of F. +F3 formatives). 
F are the lexical formatives of regular verbs in which no 2 
grammatical contrasts are expressed. (However, as we shall see in 
Ch. IV, 6, certain "irregular" verbs allowthe expmssion of 
grammatical contrasts in SP. ). All the other segments in the 
verb structure, which we will here call inflectional formatives, 
axe exponents of various grammatical, lexical and stylistic values. 
Naturally, though P2 elements of "regular" verbs are not affected 
by graipinatical contrasts they m. y still exhibit phonetically 
motivated changes. Hence, for instance, in the list of examples in 
1 above, the alternation between stem-final v, 2, arA f in the p-waaigm 
of the verb PAVO before, respectively, a vowel, s or 
I/ 
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verb stem is composed 6f a root to which certain derivational 
(or lexical) affixes may be, but are not necessarily added. 
Thus, in the case of the lexeme KATAGRAFO I record) the stem 
katayraf- is composed of the root MgLf preceded by the derivational 
(or lexical) prefix kata- , while in the case of GR&O I write) 
the stem Xraf- is the same as the root yraf-; In the case of the 
lexemes KAFNfZO I smoke), VASfZO (= I base) and KATTONfZO 
arrange) the respective roots ka-nn-, vas. - and kanon- are all 
followed by the lexical -infix -iz-. 
As we have already stated in the introduction to this study, our 
analysis is focused on the inflectional rather than derivational 
constitution of the verb. For some qu--stions related to the latter 
see Koutsoudas, 1902, and Warburton, 1970. 
4. sp '3 
The vowels a (or e: h the case of such verbs as DIMIURG6 create) 
in the presence of the clusters f- Pass, - Perf] and [+ Pass, - rerft 
+ KI , and i in the presence of the values 
[+ Perfj and [+ Pass, 
- Perf, - K) making up the set F 39 which appears in SP 3 
(see Table 
One, column STv), are unique in that they function both as 
inflectional and as derivational (or lexical) formatives, 
simultaneously. As inflectional formatives, the vowels 0. fF3 reflect 
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different clusters of the values of Voice and Aspect, e. g. 
2- 2ý Pass, - Perf, - Past, - Plt 19 KI: ayap a01 love) 
2246 
Pass, + Perf ,- Past, - Pl, 1 ayap 1 -9 -6 
(= I will love) 
2468 10 - 
.1 [+ Pass, - Perf, Past, - PlI'll Kj: ayap 3. eme --o-ayapieme 
(= I an loved) 
2_ý 6 ý110 
J+ Pass, - Perf ,- Past, - pl, 1, + KI: ayap aome -a- ayapome 
am loved) 
246 
Pass + Perf Past, - Pl, 1 ayap iW 
Z' (= I will be loved) 
As derivational affixes., the vowels under consideration appear, 
qua vowels, in stem final position in the structure of a sizeable 
group of verbs, but by no mehns in the structure of all verbs in 
MGK, i. e. they-serve to neatly divide the regular verbs in the 
language into two rain groups, those in whose stem structure the 
vowels in question do or do not appear. Votice the followinýg 
f- Pl, 11forms of PAVO, and AGAPAO, where, in allthe possible 
combinations of the values of Voice, Aspect and Tense, the 
column marked SP 3 is, always empty in the case of FAVO while 
in AGAPAO it is always full. Note that i- j/C - V. 
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I [- Pi, 11 
FS lp 1 
TSP2 
SP 3 -cýp4 SP5 SP6-12 Spi SP 2 SP 3 SP4 "p5 sp6-12 
f-Pass, -Perf, -Pastl 8 pav 0 ayap zi 0 
[-Pass, -Perfs+Pasti e' pav a ayAp a y 
[-Pass, i-Perf, -Pastl l pap s 0 ayap i s 0 
(-Pass, +Perf, +Pastl e papi s a ayap i s a 
(+Pass, -Perf, -Pastl PAV ome ayap j Ame 
(+Pass, -Perf, +Past (e) pav omun ayap omun 
[+Pass, +Perf, -Pastl paf * t 0 
1 ayap i G - 
, 
01 
li+Pass, +Perf, +Pastl (e) pa'f t ik a yap 
8 1 9 ik a 
We will refer to verbs in whose stem structure F3 vowels naver 
appear as[ST 0 Iverbs (e. g. PAVO) and to verbs in whose stem structure 
such, vowels do appear astSTvIverbs. 
2(e. 
g. AGAPIO). Stems of(STvj 
2- 362346 
verbs are made up of F2+F3 formatives, e. g. 'ýy-ap 1 -0 , 
7j-ap I -S -0 
where the stem is aya V-. Stems offST Iverbs are made up of F . _p 2602 
formatives alone, e. g. -par-v -j. STEM refers to either(ST jor(STv] 0 
verbs; thus, if we say that the F4 formative s is affixed to the 
stem we mean that it is affixed to F2 formatives in the case of[ST 
verbs and to F2 +F3 formatives in the case offs': )Tvlverbs. Finally, 
within the group of {STvj verbs we will differentiate between[aTvj and 
C"ISTv2jverbs, i. e. -those following the paradigm of, respectively, 
and D"IMIURG6. 
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'c'P4 
The fourth structural place accormodates the F4 formatives s and 9 
appearing as cumulate partial exponents of the clusters, respectively, 
t- Pass, + Perfj and f+ Pass, + Perfj in the context STEM 
(see list of examplen in 4 above and Table One). For problems 
related to the recognition of a segment 9 rather than 91 or 9+i 
see discussion in Ch-IV 3.5.2. 
6. sp 
In the fifth structural place appear the F5 formatives Z, Rs and ik 
(see list of examples in 1 above and Table One). of them, either 
or us appear, but with varying degrees of frequency (see Ch. V 
below), in the context STEM - and in the presence of the cluster 
2ý362 
'5 
ý 
Pass, - Perf, + Past, - K, STv 11 Je*ge a_y 
7 or ayap us a, 
whereas in the same morphological context but in the presence of the 
cluster of values f- Passt - Perf, + Pasts - K, STv2j only us 
.. 
2 
r5 
6 
appears, e. g. Emiury us a; yet again, in the case of the verbs 
do (= I burn), KIAO (= I weep) and Flk air, to blame) only y 
1256126 
appears, e. g. '" Te- Y a, 6 kle a, e fte y a. The formative e 
seems to be phonetically motivated, a point that will be discussed in 
Ch-IV, 3-5-2- The formative ik appears in, the structure of both[ST A 
and[STvjverbs in the context STEM +9- and in the presence of 
the cluster J+ Pass, + Perf, + Past, - KI (see list of examples in 
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1 above and Table One). For an alternative formulation, namely, 
the -recognition of i+k rather than ik, see Ch. IV, 3.5.2. below. 
It will be noticed that y and us are different from lk in that 
they only appear in the structure of[STvjverbs and in that they 
do not contrast with ik minimally but in terms of two values. 
Therefore, it might be arguej that they should be classified 
separately. However, in the interests of economy, also, because 
all three formatives express'values of the same categories and have 
in common the cluster (+ Past, - Kj and, especially, since the 
formulation of the rules in Ch. IV does not seem to suffer from it, 
,y and us will 
be included 1ý the same set (F 5) as ik. This, it 
will be realized, is a case of partial indeterminacy with respect 
to classification. More cases forthcoming. 
7. The formatives appearing to the right of SP, present special 
problems of description as the analysis below will amply demonstrate. 
in the literature they have been seen from two main points of view: 
either as constituting linguistically irreducible'torminal suffixest 
or as made up of smaller formatives drawn from a number of successive 
sets. See, for instance, how the [+ Passr - Perf, - Past, Kj 
I 
paradigm of AGAPAO is analyzed in a number of studies. 
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a. Hamp, 1961, 
-2.114 
Warburton, 1970,1?. 142-1146 
ayapi e, m e 
ayapi e S e 
a, yapi e t e 
ayapi 0, mast e 
ayapi e st e 
ayap! 0 nt e 
or ayapi A unt e 
b. Koutsoudas, 1962, P. 41 
ayap je me 
aYap 9 je so 
ayap je te 
ayap jo, maste 
ayap je' ste 
ayap jo nde 
c. Babiniotis, 
--1972a, -P. 
59 
ayapi A me 
ayapi e Se 
ayapi e te 
ayap! 6 maste 
ayapi A Ste 
ayapi 6 nde 
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d. Householder et al., 1964, P-115 
ayap .I leme 
ayap iese 
ayap iete 
ayap iýmste/iomaste 
ayap ieste 
ayap lunte'- 
e. Matthews, 1967, pp. 272,277 
ayap i A m e 
ayap j e s e 
ayap j e t e 
ayap j 0 m aste 
ayap j I e s te 
ayap j 0 nd e 
/ 
In view of a general paucity in explicit descriptive statements 
concerning the merit of each mode of segmentation in the literature 
(i. e. segmentations are usually presented as self-evident am' vary 
according to the objectives of the individual analysis) and apart 
from marvelling at the ingenuity of linguists, one cannot help 
suspecting that such multiplicity is not unlike inflation: very poor 
value for money. 
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Below we will discuss, without further reference to tho rival 
analyses, the two rain points of view concerning the treatment 
of the sequences in question, namely, (a) as unanalyzable wholes, 
and (b) as made up of smaller 'segments. The reader is warned 
that somehow the discussion results in yet another analysis 
that differs, to a greater or lesser extent, from all those 
exemplified above! 
See; i as irreducible suffixes, t1he segments to the right 
of SP constitute the following, rather numerous set (a total 
of fifty three members), to which we will informally refer as 
the Terminal Set and to its kembers, as Terminations (The use of 
semi-colons in the list below is intended to ease the reading 
of the terminations at this stage : rather than impose a descriptively 
significant sub-classification): 
-o, -is, -i, -omen, -ome, --apie., -ete, -ite, -un, -una; 
-a, -es, -as, -e, -amen, -ame, -ate, -an, -ane, -on; 
-in, -imen, -isan; -eme, -ese, -omega, -omaste, 
-umaste, -esge, -este, -osaste, -usaste, -onte, -unte; 
-omin, -omun, -omuna, -eso, -osun, -osuna, -eto, -otan, 
-otane, -omastan, -umastan, -osastan, -usastan, -ontan, 
-untan, -ontane, -untano, -ontusan, -untusan. 
As can be seen in Table Onep each permissible combination of 
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exponents F, to F5 can co-occur with a subset of at least six 
terr, inations, each terr-imtion being an exponent of a particulaX 
combination of values of Number ard Person (Nuiriber and Person are 
expressed by terminations only). Certain such subsets of term- 
inations co-occur with more than one combination of exponents 
F to F,,, i. e. they realize more than one cluster of grammatical 1 
values (other than Number and Person)# eog, 
Pass, - Perfj Pass, + Perfj t+ Pass, + Perf 
... ...... 
pav -0 pap s-0 
. 
paf t- 
f-Pastj - is - is - is 
etc. etc. etc. 
e pav -a e pap s-a pAf t ik -a 
[+Past] - es - es - es 
-e e -e 
etc. etc. etc. 
In some cases, but not all, alternative tennimtions ocour that are 
exponents of the same cluster of grammatical values but differ 
from one another, to a greater or lesser extent, in their 
phonological shape depending, more often than not, on whether they 
are f+ K) or f- Kjexponents, e. g. 
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J+ Pass, + Perf, + Past,, 
-+ 
Plp 11 
Ke+ p5'. f +0+ imen 
KI : (e)+ paf +t+ ilk + ame 
though there are also certain alternative terminations which do 
not differ with respect to[t K) distinctions, e. g. I 
[+ 
I 
Pass, - Perf, + Past, + PI, 
K) e + pav + onto' 
(e) + pav + ontan 
K) (e) + pav + ontan(e) 
(e) + pav + ontusaýi 
the difforence. between -ontan, -ontane arA -ontusan, all three 
[- KIformatives, being one of relative frequency of occurrence. 
In Table Two terminations axe arm-nged in subsets (or T's) on the 
basis of the particular cluster 'of grammatical values (other than 
Number and Person) which they realize. Within each subset 
terminations are arranged, from top to bottom with respect to 
exponence of values of Number and rerson in the. order, f- Plp 13 p 
Plt 2jq {- Plp 3j p 
[+ Pl, lj p [+. Pl, 2j and J+ Pl, 3J - 
-Termination subsets are further subdivided according tof Kj 
dis binctions: (+ K) termination subsets axe marked as T, . 9, *T 
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TABLE TWO 
Tem-Linations of the verb paradigm in YGK 
{+K {-K 
T, T 
__o -0 
-is -is {-Past, -Pasý} -i -i 
[-Past, +Pass, +Perf -. (nen -cme/-une*' 
-ote/-ite -ete/-itet' 
-un -un/-une 
T2 
-cn 
-es {-Pass, -Perf,, -Wast-j -e 
-cnen 
-ete 
-on 
T 3 T 
-a -a 
-as -es 
{-Pass, +Perff +Pastl -e -e 
-zTnen -ame 
-ate -ate 
-an -an/-ane 
T4 
-in 
-is 
I+Pass,, +Perf, +Past} -i 
-imen 
-ite 
-isan 
T5 T 
--(ne -cne/-Eme 
-esse -eso {+Pass,, -Perf -Past} -ete -ete 
-cne0a -cmaste/-umaste 
-esGe -osaste/-usaste/-este 
-onte -onte/-unte 
6 IV 
-anui -cmun/-anurki 
-eso -osun/-osuna {+Pass, -Perf,, +Past) -eto --otan/-Otane 
-dneGa -omas-te/-ura, -, te/-a-aastan/-umastan 
-es0e -osaste/-Usaste/-osastan/-tisastaii 
-onL-o -oni--an/-Imitan/-o,. ritane/-untane/-Ontusm/-untusan 
-ofae appears in -Pass and -ume in both- -Pass and +Pass verb forms. 
t -ite appears, in +Pass. verb forms only. For problems relatod to the stipulation hapa I'l P of tho particular _1 of T, and T2 wi 0 so A1 re; 3p, (, --L t the Value-cf+Passj and a]. 
of T,, ý) soc Cli-ITIP3-5.2. 
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and [- KI subsets as T Til,. . 
(We will ignore, for the 'Lime i Ole v 
being, the fact that subsets that differ only with respect to 
K] distinctions have, as a matter of fact, a'lot in common, 
but we will come back to it presently. ) As is clear from Table 
TýTo the following grammatical correspondence holds between 
temination subsets contrasting as regards {+- K) distincbions: 
f+ Kj f- KI 
P t] 
Pao 
. 
-a T T. 
as 
Perf 
-Pass] 
Perf T2 
[+ Pastj 
[ 
[+ Perf T3 T 
11 
Passr + Perf) T4 
(+ Pass - Perf 
Past r5 T 
ill 
, 
(+ Past 'C6 T 
IV 
Seeing terminations as linguistically irreducible provides a 
neat and fairly uncomplicated description of the verb paradigm 
which is possibly adequate as the basis for the writing of 
paedagogic grammars but is, as we shall show below, far fron, 
exhaustive. Indeed, even on inspection, Table THo would provide 
evidence that the segments under consideration are, in fact, 
hWily structured: to begin with, their shape in terms of syllable t3 
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structure (i. e. number and type of syllables) is grammatically arX1 
stylistically significant; furthermore, in their structure there 
appears to be a small number of recurring formatives combining 
with one another in specific, though, at first glance, hopelessly 
comple. -.:, ways. In the discussion below we will first establish 
groups of terminations that exhibit a high degree of similarity 
in terms of the former of the two considerations mentioned above, 
(syllable structure); subsequently we will study the distribution 
of specific phonological segments in the structure of such groups. 
7.2. Looking at terminations from the point of view of their * 
syllable structure eleven tyýes of terminations can be distinguished: 
V 
2. V0 
3- V0V 
4. V0Vc 
5- VcVcV 
6. Vcc V- 
7. VacVc 
8. Vc0VcV 
9. VccVcVc 
VcVccV 
VcVccVc 
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Table Three below summarizes the distribution of the eleven 
types of terminations in two divisions of the verb system, 
namely, (+ Pass, - Perf j and "elsewhere" i. e. f- Pass]and/or 
(+ Perfj (See also Tables One and Two) and in the six 
combinations of values of Person and Number. In each of the 
twelve boxes of Table Three defined by the parameters mentioned 
in the previous sentence the precise phonological shape(s) 'Of 
each termination type is/are match ed with additional (clusters of) 
grammatical values not included in the parameters of the table: 
for instance, when the third termination type (VCV) appears in 
the t+ Pass, - Perf, - Plt 11 box it is further shown to be a 
[- Past] formative and to have two shapes, -cme in the case of 
[-ý K, STV11 verb forms, e. g. ayapje'me, and -ome elsewhere, e. g. 
(STO pavome 
[+Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Plt lj' [STvl, +Kj: ayapa'ome -*a. yapome 
', -)TV 2 dimluxyeome ->dirniuryure 
On the basis of Table Three and preceding discussion a fairly 
strai0itforward rule system could be devised. For instance, the 
cluster (+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, - Pl, 1 I(see paragraph above) 
would be rewritten as VCV. Further rules would spec-Lfy VCV as 
[V me Subsequently, the tc: rMination- initial vOwel would be 
-hi 11 
-ir 
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TAFTS TIME 
Tlhe distribution of the eleven terminatim types in the verb paradigra 
(4Pass, -Perf) "elsawhere" (i. e. ((-Pass) (+Pass, +Perfl' 
Vr_V V 
cine (-Pastj, STvj, +Kj a (+Past, -Perfo, -K 
(-Past, -STVI) orast, -pass# +rcrf 
crm {-Past, STv, -K A Past, +Pass# -K 
(11 WVC 0 -Past I 
COM (+Past, -K). w 
cmin (+Past, +Kj on (+Past, -Perf, +K 
wIwV in (+Past, +Passp +K 
CFLLM (+Past, -K) 
wV VC 
ese (-Past) is (-Past) 
C. So {+Past, +K) (4-Past, +Pass, +K ) 
(-Pl) (2) VcVc es {+Past, -rerf) 
Osm [+Past, -10 {+Past, -fPer-f,. KI 
%V%'ICV 
osuna {+Past, -K) as {+Past, -Pass, +Perf, : W) 
%ICV V 
ete (-Past) (-Past 
eto (+Past, +KI (+Past, 4Pass, +K 
(3) VcVc 
otan {+Past, -K) e (+Past, -Pass) 
%CVCV {+Past, +Pass'-IX 
otane {+Past, -K) 
WVCV W-V 
crA, -Oa 
(+K) cair-A (-Pastp-Pass, -K) 
VcVccV UM (-rast, -K) 
o1rarte ) (-K) aria 
{+Past, -KI 
- urlaste 
%CVCCIVC 
W VC 
cmen {-Past., 
awtstan C. 'Past, -Perf, +K [+Past, -K) (uXazstan amen {+Past, -PaS. ', +Perf' +K) 
-V imen f4Pass, +Past, A) 
VccV wV 
esoc (-Past) ete 
{-rass, -Past) 
{+Past, +K) (-Pass, -Perf, +Past, +K) 
VaIccV ate {+Past, -Pass, 4Perfl 
O-Pi (2) 1 osaste ) (-K) 
us3sto 
(+Past, -Pass, -Perf, -KI 
(4Past, +Pass, -K) 
WNMIC ite (+Pass, -Past) 
( osastan I (+Past, -K) 
usa-stan 
(+Pass, 4past, 4K) 
NXY-V VC 
unto (-Past, -K) an 
(+Past, -Pass, +Perf) 
onte {-Past) {+Past, -Perf -K) 
onto (+Past, +K) 
(+Past, +Pass, -K 
VCC-X 
(3) ( cntan I {+rast, -K) 
on (-Past# -Perf, +K 
untan un 
(-Past) 
VccVcV VcV 
(ont, inc, (+Past, -K) 
une (-Past, -K) 
u ntanc ane 
(+Past# -K) 
%ICC\CW 
(ontusan, (+Past, -K) 
isan (+Pass, 4PaSt# 
untusan 
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determined as E+front] in the presence of the cluster 
f- K, STvlj , e. g. ayapjAme, or as [+back] in the presence 
of the value {- STv e. g. pavýome, ain. iuryeome -ý- aimiur" jume 
7.3. Table Three reveals certain reoilarities which are latent 
in Tables One and Two. Still, it fails-to mirror the facts in 
certain important respects. More precisely, it falls to show 
explilcitly that different termination types are in fact quite 
similar in phonological shape in certain grammatical areas. 
Thus, types 4 (VCVC) and 5 (VCVCV) are realized in (+ ýass, 
- Perf, + Past, - Pl, K} forms by terminations that differ 
only by an "optional,, final vowel, e. g. 
TY-PE 4 T YPE 5 
pavo'mun pavo'muna 
(+Pass, -Perf, +Past, -Pl, -KI (2] pavo'--un pavosuna 
(33 pav6tan pavotane 
The same may be said about termination types 7 (VCCVC) and 
(V1,113VU) in f+ Pass, - Perf v 4w Pas-It., + Pl 3Kj forms, e. g. 
pavontan, pavontane, arA about types 2 (VC) and 3 (VCV) in 
f([- Passjj + Plp 33 forms, e. g. 
[+ Perf I 
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TYPE 2 TYPE 3 
[-Pass, -Perf, -Pastj payun 1 pavune 
(-Pass, -perf, +Past) pavan pavane 
f-Passp +Perfp -Past) papsun pap§une 
[-Pass, +Perf, +Pastj' papsan pAppane 
(+Pass, +Perf, -Past] 
I paftun I paftune 
[+Pass, +Perf, +Pastj paftikan 0 paftikane 
A further generalization missed in the examples above is that 
this final "optional,, vowel appear6 in the context n-# only. 
Again,, in [+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, -KI forms, the final vowel, 
irrespective of the termination type involved, is e; as for the 
tern-ination-initial vowel, it is e in f- Pl, - lj and in one of the 
two alternative (+ Pl, 2] terminations,, it is q in f- Pl, 11 
terminations and it is [+back] (2,21) elsewhere, e. g. 
pavome 
f-PI) f 21 pavese 
-: Parf (+Pass -Past -K) 
131 pavLt--e 
, , , {11 Pav-o'Lpnste -umaste 
{+P13 f2l pavosa. ste/-_u', ---_ste , ýas-Jpaveste 
mtJe-unta (3) pAV-0-1 
while in f+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, -KI forms the termimtIon- 
initial vowel is E+back], again irrespective of the termination 
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types involved, e. g. 
pavomuy-omuna 
[-Pll [2} pavosuin/-o'suna 
f3l payot'2-ru/-otane 
[+Pass, -Perf +Past, -KI (1) . pavo'naaste -_orr: bsttar -umaste/-Amastan j LL___j/ ___ 
[+Pl] 121 pavoLste. -. 2Mstan/-_usaste -usastan 2 _-/ ---_ ___j 
(31 1)Avo-nt-a-D/-O'-nt-! -, t-nl-e/-O'-nt-us-aL--n/ 
pavu. nt',, I, n/7untn, ne/-u'ntusan 
In -the (+ KI equivalents of -the above -two paradigms we observe 
a different pattern concerning the termination-initial vowel: 
it is [-high, -low] in both paradigms, and furthermore, it is 
E+ýront] (e) in [21 and {- Ply 31 terminations and E-front-] (o) 
"elsewherall (f 11 ,f+ Pl, 31 
), e. g. 
f-Pastl (+ Past I 
pa'vome epavomin 
[-Plj [23 pavese I epaveso 
f3l pavete epavoto 
[+Pass, -Perf, +Kj 
(1) pavo'mega I epavome@a 
t+Fll (21 pavesge epavesge, 
131 pavonte npAavonto 
Another example of generalizations not captured in Table Three 
above concerns the consonants found to the right of the termination- 
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initial vowel (again, irrespective of the precise termination 
type involved or of Tense distinctions) in (+ Pa'ssp - Perf I 
forms (see Table One, columns SP 7' SP8): 
ELI? 28 
m 
[-Pll [2] s 
[+Pass, -Perf 
[3) t 
[11 m 
f +Plj [21 s 
t3l n t 
Forms other than (+ Pass, - Perf] comply only partially wit,,, the 
pattern above in that m and s still follow the termination initial 
vowel in, respectively, (+ Pl, 11 and (- Pl, 23 forms.. 
(-Pas SI 
I 
[-Perf f+perf I [+Pass, +Perf] 
(+Kj pafsis pafgls 
f-K3 
Pav-la 
PALPSIS a paftis 
(-Pastj 
i l 
[+K) pAvomen pApsomen pafgomen 
[+P 
l 
) 
(-KI pavume papsure paftilie 
f-Pl 21 
[+Kj 
e v s 
cpafsas epLols 
, - (-K 
pa g 
epapscr, paftikes ., a- J+Pastj 
l 
{+Kl epavonien epaf sqmen epalf9imen 
{+Pil ] 
(-K] pavame P, -; 
'psaTftp- paftiNzame 
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It seems, therefore, ihat the pattern captured in Table Three 
above, though undoubtedly significant, is only part of the 
story. The remaining and no less significant part must be 
told in terms of the distribution of specific subsegments, such 
as eg or ast, or sets of (single) segments having one or more 
phonological feature in common, e. g. [+high] vowels or E-strident] 
consonants, in the structure of various termination types in the 
presence of various (clusters of) grammatical values. In other 
words, without diminishing the grammatical and stylistic 
significance of the eleven termination types, we would like, at 
the same time, to explore fully the ample evidence that the 
appearance of various subsegments in the structure of more than 
one termination is rule-governed. To do so, we will take another 
look at Tables One to Three above and establish sets of formatives 
whose syntagmatic arrangements in a number of structural places 
make up permissible terminations. 
The reader should keep in mind that the structural. places and 
corresponding ±OrMtive sets will help us segment. verb forms 
adequately and form the rules accounting for the co-occurrence 
I 
relations holding between inflectional formtives, i. e. they-will 
serve as a sort of scaffolding for the rule system and as such 
they will eventually be superseded by the rule system. 
4 
For 
what we have to account fort eventually, iss the rule governed 
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combinations of formatives rather than their participation in one 
set or another. To do so, however, we fir st have to isolate each 
of the formatives in question, see how it combines with other 
formatives in the presence of various (clusters of) grammatical 
values and wlih what other formatives it alternates in a given 
morphological environment, and be able to focus our attention on 
each formative successively without losing track of observations 
made earlier about other formatives. It is for -this purpose, i. e. 
the recognition of formatives and the facilitation of observations 
concerning their distribution, that we need the setting up of such 
auxiliary analytic constructs as the twelve structural places and 
corresponding sets of formatives proposed in this study for the 
inflectional morphology of -the verb in IMGK. 
In a mimber of cases (notably as regards the complex co-occurrence 
patterns of f,, ti, e, F6 to F12)P statements concerning the 
distribution of inidividual formatives contain some, me,, qsure of 
redundancy. Thus, in 5 above, jk was defined as appearing in the 
presdnce of the cluster [+ Pass, + Perf, + Past, - KI in the 
context STEM +9 From the discussion in. 4 above, however, 
we know that 9 is suffixed to the stem in the presence of the values 
(+ Pass, A- Peerf 1. Consequently, it is redundant to specify for ik 
both that it always follows 9 in [+ Past, - KI forms and that it 
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appears in the presence of the cluster J+ Passo + Perfj i. e. given 
a specification of the context STEM +9- we only need to add 
that, for ik to appear, the cluster J+ Past, - K) should be 
present. It will be realized, however, that the redundancy in 
question is inbuilt in the inflectional system of the Greek 
verb rather than a construct of the description. 
Redundancy statements can often be avoided in one of the following 
two ways (others might also be possible): 
Firstly, in the way indicated above concerning a and ik,, i. e. 
by stating clearly for each 
iormative in structure the other 
formatives in whose presence it appears and only those grammatical 
values that are non-reduridant. However, this is not always possible 
or desirable. For instance, in the following forms 
[1) pav +o+ ni +u+n+ (a) 
f+Passt-Perf, +Past, -IC, -Plj (21 pav + o' +s+u+ 11 + 
(a) 
{31 pav +0+t+a+n+ (e)l 
the vowels flanking the formative n. are either u ... 
(a) or 
a (e) in the presence of the clusters, respectively, 
[ Pass, - Perf ,+ Past I- Pl ,-3, -KI and [+ Pass i- Perf i 
+ Past, - Plp 3, - ICI i. e. both -u and a- 
on the one hand, and 
both a and e on the other appear in the presence of exactly the same 
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cluster of values. If we attempted to adhere to the above way 
of avoiding redundant statements we would have to state the 
relevant cluster of values for only one of each pair of non- 
adjacent vowels, say, the one on -the left, whereas for -the other 
we would be content to make a statement in terms of co-occurrence, 
e. g. a appears in the context STEM +o +1 
m+ in the presence s 
of the cluster [+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, - P19 - 3v - KI, whereas a 
appears "Optionally" in the context STEM +0++u+n+ 
The above solution has the undesirable effect of treating one segment 
as somehow "conditioning" the appearance of another in one direction 
only (e. g. a is the "rehl,, exponent of the clustei. in question, 
and a just happens to be there) and though widely used in -the 
literature (see Ch. II) it is completely untenable, i. e. a bad "way'out" 
rather than a descriptively adequate formulation. The poinb will be 
taken up again in the next chapter. 
Secondly, we could avoid redundancy by making more prominent use 
of the structural places established in this chapter. We could 
statep that is, the structural place in which a formative appears 
(rather than its neighbouring formatives) and the cluster of values 
present, e. g.. a and 9 appear in SP 4 ýather than in the context 
SIEM -) -in the presence of the clusters, respectively, 
Pass, + Perf ] and + Pass, + Perf whereas ik appe! a. -cs in SP 5 
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(rather than in the context STEM +9+-) in the presence of 
the cluster [+ Pass, + Perf, + Past, - KI The above solution 
can yield an attractively simple description. -'In some ways it is not 
dissimilar to Matthews' stem-based analysis: see Ch. H, 4) in that 
I 
the analytical tools (here, the successive structural places, in 
Matthews, 1967t the layers of stems) take precedence over the 
object of description, i. e. the exponence relations between gra; Mmati(, -al 
values and combinations of phonological segments. In other words, 
since it is by virtue of the observable fact of s and 9 appearing 
in the morphological context STEM - that we can isolate them from 
their environment and refer to them for classification purposes as 
distinct formatives belonging to the same set, F4, and altermtIng 
in a particular structural place, SPI,, it would be, I third,,, 
improper to reverse the order of importance between our arcilytic 
constructs (i. e. structural places) and -the object of description (i. e.. 
exponence relations between grammUcal values ard combinations of 
formatives) and, by, concentrat-ing our attention on the former, allow 
5 the latter to slip into a descriptive limbo. 
To put it briefly, therefore, the point made here is that the description 
in this and the following chapters contains a certain amount of 
redundant statements, first, becausE, it is not necessarily the case 
that in a study like this (as oppozed to, say, vriting a program 
for a computer) economy is always of the essenco; second, because it 
0 
I 
is not desirable to avoid redundant statements by attributing 
structural places too prominent a descriptive status, i. e. more 
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important than that of a classificatoey device; and thirdt since. 
redundancy is inherent in the inflectional system under consideration, 
it would be midleading, and often untenable, to describe this 
system on the basis of only non-redundant statements. 
The problem of redundancy in description will be further discussed 
with respect to the rule system in Ch. IV, 2. 
7.4. Let its begin with the analysis of the [+ Pass, - perf} 
termination subsets T5tT6, T... and Tiv (see Table Two) from 
which we have already drawn to illustrate the discussion. in 7.3. 
above. It will be easier if. we relate the progressively less 
complex subsets, namely, T iii, T6 and T5 to the str`Ucture of the 
most complex subset, T iv' 
If the terminations of T,, are broken dovn and their 
constituent segments so arranged that similar segments, in 
distributional terms, are classified together, the following seven- 
place girrid 
is obtained. (The numbering of the structural places, 
6 to follows, in anticipation of conclusioný. drawn in 7.6. below, 
that of the first five structural places already established in 
this chapter) . 
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T iv* 
J+ Pass, - Perfo + Pasto - KI 
6 7 8 9 10 11' 12 
0 m u n (a) 
pil (21 o s u n (a) 
f3l 0 t a n (e) 
0 a n 
u m ast 
1 
0 
1 
0 a n f+ pi) (21 
u s ast 
0 us 131 
- 
u n 
t 
IL 
a n 
On the above arrangement of ihe constituent segments of the T 
terminations the -following obsemitions can 
be made: 
a. The thirteen te-. nftiriations comprising, Tiv may be seen, on the 
basis of the arrangement above, as made up of combinations of 
fourteen distinct segments appearing in soven successive structural 
places as follows: 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0 n m ast u n a 
u s us I a 
I I It e I 
i 
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b. In SP 61 Le. next to the stem, appears a E+back] vowel 
further specified as E-high] in all terminations, but as 
"optionally" [--'Lhigh] in J+ Pl} terminations. 
I 
c. In SP 7 the foniative n appears in the [+ Plo 31 terminations, 
i. e. in the context STM +E Lack] - to 
d. In SP 8 the formitives m, a, and t appear in the presence 
of the features, respectively, 111, (Z] and {31 in the context 
sTEm +E Yback] + (n) 
I 
e. The complex se&-raents ast and us of SP 9 appear, the former 
"obligatorily" and the latter "optionally"; in the contexts, 
respectively, and n+t- as, respectivoly, J-1- Passp 
- Perft + Plo 31 - KI and f+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, + Pl, 3, - KI 
formatives. Their appearance is relited to that of the segments 
in SP 12 in ways described in h. balow. 
f. The formatives u, a and e aý 
CC high I vowels; the E 
+high 
CL back +baW 
termin--tions in the context f1s] 
vowels (2,, e) elsewhere; of the 
ppearing in SP 10 are all 
vowel (11) appeaxs in [- Plp -31 
n (a) # and the E -h'eýh I back 
latter, the [ +low'] vowel Qt) 
: L67 
appears in the presence of the values [+Pl I aryl/or {31 in -the 
ast context j (n) + (us) n 
(e) 0 -while -the E- low] vowel (e) 
appears in [+ Plo -3 forms in the context ast 
(i. e. after ast either e occurs or a+ n(e ). 
In the eleventh structural place the formative n appears 
in the context 
-V front 
(V) # (i. e. after 
a high 
OL low 
u or a but not after e) and in the presence of the cluster 
{ Pass, - perf q+ past, -Ký 
(i. e. n appears in any verb form 
of the paradigri under considdration that has the structure stated 
above) . 
h. Finally, in the twelfth structural placey the vowels a and 0 
back appear in the contex, t STEIMI +V+0+ (0) + -V 
high - front 
-a 
low 
I 
CL high 
- OL low 
+n (and, in conditions influencing their "Optional" appearance 
discussed in Ch. V, 8. below). 
The precise value ("plus" or "minuss") for the feature C 'low 
of the vocalic segment under. consideration is the same as 
that of the featura [ high ] and opposite to that of the 
feature [ low ] of the vowel preceding It in the envirorment 
(either un(a or an(e) occurs). The twelfth place 
is occupied only if not more than two vowels follow the stem and 
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thus in the absence of the segments ast or us of the ninth 
structural place (see Ch. IV, 4.2.5a). Since, as we mentioned 
in e. above, ast appears "obligatorily" and us "optionally", the 
twelfth structural place remains emptuy "obligatorily" in 
(+ Pl -31 form s (where ast appears) while in j+ Pl P31 
forms and in the absence of us SP 12 
is "optionally" occupied 
by e. The above restrictions holding between the segments of 
SP 9 and SP12' though valid for educated Athenian Greekt are, not 
9 so in some other dialects where forms such as pavo'mastAne, pavosastAne, 
pavýontusane, with four vowels in the terminations and two stressed 
syllables, are normal. % 
7.4.2. It seems possible to account for T ill 
torminations in terms 
of the first five places of the seven-place grid set up above in 
relation to T IV . 
Tjjj: f+ Pass, - Perf, - Pastp -K) 
6 8 10 11 12 
(-STV, 1 0 m e, 
(+STv, 1 e 
{2) e 
13} t c 
u ast 0 
u c ast 0 
e s 
[31 0 
u1 
-- 
t 0 
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More specifically, the following observations can be made: 
a. The eleven T ill 
terminations are made up of combinations 
of the following ten segments: 
)- 
6 7 8 10 
0 n m ast e 
U. s 
e t 
b. SP1, and SP12 remain empty. 
C. ST 7 arA SP 8 are occup ed 
% by the same segments as described 
in 7.4.1. c. and d. and in the presence of the same values, of 
the catego-cles of Rumber and Person. 
'EM is occupied bY E -low ] vowels. which are further specified 
as E (X front] in relation to the value of the grammatical feature 
j-u plural I (i. e. e with [- pi ) and o or u wi th {+ Pl} form) 
with the following two exceptions: firstly, in [- pig 1, - Kj 
termima-Lions e is limited tojSTvjverbs, e. g. [+ Passy - Fe-rft 
- Past, - Pit 1, STv, -K ayaýpjeme, aimiuryje, me, whereas o 
appears in [ST AI and (in alternation, with P. ) in [STv2j verbs, e. g. 
ir/o 
Pass, - Perf, - Past, - Pl, 1, -K, 
tfsTol : pavome 
[STv, ]: dimiury6ome -4- airduryLe; 
secondly, e alternates with o or u in. [+ Pl, 23 terminations, - 
co=esponding to the alternation of, respectively, 9 and ast 
in SP 9 
(see e. below). 
e. In SP two segments appear, ast, with precisely the same 9 
distribution as in Tiv (see 7.4.1. e. above) and 0 in -the context 
e+se#+ Pl, 2, -KJ. (In the presence of the value K 
9 normally, but not always, changes to t after s: regressive manner 
dissimilation. ) 
f., Finally, SP10 is occupied by e in all the verb forms of the 
paradigm under consideration (t + Pass, - Perf, - Past, - KI ). 
7.4-3. As T5 and T6 are very similar to one another we will arrange 
their terminations together in the same grid and indicate their 
differences as, respectively, (- Past and + Past 1. 
I 
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T5 : (+Pass, -Perf, - Pastp +Kj 
T6 : [+Pass, -Perf, +Pasto +Kj 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
(-Past) 0 m e 
[+Past) 0 m 1 n 
l 23 
[-Past) e s e 
t-p j ( 
[+Past) e s 1 0 
31 
[-Past] e t e 
1 
(+Past] e t 0 
f+ j 
0 m eg a 
t+Pl 1 [2) 
Past 
e s 
I 
9 e 
[-Pastj 0 n t 0 
(+Past3 0 n t 0 
With respect to the above armngement we observe the following: 
a. The ten terminations comprising T5 and T6 are combinations of 
I the following thirteen segments appearing in SP6 to Spil 
6 9 10 11. 
e eg i 
0 e 
a 
0 
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-h'Eh j vowels c"P6 is occupledt irrespective of tense, by C 
-low 
(a, 2ý, which can be further differentiated as E +front] (a) 
in 123 and [- Plt 33 forms, and as E -front ] (o) elsewhere 
(i. e. [1) and J+ Plp 31 forms). 
C. The formatives appearing in SP7 and SP 8 are the same as 
in the case of termination sets T and T discussed above. 34 
d. SP is occupied only in the case of 31 forms; 9 t+ P19 
more specifically, the formative eg appears in + Pl, 11 
verb forms and the segment 9 in + Pl, 2 (the latter being 
distributed, it Will be recalled, as in T see 7.4.2. e. above). iii; 
e. SP. is occupied by E +front ] and/or E -high ] vowels. 10 
More specifically, I appears in the context eg /(+Pit 11 
m 
irrespective of Tense; e in the context s (9) /f-Pastj; 
(n) t 
i in the context m. - n'-, ý/j + Pasto - Pig it +K1, and o in the 
t Past, + K, 
f, remaining contexts, namely, 
f(n) S '01 
f3l 
j-Pl, 
Finally, SP 11 is occupied by the'formative n in the context 
- 4ý /j+ Past, - Pl, 1, +KI- 
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7.4.4. It should be clarified at this point that the allocation 
of formatives of the four T's discussed above to the three 
structural positions S136'to S28 has been defined, quite 
unequivocally, I think, in terms of morphological context, 
as follows: 
SP6 SP 7 SP8 
em 
0ns 
ut 
M 
However, to the right of SP S-) things are not so 8 
ýtj 
simple, Indeed, if each of the four T's was analyzed on internal 
grounds only, i. e. independently from the other f+ Pass, - Perf] 
T's, or if, say, the two f- Past] or the. two f- KI T's were 
analyzed separately from the two [+ Pastj or [+ KI T's, a 
different number of structural places, with (partly) different 
formatives occurring in them, might appear more appropriate. 
For instance, T5 and T6 could be analyzed on internal grounds 
as follows: 
T5: [+Pass, -Perf, -Past, +Kl T6: (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Kj 
0Me0m in 
0sees0 
eteet0 
0M e0a 0 PIL e9a 
ees Ge 
0nte0nt0 
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i. e. there seems to be no reason why (i) in should be further 
segmented into i and n; (ii) eGa into eg and a; and (iii) Ge 
into 9 and e. 
With respect to (i) it may be argued that the segmentation of 
in becomes necessary when T6 omin ( [+ KI ) is contrasted with 
Tiv2mun f-KI), e. g. 
[+ KI epavýo' ýl In 
(+ Pass, Perf, + Past, - pit 11 1 
If 
-K (e) pavomun. 
Indeed, the two verb forms above are identified as, respectively, 
K] and f- KI by reference (apart from the augment) to the 
presence of the feature, respectiVely, [ +front ] and E -front 
in the context o+m -- n# [+high] 
v 
With respect to (ii) and (iii) above, we note that, though the 
5egmentation of eOa and Ge seems to be unjustifiable on internal 
grounds in the case. of T 6' justification is provided by T 5' where 
a appears in final position throughout the paradigm apart from the 
context eg-4ý in which a appears. As a ratter of fact, instead 
of eg + a, (erdorsed. in this study) or el@a (just-rejected above) 
it might be argued that we should recognize e+9+a, i. e. 
we should need, for the case of T, and T 6' to divide SP9 into two, 
say, SP9., wherc e appears for (+ Pl, Ij in the contoxt m 
I e. g. pavýome0a, and SP whe-re G appears for J+ Plt - 31 in the 
. qb' 
i 
17.5 
context Em+ej_Ea1#e. g. pavýome@a, pavpsge. As for se 
the {- K) groups (Tiji, Tiv), the segments ast and us could be 
"shown" to comply with the pattern followed by 29 and 9: 
2678 9a 9b 10 11 12 
pav + 0, +m+e .+0+a 
pav +e+s++e 
pav .+0+M+a+ st +e 
pav +0+n+t+u+s+a+n 
or an even more elaborate pattern could be suggested, namely, 
SP ga Sp9b SP 9c 
es 
a 
u 
where 9 becomes t after s (asQ -, r- ast) in compliance with sandhi 
rule 56 (see Ch. IV below) characteristic of the presence of the 
value K) . However, because only a few segments with fairly 
limited distribution are involved in the question discussed at 
this point and in order to ease the exposition by avoiding -the 
recognition of "too many" successive structural places, we will 
adopt the classification: 
I 
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SP 
eg 
9 
ast 
us 
and not the two more detailed ones suggested above. 
Nevertheless, the point has been made not as an exercise in hair- 
splitting, but becaun the most detailed of the three classifications, 
above (i. e. SP 9a' SPqb' SPqc 
) might be more helpful in a study of 
Greek with a wider historical, geoUaphical and social focus 
(i. e. one which, unlike this study, is not limited to present- 
-ed Athenian). Compare, for instance, [+ Kj pav6mega day educat 
and f- KI pavotnaste to regional (and as such not included in this 
study) pavomes9a <post-classical pavo'mes9a. The difference between 
the three forms could be best accounted for as follows: 
f Pass v- Perf ,+ Pl 1 11 
61 7 8 9a gb ge 10 
f+ K1 0 m c a 
regionall 0 m a s e 
(- 
+ rogion, -all 0 m e s 
--o- omaste 
(The distinction (t reglonallis used here inform-llý C, Y) 
Notice that SP 9C is always occupied 
by a; SP qb by s 
in the I- K) 
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terminations, both j+ regional J. and f- regional 1, and remains 
empty in the [+ K) termination; and that SP ga and SP 10 are 
occupied by [ -back j vowels which are further specified'as high 
E +low I or E -low ] so that if there is aE +low ] vowel in 
SP 9a the one in SP 10 is E -low ] and vice versa. 
Finally, while in the [- K, - regional] fo rm (Pava'iLaste) the 
vowels in question appear in the order 
9a 10 
E +'oil IC -10VT 3 
in the [+ KI (pavýomega) and f- K, + regional I (pavo'mp,. sga 
forms the converse is the case: 
9a 10 
E -low E +low 3 
The point is, therefore, that the division made here into 12 places 
is not "absolutely" correct but "relatively" correct, with respect 
to the aim adopted in this thesis. 
7.4-5- It will be appropriate at this point to summarize our 
observations concerning 'the distribution of formz: l . tives in the 
[+ Pass, - Perf]-ter. mination groups (T 5, T69 T III and 
Tiv) 
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a. On the basis of the above analysis, seven successive places, 
to which are ascribed seven sets of forratives, can be recognized 
in the structure of the terminations. A total of nineteen 
formatives combine in rule-governed ways to make up terminations: 
Pass, - Perf] 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12, 
e ill -m ast i n e 
0 s 9 e a 
u t us a 
eO 0 
u 
b. SP6 accommodates the formatiVes e, a and u (i. e. 
E +back 
vowels) appearing in the general context 
-high 
-low 
STE, M-C++ Pass, - perf more specifically, their 
distribution in terms of Tense, Number, Person and CL distinctions 
is as follows (see also Tables One and Two)*. 
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( -Past I 
-Pi 
+Past 
I+Plj I-Pi I I+Pll 
[21 f 31 12J 
1 
131, 
Clow] -1 -1 
4 
-7- 
high] >+ ->+ + - - - -> + + + 
back] + + + + + + + + + 
ORTHO- 
GRAPHIC 0 e* e e o> u o> u** e*** o> 11 o 0 0 0> u 0> u 0> u 
SYMBOL 
low 
[high] 
(+Kj 
back] + 
ORTHO- 
GRAPHIC 0 e e 0 e 0 o e e 0 e 
SYMBOL I 
The symbol > indicates that the specification on the left is noze frequently the case than the one on the right. 
in[ STv verb forms only 
in context STEM ++C+ ast 
in context STEM ++0+9 
According to the above schema the three F6 forinatives are diztributed 
as follows: 
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The formative 0E 
+back* 1) appears in the presence of -the 
-high 
clusters of values 
(i) [+Pass, -Perft+Pastp-Ki e. g. pavonuna, pavosuna, etý. 
J+Pastl 
(ii) (+Passi-Perf, l, [+Pll i. e. in 1+ Pass, - Perf, 11 
j+Kj 
I 
t-STV111 
verb forms with the exception of t-Past, ýTvj, -K) forms, e. g. 
[-Plj + t Xj I pavome 
+Pl 
[-XI pavomaste 
j j 
[+Xl patvýomeOa 
t-Pil [±Kj 6-imiuryeome --a- ffimiuvjLe 
(+Pas, s, -Perf, -Past, lj I+Plj 
dimiuxy46maste 
cTimiuryeonaste --o- dimiuryumaste 
f+K] aimiuryeomega-&-dimiuryLega 
[-Xj ayapi eme, P wiapjeme 
J+Kj ayapa 2me--o-ayapome 
I-XI .I ayapi omaste-ý--ayapjoiaaste 
[+Plj : 
[: +]K] ayapa omePj---ýx- ayapomega 
(iii) {+ Pass, - Perf, + Pl, 2, -KI in the conte, -%-. t STEM +-+C 
+ ast e. g. pav; sasto Past3 ), pavosastan [+ Pastj 
(iv) + Pass, - Perf, + Plo 31e. g. pa'vlon L ate 
I- Pastj 
epavýonto + Past, +K pavontusan [+ Past, -KI 
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u alternates with o in the structure of J+ Pass, - Perf , -F P11 
verb forms (in other words aE +back j vocalic F6 formative is 
variously E 
ýhigh ] in the case of such forms) e. g. 
-Past +Past 
ill ayapiMmaste u 
[6 ayapi I Imastan u 
[+Pass, -Perf, +Pl, -KI 121 aydpjfýjsaste u a7, fapj[6tjsastan u 
t3l ayapj[60)nte u ayapjfýjutan u 
the feature E high ] taking, on the whole, the specification 1111 
more often than 'Y' : 0> u (see Ch-V, 5.2. ) 
+front (E 
_h3. gh 
]) appears "else; iherell i. e. in the presence of Lhe 
values: 
(i) J-ýPassv -Perfl, -Pl, -1, j(-Pastj (+ KI 
tf 21 
{-Pastj (fk] pavese palve-lbe 
[+Pass, -Perf, -FlJ 
+P t 
I- KI 
- - - 
pav6surka pay6tane J as j 1 +K 1 
I 
epwreso, epaveto 
(ii) [+Pass, -Perf, +Pl, 2, 
e. g. 
[(-Past}jj in the context STEM -s + 9, J+Kj - 
[-Past] J+Pastj 
pav6sasto I pavosastan 
1-YI) 
pwAvesge --t, pbýestq 
-Perf (4-P ss +Pl 21 , a j. p 
(+Xj pavesge epavesge 
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(M) Passy -Perft - Pastr - P1,1. STv, -I(I e. g. 
I ayapjeme, dimiuryjeme. 
0. SP 7 is occupied by the formative n appearing 
in the context 
sm +E +vback 
J-t/(+ Passt - Perf, + PlP 31 
SP8 and t appearing in the presence d. accommodates the set m, s 
of the Person values, respectively, ill, 121 and 131 (and, of 
course, the common cluster [+ Passt - Perf) ). 
Less redundantly, SP 8 is occupied in the context 
STEM +V+ (n) -/[+ Pass, - Perf, C41, PZ I by 
V 
+ anterior 
a nasal 
CL voiced 
--CL coronal 
continuant 
strident 
segments (EI,. a, : L), where the Greck letter notation indicates that 
the person value [1 has the s-ame specification, or "-" as 
the features E nasal and E voiced ] and the opposite specification 
to that of the feature E coronal ], whereas the value [21 has the 
same specification as that of the features [ continuant I and 
E strident ]. 
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f+ Pass ,- Perf 
+it -21 [-it +21 [-it -21 
ýLnterior] + + + 
nasal) + 
? oiced] + 
boronal] + + 
ýontinuantj + 
strident] s + 
RTHOGRAPHIC 
SrIlBOL 
I 
t 
(where j -1, -2 1=f+33) 
e. SP is occupied by the formatives ast, eg, 9 and us appearing 9 
in the general context STEM +V+ (n) +C f+ rass, - Perft + Plj- 
More specifically, ast appears in the context 
STEM + [o +[ III e+ Eý] +Pass , -Perf +Pl -3 P -K uSan 
eg in the context 
STEEPI +o+m-a#/i +Pass v -Perf +Pl v1 I+K 
0 in the context 
[-Past]),; STEM +e+s-e #1 +Pass I -Perf , +Pj j2 J+K I 
and us "Optionally" in the context 
STEI'l +I uo 
I+n+t-a+n#/I +Pass? -perf +Pas-b, +Pl P3 v -K I- 
1CLF 
In tabular forml the exponence relations holding between the above 
four segments and grammatical features are as follows: 
I-K] [+Kj 
t 
eg 
[-Pastj {2 
as F9 
P P f Pl) 
01 
I+ ass, - er ,+ (13 
t 
eO 
[+Pastj 121 
as 
IN 1 us 
Remember that, often, sQ wst in -the presence of the value 
( -K I, e. g. ( 4- Pass ,- Perf ,- Past ,+ Pl p2t -K }: pdvýesop- --r- pAveste. 
f. SIP 10 
is occupied by one. of the five formatives i,. a, or u, 
as follows: 
(i) [ +high ] vowels (i, u) occur in the environment 
STEM +0+ f'I -n+ Pass, - Perfo + Past, - Pl 201 and s 12, KI 
are further defined as Ea front ] or [ -front ] in relation to the, 
clusters, respectively, [ 1, (x KI and 129 -K 1, e. g. 
J1, + KI epav6min 
[+Pass, -perf +Past, -Plj , (11 - K) (e)pavýomunýaj 
{2, - KI (e)pavosunLýj 
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(ii) The E +low ] vowel (a) appears in the context 
eO [+Plplp+Kl 
V+ 
8t 
t+ (us] 
[+Pass, -Perf, I STEM + 
[+back 
n t, 
[[+PlýT3, 
; -y n)+ e) 
[+Pas 
e. g. 
[-Past +Pl 91 t+K} 
f-FPast, +Pl, l, +Kj 
fi-Pass 
[+Past, +Pl, l, -KI 
-Perfý [+Past, +Pl, 2, -KI 
{+Past, Pl, 3, -KI 
14-PaSt, +Pl93 t --ýK 
I 
I : pavomega 
: epavýO'Tpega 
: pavomastan 
: pavýosastan 
L) pavo'Lban e 
pavýo-q-tuSan 
(ill) The E -h'8h j vowels (2, o) appear in final position and low 
are further differentiatec! as E +front j (e) in ti-, e context 
STEM +V+ (n) +C+ J+Pass, -perf , 
±pa St 
(ast) [-Past 
I e. g. {+Pass, -Perfo-Pastj : pavýome, pavýese, pavete, p, --Lvoma: 3te 
(but pavomLoga pavo, 8aste pavýesge, pavýonte j 
-- - 
f+Pass, -Perfp+Pastj : pavýomaste, pavo, sasq-te/epav2e, ý90e 
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and as E- front j (o) in the context 
+('913 f-pi 0 -1) STEM +v +-#/ (+Pass V. -Perf +Past, +K 
_o 
+n+t 
f [-Pl, 21 -. epaveso 
e. g. [+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +K (-. pi, 31 epa'v7e--to 
[+Plt 31 epAvonto 
. 
E. SP 11 
is occupied by the formative n, which appears in the 
environment 
-T 
Paj - Cýp) 
#/ (+Pass, -Perf, +Pas+, 
[+K, -Pltll 
e. g. J+Pass, -Perf, +Past3 -t j-K) 4 
{-Pl, l, +Kl 
J-KI 
erav6min 
D 
__La) 
pavomunLa, pavosun a 
U pavo'jýjni e, -,. )avo'rastan, 
pavlosastaii, pavontusan/o'nta e) nv Le 
-back 
h. Fi, -ýally, SP 12 is occupied by a -high segment e. 
) 
CL low 
which appears "optionally" in the context 
-v- 
srr,, I, l +V+ (n) +C+ -front +n# +Passo-Perf, +Past, -K 
a high 
CL low 
(i. e. when there are not more than two vowels in the string following 
the stem) and whose specification for the feature C low ] co-var. les 
over 11+11 or 1111 with that of the feature C high ] and is opposite to 
that of the feature E low j of the vowel preceding a, e. g. 
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[+Pass, -Perf j +Pastp -K 
I: PavO'munLa) 9 PavO'sunLa) v Pav-O't_a-nL-U0 P 
pavontanLe) 
The F vowels may appear only if there axe not more than two 12 
vowels in the string following the stem, e. g. pavo-mun a L) 
I pavo'suLDfa , pavo'tan ontan e 
'mastan, pavosastan, pav_, iji2. ), but pavo 
pavontursan. 
In other words, the F9 formatives ast and us never co-occur with 
F formatives in MGK (though they do in some other dialects; 12 
see 7.4.1. h. above). 
7.5- In 7.4. above we analyzed the J+ Passo - Perfj termination 
subsets. Below we will concern ourselves with termination 
subsets Tl, T2, T3, T4 , Ti and Tij occurring "else-Where", 1. e. in 
the [- Passl and/or [+ Perf) section of the verb system. 
For certain problems concerning the "underlying" representations suggested 
in the literature for the {+ Pass, + Perf] termination groups see Ch. IV. 
3.5.2. below. 
Let us examine the i- KI termination groups first. 
7.5-1. The f- K) termination subýets Ti and 
'T., 
(see Table rD. ro 
above) axe of the following general structure.. 
Pil [2) 
[31 
{13 
[+ pil (21 
1 (3) 
(Lower case Latin numerals are used here to tentatively identify 
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each column in the structural grid of the termination subsets under 
consideration until later on in the discussion when we will have 
enough evidence to suggest iiS relationship with the seven place 
grid sot. up in 7.4. above in relation to the J+ Pass, - Perfj 
terminations .) 
a. The schema above suggests that the two sets of. f- K 
terminations can be arranged on a three-place grid. They are 
differentiated only with respect to the precise quality of the 
vowel in (i), i. e. the same sets of segments occupy (ji) and (iii) 
in both T. and T termination subsets. 3. U 
b. In column (i) the formative V appears in the context -# 
in -the presence of the cluster (- PlP -21 whereas in the presence 
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of the remaining combinations of values of Person and Number 
V of column (i) appears in the context -C+ (V) # and 
can be any Greek vowel depending on grammatical and stylistic 
considerations as depicted in the schema below: 
N 
II Ti ({-Past) )I T., ({+Past]) 
113 0a 
f-PI) 121 e 
, jj- 
Passl 
KI 
131 e 
J+ Per: Cjl Ill u> 0* a 
t-pil [2) e /: i a 
f3l u-a 
u is much more frequent than o in the (- Pass, - Past, - KI 
paradigm, e. g. pAv{olme whereas in the (+ Pass, + Perft u 
- Past, -KI paradig. n. i only 11 is possible, e. g. paftume 
** i occurs only in {+ Passl forms. 
The above schema lifficates that the termUnation-initial. vowel for 
Tii Q+ Pastj ) is E -back ], aryl either E -low ] in f- Pl, -1 high 
terminations or E +low ] "elsewhere (i. e. in jlj and [+ plj tern, inatIons) 
e. g. 6papsj, cýpapses, e'papsýep PAPIS, 2Ee, pApsate, e'p-apsan, pa'psanLe, 
in Tj Past) ) on the other hand the vowel under consideration 
N 
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is E -low and either E +front ] in 121 and {-Pl, 31 terminationo 
or E +13-ack "elsewhere" (i. e. {1} and 1+ Plo 31 terminations); 
furthermore, it is E +high j in J- Pl, -lj (plvýis, pavi), 
Pass, + Pl, 2j (paftite) ,f+ Pli 3J 
(Pavun(e)) and, more often 
than not, in {+ Plt 1j terminations (in {- Pass, - Past, + Pl, 1, - Kj 
forms the E +high j vowel alternates with a (much less frequently +back 
occurring) E -high ] vowel., e. g. pavILme pAvome, papýume pApsome, +back 
-whereas in + Pass, + Perf ,- Past, + Pl, 1, -KI terminations only 
the former (E 4-high j) is possible, e. g. paftýme, ayapigu'me); +back 
f1 nally, the vowel appearing in Pl, 11 and Pass, + Pl, 2 
terminations is E -high ] e. g. pAvop palvýete. The schema below 
summarizing our observationsconcerning the termination-initial 
vowels in Ti and Tij is a recasting of the one above in terms of 
distinctive features: 
11 
- Pass], K 
+ Perf 
f- pil [+ Pi) 
f 2- 1 121 f31 
f Pastj -+ - + + + {-Pas + + 
[low] -+ - + + 
[high] - + + 
Efrorr'u] + L+ 
Ebacic] 
1+ 
DRTHO- 0a e 0 0 -ILL a u a 
ZRAPHIC 3 
SYMBOL 
i 
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c. In the second structural place [+ anter ] consonants 
(2, a, : L, n) appearing in 121 and [+ P11 terminations of both 
T1 and T axe further defined as C +nasal ] in {+ Plt -21 
-nasal 
terminations, e. g. pavume, pAvunLe), and-as -voiced] in 
[a 
cont 
[-a Plo 23 terminations, e. g. pavis pavýete; also as F -coron fr, p 
in J13 terminations, e. g. pýýe, and as C +coron ]"elsewhere", e. g. 
nasa 
pavis, pa', ýete, pavunLe); finally, the voiced 
I 
+cont 
I 
consonant is 
defined as E +strident] (s), e. g. palvýis. The following schema. 
simmarizes our observations concerning the consonants in (ii): 
{-Pasu 
-K (+Perf 
pi 2} 
[+ Pil 
(- t {13 (2} f31 
[anterior] + + + + 
[na-sall + + 
[voiced] + + 
Ccontinuar, t] + 
Ecoronal] + 
EAridentj + 
ORTHOGRAPHIC 
SYMBOL 
s m n 
d. Finally, the third structural place is occupied by the formative 
e which appears categorically in f+ Pl, - 31 and "optionally" in 
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J+ P1 #31. 
( See Ch. V, 9. below 
I 
for conditions bearing upon the 
variable appearance of this lieuphonic" final e; also, see 
next paragraph. ) 
7.5-2. Let us turn now to the [+K} termination subsets T, p T2 
We will first examine T, T3 and T40 and T3 (see Table Two above) 
which more closely resemble in phonological shape, respectively, 
f- Passli 
,_ T: I and Tj: j already analyzed above. T, 
IQ+ 
Perf I Past, +. 
KI 
and T3( [- Passr + Perf, + Past, +K 1) are of 
the following 
general shape: 
f- pl) 121 
31 
Ill 
{+ Pil {21 
M 
(The classification, of the nasal segment of the I+ Pl, 3} 
termination is to be revised later on in the discussion). 
a. As shown in the schema above, T, and T3 differ from T, and T11 
in two respects: firstly, the vowel e of (iii) appears "optionally" 
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in the J+ Pl, 31 terminations of Ti ([-KI)e. g. pavunLe), 
I and TUe. g. pavanL(e), but is always absent in the equivalent 
terrainations of T, ( (+ K] ), e. g. jAvEn, and T 3' e. g. 
Apafsan; 
secondly, a fourth structural place is needed now to accommodate 
the final n of the (+ pit 11 termirwItsion. which appears in T1 and 
T3, e. g. pavomen, ep, ýXsanen, but not in Ti or T ii, e. g. pavume, 
, pafti papýume, paftulliet pa'Vame, papsame 
I kame. 
The suffixation ofýloptionally" appearing) e to final n in 
.I 
+ Pl, 3KI terminations, eg. pa'vun e) , and the fact that final 
L_ 
n never appears in [+ P19 11 - KI forms, e. g. pavume, are not 
unrelated phenomena. For one thing, they correspond to similar 
I L L-onoL phenomena in other sections of the grammar, e. g. p6so rono n) 
Lse? How many years (= how old) axe you? ); ton yinek6n(e) 
(= of the women); tonLo) vle': 'Pis , 
(= can you see him? ), betraying 
ta 
"conspiracy" on the[ - Kj level, against the pattern Vn: # and in 
favour of the pattern CV#j Furthermore, within the limited area 
(+ Pass) 
of the ({, + perf, 
19- KI verb paradigm, the two phenomena combine 
to achieve[ + Pl) terminations of the same general form, We #, as 
opposed to (- Plj terminations, which axe of the form V(C) 
The consonants of the second ýAructural place, (ii), sýovr the 
same distribution as in the case of Ti and T 11 . 
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c. The precise quality of the T, and T termination-initial 13 
vowels (column (i)) is different from that of equivalqnt Ti 
and T ii terminations 
in only two respects: firstly, in the 
(- past, + Plj 19 +KI terminations o, and never u, appearst 
e. g. pa'vomen, pafsomen, pa; fQo'men, though it will be recalled 
(see 7.5.1. b. above) that in the T1, equivalent termination u 
is the rule with o occurring only occasionally; secondly, In 
the [+ Past, - Plo 2t +KI termination a appears, e. g. 
epafsas , and not e, as is the case with the 
{- Kj equivalent 
termination, e. g. epapses. Contrast the scheme in 7.5.1. b. above 
to the one below: 
[-Pass 
-Past, +IC3 [+ Perf 
j-Pass, +Perf, -ýPast, +Kj 
T T3 
0 
'Dj f2l a 
131 e 
0 a 
t+ Pil 12) e/i* 
- 
a 
1 T 1u a 
*i appears only in (+ Pass) f orms 
1 195 
IY 
Recast in distinctive feature terms the scheme above concerning 
the termination-initial vowels of subsets T, ( J- Pastj ) and 
T3+ Past is as follows: 
Passli 
+ [+ Perf 
i- Pi [+ pil 
t 13 f 21 111 j 21 f 33 
[Pastj - + + + + f-Pass. 1 [+Pass] + 
low + + + + + 
Ehigh] + + + + 
Efrontý + + + + 
[back] + + + 
ORTHO- 
GRAPHIC 
SYKBOL 
0 a Fa a e 0 a e i 
t 
a u a 
d. The classification-of segments of T1 and T3 terminations in the 
schema at the beginning of 7.5.2. above has been carried out so 
that the similarities between T1 and T3 on the one hand and TI and 
T ii on the other 
(see 7.5-1. above) axe shown clearly. Thus the 
final n of the (+ Pl, 33 terminations is classified in the second 
structural placep (ji), in compliance with the T3/T. j pattern, 
though the final n of the [+ P11 11 terminations is of necessity 
classified in the fourth structural place, (iv). Surely, however, 
I 
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it would be more appropriate to recognize a single nasal appearing 
in the context #+ Pl 23 and classify it in (: Lv) 
since it cannot be classified in (ii) in both vexb forms where 
it occurs + Pl, 1] and [+ PlP 31 
(i) (ii) (Iii) 
pil (21 
1 t31 
The above classification is better suited to account for the 
distribution of final n in T- 
L and 
T3 but is at variance with 
the TI and Ti. terminations, since it obscures the regular 
pattern of occurrence, throughout the [+ P11 paradigm, of 
the vowel e: 
fil 
Pil 
to account for which we have to establish an additional., fifth, 
structural place in the grid. In other words, a unifying 
classification of all occurrences of n in the same structural 
placep (iv), enables us to make an attractively simple statement 
4 
I 
k 
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(i. e. that n appears in the context - (V) #/( OL Kp CL 11 - 2, + Pl 
but simultaneously results in no common classification of all 
occurrences of e, and vice versa. In this study we will adopt 
the classification in the schema'. in this paragraph (see above) arA 
make up for its inadequacies in the rule system, wHere e, 
irrespective of the structural place in which it appears, can be 
shown to occur in the context 
m (n) +piK, 
ý>J(the three-angled brackets 
ttl 
_n_-0- 
include the cluster of values whose presence causes e to appear 
"optionally", e. g. j+ K, 11 : pavomen, [- K, 11 : pa'vume , (2}: plvýetc , 
[A- KP 31: pavun, [vjj - KP 31': "Pav-u-n1e)) . It should also be noted 
that the partly unsatisfactory formulation of the above schema has, 
in fact, it3compensations since it will enable us to make a common 
statement concerning "Optional" final vowels both in the section, 
of the verb system discussed here, Le. j- Pass3and /or J+ Perf) 
and in the J+ Pass, - Perfj section analyzed in 7.4. above (see 
7.6. below). 
7.5-3. The last two termination siiI. -sets to be examined are T. 
and T4 ( see Table Two above) whose segments, like those of T1 
and T, can be arranged in four columns, either so that similarities 3 
with the subsets T.., and T. - are shown: 11 
/ 
N 
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T2 ( [-Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Kl) T4 [+Pass, +Perf +Past, +K I) 
(i) (iv) (i) (iv) 
0 n n 
f-pl) 12} e S s 
e 
0 m e n m e n 
[+Pl] 121 e t, e i t e 
0 n s a n, 
or on internal groundst following the argument in 7.5.2. above, 
which is the classification on which the discussion below is based: 
T2 T4 
(iii) (iv) (m) 
0 n 
[-Pil 121 e s s 
[[31 
e 
fil 0 e n m e 
1+1131] (21 e t e i t e 
131 0 n s a 
(Note that, if the alternative formulation discussed in Ch, IV, 3.5.? -. 
concerning the recognition of an F4 segment Gi rathr,,:, - than 9 were 
accepted, T4 would appear with the f irst structural place empty, I 
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e. g. e+ pa'f + Gi +n instead of e+ paf +9+ in). 
a. The termination subsets under consideration differ in their 
phonological shape from other termination subsets outside the 
I J+ Pass, - Perf] section of the verb system in the following 
respects only: Firstly, they have a final n in f- P1,11 
terminations (-on, -ýi2n ; on the basis of the classification in 
the schema above, n can be specified as appearing in association 
with the values 
fl) 
in the context V '{+ Pl, 311 
Secorxlly,, in column (i), A, characteristic of the other {+ Pa--tj 
subsets, T3 and Tij, never in fact appears in T2 and T4; instead 
i appears throughout T4 (but see Ch. IVP3.5.2.. ) while in T2 the 
vowels appearing are [ -high jt further specified as C +back] 
-low 
(o) in fl) and [+ Pl, 31 terminations and as [ -back ] (e) 
"elsewhere" ( (21 P [- Pl, 3) 
), In fact, with respect to the 
quality of termination-initial vowels, the only termination in 
the groLTs under consideration that does not differ from grammatically 
equivalent terminations of [[T-Pass] , -K] subsets is'the t+Perf, 11 
I- Pl, 31 termination of T2, It is perhaps because T. and T4 
are so "uneconomical" (by being so different) that no version of 
them appears in the J- K) verb system (not that the latter is 
--I particularly inclined to economy, of course); instead, TM (most 
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closely resembling T3, i. e. they both have termination initial a 
in most terminations as a "clear" exponent of the value (+ Past I) 
appears on the [- KI level in contrast to all three J+ KI 
terminations Tv T 3' and T4. In other words, 
in the [+ K) 
section of the verb system the distinctinn between the following 
clusters of grammatical values: (- Pass, - Perf, + Past) , 
f- Pass p+ Perf ,+ Past 
) and (+ Pas', -' ,9+ Perf ,+ Past 
} is 
maintained byq among other means, the appearance of the termination 
subsetst respectively, T Z' T 3' and T4, whereas, on the [- KI level 
the distinction between the three clusters above is neutralized 
as far as terminations axe concerned, i. e. they all coincide 
with the presence of Ti., though they are still distiq-'uished 
through the contrast of obher elements in structure, e. g. 
[ -K j+K) 
Pass, - Perf, + Past epaV2, epavýon 
Pass, + Perf, + Past epapsa epaf-,, a 
{+ Passq + Perf, + Past pLtika epAf9in 
The third point to be made concerning the differences between 
T. and T4 on the one hand and other J- Pass I and/or J+ Perf} 
subsets on the other (a point which, by the way, further 
corroborates one's view of, at least, T4 as "uneconomical") is 
/ 
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that the + PI 31 termination of T4 is of the form VCVC (-Lsan) 
6 
unlike all other [+ Plo 3y +KI terminations, which axe of the 
form VC (-En, -ýan, -_on). In fairness, this is more due to 
limitations I have had to imPOse on the area of the grammar 
studied than to the facts of language: there are, that is, 
Plp 33 terminations of the forra VCV(C), namely, -_usjLn), -_osi in L) , 
e. g. 
Pass, - Perf, Past pAvuLl:. Un , pývoLs_lLUn 
Passt + Perf, -Past PLSO., 2i Un 
[+ Pass, + Perf, Past] pafOo'si(n 
where, (i) final n appears before a word-initial vowel, i. e. it 
is "euphonic", and, 
(ii) the contrast between u and o in the Pass, - Perf ,- Past 
forms is one of Mood (a category not normally reflected in the 
inflectional paradigm of the verb in MG7K), i. e. it corresponds to 
the contrast between, respectively, J- Subjunctive 3 and {+ Subjunctivel 
J+ Perf] forms are simultaneously J+ aibjunctivej, but [- Perf) 
forms axe [t Sabjunctivel, hence the exclusive presence of o 
in the [+ Perf3 forms pafsosi(n) and Pafgo'si(n)). Such terminations, 
however, are characteristic of archaic written language and of -some 
dialects but not of mainstreim 14GK, as a result of which they never 
appear in conversations on which this study is based (though they 
could well occur in the next few seconds of speech I record, of course). 
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Unlike them, -isan, which is included in this study, does appear 
in the corpus: 
1/21/1 ff R.: 
E. C.: 
V. L.: 
R.: 
V. L.: 
B. C.: 
311915 S. K.: 
I ke mja stiymil skilvi ke ton filai 
(and all of a sudden he leans forward and 
kisses him) 
lipon? lipon? 
(and then? and then? ) 
me tA? 
(afterwards? ) 
e., aftA, t1pot Alo 
(e, that's alls nothing else) 
meta aDes11-. _-_-Qisan? 
(did they retire afterwards? ) 
Atsi, ta pagi eksaptonte 
(well, there you are, passions do tend to flare tip! ) 
i skillle6egisan 
(the canines have been tied! ) 
b. In the second structural position (see second schema, at the 
beginning of 7.5-3- above) the consonants s, Ej, and t appear in 
both termination subsets in the pmsence of precisely the same 
clusters of grammatical values as described in 7.5.1. above. 
moreover, the consonant s also appears in the case of the {+ PlP 31 
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r 
termination of T4 only, e. g. epýfgisan. 
c. In column (iii) a set of E -high vowels appear, further back 
specified as E -low I (s) in 
J+ Pl, 33 termirations, e. g. 
epavomen, epAfgimen, epavete, epa'f9ite, (i. e. the same as in 
the I- Pass] and/or J+ Perfj subsets) and as C +low ] (a) 
in the f. + Pl, 31 termination of T4 only, e. g. epafglsan. 
7.5.4. In conclusion, the following segments, appearing in five 
successive structural places, combine with each other in ways 
specified in the discussion above (7-5-1- to 7.5.3. ) to -make 
up (- Passjand/or (+ Perf3 terminations: 
(±) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 
I In e n o 
e S 3 
a t 
0 
U 
0 
7.6. In the scheina in 7.4.5. a. above the analysis yielded a 
seven-place grid for the accommodation of formatives whose 
combinations make up J+ Pass, - Perf3 terminations, while in 
the schema in 7.5.4. above five places were found adeqtvate for 
the formatives of terminations other than [+ Pass, - Perf 
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a. 
b. 
To be able to make a statement as free of duplication as possible 
concerning, the distribution of fornatives in the terminations we 
will have (on grounds explained presently) to match -the two 
schemata as follows (the schemata in 7.4-5. a. and 7.5.4. above 
correspond to, respectively, a. and b. below): 
6 7 8 q lo 11 12 
e .n In ast i n e 
0 s 9 e a 
u t us a 
eg 0 
u 
M (iv) (V) 
i m e n e 
e s a 
a t 
0 
u 
I 
Column 6 corresponds to (i) since thoy both contain termination- 
initial vowels, i. e. formatives appearing in the morphological 
y 
context STEM + us The relation between 
0+ (ik) 
(features of) the vowels in. question ard (clusters of) grammatical 
I 
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values in specific morphological environments is described in I 
7.4-5-h-, 7-5-l. b., 7.5.2. c-. and 7-5.3. a. above. 
Column 7, containing the formative n, which appears in the 
V 
context STEM +ý +back t e. g. pavonte, has no 
equivalent outside the + Passt Perf I section of the verb 
s3stem in that terminations of the form VntX are exclusively 
J+ Pass, - Perf, + Pl, 3)8 (see 7.4. '5-c. above). 
I Column 8 corresponds to (., A.: i) in that in both schemata the 
consonants m,. a and t appear with partly overlapping distribution, 
i. e. they appear in, respectively, [1), [2) , and [31 verb forms 
in the context V+ (n) -X+ Pass, - Perf (seie 7.4.5 
above) whereas, in the context VX/ [[- 
Pass] 
m appears (+ Perf I '- 
in + Pl, 11 terminations, a in Pl, 21 as well as in 
[+ Passp + Perf, + Past, + Plo 3, +KI terminations, and t in 
f+ Pl, 21 terminations (see 7.5.1-c-, 7-5-22--hp, and 7.5-3. h. above). 
Column 9, containing the segments ast, 9, us and eg has no 
equivalent outside the (+ Pass, - Perf} section of the verb system 
(see 7.4-5-S. above). 
Column 10 co=esponds to (iii) -in that the sets of vowels Which -they 
each accommodate appear ill the conteA 0- (n(V))""- and are 
exponents of various (clustcrs of) grarmatical values as doscribcd 
2o6 
in 7.4.5. L., 7.5.1. a., 7.5.2. a.,! j., and 7.5-3-2. above. 
Column 11 corresponds to (iv) since they both accommodate the 
formative n appearing in the context - (V) -# in the presence 
of grammatical values as explained in 7.4.5. F,., 7.5.1--c-, 
7-5.2. a., h.,! j., and 7-5-3. a. 
Column 12 corresponds to (v) since they both con-Lain E -back I 
-high 
vowels (a, a) which appear "optionally" in the context n -V,: / [- K) 
and in the presence of additional (clusters of) grammatical values 
as specified in 7.4-5-11., 7.5.1. b., an d 7-5.2. d. 
Integrating now our termination grid to the grid of structural I 
places on the basis of which the whole of the verb system is 
described, we will employ the labels SP6)SP7 SP 12 for the 
last seven structural places, and F 61 F7 *** FU , for the 
corresporAing sets of elements appearing in them: 
SP6 SP 7 SP8 SP 9 splo spil SIP 12 
F6 F7 F8 F9 Flo F 11 F 12 
i n m eO i n e 
e s 0 0 a 
a t art a 
0 
u 
us 0 
u 
L 
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It will be realized that the recognition of the twenty-one segments 
above renders the fifty-three termlnzAions of Table Two completely 
superfluous. Based on the analysis of the present section (Ch. III, 7. ) 
a rule system can easily be set up to account for the permissible 
combinations of the elements in the -schema above without any 
reference to such constructs as (groups of) terminations. Thust 
to refer to the same example as in the final paragraph of 7.2. above, 
for the derivation of the form pav +o+m+e the F6 formative o 
will be selected by the rule system in the presence of the cluster 
[+ Pass, - Perf, ll ST I and suffixed to the stem. Subsequently, 
m will be selected from the F8 set in the presence of the cluster 
Passt - Perf, 11 and suffixed to the string pay + o. Finally, 
the F 11 formative e will complete 
the derivation in the presence 
of the cluster [+ Pass 9- Perf ,- Past ,- Plj-. For reasons that 
wil-I be set forth in the next section (7-7. ) the analysis reflected 
in the schema above and discussed in paragraphs 7.3. and onwards 
above is the one endorsed in this study (as distinct from the 
analysis based on termination types: see 7.2. above). 
7.7. -. 1ra, 7.2. above we looked at the segments to the right of 
SP frorl the point of view of their granunatical 'functioning ýs 
strings of the symbols V and 0, we showed how eleven such types 
of termInation are distributed in the verb system and we pointed 
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out a basic flaw of that point of view, namely, that it obscures 
a numbdr of regularities concerning the distribution of sub- 
segments of terminations in various termination types according 
to the cluster of grammatical values present. Subsequently, in 
7-3. to 7.6. we looked at terminations from a different view point. 
We ignored the established termination types, we recognized a 
seven-place grid in the structure of the segments to the right of 
SP 5 and stated the distribution in them of their constituent 
mgments. Though each of the two approaches could serve as the 
basis for an adequate rule system, it should be realized that 
they both suffer from the same basic defect, namely, neither 
explicitly accounts for the regularities cap-Lured by the other. 
However, the latter solution, i. e. the one involving the abolition 
of the fifty-three terminations of Table 'No in favour of seven 
smaLl sets of formatives (a total of twenty-one formatives) is 
to be preferred on two grounds: firstly, it is free from duplication 
since it involves the recognition of sets of minimal fornatives 
rather than mnemonically "convenient" (and rather numerous) 
terminations; secondly, it is based on the Same process of segmentation 
and classification as implemented for those strings of the verb forms 
appearing in SP 1 to Sp., rathor than on an uneconoTAcal hierarchy 
involving both terminations and their constituent parts, and 
characteristic (for no explicit reason) of only the strings to the 
right of F 5" 
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It would be interesting, therefore, to see if a combination of 
the two viewpoints (termination types and sets of subsegments) 
would produce useful results. In Table Four below the eleven 
termination types are arranged on the seven-place grid on the 
basis of the above analysis (section 7). On this arrangement 
the following points can be made: 
a. Table Four reveals an interesting net-work of relations 
between (i) termination bypes as described in 7.2- above, (: Ii) 
the seven-place grid and related sets of segments as analyzed 
in 7.3. to 7.6. above, and (iii) clusters of graommatical and 
stylistic values. % 
b. To, begin with, the table suggests that we should recognize 
two varieties of termination types 2,3,5 and 6 on the basis of 
the distribution of their subsegments on the seven-place grid: 
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2a occupies places 6 and 8, e. g. 7-v I T, 2b places 6 and 11, e. g. 
2 611 268 10 
Fa-v U n, 3a places 6,8 and 10, e. g. Tarv- Umj, 3b places 6,11 and 
26n1?. 268 ]-OIL 12 
12, e. g. ýNv -u -n ; -, 5a places 6,8,10,11 and 12 e. g. ýWv T -m -u 'E ;: 'p 
2689 lo 
5b places 6,8,9 arrI 10, e. g. ýTv *6 iý eo a, 6a places 6,8,9 and 10 
2689 10 
e. g. pav es9e, and, finally, 6b piaces 6,7,8, and 10, e. g. 
2678 10 
Ta'v U 17 T Zý. The ro-levance of the distinction in terms of exponence 
I of grammatical features by termination types is shown on the table. 
c. Much more importantly, the major flaw of ti-1p, (Jesc, 71. ption 
TPLLC YOUR (contirimd) 
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7. B RMINATION 
STRUZIM, . 11I. I. L rLrll= CUM= 01.1 CrAMMICAL 
TYPES 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
4 v 
0 
c 
m 
v 
a 
c 
n 
(-Pass) {-Past., +Pl' 1, +K( (A-P 4p f) ass, er 
(4-Pass, -rorf, 4rart, +Pl' 1, +K) 
a m 0 n (-Pass. Werf, +Past, 4PI, 1,4K) 
m e n (+Pass, +Pcrf , +Past, +Pl' I, +K) 
s a n (+Pass, 4Pcrf , Irast, +Pl' 3, +K) 
0 m i n {+Pass, -Perl', 4Past, -PI, 1,4-K) 
0 m u n (iPass, -Perf , +Past, -PI, 1, -K) 
0 s u n (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, -Pl, 2, -K) 
0 t. a n (+r-ass, -Pc! rf, +Past, -Pl, 3, -yQ 
5 (a) v c v c v 
0 m u n a (+Pass, -Perf, +11ast, -Pl, 1, -K) 
0 s u n a (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, -Pl, 2, -K) 
0 It a n e {Apclss, -Porf, 4-Past, -Pl, 3, -K) 
(b) v c vc v 
0 M e0 a (+Ilass, -Perf , +P1,1, +K) 
6 (a) v 
0 
c 
S 
c 
0 
v (-Past) W f ( ass, -Pec , +Pl, 2, (iPast, +K 
M v c c v 
0 n It e (+Pas3, -Perf, -Past, +Pl, 3) 
u n It e (+Pass, -Ilcrf, -Past, +Pl, 3, -KJ 
0 n It 0 (+Pass, -Perf, +Pa3t, +Pl, 3, +K) 
7 v c c v c 
0 11 t a n (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Pl, 3, -K) 
u n It a n OPass, -rorf, +Past, +P1,3, -K) 
8 v c c v c v 
0 n It a n e (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Pl, 3, -K) 
u n t. a n e (4PaSS, -Perf, +Past, +PI, 3, -K) 
9 v c c vc v c 
0 n It us a n [+Pass, -Pcxf, +Paat, +Pl, 3, --K) 
u n uS a n Wass, -Porf, +Past, 4P1,3, -K) 
10 v c vx v 
0 r. q ast. a (+Pass' -Po. rf, +Pl, 1, -K) 
u m ast c (+Pcrr" 4-Pl' 1, -y') 
0 S ast e {qPass' -Verf, +Pl, 2, -l', J 
u s as, t e (4pass, -Perf, +Pl, 2, -K) 
v c VX v c 
0 m aS "': -1 11 (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, Irl, 1, -NJ 
u m art a n (Oass, -Pcrf, +Past# +111,1, -K) 
0 s ast a n (I-Pacs, -Ilexf, Qaot, +111,2, -K) 
u G asL a n -Ile. rf, illazt, +111,2, -K) 
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of the segments to the right of F5 in teims of termiration types 
(i. e. strings of symbols V and 0), namelyj that the distribution of 
a small number of segments in a rra., riber of differon-t tormination 
types was obscured, is now corrected: since we know, firstly, 
from Table Four, how the consonants and vowels of each termination 
type are distributed over the seven-place grid, and, secondly, 
from the schema at the end of 7.6. and related discussion above, I 
what sets of segments appear in each place and what clusters of 
grammatical and stylistic values each segment is an exponent of, 
we can now establish, for instance, that týe consonant cluster in 
termination type 9 is the same phonologically (2ýt ) and grammatically 
(f +Pass, - Perf ,+ Pl p3 J1 
), as the cluster in 8,7 or 6b, ard I 
as such it is distributed over SP7ý and STg, but different from 
- Perf, + Plj 21 {[- 
Pastill the cluster in 6a (s9), a J+ Passp (+ Y, 
formative, distributed over SP8 and SPj; we can also establish 
that the segment t of the cluster n' and s of s9 are related to 
one another as their classification in SPS indicates in that their 
precise phonological character varies, irrespective of termination 
type, in relation to the particular Person and Nirmber valuas present; 
contrarywise, relevant classification, accounts for the fact that 
the consonant cluster of 6a (sq) is not "the sa. Trie" as that of 10 
and 11 (st) (though if their precise phonological shapes are 
considered they are identical, 0 beccming t after s in the presence 
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of the value (- KI) the former being distributed over SP 8 
and SP 9 while the latter falling entirely within SP 9 along 
with a preceding vowel a (ast). 
d. According to Table Four the distribution of termination types 
in the two major subdivisions of the verb system, namely, 
+ Pass, - Perf I and "elsewhere" Pass J and/or + Perf 
is as follows: 
TT 
STRUCTURAL PLACES 
9 10 11 12 
5a V C v 0 v 
5b V C VC v 
6a V C C v 
6b V C C v 
f+Pass, -Perfl 7 v 0 C v 0 
8 v C C v C v 
9 V. C C VC v C 
10 v C vCC V. 
11 v C vCC v C 
1 v 
f-Passl 2a Vi IC f 
(+Perfl] t 2b C 
3b v C v 
either 
3a V C v 
section 4 v C v 0 
e. g. pavomum I 
e. g. pavome()a, 
e. g. pavesge 
e. g. pavonte 
I e. g. pavontan 
e. g. pav6n-bane 
e. g. pav6ntusan 
e. g. pavoinaste 
e. g. pav6mastari 
e. g. pavotpavitepavalepave 
e. g. PA 
7- 
epaves 
e. g. pAvun, epavan, epýfgin 
e. g. pAvune, pApsanp. 
e. g. pavume, pavome, pavese,, 
pav7e-te 
e. g. pavomt--nepa'fgisan, I 
av ir,, un, epav6'mln p MW 
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e. If the analysis captured in Table Four is incorporated in 
the grammar we can envisage a morpholexical component which, 
activated by a complex symbol such as 
tpav- t+V t ST Ap+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, - pit 
if - KI (=pav6muna) 
would proceed in the following way to select the correct 
phonological representation: to begin with, the morpholexical 
rules would select the alternative termination types 4 (VCVd) 
to match the subset [+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, - Pl, 1] of the 
input, or 5a (VCVCV) to inatch the cluster [+ pass, - Perf, + Past, 
- Pl, - K) ; subsequently, redundancy rules would rewrite VCVC as 
vCev 
+back 
[ant 
-r a high +nasal 
-high -a low +anter 
+coron 
then, the'first consonant from the left would be further specified 
as E +nasal ] in the presence of the . grammatical value t 11 and 
as E -coronal ] by a redundancy rule (the only nasal next to 
termination initial vowel in typa 4 is m) while the last vowel would 
be further specified as E -low j in the presence of the value [11 
and as C -frontý ] in tile presence of the value [- K ], i. e. omun 
and not omin ( (+ K] ) or otan ( [3) ). A similar procedure 
would be followed for the reading of type 5a (VCVCV): a redundancy 
rule would rewrite it as: 
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v-C-v- 
+back 
[+ant] 
m high 
-high -. CL low 
+nasal 
+anter 
+coron 
V _; 
-back 
-high 
the first consonant from the left would be further specified 
as m and the second vowel as C +high j as in the case of type 4 
above; finally, the last vowel would be specified as [ +low 
in the presence of the feature ill and its probability of 
occurrence in various phonological contexts (before a vowel, a 
consonant or pause) would be stated by variable rule (see Ch. V. 8. 
below). 
The formulation based on Table Four is superior to the two 
alternativo formulations discuszed earlier on in that it e2M]Acitly 
accounts for all aspects of the segments to the right of SP 
investigated in the present study. However, it should be noted 
that it is considerably "uneconomical" since it incorporates all the 
information provided by the other two formulations plus explicit 
statements as to how they relate (i. e. how termination types axe 
arranged on the seven-place griel) - Mona importantly, it imposes 
for the segments to the right of SID 5' unlike the strings appearing 
in SP 1 
to SP 5' a hierarchical relationship between -termination types 
and their fully specified co nstitue fit parts. Consequently, we will 
I 
a6 
I have to reject the above, third, fomulation in favour of the 
second (based on the seven-place grid of the schema at the end 
of. 7.6. and related discussion) since the latter, but not the 
former, both is maximally economical and preserves the descriptive 
uniformity throughout the verb syntagni. Still, it does no harm 
to stress the fact that the third solution (that based on Table 
Four) accounts for the strings to the right of SIP 5 in the most 
thorough way (at the expense of economy and uniformity of 
description, as we said) ard as such, though rejected at this 
stage, should perhaps not be forgotten until such time as we know 
more about the inflectional system of the verb in MGK. The 
last sentence is perhaps a partial vindication of the "psychological 
reality" of terminations as indivisible wholes implicit in the 
treatment of the verb in traditional grammars (see 7.1. above). 
To recapitulate, Table Five below shows the twelve structural 
places and related sets of elements which were recognized in the 
discussion in this chapter. 
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TABIE FIVE The twelve structural places and related sets 
of elements in the regular monolectic verb paradigm 
in MGX. 11 
SP 1 SP2 SP 31 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP 9 splo spil SP12 
F, F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 Flo Fl, F 12 
e (STý a s y i n m eg i n e 
[STVJI e 9 us e s 9 e a 
tsTvý ik a t ast 0, 
0 us 0 
u u 
0 
1 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER III 
1. The -term "formative" is used here -not in the sense of 
Chomsky and Halle, 1968, i. e. constituents in the surface 
syntactic structure, but in that of Matthews, 1967,1973t 
i. e. phonological segments whose inflectionally motivated 
combinations make up words. In this study "formative" and 
"(phonological) segment" are used interchangeably, though it 
should be remembered that, strictly speaking, the former 
term refers to the morphological and tho latter to the 
ptionological aspect of the inflectional affixes in the 
structure of a verb form. As we will show in the arLlysis 
below, formtives can be either single or complex phonological 
segments, e. g. 2, Z and e on the one hand and ast on the other 
I in the (+ Passp - Perf, - Past, + ill, 1, PAIJO forn, 
pav + o' +m+ ast +e. 
2. [ST I and[STvlare adaptations from respectively, STc and STv 0 
proposed by Babiniotis, 1972a. Babiniotis distinguishes between 
STc (PAVO) and STv (AGAPIO) varlbs, i. e. between vex-bs with 
stem-final consonant and vowel respectively. The reason for 
our slightly different formulation is the need to account for 
verbs with stem-final vowel -that follow the paradigm of-PAVO 
/ 
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and not of AGAPIO, e. g.. APOKLIO (= I exclude) which cannot be 
accommodated under either of Babiniotis' labels. When we 
say that APOKdO follows the paradigm of PIVO we mean in fact 
that its stem-final vowel, unlike the F3 vowels of AGAPIO, does 
not participate in sandhi interactions with following vowels 
268 
PAV Is 
2_ 68 
apokll' Is 
268 
ayapa s -o- ayapas 
Also, we want to show-that tlýe stem-f inal consonant of P1110 and 
the stem-final vowels of AGAPIO and DIMIURG6 are different in that 
only the latter are morphologically motivated. All interesting 
poirrb made by Babinlotis (p. 180) concerning F31 inL+ Pass', I 
- Perf, - Kjforms is that it is a "sui)erimposed subsidiary 
axticulation 'i-like" (Choms1ky and Halle, 1968, P. 3o6). 
Proposed only by Hamp. 
The reason for this is that it is not always possible to 
place a formative unequivocally in one set rather than another. 
(See for instance the discussion in 6 above concerning the 
classificaticn of v and, us in F5 rather than F 4)* S'lo 'Oro 
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cases of indeterminacy of formatives with respect to classification 
will be found below, owing to the considerably complex relations 
between subsegments within the structure of the terminations. 
5. The reversal of the order of importance between analytical 
constructs and the object of analysis hinted at abcve often derives 
from our ignoring or resenting the reluctance of the outside world 
to behave as our theories predict it should. It is an all too 
com. mon sign of intellectual indulgence, of which linguists are by 
no means the only culprits, to take the stance, along with Hegel, 
that if reality does not fit our theories so much the worse for 
reality!. For a discussion Of the (socio)linguistic version of 
this problem see Ch. V, l. 
For a historical account of the segment -san see Adams, 1972, 
p. 65. 
7. For the category of Mood see Waxburton, 1970, p. &Ilff. 
8. Historically speaRing, the nasal of column 7 appearing ill 
I [+ Pass, - Perf, + Plp 31 forms, e. g. p, -',, -,, -onto, epavonto, in "the 
same" as tho riasal, of (iv) appearing again in + Pl 3 but other 
than [+ Passo - Perf]-termizations, e. g. 9 as a result 
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of the following diachronic process discussed in Adams, 1972, 
passim, and especially p. 151ff : ont > 3nt > Zn> 5n> un, and 
ont> ant> an. To the extent that our formulation fails to 
establish the historical relation between the two n's it is 
to be regarded as unsatisfactory. On synchronic grounds, 
however, the two n's are not"the same", the decisive factor 
for their difference being that the former appears in medial 
position, in the context V-t, and the latter in final position 
or in the context before an "Optional" vowel: -- (V) 40. . 
Indeed, the final n of [+ P1 P31f orms such as pa-vun or epavan 
has more "in commorill, positionally speaking, with the final n of 
11] terminations such as epavomin, pAvomen, opavomen, pafsomen, 
e 'fsamen, pafgo'men, and epAfgomen, than with its medially pa 
appearing "ancestor". Note, too, the spread of the form n (V)4# 
throughout the (+ Pass, - Perf 9+ Past# -Kj paxadigm: 
pav6mun(a) 
pavosun(a) 
pavo'tan(e) 
pav6mastan 
pavosastan 
payontarrlpavo'ntusa, n/pavO'ntan(e) 
I 
It will be appreciated that since final n now co-occurs with its 
medially appearing predecessor in the f+ Ply 31 forms of the above 
paradigm the two n's cannot possibly be regarded as "the sanie" and 
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have to be allocated to different structural places, e. g. 
2678 10 11 12 
pav an (e) 
pav 0ntan (e) 
I pav 0mu (a) 
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CHAPTER IV 
A SEITHEET OF A GBEERATIVE", GRARIAR OF 
THE VERB INFIECTION IN MGK 
1. INTRODUCTION , 
In this chapter we will attempt to set up a rule system that 
will adequately account for the inflectional morphology of the 
monolectic paradigm of the Greek verb. 
The following types of rules should be distinguished at this 
point: firstly, within the "readjustment component" (see Chomsky 
and Halle, 1968 ) of a generative grammar, norpholexical rules 
1 
associate complex symbols of verbal lexical items appearing in 
the sm-face syntactic structure to sequences of phonological 
s'-,, -: ments. Within morpholexical rules are recognized derivational 
rules, which account for (compound) stems such as en. + top + iz 
of the lexeme ENTOPfZO (=I spot), and inflectional rules, which 
account for inflectional affixes such as s or o in 
en + top + liz +s+o (= I will spot); secondly, within the 
phonological component, accentual rules assign stress to verb 
forms, whereas (morplý4 phonological (or sandhi, i. e. "juncture") 
rules account for sandhi interactions between adjacent vowels 
or consonants, e. g. entoplzso --*- e(n)dopiso. Our study 
concentrates on inflectional, accentual and morphophonological 
rules, though in discussing stress and "irregular" formations 
certain aspects of derivational morphology will be referred to. 
The present chapter is concerned with the following: 
In Section 2 certain questions related to the nature of the 
rules are discussed. 
In Section 3 are formulated the inflectional rules accounting 
for the "regular" verb paradigm (some "irregular" verbs are 
also discussed). 
In Soction 4 the relevant accentual rules are formulated. 
Section 5 contains the morphophonological (or sandhi) rules 
applying to adjacent consonants or vowels. 
Finally, in Section 6, various classes of "irrcgular" verbs are 
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discussed in terms of the "alternative" means i. e. other than 
those employed in the "regular" Paradigm, by which grammatical 
destinctions are expressed in their structure. 
i 
2. COMEIMONS ADOPTED AND dONVENTIONS REJECTED. 
In this section we will introduce certain conventions underlying 
the rules which assign phonological shape to the complex symbol 
of a verb appearing in the surface syntactic structure. For 
instance, given a complex symbol such as {+ V, ayapV- . STvlj 
+ Pass, + Perf, + Pastt + Plp lt -K1, we want to relate it, 
through a system of explicit rules, to the phonological 
representation ayapigikame. 
2.1. Within the generative framework two models have been 
developed with respect to the formal nature of the rules thaL relate 
inflectional categories to phonological shape. One model is based 
on aff ixation rules and the other on seMent transformations I 
(see Warburton, 1973), 
Affixation rules (Bierwisch, 1969; Hatthows, 1967,1972), which 
are triggered off by the complex symbol of a lexical item in the 
surface syntactic structure, add prefixes and affixes to the stem. 
2z6 
Thus, the complex symbol (+ V, pav-, - Pass, - Perf ,- Past, - P19 1 
would be associated with the phonological word pý-_vo by an 
affixation rule as follows: 
+y; 
pav- 
- Pass 
00/- Perf # 
Past 
Pi 
Segment transformations (Postal, 1968; Jacobs and Rosenbaum, 1968; - 
Warburton, 1973) operate on "a complex symbol with the graruratical 
categories represented as syniactic features ... to spell out. some 
of these features as separate constituents ... while other rules 
will take advantage of the syntactic context given in the complex 
symbol in order to specify other phonological nodifications". 
(WarburLon, 1973, p. 205-206). 
Thus,, given the above complex symbol dominated In the syntactic I 
structure by the node V, a segment transformation would produce 
a result such as the following 
k 
\ 
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.vv 
+V+v+ affix 
pav- pav- P ast 
- Pass - Pass 
- Perf - Perf 
- Past - Past 
- Pi - Pi 
Subsequently, the formative o would be introduced by a rewrite 
rule: 
+ affix 
Past 0 
Warb, ixton criticizes affixation rules because in them svý"a(-, tic 
features are not associated with affixes direcbly but are "only 
part of the specification of the complex symbol of the root 
morpheme" -(P-200) As a result, morphologically conditioned 
exceptions to phonological rules affecting specific forniatives 
cannot be accounted for satisfactorily in the above model. ( p. 199ff). 
I 
In contrast, WarburLon arguesp segment transformations enable us 
to 
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"desribe a semi-agglutinatirg language 
like MG without having to force it into 
an agglutinating model as the IA approach 
would do. On the other hand one does not 
need to go into the opposite extreme of 
considering all the parts of the termination 
as indirectly related to syntactic features 
as Matthews' and Biendsch's models do". (p. 2-04-) 
Segment trarisformations allow us to maIke full use of the . 
descriptive flexibility and power-provided by features, i. e. 
refer to them "'independently either as the input or as the 
environment of a rule, and phonologically irrelevant features 
need not be, mentioned at all". (p. 204). Exceptions to phonological 
rules can be dealt with easily via redundancy rules which can add 
S 
an exception feature to the specification of a formitive not, 
undergoing a particular phonological rule. 
Warburton's arguments against affixation rules and for segment 
transformations seem to be justified. However, her own analysis of 
the Greek verb inflection on the basis of segment transformations 
and rewrite rules is, as we argued in Ch. II, 3. above, vitiated by 
the introduction of the concept of "markedness" and the adherence, 
in practice, if not in principle, to the "morpheinic" (IA or IP) 
model. Mus, although she criticizes the fact that a, ffixation rules, 
as used by Dierwisch ard Matthews, est, -,, b-li. -, Ii an indirect relation 
between grammatical properties and phonological formatives, a number 
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of rules in her analysis (rules 3P 13,14,21 and 22) do just 
that, i. e. each rewrites the zero symbol 0 as a formative not 
directly related to any "marked" gi-ammatical values but simply 
appearing "in the context" of other fully specified grammatical 
formatives. It is difficult, therefore, to judge by her article 
whether an adequate description of the Greek verb inflection 
can be achieved on the basis of segment transformations and rewrite 
rules (and provided that the concept of I'markedness" is dropped 
from the analysisand also that a clear departure from the 
I'morphemic" model is made). 
In this study we take the viýw that affixation rules are not 
necessarily based on an indirect relation between grammatical 
values and affixes: given a complex verb symbol where grammatical 
categories are represented as features, a nunber of rules rewriting 
(clusters of) grammatical features as affixes in the context of 
6ther affixes are activated in intrinsic order, i. e. the output of 
one serves as the enviroment of another. The above formulation 
avoids the weaknesses of Bierwisch's and Matthews' model and can 
deal with exceptions in precisely -the same way as suggested by 
Warburton. on the other hand, it is to be preferred, I think, to 
Warburton's rival model on the grounds of economy: for every rule 
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in our model there must be two rules in Warburton's, i. e. a 
segment transformation and a rewrite rule. Thus, the two rules 
accounting for Pavo on the basis of Warburton's model'(see rules 
above) can be replaced by a single rule in ours, namely, 
Pass, - Perf ,- Past, - Plp 1o/ STEM # 
where a direct relation between the cluster of grammatical values and 
the suffix is established without the help of a "costly" transformation. 
2.2. Some clarification is in order at this point concerning 
the concepts of simultaneous rules and of ordered rules (see 
Koutsotdass 1975) 9 
The formatives in the structure of a verb form must be seen as 
appearing simultaneously. For instance, none of the inflectional 
formatives in ayap +i+9+ ik +a+m+e can be shown in 
a non-arbitrary way to "precede" or "entail! ' the generation of 
the others. All we can say is that i appears between the stem 
and G+ ik+a+ m+e 9 between ayap+ i. and ik+a+m+e 
ik between aap +i+9 and. a +m+ e_ etc, i. e. the position 
of each formative in structure is defined cyclically in relation 
to all other formatives with which it co-occurs. As a result, 
the inflectional rules accounting for the formatives in a vdrb 
form should apply simultaneously. Note that simultaneous order 
is here at-I. Pulail -ed (biL 5ee 2.3. below ) in the case of inflectional 
Z31 
rules only, whereas accentual and sandhi rules are partially 
ordered (see 4 and 5 below). 
Now, it will be realized that simultaneous rules, though 
accurately reflecting the cumulate and extended exponence of 
inflectional features by, often, non-adjacent phonological 
segments, are, from the practical point of view, rather "costly" 
constructs. For instance, to account for the presence of 0 and 
ik in the( + Pass, + Perf, + Past, STvl, -K) paradigm (see Table 
One) we would need'two simultaneous rules such as the following: 
(+ Passv + Perf] 9 /ýX IISTEM' ik + 
e(s) 
(+e a+t 
n+( e) 
(ii) (+Pass, +Perf +Past, -K3 --o. ik /XQ STEM + 9- 
(s) 
+e 
a+ 
n +(e) 
I 
e. g. ayap +i+9+ ik + a, ayap +i+9+ ik 4- es, ayap +j+9+ ik + e, 
ayap +i+9+ ik +a+m+ eq etc. i 
The obvious solution is, of course, to do away with all the coimaon 
and, as such, redundant formatives in the environment of the two 
: rules, i. e. 
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(iii) + Pass 9+ Perf 
I ---*, 9/ STEM 
(iv) + Pass, + Perf r+ Past, +KJ --o- ik 
/ STEM +9 
Rules (iii) and (iv)v however, are not just more economical 
versions of, respectively, (i) and (U); rather, they are rules 
2 
of a different kind, in that they apply in "intrinsic" order 
(rather than simultaneously); i. e. the application of (iii) provides 
the environment for the application of (iv) but not vice versa as 
is the case with (i) and (ii). 
The convention involved here, thereforc, is that the system of 
"intrinsically" ordered rules in this study is- to be seen as an 
economical version of a system of inflectional rules generatinog 
simultaneously all tho formatives that make up a verb form. 
An even more economical approach to rule writing would necessitate 
the inclusion in thle input of (1v) above of only the non-redundant 
inflectional values, i. e. 
(v) (+ Past, +KI ik / SrMM +9- 
As we argued in Ch. III97.3- above, however, redundancy cannot be 
avoided in some rule. -, accounting for formatives which always appear 
in -the presence of the same values. Furthermore, in setting up 
(for the inflectional system of the Greek verb, in which extraordinary 
complexity is compensated for by lawish redundancy) a fairly flexible 
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system of only intrinsically, rather th-, -in extrinsically, ordered 
rules, a measure of redundancy (even if some of it is easily 
avoidable as in the case of (iv) above), enhances the "readability" 
i 
of the rules, a not altogether unworthy practical objective, it 
seems to me. 
2.3. It would be appropriate to discuss at this point the desirability 
of ordering the rules "ex-trinsically"2 for the sake of greater 
economy with respect to the number of pymbols used in the rules. 
Extrinsically ordered rules would produce incorrect forms if applied 
in an order o-Uner than indicated. According to Matthewst 1967# 
(see Cii. II, 4. above), a form such as ayap +i+Q+ ik +a would 
be derived by the suffixation of i to the Root (R) ayap in the 
presence of the feature (+ Perf] to form the-Primary Stem 3 
ayap +i (P-279); to it would be suffixed 9 in the presence of 
2 the cluster [+ Pass, + Perf] to form the Secondary Stem (S 
ayap +i+9 (P-278); the derivation of the Tertiary Stem (S3) 
would be achieved in the presence of the cluster [+ Pass, + Perfj 
+ Past] by the further suffixation of ik: ayap +i+0+ ik (P-276); 
finally, the Verbal Form (V) would be derived by the suffixation 
of a in the pro-sence of the cluster + Past, P19 11 
avap ++9+ ik + a. To give an exam-ple of 14atthews' rules, 
final a in ay2plglka would be derived by rule 10 (P-270) (modified 
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i 
below to fit our conventione but unchanged in essence). 
(vi) ( Verb, + Past, - Pl, 13 S3 +a 
which reads that if a grammatical word carries, among others, the 
subset f+ Pasty - Ply 11 in its set of grammatical values, 2, 
is suffixed to the Tertiary Stem, e. g. _ayap 
+i+ () + ik. 
HoT., qever, exactly the same rule complet6s the Passt - perf,, 
+ Past, - Ply l1ve-r1b form_e + pav + a, where a is in fact Suffixed 
directly to the Root pay. In Matthews' rule system this apparent 
discrepancy is resolved by rewriting in j- Pass, - Perf IR as 
S1, then S1 as S2, and S2 as S3 without the addition of any 
formatives, i. e. through the vacuous application of three 
successive rules. However, what precisely is a Tertiary or an 
Intermediate Stem in the derivation of a verb form solely depends 
on what rules have already applied. This means, as we argued in 
Ch. II. 4, that the object of the analysis* (i. e. the observable 
regularities concerning the distribution of formatives in the verb 
paradigm) is obscured in favour of the tool of the analysis (i. e. 
the classificatory device of týe STEEM). The result is not only 
obscurity but also complexity. Thus, if we want to check whether 
Matthews' rule 10 is "correct" i. e. if a is always and only attached 
to the Tertiary Stem, we-will have -to trace back all the rules 
preceding itv i. e. all the rules , whose successive action creates 
S3 stems, which can be quite a daunting task, even for a native 
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speaker of Greek. For Matthews' system of heavily interdependent 
rules to work, most rules are ordered extrinsically: for instance, 
rule 2 precedes rules 3,5P 16 and 17P rule 3 precedes rules 5,6, 
12,10' and 17# rule 7 precedes rules 9,10,12P 13P 141 15p 16 and 
1.7, and so on. Franklyp Matthews' system of fifty-five rules is 
of such unnecessary complexity that it simply cannot be read by 
a human being in any ýIlumirating way, arxl one can only speculate 
whether it can be read by a computer. 
In this study we have tried to improve on Matthews' rules by 
requiring the inclusion of sufficiently specific morphological 
environments in the rules so, that they need -not be "extrinsically" 
ordered. 
3 For instance, Matthews' rule 10 above could be given 
the following shape to cover the generation of final 2, (see Table 
One): 
Pass y 
(vu) 
If+ 
Perf +Past , -Pl p1a 
/STEIA +(U, 
Is 
Perf K9+i 
s 
The rule accounts for final a in tho following forms: 
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ayap +a+y+a 
IsTvill 
ayap -F a+ us +a ---i- ayapusa 
I-Perf3 f-K) (STv2j dimiury +e+ us +a -* tllmiuryAsa 
[S'I' A 
i e+ pav +a P 
ýPassj I-K] , -%yap+ i+ s+a 
- {STVl 
IA e+ ayap +i+ sa --i- iyAplsa, 
[-KI (e) + aimibxy +i+s+a 
joi: vz) 
(-Past, -Pl, ý 
f+K] e+ aimiýry +i+s+a 
[+Perfj f-KI 
I 
e' + pap +S+a 
[Sm 
f+Kl e+ paf +s+a 
[STvý I ayap + 3. A- 9+ ik +a 
(+Pass) I-KI jSTVZj (e) + ZLimiury +i+9+ ik +a 
I 
JSTO (e) 4- pLf +t+ ik +a 
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Our version of Matthews' rule 10 may, perhaps, be considered 
as less "elegant" or "economical" than the original. On -the 
other hand, our version is "simpler" than the original since 
it does away with extrinsic order and can be "read" on its 
I- 
own without recourse to any other rule in the system, -i. e. 
in order for the rule to applyone of the clusters of values 
of -the input must be'present in the complex symbol of the verb 
and also the corresponding formatives making up the context of 
the rule must have already been provided by the application of 
other rules, the important point being that we need not know 
which those rules are in checking the rule for correctness. 
our rule system is also a truer picture of the cumulate and 
extended character of exponence in the verb since its emphasis 
is to show the association of clusters of inflectional values 
-and strings of phonological segments directly, rather than 
indirectly via the solution of metalinguistic problems related' 
-to the writing of "economical" rule systems. 
2.4. From our grammar is excluded the concept of synchronic 
"processes" (see Matthews, 1972, P-127 et passim), according 
to which a "basic" form changes into a different form in a certain 
morphological (arid not phonological) context. For instance in 01 
warburton, 1970t p. 128, rule 22 chan. ges "basic" a of ayap +a 
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into i before s or 9, e. g. 
Passp - Perf, - Past, Pl, 11 : 
I ayap +a+o 
Pass, + Perf, - Pasto Pli 11 : ayap + 3". +s+o 
[+ Pass, + Perf, - Past, Pi, 11 : ayap +i+0+ 
However, since it can only be arbitrarily determined that a 
changes to i rather than the other way around, it is more 
accurate, though possibly less economical with respect to the 
nuinber of symbols used, to allow the grammar to generate a 
partially specified segment EV back 
ý which would subsequently 
in the derivation be fully specified as E +low I (a) or E +high 
(ý1) in the presence of diffetent inflectioýal values (see rules 
3,4,5 and 6 balow), which is the practice adopted in the 
present study. 
2.5. We have also excluded from our study -the use of "basic" 
morphophonemes (see Matthews, 1972, P-365 et passim),, I. e- phoncmes 
with no synchronic status whatsoever which never appoar overtly 
but which "facilitate" the setting up of rules that "account" for 
certain irregularities. In Warburton, 1970t use is made of "basic" 
morphophonomes "in order to explain some linguistic phenomena 
which otherwise would appear accidental" (p. 160). %bus, to account 
for t1he appearance of s between the stem of such "irregular" verbs 
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as AK60 (= I hear) (see "irregular formations" 4.3.4. below) and 
the F4 format'veH, it is postulated by Warburton that the stem- 
final position is occupied by "basic" glide hwhich changes to 
"dental non-nasal" before another consonant: 
akuhf8jo akus(slo 
In different terms, it is postulated by Narburton that h changes 
to s before a consonant in roughly the same way that"'overt" stem- 
final v changes to f in the same environment in the "regular" 
verb paradigm: 
I f-Perfl: pavo 
I 
(4Perfl: pav[sio ----> p.. 
so 
9 
[J 
the essential difference being ýhat v aplo. - L. 
ears Overtly while h 
never does. 
In cur study, ho-,, fever, we take a different view, namely, that 
the necessity for "basic" morphophonemies only arises if we are 
determined to force all sorts of phenomena into the same 
explanatory mould, one involving the change of one segment into 
another: thus, only if we decide that the presence of s in akuot f 
I akusgo is the product of change of one element into another, need 
we postulate a reconstructed, "basic" h: aj-, No, never appearing 
4 
overtly If, on the other hand, we realize that we do not have 
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to do anything of the sort, other solutions, intuitively more 
gratifying and synchronically more appropriate (reconstructed h 
might be of historical interest) suggest themselves. For instance, 
we may suggest that, whereas in the'! regulai! 'verb paradigm s and 
-9 
are contrastive elements belonging to the same set i. e. either 
one or the other may appear but never both at the same time, e. g. 
II ayapiso, ayapigo, in the case of the "irregular" verb AK60 the 
formatives s and 9 belong to adjacent sets and co-occur in 
I+ Pass, + Perf I forms: while in Pass, + Perf j forms only 
2 462 46 
is possible, e. g. TMr -S _0 , ayap iso, 
in + ra ss, + Perf I forms 
2 ýL'6 
- 2 24 6 both s and 0 appear in that order: ýTu s9 Tbut ýy-ap iU or. 
From the synchronic point of view the fact-that such a co-occurrence 
is limited to AK60 and a few more verbs only ,y can 
be seen, for all 
practical purposes, as accidental: akusgo'.. could just as easily be 
the rule and ayapigo' the exception. Also, both 44. akuE)6 and 
* 2. yapisgo' are perfectly possible in terms of morpheme structure 
rules or conditions (see Stanley, 1967) and it is a matter of chance, 
synchronically speaking, that they are not realized by the language. 
It seems therefore that certain linguistic phenomorm which "would 
f 
appear accidental" in Warburton's terms, may in fact be accidental, 
which is of no concern; for if they axe accidental, then they 
i 
should. be, studied as such rather than be subjected to Procrustean 
I 
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-treatment such as processes involving "basic" morphophOnemesý 
2.6. The above discussion on "reconstructed" h brings us to 
the problem of historical explanations in synchronic descriptions. 
In our analysis, historical explanations are included only if they 
meet the following restrictions: 
I 
(1) Only recognized segments may appear in ýinderlylng representations, 
e. g. the change of i between stem and termination in underlying 
__L_ 
ý6. 
I ayap 1 eme into j inthe context C-V: ayapieme, 
The postulation of an underlying segment at a certain point 
in the stracture of a word form should be supported by the "overt" 
I 
appearance of the same segment at the same point in structure elsewhere 
268 
in the paradigm: e. g. F6 I in "underlying" ayap aIs (elided in 
22682ý '6 
T- overt aýa-p 
i 8s 
) appears "Overtly" in pav 1s and ayap ai 
(Iii) A segment appears in an underlying representation even if 
it never appears in the corresponding "overt" representation, provided 
that it is historically attested and that, the effects of its 
interaction with adjacent segments are s-. *Lnilar to those produced 
by synchronically established sandhi interactions. For ins-Lance, 
1. 
22 
"underlying" F3e is postulated in the structure of DIMIURG6 
(= I create) because a) it is historically attested, b) its 
sandhi interaction with adjacent F6 vowels produces the same 
results with respect to the number of syllabics and position of 
stress in the verb forms as that of the syncbronically established I 
in AGAPb, eogs 
"Overt" ayap + a' +o Or "Overt" ayap + o' 
"underlyi, -, ig" climiury + r-', +0 "Overt" iliml-u-nr +o 
where of two adjacent vowels one is elided and the surviving 
one carries the stress (see below section 4 on morphofr. onologiCal rules); 
and c) as we shall see in 5.3.2. below, on the basis of the Hier- 
pxchy of Dordinance. principle,, the vowels appearing between the. 
stem of DMILMG6, and the terminations cannot be anything else but 
the result of sandhi interaction of F3e w-ith adjacent F6 70"Ols, 
2.7. Variable. Rules 
.. L 
traditiorial Variable rules are an extention of "optional" rules of 
generative gra=, ar, 
the basic difference being that only the 
former are attempts to explain, rather than simply state, cases of 
variation. Variable niles do not necessarily apply every time their 
input conditions axe met, thoir probability of application being often 
affected by features of the environment. The Outplit of a variablo 
rule is included in three-cornered brackets 
C> 
: 
1 
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(viii) {+Pass, -Perf j ---l- 
<aý> / un -#e. g. pavomun(a) 
(Notice that, in representations of verb forms, segments introduceýt 
by variable rules appear in parenthesis, i. e. three-cornered 
brackets appear in rules only). If, a rule applies variably 
in the presence of certain features of the environment only, 
and otherwise categorically, it is such features, rather than 
the output, that are included in three-cornered brackets: 
e. g. yrapso but 
(ix) -voiced --o- 
E-continuant -coronal s PAfso or 
+continuan ntMor 
-C 
([+a- 
papso t] 
It will be realized that (ix) above is in fact a collapsed version 
of two separate rules, a categorical one (i. e. one applying always): 
(X) voice lp E -continuant*] r, e. g. yrafso--Apyrv', pso 
I 
cohtinuant 
I 
and a variable one: 
C 
(xi) -voice 
+continuant 
Do continuaný>/ -se. g. pAfso or pApso 
-coronal 
+ anterior 
_j 
Three-cornered brackets are an adaptation from ýLnggled brackets as 
introduced in Labov, 1966,1 have preferred three-cornered 
brackets, however, firstly, because the respective conventions are 
partly different, and secondly, because later in the study (see 
zw+ 
4.1.3. *, tentative rule (vii)) angled brackets will appear as used 
in traditional generativ*e grammar (see Chomsky and Hallep 1968, 
P-76). In Ch. V. variable rules will be further refined on the 
basis of the relative weight of features of the linguistic 
environment, stylistic considerations, the context of situation, 
relative frequency of occurrence, etc. 
THE INFIECTIONAL MORPHOIEXICAL RUIES 
We turn now to consideration of the inflectional rrorpholexical 
rules generating the formatives of the verb for each set of 
formatives separately. 1ý 
The first set of formatives (Fl) I 
The augaent e (or i, for such verbs as GLO (= I want) arxl KSLO 
(= I know)) may, but does not alwayslappear in [+ Past] forms 
depending on the following factors: 
In most simplep as distinct from compound, verbs, the 
augment appears categorically in the presence of the values 
, 
Past, +Kj. Otherwise, i. e. : In the presence of the values 
(+ Past, - K) , its appearance is subject to further factors 
discussed below. For the time being, however, we will say that 
A 
DIL 
the value (- KI causes the augment to appear "optionally": - 
(i) Pastj ip- e/- STEM / <C(- Ký)> 
The rule reads that e appears categorically before the stem 
of [+ Pastjverb forms unless the feature t- KI is also present 
in their complex symbol, in which case e appears "optionally". 
e. g. (+Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Pl, lj 
[+Kj e+ 
Pýf +9++i+ Ift +en 
f-KI (e) ik a 
(where the stress is on the antepenult and F4a changes, normally, 
to t after f in the {- K) forms). 
In the case of verbs with stem-initial. vowel the sari(1h! 
interaction between the augment and stem-initial vowels is treated by 
I. 
morphophonologicalrale 68 (see 5.3-9. below) e+ ayapisa --f- iy, 2, pi. sa 
The vowel that appears, in the presence of the feature [+ Pastj, 
before a verb form beginning with a consonant has been traditionally 
referred to as a syllabic augment, 
e. g. f- Past) :p [+ Pastj : e' + pav +a 
In the case of verbs where an alternation between different vowels 
in stem-initial position corresponds to Tense distinction s, the VOVTel 
associated with the : Ceature [+ Pastj is traditionallY called a 
'Item-ooral" auEient, an apt term for Classical Greek where it refors 
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to the extra length or duration of a stem-initial vowel associated 
with the value (+ Past} , but not for MGK where vowel-length 
distinctions are lost: 
i l yap sa i oved) 
(-K] a 
f+Kj i 
lpisa I hoped) 
I-KI 
I 
e 
[-Pass, +Perf 
. 
+Past, -Pl, 11 [+Kj 0 
ktira I pity) 
J-KI i 
[+Kj 
I ) came 
l 
{-KI a 
{'ýCj j axa__ I had) 
It will be noticed that in the above examples the 1'temporzol" 
augment is categorical in the case of ! xa and 11110a irrespective r 
of K3 distinctions. 
lie can therefore exte nd tentative rule (1) above to account for 
the categorical appearance of e before the stems ox- ard e10- Ir 
nil 
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(U) j+ Pastj --* 
STEM /< (a) 
ex- 
, 
[lie 
- er (b) 
The explanation introduced above to account for the "temporal" 
augment is based, up to a certain point, on historical considerations: 
is posited in front of the veiýb stem as usual, though in the case 
of verbs with stem-initial vowel the two adjacent vowels coalesce 
. apon 
into a single vowel: e+ ayApon --P-1y' . Our explanation 
departs from a strictly historical stance, however, in that no 
vowel length considerations are introduced in the rules, as, 
among others, Newton, 1972, for instance, does in dealing with 
the stress pattern in MGK (see 4 below). Failing the above kind 
of explanation we would have to treat all verbs with stem- 
initial vowel as exceptions to the first part of tentative rule 
(ii) above, i. e. as verbs expressing tense contrasts by, among 
other things, alternation of vowels in stem-initial position, an 
unsatisfactory solution, both because it is uneconomical, and, 
more importantly, because it would obscure the significance of 
the "temporal" augment in 14GIC: a relic from Classical Greek, rarely 
appearing in everyday speech for stylistic effect, humour, etc. 
More about this in Ch-V, 3. below. 
Certain vefb6 with stem-initial vowel nover take a 
z4,13 
"temporal" augment in the presence of the value (+ Past) irrespective 
of [± Kj distinctions: 
Pass, - Perf, - Pl, 1) 
Past] [+ Past] 
aerizO I air) aeriza 
I. 8 epiplono I furnish) epiplona 
orimAzo I mature) orimaza 
ikete'vo I supplicate) 
il-. dteva 
Such verbs will be treated as exceptions and will be accounted 
for by preventing tentative r, ule (ii) from applying in the-Ir 
case ihmugh an exception feature in their lexical representation 
vi 
-rule (U)_ 
where a,, roup V1 comprises IYRIZO, EPIPL61TO, ORIAZO, etc. 
i 
3.1.4. In the case of most of the veAs compounded with derivational 
prefixes (or "genuinell prepositicns 
6) 
an augment appears, if at I 
all, betWe--n the (jast) pref-ix and the verbal root. In the 
presence of the value K) hm-mver, and in the case of prefixes 
z4g 
beginning with a consonant, such compound verbs tend to (but do 
not always) behave like simple verbs in that the augment is "Option- 
ally" (i. e. sometimes, but by no means always) transferred 
to word-initial position. Formally speaking, the morpheme 
boundary between the prefix and the root is 'bptionally" deleted 
prior to the appearance of the augment. Thus, in the case of 
the lexeme PROULO (= I offer), whose stem is made up of the 
preposition Dros plus the verbal root fer-, the augment appears 
as follows: 
[+ K3 : pros + e' + fer +a 
Pass, - Past, Plt 11 
f- Kj : (e). + pros + fer +a 
In the case of a prefix beginning with a vowel, however, and in 
the presencra of the value f- Kj the augment is not transferred 
to word initial positiont e. g. antiffrase (he reacted) and not 
*e + antilclrase b. *intl'E[rase. 
We will therefore revise the first part of tentative rule (i. *) L 
above so that now it can specify an augment before a verbal root 
which may be preceded by zero'or more derivational prefixes: 
/ -: 3 PREF 0- 
ROOT / <ýf -K 
ýJ> 
where the zero subscript means "zero or more" (dependLng on the 
I 
lexeme). Note that the above revised form. of the seconl part of 
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tentative rule (U) presupposes a thorough analysis of the 
derivational structure of stems, and as such it lies, strictly 
speaking, outside the scope of a study on inflectiQnal morphology 
such as the present one. 
We will also specify that, in the presence of the feature j- Kj 
and prior to the application of tentative rule (ii) abovet'the 
morpheme boundary between a prefix beginning with a consonant 
and the root is"optionally" deleted: 
#[C x] PMF OT Cl 2 + 
r(O-K 
1] KI 
1234 
Tentative rule (iii) is extrinsically ordered before rule (ii). 
In the case Of J+ Past, - KI verb forms, 0 seldom, but 
by no means never, appears in unstressed position, e. g. 
I [+ Pass, + Perf, + Past, + Pl, 1, -Kj : paftikame rather than 
epaftikame. However, as the stress pattern normally associated 
with the value [+ Past3is proparoxytonic (see 4 below), if 
the verb form is disyllzabic, the augment appears categorically 
to support the stress: 
(j. v) ( Past I ; -e /#- cvcvc 
I 
i 
2.51 
It has been suggested (Babiniotis, 1970a) that the main Dinction 
of the augment in MGK is to support the stress, rather than 
express the graxLmatical value (+Past]. Evidence from our 
data suggests that Babiniotis is right on the whole, though 
there are enough examples of unstressed augments to persuade 
us that the augment still functions, however margimlly, as an 
exponent of [+ Pastj Consider the following examples from 
the corpus: 
1/5/23 P. D.: afto' to milna pilra kenLjes tenifes .... 
I. I e2ira ajo tenifes this month I have bought 
new tapes ... j have bought two tapes) 
w here of the two occurrences of the [- Pass, + Perf, + Past, - Plo 13 
form of PARY10 (= I buy), - the augment appears in the second only. 
2/16/26 Y. L.: t; knon mu, inArtises my son, you have sinned) 
where a "tempcral" augment appears in the Pass, + Perf, + Past, 
- Plp 23 form of A14ARTINO 
(= I sin). 
It will be appreciated thab tentative rule (iv) above is 
essentially morphophonological and not morpholexical, and as 
such it is activated aft3r all morpholexical rules have ap]ýlied. 
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3.1.6. An augment (or, more generally, a word-initial vowel) may 
be elided, even if it is stressed, in accordance with the Hierarchy 
of Dominance principle (see 5.3.2. belov) when preceded by a 
"stronger" word-final vowel (see Chadzidakis, 1889, p. 221), 
provided that the preceding word is one of a small set comprising,, 
for instance, the articles tu, La, to, the relative particle 2u, 
e. g. 
III tu ipe --:;, -tu pe (= he told him) 
pu epese --v-pu pese that fell. ) 
Is ta efera v-ta fera (= I brought them) 
3.1.7. The rules set forth above cannot successfully account for 
some verbs coi--ipounded with prepositions or with words other than 
prepositions. The problem such verbs pose is related either to 
the positional mobility of the augment within a compound stem 
such as ais + arestV- of the lexeme DISAREST6 (= I displease): 
clisirestisal (+K3: clis + (e) + arest +i+s+aI" 
[-Pass, +Perf, +Past# -Pl, 11 
Pf Elisarestisa 
I (e) + ais + are'st +i+s+a --o, eaisarestisa 
or the number of augments appearing, as in the ptem 
amfi -+ svitV- of the lexeme AVIFIZVITO (= I doubt) where either one 
ty appear; or two augments rL- 
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[-Pass-q+Perf +Past r -PI-P I+K3: 
e+ amf i+ zvil t+i+s+a --ov- 1mf izvitica 
e+ amf 1+e+ zvIt +s+a On 
imfezvitisa 
or the degree of cohesion of the components of the stem: the prefixes 
para (= too much) and ksana (= again), for instance, in the following 
examples may be stressed separately from the verb that follows, i. e. 
as separate words, in which case the augment appears before the 
verbal element: ,, 
e. g. pAra ipja I drank too much) 
ksa'na Irga I came again) 
or they may be placed under the accentual pattern of the compound 
vrord as a whole, in which case the augment, if it appears at all, 
may either precede the prefix word or appear between it and the 
verbal stem: 
e. g. (e)parapja drank too much) or, paraipja 
(e)ksanArga I came again) or, ksanalrOa 
Having confined our study to the inflectional, ra-Un--r than to th: 3 
derivational, morphology of the Greek verbp however, we will assume 
at this. point that ddequate, though ad hoc, information can be 
included in the lexicon, in the form of exception features, concerning' 
the behaviour of particular compound verbs with respect to the 
position of the augmentt i. e. we can treat all such verbs as 
, 
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"exceptions" to the rules set forth above. 
1 
3.1.8. Verbs such as GALO (= I want) and KSLO (= I know) which 
take an augment i and not e can be accounted for either by 
stating in the lexicon that the set of augments contains i for 
GhO and KSLO and e for the rest of the verbs in the language, or, 
which is the solution endorsed here, by revisinaý rules (ii), (iii)p 
and (iv) above so that now their output is a vocalic segment 
partly specified as E +front J. A subsequent rule would then 
assign it full specification by adding to it the feature E-+high] 
in the case of OELO and KdRO and C-high] elsewhere: 
V 
ont 
r +high 
gel- (a) 
(v) +fr [ -high 
I, --- (b) 
We can now summarize rules (i) to (V) as follows: 
Rule 1 
CX ýPPEF +E ROOT j 
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I 
e. g. (- K3 : pros + fer +ao prosfer +a-, z- (c)pro'8fer +a offered) 
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Rule 2 
PREFO - ROOT 
ex- 
+Past 1 7-4ý- 
v 
front '[1 9- 
1+ 
1--c 0 
vc 
0 
vc 
0 
e. g. 
KD (a) 
(a) j+Kj efn- 
)+ 
pa, +s+a+m+e+ we stopped) 
[-KI (e, p 
[+K) e epekratisa- 
epi ++ krat! +s+a --., tepekratina I dominated) 
(-K] (e) % epilcrAtisal x 
7 [+Kj e+ 
ayapi +s+a --&- 
iyapisa 
I loved) 
I. ayapisa 
e+ ex +a -j> ilxa (= I had) 
i rl 
ea cam e) +a --c- ,(1 
(c) pap+ s+a ---c, -e+pap+ s-f-a -; -c' + pap+ s+a (=I stopped) 
Rule v A& ] I /# - 
foe' 
-2 
[+front E +1 kser-I (a) 
E -high j (b) 
9 e. g. ! gala, lksera, but epapsa. 
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I 
Rule 1 is extrinsically ordered before rule 2, which in its 
turn is intrinsically ordered before rule 3 (the output of rule 2 
is the input -',. o rule 3). 
In Ch. V. 2 and 3 below we will discuss the off ect of feature's 
of the environment on the frequency of application of the variable 
rules above. 
3.2. The second set of formatives (F 2) 
3.2.1. F2 forimatives, the lexical formatives or stems, do not 
normally express any grammatical distinctions. Thus, in the 
following verb for. n,, s the segment iý=a - remains unaltered: 
(-- Pass, - Perfo - Past, - Plo 1, -KI: ayap +a+o 
[+Pass, +Perf, -Pastt +Plj 2, -KI : ayap+ i +0+ u+m+ e 
3.2.2. However, the particular lexical class or llconjugationý' to 
which a stem belongs entails the presence of different formatives 
In structure. For instance, tSTvjverbs differ from(ST j in that 
(a) F3 formatives appear in the stem structure of -the formor only: 
f-Pass, -Perf, -Pasti-Ploll 
{STOI pav +o 
{STv) ayap +a+0 
5 rl ( 
t 
(b) ths F5 forriatives y and us appear in the case of [ STvj verbs only: 
I 
[-Pass, -Perf +Past, -Pl, 1, -K3 
ST 0e+ pav +a 
STvj ayap +a+y+a or ayap + us +a 
and (c) F6e follows the stem of + Passt - Perf, - Past, - Pli 1, 
S ujTvj - K] forms only: 
ST 0 I: pav+o+m+r- 
(+Passp-Perf, -Pastv-Ply13 yapome" 0 J-K STvj: ayap +m+c 
ýffe 
t 0] 
ayapjemej 
The presence of F3a is characteristic offSTvllve3? bs (e. g. AGAPIO) 
whereas the presence of e is characteristic of verbs such as 
DIMIURG6 (i. e. [STv2jverbs (but see 3.3. below for a mo. --re detailed 
description of F3 formatives)), e. g. 
I-Pass, -Perf, -Past, +j)1,2j 
(STvil: ayap + a' +Ie+t+e --c), - ayapate 
Ite ( STvj : clitiury +a+ ete 0. clirlduryl. 
3-2.3. In a number of ": irregular" verbs grammatical contrasts may 
be expressed in the alternation of partly or wholly suppletive steins 
(see 6 below). 
[-Perf 
viep +oI see) 
I parn +oI take) 
piyen +01 co) 
f +Perf 3 
cu. +o 
par +o 
pa +0 
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3.2.4. With respect to stYlistic, 7 
Jý K31distinctions, certain 
stems may occur only in the presence of the value [+ Kj or only 
of f- Kj, e. g. 
I fi J-K] : kser +oI know) as opposed to ft Kj ynoriz +o 
fern +o (= I bring) as opposed to (+ Kj fer +o 
3-2-5- It will be remembered 'from the discussion in Ch. III, 3. and 
and in section 3.1. in this chapter, that -the stem-structure 
of[STv]verbs is of the form PREFIX 0+ 
ROOT +F3 while that of 
IST01 verbs is of the form PREFIXO + ROOT + SUFFIX0 where the subscript 
means lizero or morell, 
3-3. The third set of formatives (F 3) 
3.3.1. As. we have already mentioned (Ch. TII, 4. ) F3 Qomprises 
formatives that perform a double function simultaneously: qua 
vowels they are lexical (or derivational) formatives distingaishing 
[STvj from {STýj verbs, i. e. they appear in stem-final position in the 
II case of the former (e. g. [STvl3 : ayapý. i, + o, [STv. j: c'Um-juirye +o 
aimlur, jA but not of the latter (e * g. JST pay + o)) so -that the 
stems of the three verbs could be represented as ý. yaplj- , aimiuryV- 
and 21v- respectively; on the other hand, F3 vowels function as 
inflectional forlatives, Le. as exponents of grammatical values, 
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on the basis of their precise vowel quality. 
More specificallyl as far as verbs following the paradigm of 
AGAPAO gop the F3 formatives axe a in the structure of [- Perfj 
and i in that of (+ Perf3 and {+ Pass# - Perfj verb forms. It 
will be noticed that a and i alternate in J+ Pass, ' - Perfj forms, - 
not freely but in. the presence of the stylistic values', respectively, 
J+ KI and {- KI. Elsewhere, i. e. in, other than(+ Pass, - Perf j 
verb forms, a and i appear irrespective of {±K3 distinctions. 
We can now formulate the following tentative rules for F3 vowels 
a and i in the structure of such[STvlverbs as AGAPAO (for 
DIMIURG6 see next section): , 
(i) f-Pacss, -Perf, STvj -i; - a/X STF e. g. ayap ++o 'M 
ayýp +a+y+a 
(+Pass, -Perf, +K, STv3 0a/X- ]STEM e. g. iyap +a+o+n 
iyapon 
(iii) {4-Perf 
p STV11 X STEM e. g. ay*ap+ll +s+ o 
ayap +i+9+ o' 
(iv) [+Pass, -Perf, -K, STV] rx- i/X STEM e. g. ayap +i+e+m+ e--"- 
ayapjeme I 
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3.3.2. A sizeable grouP of verbs following the paradio,,, m of 
DIMIURG6 (= I create) behave like AGAPIO in as far as the 
II distribution of overt F3i is concerned, e. g. aimiu2: X +1 +_s_+ o, 
+i+9+6, aimiurY +1+e+m+e --p-aimiuryjeme. 
Elsewhere, however, that iswhen i is not present overtly, 
DDIIURG6 appears to be a special case: to begin with, it does 
not behave like an (STv) verb, in that neither a nor any other F 
. 
pears vowel overtly ap in its {- Pass, - Perf) forms. Compare, 
for instance,. the overt (- Passt - Rerf, - Pastj forms of the two 
I. exemes below: 
II (-Pl, lj: ayapao dimiuryo 
I [-Pass, -Perf, -Pastj I-Pl, 21: ayapAs dimiuryis 
I [+Pl, 21: ayapAte dimiurylte 
Notice, however, in the above examples that verb forms of the two 
lexemes realizing the same cluster of grammatical values have the 
same stress pattern: as we shall show in 
4 below the position of 
the stress in[SI'vjverbs, is influenced by the sardhi I)henomena taking 
place between F3 and adjacent F6 vowels. 
On the other haiU, DIMIURG6-cannot be assumed to be an(Sjýjverb 
in that it differs from PIVO as well, both with'respect to the stress 
pattern of grammatically eqidvalent verb forms arA with respect 
to a number of overt vowels appearing after the stem. 
/ 
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f-Pass, -Perfi-Past, -Pltll: 
f-Pass9-Perf, -Past, +Plj23: 
f+PaGsp-Perfv-Past, -Pl#ll: 
[+Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Plj2j: 
pav +0a: imiuryo 
pav +e+t+e climiurylote 
pav +o+m+e cliniuryýme 
pav +e+s+e cTimiurylso 
I [+Pass, -Perf +Past p -pl, l, +Kl :e+ pav +o+m+i+n eclimiuryInin 
f-Pass, -Perf +Past, -Pl, l, +Kl :e+ pav +o+n e(limiu'ryun 
DIMIURG6 has been dealt with in the literature (Hamp, 1961; 
Koutsoudas, 1962; Babiniotis, 19729a) in the same way as AGAPAO , n, =-oly , 
"overt" rather than "underlying" verb forms of the two paradigms 
have been segmented and the elements so isolated have been 
classified as specific to AGAPIO or to DIMIURG6 and as different 
from comparable elements of PAVO. No effort has been made to 
state the regularities underlying the surface differences between 
the three paradigms as that would involve historical and stylistic 
considerations, which the above scholars were not, presumably, 
prepared to include in their descriptions. On the other hand, 
Warburton, 1970, recognizes "underlying" sbem-filial e in the 
I 
structure of DIMIURG6, but the Only justification'given for doing 
so is that DTIIIURG6 is "different" from AGAPIO (p. 128). Clearly, 
the fact that the two verbs are different is not enough to justify 
the recognition of an "underlying" e suffixed to the stem of verbs 
such as DIMIURG6. 
z6z 
The solution we have adopted here to deal with the multitude 
of formal innovations in the paradigm of DIMIURG6 is, to a certain 
extent, a historically motivated one: the "underlying" 
representations of verb forms in the paradigm of DIMIUIRG6 coincide 
with earlier attested verb forms with F3e; in different terms, 
we postulate the "existence" of F3e in the "underlying" 
representations of DIMIURG6 in MGK on the grounds that, though e 
does not appear overtly in MGK, the vestiges of its overt presence 
in Ancient Greek, i. e. vowels at the juncture of stem arxl 
termination that differ from those in PAVO and AGAPIO, and stress- 
pattern that is the same as that of contracted verb forms in 
AGAPIO, are still present in. MGIK. More precisely, we postulate 
that "underlying" F3a in the paradigm of DIMIURG6 in 14GK interacts 
with adjacent F6 vowels to produce single vOwels IJnich are different 
from those resulting from the interaction between a and F6 vowels 
in the case of AGAPIO. The result of the sandhi phenomena in the 
two paradigms, however, are the same with respect to the overall 
number of syllables and the stress pattern of grammatically equivalent 
contracted verb forms, e. g.: 
Pass, Perf Past 
f-Plil I ayap +a+0;;, ayapo'. - dimiury + e' +o so. dimiuryo I 
ayap +a++s --->ayapa's dimiul-j +0+i+ S-o. -dimiuryis 
[+Pl, 21 ayap +A+e+t+e ---I>ay, -tj)abe , dimiury + e' +e+t+e 
din, I=yý te 
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The historical solution introduced, above greatly enhances the 
economy of the grammar in that the considerable number of formal 
differences between AGAPIO and DIMIURG6 can be reduced to a 
single contrast, namely, that between F3a and e respectively. 
However, the postulation of "underlying" F3e in the paradigm 
of DIMIURG6 can be partly defended on synchroni*c grounds as well. 
As we shall show in 5.3-5. below, the overt vowels appearing at 
the juncture between stem and termination are the product of the 
following sardhi interactions: 
I 
(a) e+o# -a, - o#e. g. aimi: -iry + e' +o m- climiuryo' 
(b) c+oue. g. eclimiury +e+o+n ---o-eclimlulryun 
(c) e+eý,. j e. g. aimiury + e' +e+t+e --mývgimiurylfte 
(d) e+ii e. g. climiury + e' +i+s ---4ý-climiuryis 
(e) e+uu e. g. cTimiury + e+u+n --o c7imiuryun 
where, in agreement with the synchronically valid Tierarchy of Dom- 
inance! ' principle (see 5-3.2. below), e is elided before the 
"stronger" vowels o, i and u in, respectively, (a), (d) and (O)t 
, ihereas 
(b) and (c) axe cases of coalescence, the resulting vowel 
having the same value for the features [ back ] and [ round ] as, 
but being higher than, -the second of the original UTO vowels. The 
partial application of the 'Hierarchy of Dominance" principle must be 
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seen as the result of the fact that the above sandhi phenomena 
are the reflection in MGK of Ancient Greek interactions botween 
vowels where l1ength distinctions were linguistically significant. 
As such, the five sandhi cases'above cannot but comply only 
partially to a MGK "law" such as the "Hierarchy of Dominance" 
principle from which distinctions of length axe absent. It 
should also be realized that on the basis of the "HoD" principle, 
we can explain why a normally appears overtly in AGAIIAO, while e 
I 
never does in DIMIURG6: the former is the most dominant vowel in 
the language, whereas the latter in the least dominant, at least 
in son. e environments (see discussion on Hierarchy of Dominance in 
5.3.2. below) .% 
Our phonological solution, however, of the problem presented by 
jSTv2jverbs (DINIURG6) appears to conceal the fact that the different 
formal mean-. by which grammatical distinctions are expressed in the 
.L structure of such verbs, thou,, -; n explainable in historical terms on 
the basis of regular phonological albernations, are completely 
opaque phonologicaU. y in HIGIC and as such completely morphologised. 
In other words, the difference between ayapAo, avapa's, aya 1. Eal, etc. 
on the onee hand and c7imiuMs, aimiuryi, etc., on the other 
is, synchronically speaking, one best expressed, perhaps, in terms 
of different conjugations. Neverthaless, taking such a nirrowly 
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morphological viewpoint would have in its turn concealed the 
regularities revealed by our phonological/diachronic solution. 
Furthermore, the fact that the sandhi rules operating on stem- 
final and adjacent F6 vo"' in the case of DIMIURG6 are 
cauegorical throughout the paradigm so that in fact F3e. never 
appears overtly (unlike AGAPIO, where some sandhi rules are 
variable in the presence of the value (- K), e. g. ayapAo or ayapo, 
ayapai or avapa, ayapaum e ayapAme or ayapame, etc. ) might best 
be accounted for in terms of "living" vs. "dead" rules (see Wright, 
1972, P-58)- "Livingl"phonological rules account for the 
alternation between otherwise identical "Overt" forms: for instance, 
III both anp,. o and ayapb, also b, oth ayapai and a. yapa are used in actual 
corriersation (albeit at different frequency levels) so that the 
interactions a+o --p- 0 and a+i-a can be regarded as part of, 
the current linguistic competence of speakers. "Dead" rulepon 
the other hand, relate "underlying" forms to "Overt" forms, the 
former never appearing overtly, synchronically speaking, but 
constituting part of an older stage of the language: for instance, 
"overt" c7-*LmiuLI=6O' derives from Ancient Greek &-miuxyr-'ýo:, but the latter 
form is not part of YIGK. "Dead" rules have a place in a synchronic 
description such as this study only if their output is in some way 
"the oame" as that of comparable "living" rules: for instance, we 
stipulate e+o 4f ---)- o because "overt" 6imiuryo is "the saae" , in 
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terms of relative number of_syllables and stress pattern, as 
, the latter obviously deriving from "overt" through 
the "living" sandhi interaction a+o 
We can now revise -tentative rules (i) and (ii) above to account 
for F3e of [Sl',,,, j verbs: 
a 
(v) (-Pass, -. Derfj-el-- 
e 
e. g. STvj ayapao 
(STV11 
X- ýSTEM 
ISTV2,1 
STv 2: climiuryeo b c7imiuryo' 
(vi) [+Pass 
j -perf +K) U, 
a 
IX - ISTLEM II 
jSTV13 
e LISTv2) 
e. g. JSTvjj ayapaome-0-ayapome 
I {STv. 1 c7imiuryeome-T-airaiuryume 
Note that, as it stands, tentative -rule 
(iv) (also (iii) abovO is 
valid both for {STv, 3 andfSTV21 verbs, i. e. in the presence of 
the cluster [+ Pass, - Perf, - KI the F., fo=ative i appears in 
the stracture of both groups of verbs and is subsequently do- 
syllabified in the context C-V (see 4.2. below). The 
form. ulation is neat and, what is more, points to the fact that 
tSTV21 verbs tend to follow the paradigia of { STyll verbs 
. 
in the 
t 
presence of the value f-KI (see Ch. V. 3. below) in contrast to the 
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value [+ K), in whose presence [STvlj verbs have F3a and 
f STv. j verbs e (the latter, in fact, can have e in the presence 
of the value (-KI too) -A different formulation, less neat as far 
as morpholexical rules go, would be to recognize for[STv2j verbs 
F3e only (i. e. never ýi) in the presence of the cluster f+ Pass, 
- Perfj and irrespective of (± KIdistinctions. Subsequently, 
e would interact with adjacent F6 vowels to yield a single vowel. 
in ways mentioned above subject to ft K) distinctions; or, 
alternatively, it would be desyllabified in the context C-V 
and in the presence of the value f- K) along with F3i, The 
rule that would thus desyllabify fivnt vowels in the context 
C-V would be valid outside the verb too, e. g. yeoraios---r- 
yj, 5-ryos (ý George), tu pedlu --I- tu pedil (= of the child). 
3.3-3. A number of (STvj verbs, e. g. KRATAO (= I hold), PkTIO 
I step). follow in the presence of the value f- Perf) either 
the [+ K3 paradigm of DIMIURG6 or the (- Kj paradigm of AGAPIO, e. g. 
[+K) ee on ekratun 
f-Pass, -Ferf,, +Pastj-Pl, lj 
f-KI (el) 
+ krat 4aPa 
WlcrAtaYa 
-- 
LT- 
-- 
II We can account for KRATAO and PATAO by adding two more parts to 
tentative rule (v) above: 
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(vii) [-Pass, -Perfl 
ex 
STEM 
t+xI 
STV3 
a- I-K) 
e. g. f+KJ : ekr5, teon--o- ekrAtun 
(e)lzrataya 
The rule reads that in the presence of the cluster [- Pass, - Perfj 
Fe or a appear with the values, respectively, [+ KI and f- KI in 3 
stem-fin-al position in the case of(STv 31 verbs, i. e. KRATAO, PATAO, etu. 
Also, tentative rule (vi) above will. have to be extended to account 
for the appearance of F3e injSTv31 verbs in the presence of the 
cluster [+ Pass, - Perf, + Kj : 
(viii) (+Pass, -Perf, +Kj _c; l 
a jSTV11 IX- ýSTEM 
(STV I 
e ft, 21 
OTV5 I- 
e. g. (STvjj : ayapaome---P, -ayapo'me 
I.. I fSTv2j climiuryeome-o-ilimiuryume 
fSTv3j krate! ome ---i. --kratume 
3.3.4. A number of verbs deviate from the above rules in various 
ways. For instance, the verbs FORA. 0 I wear), PONAO (= Iache), 
VAPbW (= I hit), BORý (e, -- I can), KAL6 I invite), etc., have 
I F3 ewith thevalue [+Perfl, e. g. for+ e+ s+o, pon+ e+ s+ Oýq 
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etc. Again, the verbs STENOXOPIO (= I sadden) and SINXOPIO 
forgive) have e ither +Ki or [- K in + Perfj forms, 
e. g. stenoxor +s+o, while f- Perfjforms follow the paradigm le# 
I+ 
of KRATIO (see 3.3-3. above) - Also the verbs SIUO I shut up), 
XALIO (= I destroy), PINIO (= -I am hungry) , GELIO I laugh), etc., 
have F irrespective of Aspect, e. g. J- Perf I pin +a+o, 3 
[+ Perf pin + a' +s+o. Finally, other verbs have no [+ Kjforms 
(e. g. BOR6); or do not tolerate the appearance of certain 
inflectional formatives in their structure and thus fail to maintain 
certain grarmatical distinctions (for instance, BOR6 has no [+ Pass3 
forms); or behave as fSTvj verbs (i. e. have F3 vowels) in only 
parts of their pai-adigms, e. g. GILO is (STvj only in the presence of 
the value [+ Perfj Perfl : Oe'l + o, f+ Perfj Gel +i+s+o. 
We will assume that for such "irregular" verbs there will be 
instructions in the lexicon in the form of exception features blocking 
the application of regular rules when necessaryt followed by ad hoc 
or "minor" rules accounting for the peculiarities of such verbs 
vAth respect to F3 vowels (or other "deviant" elements) appearing in' 
their structures. 
3.3.5. Below are summarized the rules discussed in 3.3. 
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Rule 4a IýSTV, l (a) 
ESTV 
3, - KI 
-Pass, -PerfJ-0- x ]S 
; 
TEM ISTV21 
tSTv 3p+KIj 
e. g. (a) [STVjj -. ayap +a+o, ayap +a+y+a 
[STv 3- K] : krat + 
'a + o, (e) + krAt +a+y+a 
(b) f STv2j c7imiury +e+o -o- c7l miuryo 
f STV 3KI: krat + e' +o --m- krato' 
Rule 5% 
a jSTVlf + KI 
+Pass, -Perf] x- JbTEM 
I STV2 1.1 
(b) fISTV 
3' + KI 
I e. g. (a) [STvl, + KI ayap 4- a+0+m+ e-. 0-ayapome 
I (b) jSTv2j airdury +A+o+m+ e--r-aimiuryume 
fSTv 
3+K krat +e+o+m+e -o- kratLe 
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Rule 
(+Pass 9 -Perf, STv, -Kj--, *- X-I I STEM 
e. g. (STv, -KI ayap+ 
1+ e +m+. e 0 ayapjeme 
.I climiury + if +e+M+e climiuryjeme 
krat ++e+m+e kraltieme 
As the rules are unordered, either rule 5b or rule 6 may apply 
on f+ Pass, - Perf, STv2, -K] forms to produce, respectively, 
aimiury + e' +0+m+e ---o- aimiur yume or aiialury ++e+m+e 
cTimiuryie'mo (but see 3.3.6. below). 
Rule I 
J+Perf, STvj W. i/x-] STEM 
e. g. ayap + i# +3+ os ayap +i+G+ o' 
-aimiury ++s+0, «aimiury +i+9+ 0' 
krat + 18 +s+o, krat +i+9+ o' 
3.3.6. An alternative, freer of redundancy, formuLation of rules 
4,5,6 and 7 above would be based on the fact that all F3 formatives 
are E -back ] vowels, i. e. an [STvj verb always has aE -back j 
vowel in stem-fia%l position: 
2,7Z 
Rule 
f STV I 
[-bvac4] 
IX- ýSTEEM 
Subsequently, the precise quality of the output of rule 8 would be 
defined for (STv3ý [STv2j ard (SrI'Vj. Thus rules 4,5 and 7 above would 
be revised as, respectively, parts (a), (b) and (c) of rule 9 
below, whereas rule 6 would take the form of rule 10 below: 
Rule 
+low 
[ 
-hi 
v ---o- 
back] 
- 1o w 
h i ghj 
+high 
Rule 10 
STWý 
I(STV11 
isTv 3 -Kj -Pass, -Perf 
J(STV 
[STv +Kj 
-3 
(ST-vj, +Kj 
Ss 
i(ýSTV21 
T"r 39+, C 
{+Perf] 
+Pass, -Perf I 
(a') 
(a") 
(b') 
(bl') 
(c) 
LVk 
to E +high X] STEIIIA STvj - Kq + Pass, - perf 
-Vbac,, 
] 
Rules 9 and 10, wh. 'Ach axe unorderod with n-. spect to each other, are 
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intrinsically ordered after rule 8, since the latter provides 
the input to the former. 
It will be realized that if rule 10 were incorporated into 
rule 9 (as, say, section (4)) it would be in conjunctive order 
in relation to section (b) since both sections apply on 
[+ Pass, - Perf, STV., - KI forms. As a result section 
(b) would 
always apply first on such forms and section (d) would never apply. 
In the formulation adopted here rule qb and rule 10 are unordered 
with respect to each other and therefore either-may apply first or. 
a given (+ Pass, - Perf, STv., -KI form. Nevertheless, the above 
formulation is misleading in'that it suo, *. gests that rules 9b and 10 
are in "free" variation, i. e. that they have a 50150 chance of 
applying each. This and similar questions left unaccounted for 
by rules 8 to 10 above will be exa-mined in Ch. V, 4. below from an 
explicitly variationist viewpoint. , 
3.4. The fourth set of formatives (F4) 
The F4 formatives appearing in the "reP,, ulax" paradigm of 
both(STpland[STvlverbs can be-accounted for by the following rules: 
(i) [-Passo+Perf 3 ;p s/STEM - e. g. papso, ayapiso 
I+Pass, +Perf J--b- 9/STEM - e. g. paM, ayapigý 
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the two rules can be collapsed intlo a single rulo as follows: 
t+perf STEM 
Pass 
[+ Passl 
3.4.2. In the presence of the value f- K] a changes, more often 
than not, to t in the context after a voiceless fricative, whereas 
elsewhere only a i's possible irrespective of ft Kj distinctions. 
Since the alternation between 9 and t is phonetically motivated, 
we do riot need to include t in the set of F formatives: after the 
14 
specification of 0 by morpholexical rule (iii) above a morpho- 
phonemic rule (see rule 56b in 5 below) will apply variably -to 
change 9 to t in the context after a voiceless fricative 
ýrcgressive manner dissimilation), e. g. 
I paf +9+o or paf +t+ 
ayap +i+G 
different way to account, for the alterr,, --Ltion botween F, ý ý and t 
would be to introduce a partly specified consonantal segment, with 
the features C- voice, + anterior, + coronal ] in [+ Pass, + Perf3 
forms; subsequently, the segment would be, fully specified either 
as 9 (F i-continuant, -strident J) or as t ([ -continuant 
]) after 
a voiceless fricative, and as 0 elsewhere. However, the above 
solution would prevent certain morphophonemic generalizations 
2-75 
(see 5.2. below) which are possible only if a fully specified 
segm ent (a) rather than an incompletely specified. one is the 
output of the morpholexical rules. For instance, when 9AS 
suffixed to the stem plek- to knit), stem-final k is 
assimilated to 9 with respect to the feature E +continuant 
21exg-. Subsequently, progressive manner dissimilation (charac- 
teristic of the value [- K) ) changes 9 to t "optionally". IfP 
however, the unspecified with respect to the feature 
[ continuant ] segment was suffixed to pLek- there would be no 
non-ad hoe way of further specifying it as 9 and not as t, since 
both ki; and kt are acceptable clusters (e. g. ek9lipto (= I squeeze), 
ektipono (= I print)). If kt were selected by a variable rule, 
the only further change possible would be the regressive manner 
dissimilation of k to x before t xt; which would leave the 
"overt" cluster x9 unaccounted for, unless it was treated as an 
exception. Such a solution would be contrary to the facts, however, 
as xg is a perfectly acceptable cluster in I%GK: 
II plekgo----v-plexgo'--. o-plex[olo I will be knitted) t 
3.4.3. An alternativo, less redundant (compared to rule (Iii) 
above), way to account for the F4 formatives s and 9 would be to 
allow the grammar to generate in [+ Perf3 forms a segment partly 
specified as E +anterior, +coronal, -voice, +continuant 
], i. e. 
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unspecified only with respect to the feature E strident 
+anter 
(iv) f +Ferf +coron STEM 
-voice 
+cont, 
Subsequently, the output of (iv) above would be fully specified 
either as E +strident ] (s) or E- strident j (ý) in the presence I 
of the values, respectively, (- Pass] and [+ Pasr, 3 
+ant E +str I Passj (a) (v) +coron oil 
-voice 
fE 
-str I/ J+ Pass3 
(b) 
L +cont 
-1 
or, in a more economical foin: 
C 
+ant 
+coron 
--I! - E oL str CL Pass -voice 
+cont 
wherc the variables - CL and (x signify that the features [ str ] 
and {Pass) have opposite values: if one has the value "plus" 
the other has the value "minus". 
- rule 11 below, a combined version of (iv) In this study we will adopt 
and (vi) above, to account for Fý s and. 08 
Rule 11 C 
+anter 
t+perf, -. a Pass 
+coron STEM 
-voice 
+cont 
Lq stridenL 
2.77 
3.5. The fifth set of form,. ttives (F 5) 
3.5.1. The F5 formatives are y, us and ik, all three of them 
appearing in the presence of the value f- K) only. Of them, ik 
is suffixed to 9 by the following rule: ' 
W [+Pass, +Perf +Past, -K3 ik/ +9 
e. g. avap +i+9+1+k+a (cf. [+ Kj equiva-Lent 
iy-, ýLp +i+9+i. + n., where ik does not appear). 9 is preceded in 
the rule above by a morpheme boundary to distinguish it from 
stem-final 9, e. g. 219 +0 (= I persuade). 
Since we know from rule 11 above that 9 is a [+ Pass, + Perf] 
formative we can omit these features from tentative rule (i) 
above 
(ii) (+Past, -K 3 --o- ik /+ 19 
(It will be remembered from the discussion in the introduction 
to this chapter (see 2.2. above) that a m6re economical rule 
such as (ii) above does not indicate that 9 "Conditions" ik in 
any way, more than ik could be said to condition 0 D 
The form-atives y and us appear in -Pass, -Perf, +Past, STv, -IC} foms. 
More specifically, y appears only in the structure of verbS followiligg- 
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the paxadigm of AGAPAO (fSTvl}) whereas us appears in the paradigm 
of both AGAPIO jSTvjj) and DIMIURG6 ([STvý): 
fSTV11 (a) lusl 
(M) [-Pass, -Perf q+Pastj -KI 
/STEM 
us ISTv2,3 (b) 
I 
e. g. [SrOvll : ayap +a +fysi+ a01 ayapiyal u LayapusaJ 
(STv. ] : (e) + dimiury + e' + us +a (e)dimiuryLa 
We could now summarize tentative rules (Ii) and (iii) above as 
rule 12 below: 
Rule 12 ly [S. rv 
Us, / STEM [-Pass, -Perf 1 31 
us (STV21 {+Pasto-K) 
ik +9 
3.5.2. The recognition of the two successive segments F49 and 
F5 ik appearing in the presence of the clusters, respectively, 
[+ Pass, + Perf3 and [+ Pass, + Perf, + Past, -K jis not as 
obvious as the above presentation might appear to suggest. Indeedt 
ourýformulation appears to ran counter to the obvious fact that, 
in terms of the phonological shape of the sifffixes to the right of 
(a$) 
(a") 
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9 as well as of the stress pattern, the f A- Pass p+ Perf i- Past 
j 
paradigm of all re&-ilar verbs, 
ayapig (') 
I ayapig is 
ayapig i 
u ayapigN me 
[u] 
ayapiO 1 te 
ayapig Ane 
141 
is similar to the I- Passt - Perf, - Past3 paradigm of [STvlj verbs 
and almost identical to that of [STv2j verbs (apart from the 
[+Pl, 1, +Kj forms). 
ISTV13, {STV21 
ayapo' (or ayapao) Z[imiuryo 
aya, Pas dimiury IS 
ayapa (or ayapai) Jimiury i 
I CUmiury ume ayapl, -", 
] 
Melý] 0 
ayapL te -lin, iury 1 te 
aimiury 
aya t]n 
[(e) 
U 
[(e)] 
Since the Particular overt Shape of the (- Pass, Perf, Pasty STv,, ) 
paradigm of AGAPIO arA DIMIURG6 above is the result 
'of 
sandhi 
interaction between F3a (f Or AUXIO) or e (for DIMIURG6) arA adjacent 
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F6 vowels (see 3-3. above) it is reasonable to assume that in 
the case of the [+ Pass, + Perf, - Pastj paradigm, too, similar 
interactions are at play, i. e. that next to 0a vowel never 
appearing overtly interacts with adjacent F6 vowel, to produce 
the observable surface realizations. 
ayapig 0 --r- ayapiOo' 
ayapig is-------ayapi0i's 
ayap: ig i o-- ayapigi- 
etc. 
As for the exact phonetic character of the postulated vowel, three 
solutions are proposed in the literature. 
Firstly, Warburtong 1973, p. 211, suggests that it is 11, on the 
grounds that i also appears overtly in f+ Pastj forms: 
Pastl ayapigio-o-ayaplOo 
[+ Past) ayaplgika 
Furthermore, Warburton suggests that i should be regarded as 
independent both from the feature J+ Pass3 and the suffix 9, in 
that it also appears in the [- Pass, + Perfj paradigm of certain 
irregular verbs whose J+ Perfj stam is made up of one or more 
consonants only: 
VRI-SKO I find), vrio m--vro, vrika 
I BEENO I enter), bio ---m-bo, bilm 
VdNO I go out), vylo N vYoj vyilka. 
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Warburton's latterproposal does not conflict with either of the 
two proposals below and it fits quite well with our analysis, in 
that rule 12 above, accounting for t1he appoarance of s and 9, would 
be retained unchanged, i. e. we would not need to postulate s and 
9i and consequently treat them in separate rules (but see 
discussion below). To accommodate Warburton's latter proposal 
we would have to allocate i to an additional, distinct set, say 
(in order not to upset the labelling of sets and structural places 
2 3, L ýaý 22L La 56 
adopted so far), F4a , and k to F5 ayap i9io, ayap i9 il k a. 
Secondly, Tsitsopoulos, 1972PP. 46, proposes "underlying" 
-e, 
which 
becomes i before a consonant, 
I e. g. ayapigeo--aw-ayapigot 
0 
aya, pj-Oeka -. P- ayaplg: ika 
in Just the same way that e in aimiuryeo ýt-Jimiurvo' becomes i V 
before a consonant (in the [+ Perf3 paradigm): 
climiurye'so-o- aimiurylso 
I cTimiuryege'o D-- climiuryige'o --->- aimiuryigo. 
Thirdly, there is historical support for the postulation of a "long" 
(or, perhaps, [ +tense ]) vowel-e, -. (See Adams, 1.972P P-71; 
Tzaitzanos, 1950, p. 106). 
A complication with all three solutions arrises when we consider the 
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J+ KI side of the [+ Pass, + Perf, + Pastj paradigm: 
I iyap +1+0+i+n 
iyap +1+9+i+s 
iyap ++9+i 
iyap ++9 +li +m+e+n 
iyap +I+9+i+t+e 
iyap + it ++ :i+s+a+n 
Whereas in the analysis adopted so far in thi's study i following 
9 is classified as an F6 fo't"': 
226 11 
iyap +i++I+ -n 
If one of the above three solutions were adopted, 2 or e: ) would 
have to be restructured in SP 4-a and SP 6 would be left empty. 
Indeed, the historical view concerning the (+ Pass, + Perf, + Pastu, + KI 
paradigm is that it has no "thematic" (i. e. F 6) vowels (Adans, 1972, 
P-71; Tzartzanos, 1950, p. 106). The alternative solution, i. e. to 
234 4a, 6 11 
postulate i both in SP4a and in SP61 'YaP 19ii n--4>iyaP1*GIn, 
woald be hopelessly ad hoc synchronically and completely unfounded 
historically, i. e. it would be just a way out, rather than an 
explanation. 
To acco, --nmodate any of the three solutions proposed abave, then, 
we would need a rule such as the following (from which mention of 
tho verbs VRiSICO, BAITO and Vd, HO, 'which provide, after all, the 
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evidence for the postulation of a separate segment i, i. e. 9+i, 
is excluded for reasons explained below) 
(vii) [+Pass, +Perf +9 
whereas, part (b) of rule 12 above accounting for the suffixation 
of ik to 9 in the {+ Pastr - Kj paradigm would have to be revised 
now to suffix k to 9+i instead 
(v: i-*Li) i +Past, -K I b, K/+9+i- 
Also, rule 21 (see 3.6.2. below), to the extent that - it a .... nts for "6 
i in the [+ Pass, + Perf ,+ Past, +'K 
I paradigm (also rule 22), would 
have to be dropped from the gmammar (see also Ch. 111,7.5-3. ). 
In greater detail, with respect to the first of the three bolutions 
proposed above, i. e. i suffixed to 9, it should be made clear that 
.II the change CiV P CV, e. g. ayapi()io --- to- ayapigo, is completely 
alien to DTGK where, either no change occurs, e. g. iJAo (= I 
I establish) ic7riis, igrli, etc. t or, often in the presence of the 
0 .1 feature K 1, i is desyllabified, e-9- ayapieme, --tz- ayapie-ine 
(rule 39 below). See also Tsitsopoulos, 1972, who considers the 
above solution independently from Warburton and rejects it for much 
the same reasons as explained here. 
1; 11,,, 
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As for the third solution, i. e. the postulation of a ''long'' 
vowel, 2:., we run into trouble for the simple reason that there 
are no long vowels in MGK (see discussion on "Jong". vowels in 
4 below). It is interesting to note here that even within the 
genezative framework, where underlying segments that never 
appear overtly are rife, "long" vowels are not automatically 
acceptable by everybody. Tsitsopoulos, 1972, for instance, 
who attempts, passi*m, throughout his book to find sufficient 
motivation for the postulation of "long" vowels in WK, reaches 
the conclusion that 
"strictly speaking, the existence of 
length as an'actual, specific phonological 
feature has been, proven nowhere in this 
section ... This is intrinsically impossible 
given the nature of the relationship batween 
underlying and surface ropj-esentations in 
phonology. But what has been shown is that 
MG should be given credit for a somewhat 
more complex vocalic invento than its 
five surface segments.,, (P-517ýa 
That leaves us with the second solution, i. e. the postulation 
of e, the most attractive of the three, given the near identity 
of the f+ Pass, + Perf, - Pastj and (- Pass, - Perf, - Past, STv2J 
paradigms (see exaxiples at the beginnilng of this soction): In 
other words, if the swne vowel, 2, is postulated both for the 
pass Perf Past, STv2 I paxadigm and f or the + Pass + Perf 
- Past j of all regular verbs, the gmmrrar is simplif ied considerably. 
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However, there is no non-ad hoc way to account for the difference 
between the two paradigms with respect to the [+ Plo 1] forms: 
[+Pass, +Perf, -Pastj 
[+K3 
ayapige' 
0 
me 
n 
-0--ayapi. 0 
6 
me 
n 
[-K 010u lu- 
j+Kj 0nn 
I-Pass, -Perf , -Past 9 STV21 dimiuryiGe 0 me 
dimiuryigume 
[-K3 ful 
-A 
As is clear from the examples above, in the case of [+ Passt + Perf, 
- Past, + KI forms e+ o--o-o, whereas in (+ Pass, + Perf, - Pasty 
forms e +(01 --9--u. As for Passt - Perf , Past, STV2 
I forr(Is, 
u 
the outcome is u whether e interacts with following o or u, and 
irrespective of 
t KI distillctions: e +foj u 
It should also be noted that the postulation by Warburton of i 
as a separate segment from 9 (9 +i rather than 2j), though 
convenient as far as the simplicity of our rules goes, is in fact 
based on rather shaky grourA, namely, the identity of behaviour 
between f- Pass, + Perf, - Past] forms of the irregular verbs . 
VRiSKO, BLIO and VGEY; O on the. one hand and the[+ Pass, + POrf t- Pastj 
forms of the regular paradigm, on the other: 
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4(a) vrio e . vro (b) ayapigl! o ;» ayapiGo' 
vriis --b o, vris ayapigiis ayapigis 
t vrii 
1 
vris 
8 
ayapigii 
0 
ayapiOi 
vriume vrume ayapigiume ayapiGume 
vriete -I N. vrite ayapigiete --0- ayapigite 
vriun(e) -, 3». va; in(e) ayapiglun(e) ---o- ayapiGun(e) 
As a matter of fact, the above "identity" is only partial, for, 
often, the [- Pass, + Perf ,- Pastj forms of the irregular -verbs 
in question behave exactly like -Uýeir [- Pass, + Perf t- Past 
I 
equivalents of the regular paradigm. This is achieved by moving 
the stress on to the preceding particle (na to ) or Ga 
-the two adjacent words behave as if they were a going to) e. 
single word with respect to the stress pattern), and by the appearance 
of F6e rather than i in thel + Pl, 23 forms. 
5(a) nA vro (b) ayapiso 
riA Vris I. ayapisis 
nA vri ayapilsi 
nA vrLme ayapisume 
ZIA vre-to ayapisete 
nA vrun ayapisun 
To my mind, then, the analogical pull of the conflicting overt 
[+ Pass, + Perf, Pastl and j [- PasP-v + Perf, - Past) paradigms 
is a satisfactory candidate for accounting for the osCillating 
bahaviour of the j+ Perf j forms of VRf SKO, Bý, RO and VGANO and 
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nothing mom is gained by the postulation of a vowel i which 
somehow keeps popping in and out of the "Underlying" representation, 
thus causing different overt realizations, but never condescends 
to appear overtly. In other words, I think that -the evidence 
the above "irregular" verbs provide supports the formulation 
suggested in this study (0 +-ik rather than any of its rivals. 
It seems, therefore, that each of the three solutions provide 
some explanations for the facts under analysis Mnich are lacking 
in our formulation though all three are inferior to it in other 
respects. This being the case, we will reserve judgement and 
retain the four solutions as roughly equally unsatisfactory 
alternatives, but for the sake of expediency we will base the I 
construction of the relevant rules on our formulation. 
3.5-3- It may be useful at this point to comment on Une descriptive 
problems posed by y and us. 
To begin with, it can be argued that the appearance of y in the 
structure of[STvj verbs seems to be phonetically motivated9, i. e. 
it appears (at a historically later period in "che laDguage) as an 
"Intrusive" syllable. marker : VV---4- VyV, e. g. 
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212ýý2.2 j ý8 
ayap aes --I- ayap aYes 
as an alternatives in the limited caso of (- Passo - perf, + Pastj 
forms, to the historically earlier way of resolving hiatus by 
sandhi interaction Of adjacent vowels : VV 6. Vý e0go 
.21268 -2 
*3 
'yap aes lyap as 
The phonetically motivated appearance of y is also extended 
in MGK to such originally fST 01 verbs as AdO (= I hear), 
19ý, O (= I burn), KLAO (= I weep) and PTL (= I am to blame). These 
verbs have stem-fin-al vowels (and not consonants as most fSTOJ verbs 
have) which originally did not interact with adjacent F6 vowels, e. g. 
aku + o, aku +i+s, aku' + 1, aký +o+m+e+n, etc. 
In FIGK, however, the stem-final vowels of the above verbs are 
normally (but not always) reinterpreted as F3 formatives: 
in f- Pass, - Past, -K3 forms theY interact with adjacent vok-ral. 9 
(if the latter are not word-final) e. g. 
2ýk 
#I 
. 
ýu, akus, akui, etc. 
Other areas of the paxadigms of the above verbs where y is 
epenthesized between stem-final IF, 'Vowel. and adjacent F6 are 
the following: 
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J-Pass, --Perf, +Past, -K] 
I eke +y+a (from [ - Pastj ke + o) 
Lu +y+a (from f - Past3 
I akil + 0). 
'fte +y+a e (from [ - Past3 fte + 0) 
{+Pass, -Perfg-K3 ke# +y+ ome, ke +y+ 01 4- M+u+n+ (a) 
I kle +y+o+m+u+n+ (a) kle +y+0+m+ 6p 
aku +y+o+m+e, aku +y+ o' +m+u+n+ (a) 
(PTýO has no (+ Passi forms) 
However, adopting a clearly phonetic interpretation of 
y-epenthesis: 
ID. y/v- 
would be misleading since y-epenthesis is strictly limited to 
Certain areas of the verb paradigm as we have shown above. Elsewhere, 
cases of hiatus are resolved by sandhi interaction (ayap 
or no interaction at all (aYaPao, akuo 
It is also interesting to note that"zy does not appear in the 
structure of the sizeable group of verbs following the paradigm 
of DDIIURG6, (I STv23 ), the explanation being that, in diachronic 
terms, F32 was restructured into the underlying representation 
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(i. e. ýonly contracted forms had been used) prior to the appearance 
in the languarge of y-epenthesis as an alternative way of 
resolving hiatus. In different terms, cannot function as 
an "intrusive" syll, -, -ble marker 
in the structure of DIMIURGO 
because the environment V- V is never available in overt 
representations (i. e. all "overt" forms are contracted forms). 
Compare 
(-Pass. -Perf, +Past, -Pl, 11: ayapae ayapaye 
akue m- akuye 
edimiLyee N edimýulryj 
But even if we adopted a morýhophonological solution for the 
appearance of y: 
Perf ,- yc, 
-Pass, +Pa, st 
STV 
(VG 
[-Pass, VG, l 
where ( STV13 AGAFm#IO and [ VGjj (i. e. Verb Group 1) AK60, K90, KIA-0, etc. . 
we run into 111, he additional complication of accounting for cases 
where y is not-a historically "later" (- KI element epenthesized 
in the context V-V: indeed, in the case of such verbs as 
TR6(G)O I eat) and Lý(G)O I speak) behaves in exactly 
the reverse way: it is a historically I'earlie3! ' stem-final (+ Kj 
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element usually elided in MGK between two vowels in f- Passt 
- Perf ,- Past 
I verb forms, (also in (- Pass t+ Perf ,- past 
3 
forms in the case of TR6(G)O after the stem fa-): 
[+Ký yy 
f-Pass, -Perf, -Pastj . tro 0; le 0 
[-K3 0 
J-Passg+Porf, -Pasti 
[+K3 
fa 
y0 
j-Ki 
Elsewhere in the structure of the above verbs and also of verbs 
of the forn, PREF + IEGO9 y is categorically present as a stem- 
final consonant: 
[+Pas. -,, -Perf] troy +0+m+e, ley +o+m+e, epiley +o+m+e 
Q+Pass, +Perf 3 derives from underlying fay + on +9+ 0', 
__., 
y where the stem Lay2n- is made up of the root fa - and the lexical 
suffix -on- ) 
It seems, therefore, that in spite of the phonetically motivated 
origin of y, the morphological formulation adopted in this study 
(rule 12 above) best reflects its present status in the "-regular" 
(ST-, rl] paradig-m (AGAPýO). As for its function in the [VGlj verbs, 
it could be accounted for by a "minme' rule-of the form of (x) 
above (from which the symbol JSTvjj would be omit-Led), while in 
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TR6(G)O and Lý(G)O its status would be explained by a rule such 
as the following morphophonological one: 
(X: L) yV-V Pass, -Past, -K p VG 21 
where jVG2j : TR6(G)O, 1ý(G)O. 
(Rule (xi) could easily be conflated with (the revised form of) 
I rule W)- 
3.5-3. The. problem with the third F4 formative, us, -is that it 
never appears in the structure of [ST I verbs, though that is 
stractuxally poss-ible, e. g. 
ayap + us +a+m+e 
STA 
*(e) + pwi + us +a+m+e 
instead of tle correct 
(e) + pav +a+n+e 
zi, nd though its alternative y can be shown to be phonetically motivated 
in hictorical terms (see 3.5.2. above) no such motivation is in 
evidence in the case of us. Furthermore, ifith rospect to stress, 
us , though af+ Past 
3f ormative , is not related to the proparoxytonic 
stress pattern normally associated with (+ Pabb]verb forms 
(see 4.2.4. below): 
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Past + Past 
[-Passp -Perf) ayap +a+0 aya'p +a+y+a but ayap + U's +a 
J-Pass, +Perfj ayap +I+S+0 ayap +i+s+a 
Most theories about the origin of us (see Babiniotis, 1972a, p. Z16 
for a review), are largely speculative and of little consequence 
to a synchronic description. Babiniotis' structural approach, 
however, deserves some consideration. According to B, %biniotis 
the following structural change took place: 
"the uniform representation of Aspect 
E by s] was established, throughout the 
Active Voice (i. e. in the onviromment 
before t+ Active3 ) ... whenever Aspect was 
expressed by an overt allomorph 
Aspect lo s/-i+ Active3vt 
or, in our torms, the use of the (- Pass, + Perf) formative 
S started spreading into the f- Pass, - Perf3 paradigm. 
One of Ithe effects of the above development was that "the 
overt allomorph un of structure IIb" (Or f- Pass, - Perfp + Past, 
S'Nj in our terms) "changed to us ( -0. ; the stress 
pattern of the paradigm seems to have been fixed on the basis of 
the plural)II10 e. g. ayapusame. 
The following points can be made with respect to Ba-biniotis' 
sug, gestion. To begin with, no explanation is offfered why us 
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appear. t. -, in the structure of [ STvJ verbs only, though as we have 
shown above, its appearance in the f ST J paradigm is structurally 
possible; secondly, no justification is provided why the 
assimed "spread" of the [- Pass, + Perf 3 formtive s into I 
the I- Inass, - Perf j paradigm should be combined with un, when 
it could have appeared in its own right, i. e. independently 
from un, e. g. * ayý'ýp +a+s+ a' instead of the correct 
+s+a, or * ayaiý +a+s, +a avap +-a +y+a or ayap +u 
for greater differentiation from the {+ Perfj form ayap +i+s4. a.; 
lastly, no explanation is offered why the stress pattern of the 
paradigm ayapusa a-v 'ses, ate. should have beer, "fixed on the , apu 
basis of the plural" when the proparoxytonic stress pattern normally 
associated with [t-Past3 throughout Vae verb paradigm. would have 
been mach more likely: 
ayapusa 
wiapuse s 
* ayapuse 
ayapusame 
1 ayapusate 
ayapusan(P, ) 
It seems, therefore, that us is opaque enough even without its I 
being related to unmotivated speculations concerrAng the appearance 
of s, a consistently + Perf ] element, into the area of Perf 
In our description the opaqueness of its is fully recognized 
and a tentative f o: rmul,. -Ltion is proposed: us appears between 
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F3a (ýor AGAPb) or e (for DIMIURG6) and F6 vowels in 
pass, - Perf, + Pastt - K] forms: ayapa + us + a. 
our hypothesis is, in factt corroborated by the superficially 
deviant stress patterns (paroxytonic stress in the case of 
monosyllablic terminations in spite of the value [+ Pastj 
being present, e. g. aya I 2usa) as it can be interpreted as one 
more case of the effect of sandhi interactions on the position 
of the stress on "Overt" contracted forms: f+ Past] "urderlying" 
ayap -i- a+ us +a stressed on the antepenult undergoes sandhi 
change a' +u --o- u' (the stress moves on to-the surviving vowel) 
I and becomes ayapusa in the same way that "overt" uncontracted 
avap +a+0 and aYaPal alt6rnate, respectively, with overt (. ontn nted 
ayapo and ayapa. 
Another point to be inade with respect to the opacity of us 
concerns the fact that the stipulated sandhi interaction 
between F3 2ý and F6R in the case of AGAPAO yields u in violation 
of the HoD principle (see 5.3.2. ) (whereas in the case of 
DDIIURG6 the elision of F3e before F6' is in agreement with the 
HOD principle). To begin with, HOD is not violated with respect 
to a+u in the case of us bnly. In the case of the f ollowing 
2o, 6 
verb forms a+u yield "optionally" either a or, less often, 
u 
-Pass, -Perf , -Past, +Pl, 11 ayap +a+u+m+e -P, ayap 
Ime 
[-Pass, -Perf, -Past, +Pl, 33 ayap +a+u+n +(e)---.;, - ayapjýjn (e) a 
Whileg howeverp in the case of the examples just given, the 
violation of HoD is "optional" ard may be explained in terms 
of the paradigmatic pressure by granmatically equivalentj ST 0 
and (STv. 1 forms (e. g. and ldimiuryl'ime, -dimi. ur un e)) _y 
Ll 
in the case of forms where us is present no such explanation is 
available. Moreover, HoD is violated categorically, i. e. a A- u 
always yields u. % 
Finally, notice that us appeaxs%ptionally'as an F formative in J- 9 
the limited case of {+ Passt - Perf, + Past, - Kj forms and as 
Itarbitrarily" or "opaquely" as it does in j- Pass, - Perf, + Past, 
-KI forms: 
I +Pass, -Perf +Past, -K 3 (e) + pav + o' +n+t+ iis +a+n or 
(c) + pav + o' +n+t+a+ 'n + (e) 
3.6. The sixth set of formatives (1`6) 
The rules for this and the remaining sets of formatives are based 
2.97 
on the detailed discussion in Ch. jjj. For a meaningful reading 
it would be necessary for the reader to check each rule against 
Table One as well as against the relevant section of Ch. III as 
indicated below. / 
As with most of the rules presented earlier on in this chapter, 
-rules accounting for sets F6 the morpholexicall, C) to Fl. are 
unordered, i. e. they apply in random sequential ordering. Due 
to the particularly complex exponence relations, however, 
between grammatical values on the one 'hand and F6 to F12 
formatives (Particularly F6 and Flo), on the other, the great advantage of " 
an unordered set of rules has been achieved through the inclusion 
of a certain degree of redundancy (in terms of number cf symbols) 
in the rules as we will see below. 
3.6.1. For rules 13 to 16 below, see Ch-III, 7.4-5. and Table Onet 
section (4- Pass, - Perfj , column SP6* 
Rule 13 v 
E -back 
[+Pass, -Perf 
-high 
STEM 
I 
-low 
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Rule 14 
[+bVack] [ 
Rule 15 
[+bVack] 
p, 
Rule 16 
v 
-low 
-higgh 
-4-high STEM +Pass, -Perf I +Pl p -K 
f +past I -K I-) (a) 
+Pastj 
+Pll 
(b) 
-high STEM -/ 
[+Passo-Perfp I +Y, I 
j-STV 
1) 
P: ý f[2t-KII (C) 
131 
I 
ýf4lo -1ý1, I P-stlj 
-back STEM 
(+Pass, 
-Perf, 
ý+Pljzý [+Kj 
[-Pastj-PljljSTv, -Kýtl (b) 
3.6.2. For rules 17 to 23 below see Ch-III, 7.5-lb/ZC/3a, as well 
as Table One , sections 
(- Pass 3 and (+ Pass, + perfj, column SP6 * 
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Rule 17 
f-Pass3 v ff+Perf 
I 
-Pa Sum 
18 
C +front (21 (a [(-Pl, Y 
C -front [-Pass] ý_p 
(11 '(all) 
1,331 
-high +Per ff P1111 (a [+Pl, 1t +71,3) 
+high [[-Pl -111 (allot) 
Vw L_ 
[+Pl: 31 
lo 
/STEM (-Past 
r _h5 L _gj f-Pass, +Pl, 21 (bl) 
F +high [[21 L [+Pass, +Perf, +Pl, (b") 
{1 
I -KI 
thigh [-Pass, 4-Pl, l, -Kj (b"') 
Rule 19 
C-PaSS3 
Y 
(-VPas+,, 
[+pe, if I 
-back STEM 
us 
[+K, -Pass, +Perýl : 
hig! l 
( 
Q9 + ik) 
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Rule 20 
E-lowl 
[+low] v 
-back 
L-highj 
T-low-I 
E+lowl 
Rule 21 
y {f-PassIj [+Perf] til 
us )-/(+Pas+, 
14 
/STEM( 
s 
\(+K -Pass fffc& 
[-P1 p 33, 
(1-31 3 (+Pjýl 
v 
faPasst ctPerfp+Past, +Kl--*-- 101, STEM (0) 
la-ldir"ll, 
Rule 22, 
hv i9 
]h 
[ +. frontu ]/ STEM +9 -/ (4PaSt , +K 
j 
Rule 2_) 
(a') 
(a") 
(b') 
(b") 
E +back 3 (a) (4 Pl p 313 
Ism"m 
-Pass, -Perf +Past +Yj hv iE 
-back j 
(21 (b) L 
-A 
11-Plt3j)i 
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3.7. The seventh set of formatives (F 7) 
For rule 24 below see Ch-III. 7.4.5. c., also Table One, section 
(+Passt-Perfl, column SP T /i 
Rule 24 
(+Passt-Perf, +Pl, 31 oD n/ STEM + 
L+Vbackj 
3.8. The eighth set of formatives(F 8) 
3.8.1. For rule 25 below, see Ch-III, 7.4-5. d., and Table Onet 
section [+Pass-Perf column SP8. 
Rule 25C 
+ anter 
a msal 
(iass, Rerf, OL lv 02] cc voiced 
-a coron 
cont 
stOd 
/ STEM +V 
3.8.2. For rules 26 and 27 below see Ch. III, 7.5. lc/2b/3b. land 
Table One, sections (- Passl and (+, '. )asz, +Perfj, column SP 80 
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Rule 26 
anter 
nasal ys 
(-Pas u )+ V It s OL Pl, 1.1 voiced /STEM s t+Pe. rfj -ýx cont 9(: ik 
-13coron 
-. (x strid 
Rule 27 
t+Pass, +Perf, +Past, +Pl, 3, +K. 3 0- s/ STEM +9+ 
3.9. The ninth set of formatives (F 9) 
Fo-- rule 28 below see Ch. III, 7.4-5. e and Table One, section 
Pasq, - Perf, + P11, column SP 90 
Rule 28 
[+Pass 
p -Perf , +Plj 
I 
ast 
ee 
G 
ast] 
-9 
V+(n)+C 
/STEMM 
tu 
t-K 9f 
(11 
(+I-Iast, 211-1 
fl, +Kj 
12 t +Kj 
[+Past ,31 --KI I 
f-Past,? 
-, -KI 
(a) 
(a. ) 
(e') 
(elf) 
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3.10 The tenth set of formatives (F 10) 
For rules 29 to 32 below see Ch-III, 7.4-5-f, 7-5.1. d, 7-5-2. a/dp 
and 7.5-3. c; also Thble Oneg column SP 100 
Rule 29 
(+Pass, -Perf) V/ STEM +V+ (n) +0+( 
eg 
ast L 
us 
Rule 30 
+high 
[a frontjjj 
front 
[+loll 
V fron 
- high 
back 
- high 
back 
low 
ST., p M+V+ 
C 
eG 
I 
+ uc 
[(n 
+t 
(ast) 
(n)+c 
C+ast 
J+Past, -Pl 
(i aK) I 
11(2, 
-Klý 
[ ""asti 'L+2 
as t, -K 
tPas-b3 
J-Pastj 
Li 
J+Past, +Kt 
bl 
bl; 
d) 
(+Past, +Pl, -3t-K) 
ýo), 
N 
-/ (+Pass, -Perýj 
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Rule 31 
, f[-Passil 
,m +Pl , -31 ao e+v [+Perfj I 
Rule 32 
J+ Pass, + Perf ,+ Past, + Pl, 3, + KI --o-- a/+i+3 
3.11. The eleventh set of formatives (F 11) 
For rules 33 to 35 see Ch. Iii, 7.4-5.9,7-5-1-c, 7.5.2. a/b/d, and 
7.5-3. a,, as well as Table One, column SP 110 
Rule 33 
[. FPass, -Perf, +Pastg 
(-Pl 1, +Kl jj--%v-n/STEDI. 
+V+(n)+C+ 
as))+ 
v 
high 
us low 
Rule 34 
+m+e -#/11, +K) (a) 
[-Pass], 
, +P1, Z; - n/y [+Perf] 
STEM + us +V (31 (b) 
qik 
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35 
fmPass, a Perf, +Past, +Kt - Plp 11 D-n/STEM+ (9) +V 
I 
3.12. The twp. lfth spt of formatives (F 12) 
For rules 36 and 37 see Ch. jjj, 7.4-5. h, 7.5.1. b/2. d, and Table one, 
column SP 12* 
Rule 26 
[ 
-baýkc] 
v 
-hi 
# SMm +cv1C,, Vn 00 
Rule 37 
- Ea low] v 
-back y+ -front 
-high 
cc high 
E- lowl L: cy. lowj 
L_ -I 
(+pass, -Perf , +Pas'b) 
I (a) 
+n 
(31 (b) 
. )o6 
THE STRESS PATTERN OF THE VERB IN MGK 
4.1.1. The stress pattern in MGK reflects, up to a certain 
point, Ancient Greek accentual regularities. In AG the accent 
11 
fell as far back as the "three mora rile" would permit, viz, 
not further back than the antepenult if the final vowel was 
short (in which case each of the three last vowels was worth 
one mora) irrespective of the length of the vowels in the 
penult and antepenult syllables, and not further back than 
the penult if the final vowel was long, i. e. worth two mora, 
e. g. 
anGro: pos man) but an9r6: puI(= of the ran) 
In the post-classica-1 era, vowel-length 
distinctions were lost and pitch accent was replaced by expiratory 
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stress (Newton, 1972a, P-37). In MGK stress continues to fall, 
largely, but by no means always, wher3 AG accent used to. As 
a result, the stress pattern appears irregular to some extent, 
since stress movement can no longer be associated with an 
independently existirg phonetic featixre such as vowel length 
e. g. 
Nominative 
Genitive 
: angropos 
I an ropu 
In Newton's terms, the ancient predictable accentual 
shift from an0ro: Eos to anOro: pu: is continued by the superficially 
I unpredictable shift from a'ngrop_o_s. l. o anOropu. Newton further 
suggests that by recognizing an underlying length feature in 
the vowels we can retain the "three mora rule" (P-37). 
(i) v w- [+stress] cv o 
I-stres] 
s 
C. C -long 
v 
C. 
[-stress 
Furthermore, 
"To make 
I 
the shift from modern Eangropos] 
to Eangropu] more intelligible, it is useful 
to consider the underlying form of Eangropuj 
to be /alngropU/, so that the stress shift 
becomes predictable". (p. l? -) 
Warburton, 1976, on the other handt objects to N--w-ton'. s phonological 
solution (also endorsed in A-dams, 1972; T-jitsopouloz, 1973 and 
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Malikouti-Drachmanv 1976, the latter favouring a sequence of two 
vowels rather than a "long" vowel in the "Underlying" 
representation) on two grounds: - 
Firstly, because it is a historical cone. She argues that "syrichronic 
rules should capture generalizations that nartive speakers, ignorant 
of their language's history, can make on the basis of synchronic 
data alone" (p. 262) 
Secondly, because Newton's solution "requires the additional rule of 
length elimination", which, furthermore, follows the strens rule in 
an extrinsically ordered sequence, "and this, according to some 
recent theories (e. g. Koutsoudas, et al, *1974) is either totally 
wrong or must be considered more costly than an unordered solution" 
(p. 264). 
Warburton, 1970, offers a morphological solution to the problem, 
represented by tentative rule (Ii) below, (corresponding to rule 
in Warburton, 1976): 
(U) E+Stress] 
c+ 
o 
I'SI, 
(,. o 
v Co -stress 
JA. 
ti. 
CL] Co 41J 
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where C0 means zero or more consonants, and C+S], meaning 
"special", is used as a mnemonic or cover symbol for the 
following list of suffixes whose presence causes the stress 
to fall on the penult: 
Verb suffixes: -o, -is, -i, -un 
Noun suffixes: -u, -on, -us, 
The first rart of rule (ii) above accounts for the stress of such 
verb forms as pavo, pAvis, payi, payun, and such noun forms as 
Sing. Gen: angropu, Pl. Gen: angropon, Pl. Accus. angropus. 
In Warburton, 1976, it is realized that both Newton's phon-ological 
and Warburton's morphological solutions (respectively, tentative 
rules (1) and (ii) above) fail to capture the different ways 
in which the loss of vowel length has affected nouns and verbs 
in terms of their stability and regularity: In the case of 
nouns, the suffixes -u, 70n, and -us, whose presence causes the 
stress to move to the right in relation to its position elsewhere 
in the same noun paradigm, have to be memorized by children 
learning their language as a list, since they do not share a single 
feature, i. e. they are not all Plural, or all Gon1tivetand, thereforeq 
sometimes "mistakes" occur in that ekt-her the shift fails to occur 
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before some of these suffixes, e. g. AnOropu (instead of the 
I "correct" angropu) or the shift occurs before the wrong suffix, 
e. g. an0ropi (instead of the "correct" Angropi. In the case of 
verbs, on the other hand, no reference is necessary to the list 
of affixes which have undergone length elimination, since stress 
is reinterpreted so that now it is accounted for on the basis 
of the morphological notions of STEM and PAST. The new solution 
is captured by the following four rules (corresponding to rules 
At Bt C and D in the original (P-272)). 
(iii) Stress final vowel of stem. 
I 'fo return) e. g. 11y. 0 0e tipono (= I publish), epistre 
I 
(iv) If the two final vowels of a noun axe unstressed, stress 
penult before the suffixes -u, 7on, ani -us. 
e. g. but angr II ,, angropon, anc9ropus. 
(v) Stress antepenult of [+ Past] forms. 
e. g. epava, pwrame, paftilmte, pavomuna. 
I 
(vi) If the last three vowels in a word are unstressed, stress 
the antepenult and erase other stresses. 
e. g. rule (iii) will yield ( pavomastpjon which +Passp-Perfv-Pas-bp+Plt1v_K]* 
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rule (vi) will apply to produce the correct pav6rmste. 
According to Warburton, rule (iii) "can best be seen as a 
lexical redundancy rule" since it "makes reference only to the 
notion of the stem, and stems are listed in the dictionary". 
Thereforel"It must apply before any. of the rules of the 
phonological component". 
Rules (iv), (v) and (Yi) are unordered and can apply cyclicalýy. 
4.1-3. The above six rules, however, cannot account for the 
deSirllabif ication of i in foýms such as ayapiomaste ---o-ayapjo. maste, 
combined with stress movement in forms such as aýLapi2me-it-Lya2' c. jim- 
To account for such forms, Newton, 1972a, suggests -that desyllabification 
is independent of stress, and that, first, stress is assigned: 
ayapieme --s- ayapileme 
I ayapionuna b- ayapiomuna 
then i is desyllaýbified: 
ayapieme -*, - ayaP3,6-me' 
ayapi6,. muna --r- ayapjonuna 
followed by stress shift: 
ayapieme r- ayapieme 
I 
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j 
The reverse order of application: first glide formation, then 
stress, * is proposed by Newton for verbs such as TELI6RO (= If inish) 
IJ6NO (= I melt), NJ690 (= I feel) etc., e. g. 
teliona --b- teliona --o- teljona I 
teliona. me ow telioname telj6name 
However, in Warburton, 1976, it is suggested that Newton's 
solution rwast be rejected on the grounds that (a) it is 
counter-intuitive to postulate the desyllabification of stressed i, 
(b) nouns such as tamias (= cashier) will have to be marked as 
exceptional since they do not undergo glide formation, (c) extrinsically 
ordered rules are "costly", zýLnd (d) it would constituto an ordering 
paradox if the rules applied in different order in the case of 
AGAPIO from that of TELANO, as Newton su. geests. 
On the other hand, Adams, 1972P P-176, has proposed a single rule 
for glide formation and stress shift, repeated below as tentative 
rule (vii): 
v 
_V ck v -o- E -syllable 
j 
[ý+s. 
tress>] 
[<+tess>] 
1212 
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where the angled brackets mean that the feature [+Stress] appears 
in the output only if it also appears in the input. 
12 
I 
Rule (vii) is still inadequate with respect to Warburton's objection 
(b) above, and also fails to account for the proparoxytonic stress 
on tel. Jona from "underlying" tellona. In fact, Adams suggests that 
"the non-syllabic has been restructured into the underlying 
representation and hence is never stressable" (P-176). Newton, 
1972b, p. 89, however, thinks (and Warburton agrees) that underlying 
111would be unique to these forms and would often be in alternation 
with i in other constructions containing the same morpheme", e. g. 
t6liona (= I was finishing), telia (= full stop), and vriajase 
(= night has fallen), vrMi (= evening) etc. on the other hand, 
Malikouti-Drachmn, 1976, p. 109, su,,,, -, go-sts that there is good 
cause for the postulation of an underlying glide in Greek. Q 
Warburton, 1976, proposes rules (viii) and (ix) below (corresponding 
respectively, to rules E and F in the Original, P-272 ) to deal 
with desyllabification arA stress movement (a) in verbs such as 
AGAPIO, (b) in verbs such as TELI61TO and iTI690, (c) in nouns such 
as vrAAi, , and 
(d) in nouns where no -,:, Iide formation takes 
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I 
place, -e. g. taini"as, tamia: 
(viii) Reduce unstressed i in the context of another vowel. 
II e. g. ayapiomaste --a- ayapjomastb 
(jx) ýrher'e the above rules produce stem variation between 
81 CiV or ViC and CiV Or VjC respectively, shift stress from i to 
I 
i -s adjacent vowel. t 
8. I e. g. ayapieme-0-avapleme because of 
aýLapio'maste-ý---ý* ayapiomaste. 
I Also, teliona o teliona, because of 
I tp 1 io name tolj 6name. - Rule (Viii) then changes 
.Iq. I 
ayapleme and teliona to ayapjeme and telj6na, and finally rule (V) 
reapplies on teaj6na to yield the correct t6ljona. it will be 
noticed that the context of rule (ix) "is not restricted to the 
features of the immediate phonological or morphological eirvironment 
of the segment that undergoes change, but makes reference to the 
whole Paradigm" (P - 273) - 
4.2. The solutions suggested by the scholaxs above are not 
general enough since they cannot account for the followingp 
rather nimerous, cases. 
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4.2.1., Warburton's rule (iii) ("stress final vowel of steW') 
can account for all [- pass, - Pastj forms: 
(- Pass, - Past I 
Perf I 
PAVO 
Pavis 
pavl 
pAvume/pa'vome(n) 
pave-Lbe 
pavun(e) 
f Perf I 
pap: 30 
pa, psis 
pApsi 
pap sume/pa[fj some (n) 
pApsete 
p 
I papsun(e) 
andq in combination with rule (vi) ("If the last three vowels 
in a word are unstressed, st! cess the antepenult and erase other 
stresses"), for (+ Pass, Perf, Pastj forms: 
(+ Pass, Perf, Pastj 
pAvome 
pavese 
pavete 
pAvomega 9- pavomega 
Pavesee/ pavosaste-. cpavo'saste 
pAvonte 
but not for the [+ Pass, + Perf, - Past] paradigm (or for anything 
else): 
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+ Pass, + Perf , Past) 
pafto 
paftis 
pafti 
paftýme/paf9o'men 
paftite 
paftu'n(e) 
where the stress always falls on the syllable following the stem. 0 
To a ccount f or the above cases we will need, f irstly, to limit 
the application of rule (Iii) above in the case of [- Pass, - Pastj 
and [+ Pass, - Perf ,- Past 
j forms only13 (1. e. not in the caso of , 
among others, + Pass + Perf Past 3 forms) 
(- Pass) I 
(X) V r. C +stress C ]STWM -Pastý if 
I 
0f I- Perf II 
e. g. pavo, papso, 
Secondly, to introduce a new rule according to which [+Pas, --,, +Pei-. f , 
-Past 3 verb forms are stressed on the syllable following the steri: 
v P. [ +stress I/ STEM + co -/[ +Pass, +perf -Past j 
e. g. paft. 6# paftis, pafti, etc, ayýýpig6j a Mziglls, aýLLELoi, etc. 
and, thirdly, to keep rule (vi) (recast below in terms of our 
conventions as rule (xi)) in order to avoid wrong forms such as 
*p, 
-tvo,, nasi, e-, - 
*-pavo-gasLe. 
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(Xii) #xV, zv%v co v co # --o- #xvz100vc0vc0 
e. 9. pavomaste ibpavomaste, pavosaste pav6saste-, 
Rule (xii) is intrinsically ordered last, since it applies oil 
the appropriate output of other rules. Rules (X) and (xi) are, 
as they stand, unordered with respect to one another since their 
input conditions never overlap. It will be realized that., had we 
ordered exbrinsically rule (xi) "before rule (x)p we would have 
had to mention in the environment of the. latter only the value 
{- PastIt in which case rule (xi) would stress {+ Pass, + Perf, - Pastj 
, 
verb forms before rule (x) was tried for application, i. e. rule (xi) 
would "bleed" rule (x) so that the latter applied in the case 
of all Past j forms not already stressed. by rule (xi) As 
we explained at the beginning of this chapter, however, we prefer 
to be a bit more "extravagant" in the number of symbols employed C> 
in each. rLile and have the great advantage of as many unordered 
rules as possible. 
Note that our rule (xi) would still be needed if a suggestion by, ' 
among others, Warburton, in a later article than the one discussed 
in this section, were accepted (see diccussion in 3.5.2. in this 
chapter for a rejection, on other grounds, of the proposal in question 
-to wit, that (+ Pass, + Perf, - Pastj overt forms paftis 
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2afti, etc., are derived from "underlying" forms, respectively, 
paf9io, paf9iis, pafgli, etc. As is obvious, both overt and 
"underlying" forms are stressed 6n the syllable following the 
stem. 
4.2.2;. Rule (v) above ("Stress antepenult of [+ Pastj forms") f 
fails to account for such (+ Pass, + Perf ,+ Past, - Pl, +KI 
forms as epalfgin, epa'fgis, epAf0i, and for such [+ Pass, - Perf, 
+Past, - P11 1, + K' forms as e-pavomin. Since all these forms I 
have a final segment CIC, (Or CIC, (C)) in their structure and since 
they all have in common the value [+ Past?. 
4 
we can account for them 
on the basis of the followiný rule: 
(xiii) v +stress] Cic' #/ r+ Past 
0L 
which will be extrinsically ordered before rule (v) reproduced 
below, in terms of our convcntions ' as rule 
(xiv): 
(Xiv) VoE +stress I/-C VC1 VC #/[+ Past] 0 11 00 
In other words, given a+ Pastj verb form, rule 
(xiii) is tried 
first for application. If the f orm ends in a segment of the 
general structlare MC 0 and realizes, among others, 
the value [+Past), 
rule (xiii) provides the appropriate s tress. Othendse rule (xiv) 
applies. It is obvious, therefore, th. at the two rules are in 
"bleeding" order since the latter applies in the case of + rast 
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forms not already treated by the former. The "cost" of ordering 
the two rules extrinsically could be avoided, it might be argued, 
if a condition was added to rule (xiv) 
CONDITION CiCý4 
0 
I to block it from applying in the case of forms such as epAfQIn, epajfGis, 
epa'Ni and epavomin, a procedure which, as is obvious, is not exactly 
"economical" -A third solution, which is the orie adopted later on in this 
section, is to accommodate the two rules into a single rule (see 
4.2.9. below) whose various sections are ordered in relation to one 
another by means of the brace notation. 
It should be mentioned that the paroxytonic stress pattern associated 
II. with such verb forms as epAfgln, epafgis, epAf9i or epavomin, "devian-b" 
though it is in MGK since it is an exception to the more general. rule 
(xiv) above ("stress antepenult of [+ Pastiforms"), in fact reflects, 
AG regularitiesýllonel final vowel). Indeed, in Newton's terms, i, 
the final syllabic common to all the above forms, may be said to be 
=th two mora (see 4.1. above). Given the disappearance of length 
distinctions fin MIGK, however, [+ Pastj verb forms with termiml 
segments of the general stnicture CiCý cannot 'cut be treated as 0 
exccptions. In fact, even if an "undeorlyinel 'lenr,,,, th feature were 
allowed in a grammar of kIGK the above forms would still be marked 
tional for not all verb forms ending in CiC 
1 
are stressed on as excep 0 
01 the -nenult: paftis) pafti. 
I 
NO 
4.2.3- Warburton's rule (v) ("stress antepenult of [+ Past3 forms") 
reproduced above as rule (xiv) fails to account for the stress 
of the [+ Pass, - Perft + Past, - Kj paradigm whenever Fl. 
"euphorlic" vowels are not present, or, which amounts to the sama 
result, whenever there are not more than two syllables following 
the stem: 
[11 pavomun(a) 
f-pi) [2) pavosun(a) 
-Perf [+P ss +Past -Kj 
f 31 
. 
pa-votan(e) 
, a , , (11 pavomaste/pa-vo-rastan 
[+Pl) [21 pavosastp. /pavosastan 
IT3ý pavontan(e)/pav; ntusan/pavontan 
In fact, if we set aside for the moment- the [+ P19 31 alternalft 
I pavontan which is stressed by inule (v) (or (xiv)) above , the rest of the 
forms in the paradigm under consideration are always stressed, on 
the syllable following the stem, whether that is the antepenult, 
in which case we could say that rule (xiv) applies, or the penult, 
in which case rule (xiv) certainly d. ocs not apply. It seems, 
therefore, that here stress placement is determined not so much on 
morphophonological grounds (i. e. in terms of the propa. roxytonic 
stress pattern normlly associatcd -, Ath the feature (+ Pa-, -, tj; see 
rule (xiv)), but predominantly on morphological grounds, (i. e. in 
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relation to the stem): "Stress syllable following stem of 
{+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, - KI forms". 
As is obvious from the examples above, the two regularities "conspire" 
to place the stress on the same syllable in the case of [+ Pass, 
- Perf, + Past, - K] verb forms with three syllables following the 
stem, but are in conflict in the case of two syllables following the 
stem. When in conflictthe morphological rule (rule (xv) below) 
dominates the morphophonological rule (xiv), i. e. verb forms with 
two syllables following the stem arc stressed on the penult, apart 
from one of the [+ PlP 31 alternants, payontanj where either rule 
nay apply: pav6rr'uan or pa'vontan, the latter being the more conmon 
of the two (see Ch. V, 9 below). It seems, therefore, that a 
I 
4 endency to-wards morphologization of stress placement is at work 
here. The tendency is triggered off by the instability of the 
final "euphonic" F 12 vowels in. the paradigm under consideration: 
Rule (xiv), the "original" morphophonological rule, stresses the 
verb forms of the paradigm, most of which have three syllables 
following the'stem, either categorically: pavolmaste/pavo,. qastan 
pavosaste/pavo'sastan, pavontusan, or "optionally", pavomunýa), 
pavosun(a , pavotan(e), payontan(e , the final "optional" F12 
vowel being present more of-ben than not (see Ch. V. 8). The fact 
I that, "accidentally", the antepenult carrying -the stress follows 
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the stem in most of the forms of the paxadigm is, historically 
speaking, gradually vested in morphological significance: 
{+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, - KI forms axe stressed. on the syllable 
following the stem. The new, morphological, pattern not only, 
acquires autonomy, but also begins to dominate the oldp morpho- 
phonological pattern. The fact is both revealed and favoured by 
the behaviour of F 12 vowels in the structure of the forms under 
consideration, where they are variously presont or absent, though 
more often present than not as we said above. In other wordso in 
-the (infrequent) absence of Fl. vowels (which leaves {+ Pass, - Perf, 
+ Past, - KI forms with only two syllables following the stem)q rule 
(xiv) could easily apply to ýlace the stress on the antepenultimate. 
In fact, however, this is only occasionally the case and only with 
respect to the [+ Plt 3J form pavontan, whereas the remaining forms 
with two syllables following the stem strongly resist the application 
of rule (xiv) ? pavomun, ? ? pavotan (at least in the data 
on which this study is based), the tendency being for alternants 
with or without F 12 vowels in their structure to be stressed on 
the same syllable in relation to the stem rather than in relation 
to the word boundary at the end of the word. 
To account for the stress pattern of the forms under consideration 
we will need a morphological rule such as rule (xv) below, which 
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is extrinsically ordered before rule (xiv) above. (Later on in 
the discussion the two rules will be incorporated in a single 
rule through the brace notation). 
(XV) V -o- C +stress SrEM -/ (+Pass, -Perf +Past.. -K ,f 
-Pil 
E-31 
Rule (xv) places the stress on the syllable following the stem 
in the case of all (+ Pass, - Perft + Past, - KI verb forms 
apart from the (+ Pl, 3] alternatives, payontusan. -pavontane, 
pavontan. 
Our blocking of rule (xv) from applying in the case of all f+ Pl, 31 
forns is partly a matter of economy and partly a matter of necessity: 
two of them, pavontusan and pavontane could ea. -My be treated by 
rule (xv): pavontusan, , but, since they both have three 
syllables following the stem it makes no difference whether they 
are treated by rule (xv) ("Put the stress on the syllable following 
the stem of f+ Pass, - Perf I+ Part, -Xj for ms") or by rule 
(xiv) 
("Put the stress on the antepenult Of [+ Pastjfornis"). The problem 
is the form 2jvorjjýýii, which is stressed either on the penult (i. e. 
according to rule (xv): or on the antepenult (i. e. 
according to rule (xiv): a The obvious solubion would be, 
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of course, to allow rule (xv) to apply variably in the case of 
Pl, 33 forms: 
(xv, ) : v E +stress j/ STEM - /J+Pass, 7-Perf, +Past, -X, 
If the rule applies in tlýe case Of (+ PlP 31 forms we get: 
pavontu-san, Payontane or pavontan. If it does not, rule (xiv) 
-is activated to produce: pavontusan, pavontane,, or p ontan. 
However, pavontan behaves in the same way as other [+ Past? + Pl, 
3, -K} forms in the verb system, as we shall show presently 
(4.2.4. ) and it would be both -more econom-ical and more informative 
to treat all such -'Corms by the same rule (rule (xvi)). Note, too, 
that at first glance, there seems to be no reason why [+ Passy - Perf, 
+ Pastr - Kp + Pl, 31 fo--Ms such as payontan could not be breated 
either by variable rule (7. vl) above or variable rule (xvi) below 
or both: whichever is tried first for application, the result is 
the same: either the form is stressed on the penult: pav6ntan, or 
L 
or it is not stressed: pavontan. In the latter case, the other rule 
is tried and it either stresse5 the form: pavolntan, or it does not: 
I- 
paxontan. In the'latter case, it is the turn of rule (xiv) which 
now places the stress on the antepenult categorically: paxontan. From 
a probabilistic point of view, however, the above solution would 
be unaccept, %ble because Payontan would have a much greater chance 
to be stressed on the penult than oLher [+ Pastv + Pl, 3, -KJ 
forms, not, as a result of different observed frequencies in the 
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data, but simply because the former but not the latter would be 
exposed to the input probability of either rule (xv') or rule 
(xvi) arxi if it was not stressed on the penult the first time 
it would be exposed to the input probability of the remaining 
of the two rules. 
1 
4.2.4. Warburton's rule (v)("Stress antepenult Of [+ Pastj fOrMs") 
reproduced above as rule (xiv) cannot account for certain 
J+ Past, + Plo 3t - Kj alternants that are in fact stressed 
on the perralt. 
f-Perfj pavan (but.: Pavanc, epavan) 
t l 
[-Pass] 
[+ferfj papsan (but: pa'psane, epapsarl) 
[+Pas 
, 3, -ICI , +P 
] [+P 
f-Perfj 
- 
pavontan (but: payontan, pavontane, 
pavontusan) ass 
[+Perfl paft'llkan (but: paftikan, paftilkane) 
In all the above forms, rule (xiv) is violated under the 
paradigmatic pressure of the remaining J+ pl) forms, e. g. 
pavame 
pavate 
pavan(O) 
(or, in the case of under the paradigmatic pressure 
of all other forms with which it contrasts with respect to 
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Number and Person: see examples at the beginning of, and discussion 
throughout 4.2.3. above). 
The tendency towards morphologization of the stress pattern of 
J+ Past] forms both favours and is favoured by the instability 
of "optional" unstressed augment and "optional,, F vowels. 12 
The augmentl as we showed in 3.1-5. above, appears categorically, 
whenever it is needed to suppcrt the proparoxytonic stress pattern 
norrally associated with the value [+ Past 1 (1. e. in the case of 
disyllabic verb for. ms), otherwise it tends not to appear, e. g. 
but nomize, "C"Limiuryisen. Clearly, then, the tandency 
for the dissociation of the augment from the value [+ Past) 
interacts favourably with the tendency for the dissociation of 
the proparoxytonic stress pattern from the same value. In other 
, words, if the proparoxytonic stress pattern is not obligatory 
in the presence of the value J+ Past], there is no need for an 
augment in the case of disyllabic [+ Pastj forms. Again, as we 
argued in 4.2-3. above with respect to the forms payontan(e), the 
instability of FjZ e causes the dissociation of the proparoxytonic 
accentual pattern from the value J+ Past}, owing, evidently, to the 
"uneconomical" result of having to stress a different syllable or 
of even having a syllable especially added (i. e. the augment) to 
support the stress according to whether the F12 vowel is present 
. 9. or nou, 
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I#i or pýftlkan, I e. g. pavane or epavan, paftikane or pavontan. 
Instead, a different accentual pattern, which is independent of 
the presence or absence of Fl. e, is favoured, e. g. 
pavomastan 
pav6sastan 
pav6ntan(e) 
obviously, the new accentual pattern removes one constraint on 
the behaviour of Fl. a: it is not necessary for F12 a to appear 
in the case of disyllabic [+ Past] forms (any more than it is for 
the augment) since it Is not necessai-j for [+ Past) forms to be 
stressed on the antepenult: epavan, pavane, pavan. 
To account for the [+ Pastp + P1,3, - K] forms under consideration 
we will need a variable rule such as the following. 
(xvi) vo E+stress] /VCxvyjST, 0V n#/ (+Past, -ý, -Pl, 3, -KJ Co 0 
T'he rule reads that (+ Pasto + Plo 3P -- K] verb forms are stressed 
on the penultimate categorically if they have only two syllables, 
e. g. Pivan, Papsan, and variably otherwise, e. g. -Paftikan/pLtikan 
The provision that the forms in question should end in -Vn blocks 
the rule from applying in the case Of [4- Pl, 31 forms endirg in -e: 
*22:, rdne, *2aRsane. The provision that, for the rule to apply on a 
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J+ Past, + P19 3-Kj verb form, the stem should not be followed 
by more than two syllables, effectively blocks incorrect forms 
such as *-p-avontusan. Rule (xvi) is ordered extrinsically before 
rule (xiv) above (but see 4.2.5. below). It provides stress for 
disyllabic forms such as Pavan and pansan which cannot be dealt 
with by rule (xiv). Furthermore, if it applies on such verb forms 
as paftikan or pavontan the result is Pafti'kan and pavontan. If it 
does not, rule (xiv) applies to yield: n6. ftikan, 2Avontan. 
It should be noted that rule (xvi) above is unsatisfactory to the 
extent that it does not explicitly state that the behaviour of 
the verb forms treated by it is conditioned by the paradigmatic 
pressure of other verb forms with which they contrast as regards 
Fumber and Person. In other words, rule (xvi) obscures the fact 
that ri). le (xiv) ("Stress the antepenult Of J+ Past] verb forms") 
is rendered opaque by a new tendency for the fixing of sbress in 
relaticn to tho stem so that paradigmatic similarity is pre-served. 
The reason is -that on the basis of the current genera-Live formalization 
used in this study no reference can be made -to paradigmatic tendencies 
in any explicit way. 
15 -A different way to'deal. with the verb forms 
Lreated by rule (xvi) would be to modify the relevant variable 
morpholexical rule 36 so that Fl. vMTOls appear categorically, e. g. 
I 
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-pavane rather than pavan(e . Then (+ Past3 forms would be stressed 
on the antepenultimate by rule (xiv) without special mention of 
(+ Past, + P19 3, - KIJ foims, e. g. pavomaste, pavosaste, pavontane. 
Subsequently, F 12 vowels would be made "Optional" by a later rule, 
e. g. pav6nt, --ne-4-pavontan(e) and rule (xiv) would be allowed to 
reapply in the case of verb forms with r2ore than Wo. ! syllables, 
but variably this time, e. g. pay6ntan/-Avontan. 
However, the alternative formulation just suggested does not 
recognize explicitly, any more than rule (xv! ) does, the emergence 
of a morphoLogically motivated accentual pattern vis-, ý-vis the 
old phonological one. Moreover, it upsets the neat rule system 
adopted so far in three respects: firstly, it introduces the need 
for a substaritial amount of extrinsic ordering; secondly, it allows 
m orpholexical rules to apply after accentual. rales; and thirdly, it 
allows the categorical appearance of formatives which are subsequently 
made "optional". Therefore, we will retain rule (xvi), both because 
it is considerably simpler than the alternative and because, if it 
does not explicitly account for the cause of the behaviour of the 
[+ Pastp + Pl, 3P - KI forms in question (i. e. "Stress all f+ Past, 
+Plj forms on the same syllable in relation to the stem") at least 
it can detect the symptoms satisfactorily ("Stress f+ Past, + Pl, 
3P -K] forms on the penult categorically if they axe disyllabic arid 
variably if they have three or more syllables.,, )' 
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4.2-5. The solutions propgsed, by Warburton, Newton and Adams 
with respect to desyllabification and stress movement (see 4.1-3. 
above) fail to grasp tho exact nature of the problem posed by 
verbs such as TELANO. Indeed, while F3i is desyllabified 
categorically in the case of such "regular" fSTvj verbs as 
AGAPIQ in the presence of the cluster f4- Pass, - Perfj : 
ayap3. eme am ayapicme 
II ayapiomaste---*-ayapjoiiia. -, te 
in the case of the (ST 0j verb TEL116NO i is desyllabified "optionally,, 
in f- Kj forms but never in [+ Kj forms, e. g. 
91 teliono toljono 
e 
teliosa (e) teliosa 
depencting on speed of delivery or style as the following examples 
from the data; amply demonstrate: 
1 1115116 R. laen e'xo tipota na po, teliosa an-Le 
(:;: I have nothing to say, I have finished, that's all) 
1/25/2 V. L.: e, pes mu, tell'osse. 
come on, tell met finish with it) 
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1/17/7 V. L.: Oriste, i mus: ikil 
(= There'. The music is over 
3/47/3 E. C.: i jortif mu clen te'ljose xtes 
(= my birthday celebrations did not finish yesterday) 
1/68/9 P. D.: eyo -Leljosa. sinexibte peElja' 
(= I have finished. Carry ong folks) 
On the other hand, i appears in stem-medial position in the case 
of TELI6NO, i. e. it does not function grammatically, while in the 
case of AGAPAO, i is an F3 formative whose desyllabification in 
(+ Passy - perf) forms produces the same results with resPOCt 
to stress pattern and overali number of syllables as tile sandhi 
interaction between its I- KI alternant, a and adjacent vowels: 
aI f- KI ayapieme ayapi eme 
(+ K) ayapaome--o-ayal)o'me 
In other words, there seems to be a convergence of means towards 
the same objective in the case of the desyllabification of F3i 
of AGAFIO which is not present in the desyllabification of i in 
the stem ofrELI6NO. We suggest, therefore, that variable glide 
f ormation in the case of TELI6110 is related to the eff ect of such 
considerations as {t KI distinctions on the stemt and not on the 
inflectional structure. As such, it falls outside the area of 
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this ihvestigation. Suff ice it to say, however, that in the case 
of such f-Kj lexemes as LJONO (= I melt) (as opposed to its +K 
equivalent TROME), i is desyllabified categorically, while in 
the case of MI61TO (= I belittle)qa lexeme neutral with respect 
to ft KIdistinctions, i is never desyllabified. 
4.2.6. With respect to glide formation and stress movement 
in the paradigm of AGAPIO, Warburton's rules (viii) and (ix) above 
will not be included in our description, first, because they 
make reference to the whole paradigm in order to apply (see 
discussion in 4.1.3. and not3 15 in 4.2.4. above), and second, 
because,, ithough they are possibly necessary in a statement 
concerning the stress of both nouns and verbs they do not seem 
to be so if only the verb stress is considered. On the other hand, 
Adams!, rule (vii) above accounts for cases of glide-formation of 
the form CiV--r-Cjl only and not of the form e. g. 
ayapionjaste P- ayapjomaste. It will be necessary, therefore, to 
modify rule (vii) to account for both varieties of glide formLtion 
(Xvii) ýI+ '70 [-syllablc] + 
_j 
[a 
stress 
[+ 
stress] 
[a 
stress 
1 
The rule reads that i is desyllabified before another vowel. The 
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Greek variables --a and a indicate opposite . value for 
the feature 
Estress] for the two vowels in the input. The vowel of the output 
carriez; the feature [+stress], whichever of the vowels of the 
input carries the same feature. Angled brackets (see note 
12 in 4.1-3. above) are not necessary in rule (xvii) for the 
particalar point we are discussing since glide formation in the 
regular" {STvj paradigm always results in the form QV, i. e. 'the 
input is always of the form either CIV or Clý. 
4.2.7. Rules (i) to (ix) above cannot account for the stress 
variation of such alternative Overt forms as and 
1.1 111 ayapal and-ayapa, aýLa, 2aya and ayapusa, a'YaPayes and Ma uses 
_IpLs , 
etc., 
neither can they account for such contracted forms as 9LM-iur-Y-(')v 
Jimiu aimiuEyAme, etc. In this study we assume that stress 
rules (xii), (xiii), (xiv) and (xvi) above apply after all 
morpholexical rules have applied and before any morphophonologicall. 
rules. On the contrary, rule (xvii) above is a combination of two 
simultaneous rules, a glide formation rule and a stress movement 
rule. We can therefore extend rule (xvii) above to cover all 
sandhi phenomena involving adjacent vowels either of which is 
stressed 
(Xviu) + E-syllabic] 
v [--CL 
stress (x stress, 
) 
11 
+ stress] 
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The rule accounts for the sandhi interaction between two vowels, 
one of which is stressed, resulting in glide formation: 
aynleme' emce, avaplomaste maste; or the elision 
of the first vowel: climiuryeo climiuryo, aya M-Asame-9- 2ya 
Eas, ayapao b, aya ome or, of the secord ayapais w 21a 'mega 'Oa; 
or for sandhi interactions resulting in the coalescence of two 
vowels into a third vowel which has only some of its features 
specified in the same way as either d the original vowels: 
aimiuryeete, s, aimiu. ryite, c7 miuryeomega --o-- cTimiuryumega. Rule 
(xviii) must be seen as applying simultaneously with all sandhi 
rules (see 5.3. below) applying on adjacent vowels. 
4.2.8. In the case of disyllabic J+ Perf, + Past] verb forms 
(or trisyllabic, if -the augment is present) of such "irregulac" 
verbs as KdNO (= I go)v Ift)O 
ý= I say), E'RXOME (= I come), 
PINO (= I drink), FLNO (= I take), VR'[SY. 0 (---I find), BLO (= I 
enter), and VC-ENO (= I go out) the stress falls on the penultimate. 
f-fPerf, +Past, -Pljlj 
PIGE'110 (e)pJ. ya 
Lý (G) 0 ipa 
ARXOME a IlL ga 
PILTO 'Pia 
PERNO (e)pira 
VRiSKO (O)vrika 
BýNO (e)bika 
VC-h'TNO (O)vylka 
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For such verbs the relevant rules accounting for regular verbs 
will be blocked in the lexicon through a rule exception feature 
and instead a "minor" rule such as -the -, "ollowing will treat them: 
(Xlx) V --m- E+Stress] / 4"- 06 CoVCo +Perf +Past, IRRj] 
where fIRRjj stands for such "irregul., 3x" 
. 
verbs as PIGNO, PINO, 
etc. 
4.2.9. The accentual regularities isolated in the preceding 
discussion can now be given the following, somewhat neater and 
freefro, -a extrinsic ordering, form: 
R-u-12-2_8 
-0 1 /[-Past, 
f-Passl 
0 STEM 
f 
(-Perf I 
- C-ic 
1 #/ (+Pastj 
00 
f-perfL '+Past, -IC, 
f-pill 
v--x- [+stress] STEM + Co [+Pass 
't (-31 '(+Perf 
-P' 
II 
ast 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
#(Vyl.. 
) 
C. -COV n#/ [+Past, +Pl, 3, -Kl (d) 
- COVCOVCO #/ J+Pastj (e) 
Rule 9 
v 
-syllabic 
[(xVstress] 
+ 
[cc VStresq] I+ 
stress] 
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Rule 40 
I 
#x V. Z vc0vc0 
A 
9 
v Co#--o-#X VZV CO v Co v Co# 
Examples. (square brackets indicate the tentative rule in the 
discussion above corresponding to the rules in this section) 
Rule 38: (a) [rule (x)] 
I-Perfi : pa"10, palvis, pAvi, etc. 
[-Pass] 
I [-Pastj 
ý[+Perfj 
: papso, papsis, papsi, etc. 
I+Pass'-rPerfl : pAvome, pavese, pavete, *Pa'vomaste, *Pavosaste 
(see rule 40) 
(b) [rule (xiii)] 
III 
r f+perfj epafG! n, epaf9is, epafg! jI -M Uri ass t+Past, -Plt+ICJ tf-Perfplj: 
P. pavo#min 
(c) Erules (A), (xv)] 
f 
f-Perf +Past, -K) 
I-rzass) 
ff+Perf, 
-Past] 
(d) [rule (xvi)] 
pavomun(a) I pav6sun(a), pav6nt-an(e)etc 
paft6, paftis, pafti, etc. 
(-Perf I: 
{+Past, +Pl, 3, -KI 
(-Pass) tf+perfl: 
{-Perfl: 
(+Passl 
f(+Perf]: 
10 pavan, garizan 
papsan, kagax3fsan 
I 
pavontan 
paftikan 
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(e) [rule (xiv)] 
III ame, [-Passt-Perft+Pasty-K) : epava, epaves, epave, pavc 
pivatet epavanp pavane 
Rule 39 Erule (xviii)] 
t+Pass, -Perf, -Past +Pl, l, STvl, -X j: 
Rule 40 Erule (xii)] 
pavomaste o pavomaste 
I. I ayaplorna-ste---i-ayapjoma-sto 
As the brace notation indicates, the five sections of rule 38 
are ordered Conjunctively. First, section (a) applies, th, 3n 
section (b), etc. The particular order Of application makes no 
difference in the case of the feature j -Past I (sections (a).,, 
and (c)) -nor does the order of application of sections (b), (c) and 
(d) make any difference as regards the feature [+ Pastj since their 
struct-Liral descriptions never overlap- However, each of sections 
(b), (c) and (d) is in bleeding order vis-a-vis seebion (e) i. e. 
section (e) an treated by . Lpliies 
on (+ Past] forms not already 
sections (b), (c) or (d). Take, for instance, [+ Past, + Plt 3j -K I 
forms with three or more syllables such as pavontan, pa. ftikan, 
I 
koL)anisan, Nhich satisfy the input conditions of both sections 
(d) and (e). First, variable section (d) is activated. If it 
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applieý, the result is 2av6ntan, 2aftikan, hopanisan., and section (e) 
does not apply, of course. If (d) does not apply, however, section 
(e) is activated by the forms in question to produce 2avontan, 
palftikan and kopanizan,. Notice that (d) is variable in the case of 
(+ Past, + Ply 3v-K)f orms with three or more syllables, but 
categorical in the case of disyllabic forms: payan but epavaý/epavan. 
Notice too, that for section (d) to apply in the case of a (+ Past, 
+ Plp 3, - KI form with more than two syllables, the penult. must follow 
the stem, Le. pavontan, paftilvan but *Pa-voritusan. The provision that 
section (c) does not apply ir, the case Of (+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, 
+ P19 3, - Kj forms al. lows forms such as pavoirban to be treated either 
by section (d): ; or (e): ]2avontan, and plLonlanev pavontusall 
by section (e): Davontane, 2avontusan. Still, the last two forms 
would have been the output of section. (c) too, had it applied on 
them. 
'It 
is, therefore, because of forms such as pavontan, i. e. 
with two syllables following the stem, that section (c) is blocked 
from applying on any t+ Past, + Pl, 31 forms. The relative o2: der 
of application of rules 39 and 40 is of no importance provided that 
either can reapply, i. e. apply cyclically, given the creation by 
-the other of the right environment. Take, for instance a+ Pass, 
- Perf, - Past, + P11 lp STvjv - KI form such as ayapiomaste. 
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Rule 38a applies first to put the stress on the last syllable of ýhe 
stem: a lomaste. Subsequently, if rule 39 applies before rule 40, 
the result is the correct overt form aya2jolmaste, whereas if rule 40 
.I is activated before rule 39, we get ayapiomaste which activates 
.I rule 39 to yield ayapjomaste. 
Rules 39 and 40 are intrinsically ordered after rule 38 since 
they operate on the latter's appropriate output. After the 
application of rules 39 or ý0, rule 38 is rendered opaque. It 
tolerates opacity and does not reapply (in the same way that when 
F6i is elided after F32, in ay plis &, -ayapAs, the relevant 
morpholexical rule accounting for the appearance of F61 is 
not reactivated). Rule 39 is both an accentual and a sandhi rule; 
thereforep it should be seen as applying after stress rule 38 
simultaneously with all sandhi rules affecting adjacent vowels. 
4.2.10 In a discussion in Warburton, 1976,1). 2-76, on the 
difference between rules A and C (reproduced in 4.1.2. above 
as (iii) and (v)) with respect to opacity, Warburton suggests 
that, after glide formation, A and 0 arc rendered opaque, but 
while A tolerates opacity and does not reapply, e. g. ay 0 
ayapje'me, rule 0 reapplies talliora--., -tclj'ona----, -tel. ionrL. it is 
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furthe-r suggested that this is so because C has an important 
semantic function which A has not: after the application of, 
glide formation rules the difference between f- Pastj and 
I 
Past I in the forms below 
J- Pastj f+ past] 
II teljono *+. eliona 
teljo'nis *teliones 
teljoni teljone 
is only inarked by the contrast between o/a and i/e, 
"However, given the fact that Greek 
vowels in final unstressed position are 
lax and often voiceless and that unstressed 
/e/ is raised to a position close to /i/, 
it becomes apparent that the vocalic 
oppositions alone are not sufficient -to 
mark the tense opposition. The ante- 
penult stress makes this distinction much 
clearer, and this is the reason, I think 
that rule (c) requires to be transparent". 
(p. 276) 
Still, as we have shown in 4.2.5 ., above, glide forn, ation in the 
I 
marginal case of TELIONO functions in a completely different way 
grammatically and stylistically from. the regular paradigm of 
f STvj verbs represented by AGAPIO, and it certainly should be seen 
as taking place "optionally" before the application of the stress 
rules. (After the variable aPPlicatiOn of the glide-formation m-ulo 
teliona or teljona ar. e stressed by rule 40 above: tellow, or jLrjqr1a). 
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Therefore, it would be rash to rely so heavily on a marginal 
case in speculating, as Warburton does, on certain universal 
qualities distinguishing some morphological rules from others 
(ibid.,, p. 277), especially if only a small section of the regular 
verb paradigm has been taken into consideration, which results 
in a set of rules of inadequate generality. Indeed, in the. 
discussion on Warburton's rules above, we showed that rules 
A and C do tolerate opacity in a considerable number of cases, 
e. g. 
t- Past] -. ayapao -o- ayapo 
Past) -. ayapausa -0- ayapu'sa 
Past]: ayapieme -0- ayapje'me 
Pastl: ayapjomun 
I Pastj: irga 
which is why we had to revise rules A and 0 and reject the rest. 
Moreover, rule C tolerates opacity even in some forms where Tense 
distinctions are reflected in the contrast of vowels in unstressed 
f inal position: 
- Past 
pavun 
papsun 
Past 
pavan 
I papsa4 
(but see Ch. V 2.2.1. on the Principle of the maximal differentiation 
of vowels) 
I 
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e. g. 1/7/15 R. pos ton leyan afton pu-... 
(= what did they call the man who ... 
) 
1/53/13 v-,. C. xti'zan ta pulia folie's 
(= birds were building nests) 
2/19/20 Y. L. ke eglezika? (= and they took English? ) 
In our treatment, rules A and C, revised as, respectively, section. -, 
(a) and -(e) of rule 38, are rendered opaque not only by the 
phonetically motivated rule 39 but also by the morphemically 
motivated sections (b), (c) and (d) of rule 38 and by one another. 
Admittedly, our rules 38 to 40 do not look very promising with 
respect to a universal theory of grammar, but they do reflect 
accurately the regularities within the variation obtaining in 
the verb in NGK. 
Below we will examine briefly alternative treatments 
of stress suggested in a ntuiber of studies. 
Hamp, 1961, assigns the stress to the "thematic vowel" (roughly, 
,. pa our F6 vowels) which for him indicates the Tense. e. g. aX-, 
's 
(where in terms of the present study the last a is an F 3' and not 
F6, formative). Whenever, however, the stress does not fall on 
the "thematic vowel", which happens quite often, we have to assume 
that it falls somewhere on the stem (p. 109), e. g. xano (=, I lose) 
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unless otherwise indicated. Thus, the "allomorph" (6)-w a in 
the [- Pass ,- Perf ,+ Pastj paradigm exana, exanes , exane , xAname , 
etc., means that the stress moves to the left of the "thematic 
vowel" a and that the augment e "appears when the number of 
syllables (namely, two) allows the stress to move to the left 
beyond the base" (p. 109). We are not told how it is that the 
stress moves two syllables to the left of the "thematic vowel" 
in exana, exanes, and exane (the thematic vowel" a does not even 
appear in the last two forms! (seb Ch. II, Z above)) but only one 
syllable in xaname. Neither are we told why the thematic vowel, 
a "marker" of Tense (according to Hamp) was chosen as the carrier 
of stress since any segment ýýould have done just as well or as 
b adly if subjected to the same determined treatment. Hamp's 
analysis in fact contributes little to knowledge of the verb 
stress in MGK. 
4.2.12. The morphological treatment of stress in KOutsoudas, 1962, 
is to be evaluated more highly than Hamp's only in that it is 
consistent and leaves nothing to the imagination. ýowever, the 
basic assumption is the same : the stress is assigned to what for 
Koutsoudas is the "Voice-and-Aspect" morpheme. If the stress falls 
elsewhere, the fact is indicated by devices such as the following: 
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"tertiary stem". For, as we have shown in our discussion on 
Matthewa' analysis in Ch. IItZ abovel it is quite normal for 
a tertiary stem to be the same as a primary or a secondary one 
(since it can be generated by the vacuous application of two 
or thre3 rules on one another's output) nor are all tertiary 
stems "alike" in that they do not contain the same or comparable 
elements (in terms of exponence of grammatical values). Thus, the 
underlined segments in the forms below are all "tertiary" according 
to Blatthews, though in our analysis most of them are shown to 
contain fairly dissimilar elements (in terns of exponence) as is 
indicated by the superscripts. The first three forms are stressed 
according to Matthews' first morphological operation, the next 
two according to his second and the last two according to the 
phonological rule. 
26 
o-n 0 
FIRST 6 8 10 
MORPHOLOGICAL r pon je m 
OPERATION 
-iý_ 
34 
" 
6 
- ýT pon e s 
234 6 
SECOND 
MORPHOLOGICAL pon es 0, 21 ýý OPERATION ý - pon ls a 
23 L+ 
_ý6 PHOITIOLOGICAL Pon ik 
RUIE 2 6- 
pon axa 
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t 
II Notice. that Doneso and ponego on the one hand and and 
on the other, contain grammatically "similar" segments but are 
stressed by different operations. 
It is clear that Matthews' analysis does little or nothing to. 
clarify matters. 
4. z. 14. Babir-lotis, 1972a, (see also Ch. II, 2 above) correctly 
treats the distribution of the verb stress on the unifying basis 
of the syllable rather than of morphological segments. A general 
rule assigns the stress to the antepenult in the case oil most 
verb forms. A second rule Jn two parts accommodates exceptions 
to the first rule, i. e. formý not stressed oil the antepenult: 
such forms are stressed either on the penult or on the ultimate 
on the basis of (1) the number of syllables of the terniration, and 
(ii) the structural paradigm to which each form belongs. Thus, 
members of the ib structural paradigm (or (+ pass, - Perfo - Pastj 
in our terms) are stressed on the penultimate in the case of a 
268 10 268 10 &- -6. disyllabic termination e. g. ayap J 2.5 e,, ý0T 'F 
(the underlining of forms is in accordance w-i'th Babiniotis' 
distinction between STFII and TEMUNATION, but the suPerscripts 
refer to our analysis); otherwise, they folloo the general rule 
2.2ýý9 10 
and are stressed on the antepenult, e. g. ayap Jom ast e. 
Howeavert Ba-biniotis' dnalysis offers no explamation why members of 
the ia structural paradigm, e. g. yrafome, corresponding, in our terms, 
Yq 
to the same cluster of grammatical values as ib, follows the 
I general rule without exception: yra rAfese, yrafete, Lýome, Y 
yraf6maste, etc. In our treatment, the paroxytonic stress on 
ayapJeme is the result of a process of glide for=tion and stress 
a movement on "underlying" ayapieme (Whose stress is consistent 
with Babiniotis' general rule). Of course, Babiniotis is fully 
aware of the phonological and historical forces operating within 
the verb system, as his discussion on alternative treatments of 
the verb stress shows (p. 166). He nevertheless chooses to confine 
his own analysis within strictly synchroni5c and (partly) I'morphemic" 
limits. Also, though his "structural paradigms" have beer. set up, 
implictly rather than explicitly, on the basis of grammatical and 
I 
stylistic con-siderations, he makes no attempt to overtly relate 
such considerations to stress. The decision is, of course, 
legitimate. On the other hand, no merit cain be given to it if 
the price is a "rule" where exceptions to another rule are simply 
listed in a completely opaque way. Moreover, Babiniotis' word 
of caution that his formulation is of a general character and does 
not exclude other kinds of formulations, possibly more economical 
(p. 163), does not justify the opacity of the rules with respect to 
I 
a number of regularities that may be discerned and stated. 
4.2.15. conclusion 
Three rules (38 to 40) account for stress Placement in the verb in 
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FIGK. Of them, 38 is partly morphological (sections (a) to (d) j 
and partly morphophonological (section (e)), while 39 and 
40- 
are phonetically motivated. Rule 39, a stress movement rule, 
operates on the output of the previous rule whenever, of two 
adjacent vowels participating in sandhi interaction, one is 
stressed. As such, rule 39 is to be seen as applying simultaneously 
with the relevant'sandhi rules (see 5.3. below) whenever a stressed 
vowel is involved. Finally, rule 40 ensures that the stress 
never falls beyond the third syllable from the end of a verb form. 
THF, tIOTTHOPHONOLOGICAL (OR SANIHI) RULES 
lb 
In this section of Ch. IV will be described a number of sandhi 
junAure) phenomena, often morphologically conditioned 
(hence tha term 'Ir. riorphophonological rules") occurring, mainly 
between 
(a) stem-final consonants and adjacent F4 consonants 
(s, a), 
e. g. pa [fJ so; p 
(b) nasals and adjacent voiceless plosives, 
e. g. pwiontc-; ý-*pAvo(n)de; 
f (c) F3 and F6 70"018' e. g. ayap-%1s---Ip- and 
(d) augment s ard stem- (or root-) initial vowel, 
.I eogs Raapaon-t-iYapon. 
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Some of the phenomena described axe characteristic of certain 
groups of verbs only or of certain morphological environments 
only, while others also occur in sections of the grammar outside 
the verb. 
It will be remembered from the discussion in 3-3. Z. above that 
only variable sandhi rules, e. g. ayapAo-->- ayapao/ayap6, have 
synchronic validity, i. e. they are "living" rules and as such part 
of the linguistic competence of native speakers. Categorical sandhi 
rules, e. g. aimiurye etc ---o- JAmiuryite,, are of diachronic value, i. e. 
they axe "dead" rules, and their function in our description is to 
achieve rzx1mum generality by showing the difference in phonological 
s hape between certain forms today to be the result of the application 
in the past of certain sandhi. rules on some, but not all, of a 
number of structurally very similar folTils. Thus, aimilLrye'o goes 
to aimiury6 categorically, ayapao goes to "Optionally" (i. e. 
through a variable rule) and idrlo, is not affected by any sandhi 
interactions. 
5.2. Sandhi phenomena involving adjacent consonants 
Consider the following examples of [+ Perf3 "underlying" 
verb forms, i. e. verb forms after all the , -,. -iorpholexical 
(also 
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accentual, which is irrelevant here) rules have applied, where 
stem-final E+ anterior, + coronal ] segments axe followed by 
formatives s or 9. 
I prosyion +s+o prosyioso 
prosyion +9+ o' prosylogo 
kall'pt +s+o kalispso 
kalipt +9+ o' Icalipgo 
paraao'ZI +s+o paraao'so 
paracioa +9+ o' paraaogo' 
ayoraz +s+0 aýso 
(PROSGI6NO =I land) 
(KALiPTO =I cover) 
(PARADf DO = I'hand in) 
(AGORIZO =I buy) 
but: 
ayoraz +Q+ ol L, - ayorasgo' 
An 
, art from 
the last example, where z is assiirLilated to f ollowing Q 
for the feature E -voiced ] rather than elided, in the remaining 
examples E +anterior, +coronal j segments are elided'before s 
or 9, i. e. before other E +anterior, +coronal I segments. 
c 
(i) +anterior + +anterior SIP 2 
+coronal icoror-al 
I 2 
In order to block the rule from applying in the case of s9 we will 
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specify that the rule does not apply on sequences of consonants 
of the form E+strident I+E -strident ] (see rale (ii) below). 
Moreover, to block the rule from applying in the case of clusters 
involving a nasal followed by a plosive (see 5.2.4. below for 
the relevant rule) e. g. pAyonte--o-pwý-o(n)de, when both segmen ts 
have in common the features E +anterior, +coronal we will 
limit the application of the rule fothe case of a +continuant 
second segment: 
(u) 
c 
+anterior 
+coronal 
-<+stridený 
1 
C 
+anterior 
+coror-al 
+continuant 
-<stridený 
2 
;m 
Angled brackets (see note 12 in this chapter) preceded by tildos 
16 
require that the rule does not apply in the case of a cluster 
made up of aE +strident j followed by aE -strident ] consonant 
(all other combinations of tho values "Plus" and I'mi-nus" farti-ie 
feature E strident ] in the adjacent consonants allow the application 
of the rule). 
lJotice that the sequences (a 
9 
+ in the exait-Lples at the beginning 
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of this section (i. e. consonant clusters where both members are 
F +cont, +coron, +anter J, but whereas the first is [ +voiced, 
-strident ], the seecond is [ -voiced, +strident]) could be treated 
by a regressive voice assimilation rule (see rule (ii! ) below) 
yielding [9) + [g) , after which rule(ii) above would apply. Ss 
In a wider study of the sandhi processes in 11ra it might prove 
n, ore appropriate to treat cases such as the following, 0+0 --c; - 0 
and n+Ss, as cases of degemi nation17 rather than as cases 
of deletion of a segment in the context before another. 
Note, too, that a nasal is not always deleted before s or 9: 
for instance, in tho case of 'such vw: ýbs as MIOLIINO (= I defile), 
I APEF9ILIOME (= I address), ESGINODS (= I feel), etc., stem-firal 
14 
n is never deleted before F49: molin0o', ape, fg_n o, esPango. In 
fact, the cluster ng occurs quite comn, only throughout the lanpage, 'ý 
(i. e. apart from the juncture of verb stems and F4 formative ý)t 
e. g. enpi'miq (= souvenir), aligropos (= man), 
Angos (= flower). 
Also, in some verbs s is deleted after stem-final n (rather than 
the other way around as rule (ii) above indicates), e. g. krinso *--. 
krino (= I will judge). Still, in the case of verbs such as KRiNO 
it will be more appropriate to statc- in the lexicon via a rule 
exception feature that F4 fo'-at've s does not appear in their 
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structure rather than delete s after n. It should be noted 
that the cluster ns appears at morphological juncture in a 
considerable number of words, e. g. ensimo (= stamp), 
ensoTrAtosis (= incorporation) etc. Note also that F4 s is deleted 
after stem-f-iiial r (or, to follow the same argument as in the 
case of KRfNO above, is prevented by a rule exception feature in 
the lexicon from appearing after stem-final 1) in certain sections 
of the paradigm of such verbs as FýRO (= I bring), 0.9. t- Pass, 
t Perf, - Past] : fe'ro; nevertheless, Ls appears in the imperative 
I fersu (= behave yourself) and in the noun fe'rsimo (= behaviour). 
Finallyt r is not deleted before 9, e. g. fergo. All such cases 
will be treated as exceptiond to rule (ii) above, i. e. in the 
lexical entries for such lexemes as 
ARO or KRIKO, rule (ii) 
will be blocked from. applying via. an exception feature and ad hoe 
rules will be introduced. 
5-2.2. All other steri-final [ +voiced ] consonants (other than 
nasalss which are alwaYs E +voiced are ass-I. Milated to following 
s or 9 with respect to the feature [ -voiced ]: 
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(iii) E+voiced ]--g: - E -voiced 
[-voiced 
10 e. g. anlyso---O-anlfxsO anikso) (ANfGO I open)) 
aniygo'--o- anix9o' 
pavsO t. pAfsO AVO (P' stop)) 
pavl@o' pafGO' 
gaint E -continuant ] segments (other thanE +anterior, +coronal "Aly, 
see rule (ii) above for such segm ents) become [ +continuant j before 
9, i. e. they oxe assimilated with respect to the feature [ +continuant 
to a following [ +continuant, -strident j consonants 
18 
(iv) 0 
-continuant +continuant +continuant 
ante -strident 
+COM 
Ow 
JL_ 
e. g. paralip96--s-paralifG6 (PARALfPO (= I omit)) 
plekQ6 t-plex96 (P2KO (= I knit)) 
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Note that either of rules (iii) and (iv) above can apply before 
the other as far as voiced plosives are concerned. For instance, 
if (M) applies first on [61 + (sj, the output is, [kj + fsj, e. g. b9P9 
II 
sf 19so --lo- sf ikso (SFIGO squeeze)) 
sfiggo-o-sM96 
apopembso v- apopem. pso (APOPAMBO I send away) 
apopembG6 v- apopempgo' 
Then rule (iv) applies on jkl +9 -to yield 1XI + 9, e. g. pf 
sfikGo o, -sfix9o', ppopempgo o apop mf9o. 
If, on the other hand, (iv) applies first we have 
y J, Y] + Gp 0.9. sfigGO'---O-sfi", YGo', apopemb9o' --f-apopemv96'. [bgl +v 
Then rule (iii) applies on fyj + jsj to yield 1XI + [51 1 cog* v9f9 
sfiy@6---v-sfix9O', a-popemvGo--r-gjopemfGo., sf1yso-C'-sfjxso, 
apopemvso so apoEeipfso. 
5.2.3 . Voiceless fricatives change bef ore s az f ollows: 
-anterior, -coronal ], i. e. x9is categorically dissimilated to s 
in respect of the feature C +continuant 
x wk s e. g. sfixso --- o-sfiksO, 
while E +anterior, -coronal 3, i. e. f, change s to 2 "optionally": 
fse. g. PAfso--O-paf so. PI 
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The above change is characteristic of the feature K) but is 
not favoured by the feature j+Kj (see Ch -V ill) - 
C 
-voiced P- E -continuant -voiced 
+continuant -coronalT +continuant 
[+anterior 
+coronal 
+anterior 
+strident 
The rule reads that a voiceless fricative changes to plosive before 
s categorically, unless it has the features E -coronal, +anterior 
(i. e. unless it is f), in'which case the change is "optional". 
Note that in the case of clusters Os and ss the structural 
descriptions ofboth rules (v) and (ii) above are met. 
The order of application between the two rules is immaterial, 
for if (U) applies firstY (v) cannot apply afterwards, e. g. 
01+s 
--o- b, while if (v) applies first , e. g. 
91 
+s ts , rule Ss 
19 (ii) can still. apply: ts --0, - s 
On the other hand, 9, a E -strident ] segment,, becomes E- continuant "i 
"optionally" in the context after a voiceless fricative: 
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C 
-voiced 
+continuant 
-strident 
--am- CE-cont: ,1 nua nt DI 
C 
-voiced 
-continuan]t 
Rules (v) and (vi) both operate on voiceless fricatives to change 
them into plosives in the environment of another voiceless fricative. 
They can therefore be collapsed in the following form: 
(vii) 
N 
-voice -ow [-continuant] 
+continuant 
I L] 
C 
-voiced 
+continuant 
-coronal +coronal 
4-a or nterl +anterior 
+strident 
C 
-vV oiced 
i-continuant D stridentj -1 
C, 
The rule reads that a voiceless fricative changes to plosivo 
categorically if it precedes a, unless it also has the 
featuras E -coronall +anter'or 1, in which case the change is 
(a) 
"optional" I -P- pa' 
ff )Sol e. g. sfixso-tý--sfilkso, pafso p 
b) "optionally" if it also has the feature [ -strident j and follows 
another voiceless fricative, e. g. pafGo' o paf J'tj 0. 
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5.2.4. ' Finally, we want to account for the interaction involving 
F7n and adjacent F8 I: nt P- (n)d : progressive voice assimilation 
changes the voiceless plosive to voiced; subsequently, and depending 
I 
on such factors as lexical class involved, social characteristics 
20 
of the speakerl speed of delivery, style, etc. , the two 
consonants coalesce "optionally,,: nd -&. (n)d.. 
I 
(Viii) 
CC 
-voiced +voiced 
[+nasal] 
-continuant 
e. g. pwronte---w-pavonde 
(ix) 
[cC 
4 nasal] -continuant 
+voiced 
II e. g. ]2avonde--, v, -pavo(n)_de 
Rules (viii) and (Ix) apply Jn that order. See Ch-Voll. below fOr 
variable constraints on rule (ix). 
Tentative rules (i) to (ix) above will now be oýganized 
in the following way: 
Rule 41 
+anterior 
+coronal 
C+stridenD 
--I 
1 
Rule 4? - 
C 
+vo--ced] 0, E 
Rule 43 
C 
-continuant 
[++anteriorl 
coronal 1 
Ruie- 44 
C 
-voiced 
. +continuant I- 
C 
+anterior 2 
+coronal 
+continuant 
C-strid 
,2 
C 
-voiced 
[-voiced] 
--lo- E +coatinuzant ]/ 
-continuant] / 
coronal 
or anterl L) 
voiced 
+c nt ontinua 
c 
+continuant 
-strident 
-Voiced 
+continuant 
+coronal 
+anterior 
+strident 
F-stride 
nt L) 
I 
LL 
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(a) 
(b) 
36o 
Rule 45 
C 
-voiced 
-continuant 
Rule 46 
--a- 
E+voiced ]/ 
c 
P- qý>/ 
[nasal] 
Ec 
+nasal] 
C 
-continuant 
+voiced 
The rules constitute an unordered set but are intrinsically 
ordered after morpholexical rule 11 accounting for F4 s and 0 
(see 3.4-3. above) and extrinsically after all norpholexical 
and accentual rules. Furthermore, rule 45 is intrinsically 
ordered before rule 46. 
Alternatively, rules 41 and 43 could take the following 
form (see notes 16 and 18 above): 
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Rule 41, 
a 
+anterior 
+coronal 
E+strideng 
fll 
t 
[-stridenfl 
1 
Rule 43 1- 
+ +anterior 
+coronal IN 2 
+continuant 
[+strident 
C-'stridentij 
2 
CC [-contin-Liantj 
o- E +continuant +continuant 
-strident_ 
.) order 
before rule 43' Rule 41' is in extrinsic ("bleeding" 
in that the application of the former prevents the latter 
from applying on clusters whose first consonant is E +anterior, 
+coronal I. 
5.3. Sandhi phenomena involvingadjacent vowels 
A imm. ber of regularities (i. e. synchronic phonological 
processes, analogical formations, rules of AG transferred to MGK 
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through (and as reflected in) the written language, etc. ), sometimes 
converging, often diverging and occasionally alternating, decide 
the product in cvert representations of the sandhi interaction 
between F vowels and adjacent ay 3 F6 vowels, e*gQ apa =ao 
-00. .I and between augments and stem-initial vowels, e. g. 1. ýLapon. 
5.3.2. To begin with,. a principle of contraction, the Hierarchy of 
Dominance (HOD) principle, decides in a number of cases, but 
by no means always, which of two adjacent vowels in the "underlying" 
I representation is elided. According to the HoD principle, introduced 
by Chatzidakis in 1888, (see ChadzidaJds, 1905, P. 211; also III-rambel, 
1959, P. 43; Triar-dafyllidis, 3-964PP-2-7 and p. 29; 1976, P-36; 
Xoutsoudas, 1962, p. 16; Householdert et al, 1964, p. 12; Newton, 1972b, 
p. 42; and Matthews, 1974, p. 112) vowels in MIGX may be arranged in 
a hierarchy of dominance, so that of two adjacent vowels -the 
surviving one is t1hat which occurs before the other in the sequence 
a> o> u> e> i. Or, to put it more generally, of two adjacent 
vowels, 
-irrespective 
of the order of occurrence, back vowels are. 
"stronger" than front ones and low vowels dominate higher ones. 
21 
However, the relative dominance bet, w, een the front vowels e arA i 
is not quite certain, i. e. their relative height does not decide 
which of the two is elided, in that either of them may dominate the 
other: according to Koutsoudas, 1962, e+i -ý L and i (unstressed) +e 
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--P--e (we are not told what happens if a stressed i is followed 
by e). It seems, therefore, that HoD is based primarily on the 
specification a vowel haý for the feature C front and only 
secorxiarily on the specification for E high ] and low ]. Indeed, 
the principle does not apply in the case of adjacent ýE +front ] vo-. v-els, 
in that it is the first of the two that is elided, irrespective of 
relative height or position of stress. A more accurate formulation 
of HoD would, therefore, be as follows: 
AE -front j vowel dominates aE +front I one irrespective of 
their relative height or order of occurrence, while, of two 
E +front j adjacent vowels the first is elide d irrespective of 
relative height: to put it mon-, economically, aE +front I vowel 
is elided after aE -front ] one or before another vowel, 
irrespective Of its specific phonetic value 
Rule 47 v 
v -front . -A /--P. 
[+f 
r 
III 
e. g. (a) 9a ime-Gp- 9a' me (= I will be), to efera--c,, - to fera 
I. f brought it), a-vapalote --t; - ayapa-te, aya -31, - a pas. . 
pals 
rpe o'lus-o-m o'lus (= with overybody), me lde-o-m ide 
lie sair me) 
On the other hand, of two adjacent C -front ] vowelst irrespective 
of their relative order of occurrence, the relatively lower 
dominates the other. Making use of the numbered brace notation 
(see note 16) we obtain the following rule: 
Rule 48 
v 
-front 
[: -a high]l 
E-13 low ]j 
11 
v 
-front 
[cc high] 
E0 low 11 
11-, 
v 
-front 
[-high] 
[+10VT 
1 
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I e. g. to . 3k,, Is --o-takAs 
(= you hear it) , inu are'si rý-m are'si 
(= I like it) 
1 .1. I ioaniq--ct-janis (= John), ayapaumc---t>ayapamc (" we love) 
By no means all cases of adjacent vowels are resolved on the 
basis of HOD. 'Sandhi phenomena that cannot be accounted for by 
the ROD principle are of two sorts: (i) analogical forrations, etc. 
II "irregular" keume ---i> keme (= we burn) (e +u ---s- e instead 0-9 u) 
under -the paradign, atic pull of , "regular ayaj2aun, e --a- 2,1d2j,: me. 
(ii) vestiges of contractions historically prior to the introduction 
of HoD into Greek, e. g. 
e+0 tv u dimiuryeomen--iD- c7lTaiuryumen 
e+e cliriduryo! ete c7imiurylto 
I a+oo wjapaomen--;., -ayapomen 
As a 3ýesult, to account for the overt forms dimiuryumen, 
dimiRMIle and it is necessary to recognize contractions 
in breach of HoD. 
22 
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5.3-3. In the case of [STvl] verbs F3a often interacts with 
adjacent F6 vo"'s i, e, 2 and u according to HoD, i. e. 
a+ V--i>. 
e g. lis Dim ayapas, ayapAete-c-ayaEate, a-yapaome-o-aya. pamov 
23 
ayapAune w ane. 
However, HoD does not apply in the following cases (the rules 
for which will bL, ordered extrinsically before HoD rules 47 and 48. ).: 
(a) Word final F ng Fa is elided "optionally" in 61 followi 3 
the presence of the value [- Kj and categorically otherwise: 
Rule ý2 -- 
t- Xj 
# STV, 
K) 
CONDITION: Apply -the rule instead oil 11oD. 
I -1ý1 
yapAi/ayap3, 
e. g. f- Pass, - Perf, - Past, - Plo 3, STvlj 
f+Kj 
ayapai-o- 
[yapa' 
Rule 49 applies inr. -, tead of HoD rules, i. e. verb forms meeting the 
input conditions of the variable section of rule 49 and left 
I. unprocessed, e. g. ayapal, do not undergo HoD. 
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(b) F3 a appearing before word final F6 -0 
is elided "optionally" 
I in the prosence of the feature {- K)and categorically otherwise, 
whereas, when F62 : 18 followed by a phonological segment (i. e. 
is not word-final) in the presence of the feature f+ Kjt F3a 
is elided categorically: 
Rule ýO (-KI (a') 
a& 
il 
/0 [STv 
, 
[f 
+K 1] 
1 
(a ") 
LO I LE+ se gml Lt+K I (b) 
CORDITION: Apply the rule instead of HOD 
e 
f-Pass, -Perf, -Past, -Pl, lSTvl] 
'-Xl 
[+Xj 
[-P,,. ss, -Perf, -Past, +Pl, l, STV 1 +lc 
I: 
J-Pass, -Perf, +Past, -P1, l, STv 1 -4-X 
1: 
ayapigl 
ayapao- 
layapo 
ayapo 
ayapao-, aen .. a- ayapomen 
t iyapacn --. *. iyApon 
[+Pai3s 
p -Perf 9 -Past j+Pl ,1, STV, +K I: 
II ayapaomeGa --o-ayapomega 
As in the case of rule 49 abovel rule 50 applies instead of HoDt 
,, o, which m so 
that, -In the case of verb forms such as ayap' eet the 
structural description of the variable section of rule 50 (section 
ý')) but are not in fact treated by it, HoD is blockod from applying. 
Section (b) of rule 50 applies only in the presence of the valuctf+ KI. 
This is so because {- X) forms such as {-]ýasst-I)erfp-Past? +PltloSTV, t-KI 
ayapaome are in fact treated by HOD and not 
by rule 50b : ayapaome---, -*2La2ome. 
(c) F3 2ý preceding F6 R is elided "optionally" or categorically 
in the presence of the-values, respectively, I- K) or J+ KI : 
Rule 
au STv, 
[+Kl 
CONDITION: Apply the rule before HoD 
e. g. [--Pass, -Perf, -Past, + Pljý{ly -K) 
: ayapaume --P-(ayapýmc) 
(-KI : ayapaun(e) ---o- (ayapun(e)) [3) fj+K 
I: ayapaun --a- ayaptin 
Rule 51 applies before HoD but in this case HoD is allowed to apply 
on verb forms such as or ayapaun(e) above if they axe left 
untreated by the variable section of rule 51, e. g. ayapaun. e--o- 
ayapame, ý%japaun(e --*- a pan(e) . 
It seems that the analogical pull of the overt paradigm of such 
verbs as DIMIURG, 16 or PAVO causes P6 R to domimte precedinglF 3 2ý 
in the case of AGWIO: 
24 
1 
[11 climiury-wne , p. -vume , ayapume/ayapame. [-Pass, -Perf j -Past j-1-Pl, -IýJ'13) Elimiuryýn(e), palvaii(e), ayapun(e)/aycipa, n(c) 
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It will be noticed that the above three rules apply "optionally" 
in the presence of the value f- KI , whereas, all other things 
being equal, the substitution of the value [+ K) for [- K) causes 
them to apply categorically. The fact will be dealt with on the 
basis of a more explicitly variationist andat the same time, 
more economical formulation in Ch. V,, 12 below. 
5.3.4. F3i is desyllabified in the context 0-V in the structure 
offSTvlverbs (. A. GAPIO, DIIIJURG6). 
Rule 52 
v 
4-syllabic 
+high 
+front 
[- syllabic ]C- 
a. I e. g. ayapLcse---o-ayapjesej cliTfiiuryiere-týpcTiTiiurylc'-sp,. 
The rule is extrinsically ordered before the HoD rules. 
It will be recalled that in 3.3.2. above it was suggested that the 
postulation of F2 or i for(STvl] verbs in the presence of the 3 
cluster [+Pass, -Perf, -K3 (in (+Pass, -. Perf, +K] forms only F3 
appears) allows us to stress the similarities betweenjSTvlj and 
I STV21 verbs in the presence of the value [-KI. However, a diffe-rent 
formulation was also suggested, namely, the recognition of F3e 
only (never ý1) for f STv. j verbs irrespoctive Of j 
tKI dictinctions. 
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Various sandhi rules would account for the elision of F3e 
before an F6 vowel, e. g. Uimiuryeo---%-aimiury6, or for the 
coalescence of the two vowels, e. g. aimiuryeete-sm-aimiurylte. 
The latter solution has the following point to recommend it: 
under the analogical pull of the[STvlJ paradin F3e is 
desyllabified in the context C-V (just as F3i is) e. g. 
climi=eunte P c7imiur-yii'Inte, a process quite common outside 
the verb too: YeOrVIOS ---s>)rjoryos (= George), p, ). no--o! a 
I panoria (a girl's name). If the latter alternative formulation 
is accepted, rule 52 should take the followingp more general form: 
Rule 
syllabic 
-syllabic V. 
+front 
However, under the influence of sandhi interactions of AG as 
transferred to klGK through the written languagre, L. co,, -, tlesces with 
following 11 or o (both of themE -higii t -low 
I vowels). The 
resulting vowel is higher than the two original vowels and has 
the same specification for the feature E back ] as the second 
vowel: e+o ---i. --u, . 
2+ e -o- i. 
Rule 1554 
VVV 
-high -high +high 
-low 
+ 
-low (x back 
-back m back 
CONDITION: Apply in -the case of f S'j"-vl verbs bef ore . 
11oD. 
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II e. g. climiuryeome0a--o-c7imiuryýmega, aimiurye etc ---p- Rmiurylte. 
The rule is extrinsically ordered before the HoD rules. 
5.3.6. In the case of the verbs FOVkE (= I am afraid), KIMkE 
I am asleep), and GUIblZ remember), to which we will 
refer henceforth as (STV41 verbs, F3a is elided before F6 2 
or u in J+ P11 fornis in breach of HoD. 
Rule 55 
[+V, 
OIIW 
ii. 0 
[+bVac]k /'t*STV4 
p Plj 
Rule 55 is extrinsically ordered before the HoD rules 
00 nte --o-fov 
0 
nte e. g. fova(u"jinaste 9-fOv(u"'IrLaste, fovaf (u 
(STv4j verbs follow the Paradigm of DUIDURG6 (i. e. they behave as 
f(3rPv ) verbs) in the presence of the value J+ KI, 1"' 2 
e. g. foveome---v, -fovu*me, foveese---i: ý-fov! sOq etc. 
The significance of the pattern provided by [STv4j verbs (FOVkIE) 
should be nAiced: though the sandhi inteýactions obtaining in 
their structure are different from those in the, structure of 
AGAPIO, the effect on the overall number of syllables and --t-ress 
0 
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pattern between grammatically equivalent verb forms is the same: 
t+ Pass, 7 Perfo - Pastp 11 
(-Pl I ( +Pl) 
ST 
(+K] ayapaome -; x-ayap6mer ayapaomeQa---o-ayapomeGa 
t vll 
(-K) ayapleme --o-ayapi6me, ayapi6maste---o-ayapj6maste 
ISTv4l -KI fovAome o fov&me, fova6maste o-fov6maste 
5.3-7. The verbs AK60 (= I hear), P'14LO (= I am to blame), 
10 XA (= I burn), KIAO weep) etc. referred to in 3.5-3. above 
as [ VGjj verbs, behave as j ST AI verbs in the presence of the 
value [+ KI, in which case ný interaction occurs between stem-final 
vowels and F6 vowels, whereas in the presence of the value J- KI 
they behave as f STv I verbs in that their stem - final vo,,, els 
I 
interact with adjacent F6 ""we", e-g* 
Pass, - Perf, - Past] 
I+ Ic I f 
akL akuo 
j2j aku'is akus 
13) aku'l a-kui 
[I] I akuomen I akume 
I 
akucte I akute 
[33 f akuun I almi(e) 
w 
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In the* latter case the analogical Pull of the overt paradigm of 
AGAPIO causes a restructuring in the above verbs so that their 
originally stem-final vowels become, in the presence of the 
value (- Kjt F3 foxmatives: 
Rule 56 
v I. v X] 
123 
C014DITION: Apply instead of HoD in the case of (VGlj verbs 
The rule appl es instead of HoD 8o that forms such as akAo or 
akAi that are left untreatea by it do not subsequently undergo 
II HoD (note, however, dialectal ako ý'aku 
orp 5.3-8. In the case of JSIOJ verbs with stem-final i: 
APODI-KNIO (= I prove), APOKI10 (= I oxclude) ISX! O (= I am vallid), 
no sandhi interactions take place between i and r, 6 vowels, e. g. 
L__ apokl! o, ý2okli s, apeklli, apdkliume, etc. 
5.3-9. When, in the presence of the feature {+ Kj, an augment 
appears before a stem- or root-initial vowel, the two vowels 
yield i in most cases (see 3.1. above on terporal augments). 
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Rule 57 
VXý STEM :1xý STEM 
*+ ayapisa---a-iyalpisa I loved) 
+e P- 1"lpisa I hoped) * 'lpisa 
though a small group of verbs (e. g. IKTIRO (= I pity)' ORIMAZO 
(= I nature))behave idiosyncratically: 
11 1 e+ iktira -z-- oktira (= I pitied) 
e+ orlmasa-s- orimasa I matured) 
"IRREGULAR" FOMIATIONS 
In our discussion of the regular verb p3xadigm we have 
often mentioned in passing various alternative formations. This 
section of Ch. IV contains an account of the most salient types 
of "irregularity'' in the corpus. However, to reduce the size 
of this study, the explicit rules accounting for such "IrregulaV' 
forms within a complete gram-mar of MGK will not be formulated here. 
Rather, the principles on which such rules would be based are 
discussed and examples Given. 
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Irregular verbs differ from regular ones in that rule exception 
features block some of the inflectional rules discussed above 
from applying in their case; furthermore, for at least-some 
irregular verbs, rninor rules, i. e. rules not holding for the 
regular paradigm, account for exponence relations between grammatical 
values and inflectional formatives. In greater detail, irregular 
verbs differ from "regular" ones in (any combination of) the following 
six respects: firstly, certain formatives do not appear in the 
structure of some verbs; secondly, some verbs may follow the[ST 
paradigm in the presence of certain (clusters of) grammatical values 
and the[STvjparadigm in the presence of other (clusters of) values; 
thirdlyp certain stems may co occur with only [+'K) or only (- KI 
form-atives elsewhere in structure; fourtuhly, some verbs may alternate 
partly or wholly suppletive stems; fifthly, in the structure of 
some veiýbs the exponence relation between certain (clusters of) 
grammatical values and inflectional fonn, -,. 
tives deviates from the 
regular pattern provided by the rules discussed above; sixthly, 
general stress Or sandhi rules may be violated in the case cf 
certain verbs. The six cases of "irregularity" are exemplified as 
f ollows: 
6.2. Non-appearance of fomatives 
Certai n inflectional formatives do not appc, %-- in the stnlctll"-0 Of 
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a number of irregular verbs. In the following examples, F4 2 
fails to appear (so that, morphologically speakingt aspectual 
contrasts are neutralized in f- Passivej forms): 
[-pass tperf 
#-Past, -Pl j: Axo (= I have), offlo I owe), y2r6pi 
it is necessary), trAmo (= I tremble), ksero I know), kano 
I do), metaf6ro carry), aposiro (= I recall) 
while F4 a( t+ Pass, + Perf] ) does not appear in the structure 
of the verbs ENGR, ýFO (=I record), KOVO (= I cut), GfNOME (= I become) 
etc., as in the examples-below: 
[+Pass, -Past, -Pl, l) 
( (-Perfl: 
f+Perfj: 
I enyrafome, kovome, yijnome 
enyrafO, kopo, yino' 
Again, some verbs lack word-medial P6 vowels. Compare the following 
forms of irregular flE (= I am), from which F62 is missing, to 
regulax Pbo: 
II pa-vomuna, pav6sunal pavotane, 
iI etc. imuna, isuna, i, ne, 
,, ation alterna 
6.3. don ju, tion Jg 
In the regular verb paradigm the distinction betKeen fSTp] and 
[ST-1 vefcs is grw=, tically irrelevant in so far as eyactly 
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the same grammatical distinctions are expressed in the structure 
of verbs of both conjugations (though, of course, certain 
formatives appear only in the structure of [STvj verbs but not 
in that of [ST verbs (see 3.2.2. above)). 
A number of verbs, however, for example, GhO (= I want), 
iFX014E 
(= I wish) , KIGOME 
(= I sit) 9 IPbSXOME 
(= I promise) , DIAM4. RTf ROI-T 
(= I protest) behave as {ST 01 verbs in the presence of certain 
grammatical values and as {SI'vj verbs in the presence of others: 
f-Perf , ST A Gelo, efxome, kalgome, ipo'sxome, djainartifronie (-Past p -Pl t 11 1j Perf , STvj Geliso, efxj'. go, kcaglso, iposxcOol , djainartirigo 
where F3 vowels (characteristic of [STvj verbs) appear in (+ Perfj 
forms only. 
6.4. Stem specificity with respect to stylistic level of 
co-occurrence (W 
Although in the regular verb paradigm the stem is non-specific 
with respect to the stylistic level of co-occurr'ence kl[+K) or (-ICI )i 
e. g. (summarizing the forms epAveto and (e)paMtan(e)) 
(+Pass, -perf, +Pasty-P1933 
(+KI ej 
+ pav +t A 
lf-K]@. 
(e 
? 
o1 
La 
j? 
(e)] 
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the'stems of certain verbs normally co-occur with only [+ K] 
or only J- KI elements elsewhere in structure. For instance, 
the J+ Pasp, - Perf, + Past, - Pl, 31 form of the verbal 
lexeme PR6KIME (= I am about to) in the following extract 
from the corpus: 
2/9/6 M. L. eprokito na lpotimigl; 
((the dollar) was about to be devaluated) 
is ipso facto [+ KI, i. e. there is no [- KI equivalent : 
* (e)prokitan(e). 
Again, the steps of the KI lexemes NAGO (= I feel), VGAZO 
I put out) and PANO i touch) would normally co-occur with 
KI formatives only, e. g. f- Pass, - Perf, + Pasto - Plt 11 
enjo0a, ev-)raza, epjjnýa, and not *e'rijoOon, *ýýzon, *ýýnon 
(such forms might, however, as we argued in Ch. I. 4, be used for 
the sake of humour as ad hoc creations). 
6.5- Partial or total suppletion 
Although the stems of regular verbs remain the same (allowing for 
the effects of sandhi phenomena at formative boundaries) throughout 
the paradim, all grammatical distinctions being expressed by 
inflectional (and not by derivati. onal) formatives, most irregular 
k 
verbs express grammatical distinctions through the contrast of 
partly or wholly suppletive stems as follows: 
6-5-1. Derivational suffix deletion 
Derivational suffixes such as -n-, -ni-, -ýjsk-, etc., are 
not normally exponents Of grammatical values. However, in the 
structure of certain irregular verbs, e. g. MAGýJTO (= I learn), 
APODMý0 (= I prove), VRfSKO (= I find), LAVtNO (= I receive), 
PAGAITO (= I suffer), etc., such derivational suffixes may appear 
only in the presence of certain (clusters of) grammatical values 
and not of others, e. g. 
[-Pass, -rast, -Pl, 11 
i-Perf] {+Perfl 
ferno fer o 
ma0e'no TrAq o 
pocli. knio apoalk so 
II vrisko vr 0 
6.5-2. Internal vowel cbange 
In the lexical structure of the following verbs; D. tNO (= I give), 
I -NO I wash), I am silent), APODIDO (= I render)l PI. E' 
I SIIIhTO I mean), DREPOINIE (= I am ashamed), 1, 
ýKO Say), 
KATASTAFO (= I destroy), etc, certain grammatical contrasts may 
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be expressed through the alternation of stem-medial vowels, e. g. 
f- perf 3 
clino 
sop. tIno 
a -lic poc To 
pUno 
katastrefome 
[+ Per. Cj 
Ca6so 
soraso 
I apoaoso 
p-L, Lno 
katastrafo' etc. 
(where -the deletion of n or d before s is predictable by rule 
41 in 5-2.5. above). 
6-5-3. Stem-final consonanU alterriation/deletion 
(a) A number of verbs, e. g. NJýZO (= I interest), SIMM (= I frighten), 
PIRAZO (= I annoy), FONAZO (= I shout), TARAZO (= I shake), NISTIZO 
I am sleepyý, PRLZO (= I swell)p PEýZJO (= I play), ANGfZO (= /I I toucM 
hw, re stem-final z in (- Perf I forms and a voiceless velar before 
F4s or 9 in [+ Perfj forms: 
{-Past, -Pit 11 
-Pass3 f] P +P 
(-Perf3 {+Perf} 
er [+ ass, 
njazo njýkso njafxlto 
skjAzo 3l'-j'ikso G 
', 
kjaxto 
pirazo pirAkso I p1raxto 
fordzo fonAkso 
tarL o tar. Akso taraxto' 
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(b) Under the analogical pull of the verbs in (a) above, a stem- 
final voiceless velar appears in the [+ Perfj paradigm, i. e. 
bef ore F4s or 9, of the following irregular verbs: PTA 0 (= I am 
to blame) , FETb 
(= I fly) t KITIO (= I look), etc. which in Perf 
Jf or-rn 
have stera-final vowel: 
Past, Pl, 13 
J+ Pe 
Perf, - Pass] [-Passl [+Passj 
fteo ftekso 
petao petAkso petaxto' 
kita(z)o kitLso kitaxto 
A different formulation is adopted in Babiniotis, 197aL, p. 218ff, 
with respect to the verbs discussed in this paragraph where ks 
is recognized as an "allomorph" of s, 
e. g. roti + ks + a, i. e. ks is, ill Our terms, an exponent of the 
value t+ Perfj. If Babiniotis' suggestion is adopted, howeverg 
we will also have to recogniz6 xG as an allomorph of 9 for the 
b 
verbs discussed here. It may be argued, therefore, that the 
formulation adopted in this study is more economical if no 
more illuminating. 
I (c) Also, z alternates with 1 in the case of the verbs VAZO 
I put) and VGA. ZO I take out): 
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f-Perf] vazo, vgazo 
Pass. -Past t -Pl 9 lj 
I 
(+Perf ) valo, 'v4lo 
(d) In the structure of the verbs PiGO I persuade), KIINO 
I shut), FOINO (= I reach), PANO (= I touch), dX01INTE (= I taste)t 
AX60 (= I hear) etc.,. a appears in stem-final position before Ot 
Pasty Ply 13 
Passl 
[-Perf) [+Perfj 
[+Pass, +Perfj 
I pigo 
I piso PIS90, 
klino kliso' klisgo 
piano pJaso pjasto 
It seems that, in the case of such verbs, after the normal deletion 
of stem-final 9 or n before F4 
.2 
(see rule 41) in [- Pas s. jf Or., Tls, 
s is restructured as a stem-final consonant in (+, Pass3 forms. 
Alternatively, and following Babiniotis' suggestion in (b) above, 
we could postulate a (+ Pass, + Perf I fonmtive sO for the yerbs 
discussed here. 
6-5.4- Other casen of partial suppletion are exhibited, in an 
episodic Or ad hoe way, in the structure of the verbs KeENO 
(= T Ifeep) I go) p STAKOICE 
(= I stand), dO (= I burn), KILAO 
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AVGO (= I leave), PAFTO (= I fall), ARXOME (= I come), d-TO 
(= I put), AITALUIVANO (= I take over)q etc. : 
Pass, - Past, Pl, 11 
[-Perfl [+ Perf) 
Piyeno Pao 
stekome stago 
keo ICAPSO 
kleo klapso 
fevgo flyo 
pefto peso 
6-5-5. Total suppletibn 
Total suppletion is exhibited episodically in the structure of 
I 
the verbs VdPO (= I see), and d(G)O (= I say): 
f- Pass, - Past, - Pl, 11 
[-Perf I [+Perf 
vie, po 
Ao 
II eo pb 
6.6. Exponencerelations between grammatical values and inflectional 
formativos accounted for by minor rules. 
I 
Tha rules discussed in this chap-ter account for exponence relations 
holding in the structure of regular verbs betimen, grammatical 
7 
values and inflectional formatives. Some of these rules, however, 
/ 
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cannot account for the exponence relations in the inflectional 
structure of the following verbs (for which minor rules, not 
formulated here, account): BLZ (= I enter), AEEVAITO (= I ascend) 
SIMVANO happen), VRfSKO (= I fine IA(G)O (= I say), 
VILO (= I look), GINOME (= I become), KIGOM (= I sit) and 
iRXOME (= I Core). Compare the following examples to the regular 
paradigm provided by PIVO on Table One. 
Pastp - Pl, 11 
[-Perf3 
beno 
amveno 
yinome 
kaOome 
loo 
viepo 
J+rerf j 
b6 
anevo or anevo 
yino or yin6 
kagl'so 
P6 
c 
6-7. Violation of stress or sanThi rules 
For the violation of such rules in the structure or certain verbs 
see 4.2. and 5. above. 
6.8. It will have bcon noticed that normally more than one of the 
six cases of "irregularity" mentioned above co-occur in the structure 
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of one and the same verb. Thus, in the case of the verb ANEVANO 
(= I ascend), 
[-Perf I fi-perf I 
Past) anevenete anovite 
[+ Pastj I anevenate anevikate 
four cases of deviation are present simultaneously: the 
formatives s and 9 do not appear in the (+ Perf I fo=s; the 
stem co-occurs with (- K) fo=at: ives only; the lexical suffix 
-en- appears in I- Perfj but not in (+ Perfj forms; finally, the 
Pass, - Past] paroxytonic 
1. 
stress pattern and the termination 
-ite are semantically vacuous. Aspectual contrasts are expressed 
in the alternation of forms which in the reoilar pam-digm also 
express Voice contrasts (i. e. f- Perf] and [+ Perf] forras of 
this verb IIlo(YK like", respectively, J-Pass, -Perf I and [+Pass, +Perf I 
forms in the regular paxadigm). 
In a complete grampar of MGK, irregular verbs would be accounted 
for (a) by rule exception features in the lexicon blocking the 
appearance of certain formatives, in their structure or otherwise 
defining the particular kind of deviation characteristic of a 
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certain verb; for instance, the lexeme ANEVýNO would be followed 
by instructions in the lexicon such as the following: 
(i) ýRule 11 (generating s and 9. See 3.4-3. above) 
(ii) ý[+K) (blocking [+ Xj elements fron. appearing in the 
structure of ANEVýNO) 
(M) f- Perf j en / anev - 
Perf3---t-[+ Perf, + Pass] accounting for the expression of 
the value [+ Perf] by J+ Perf, + Pass] formatives always. 
(b) for larger groups of irregular verbs minor rules will be 
ordered extrinsically before the 3niles accounting for the normal 
cases. See, for example, sandhi rules 49 and 56 (accounting for 
interactions between adjacent vowels in breach of the HoD 
principle) which precede rules 47 and 118. 
SUIMARY 
Chapter IV cont 'Ins an exhaustive (in so far as the regular paradigm ai 
is concerned) and explicit synchronic grammar of the inflectional 
morphology of the verb in MGK in the form of 57 rules. Of them, 
rules I to 37 are morpholexical rules relating unordered clusters 
of grammatical values to sequences of formatives. Rules 38 to 40 
account for the stress pattern. Rules 41 to 57 account for 
3 80' 
0) processes at formative 
boundaries. phonological (or sandhi 
Variability considerations are accounted for in two ways: firstly 
through the correlation in the rules of the features (+ KI and 
Kj on the one hand and inflectional formatives on the other; 
secorAly, through the incorporation in the rule system of a number 
of variable rules accounting for linguistic behaviour on a'horo- 
or-less" rather than an "either/or" basis. 
Cases of variability isolated in this chapter will be further 
discussed in Ch. V. below in probabilistic terms, i. e. the probability 
of appearance of an "optional" form will be correlated to the presence 
of features of the linguistic environment and to the context of situation. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 
The term I'morpholexical" is borrowed from Matthews, 1972. 
2,. see Chomsky, 1965, p. 223- 
3. But see Hymantý"19? 5t p. 129, for an interpretation of 
extrinsic order, as covering rule systems such as Matthews' 
as well as the one proposed in this study. However, this 
broader interpretation of extrimic order is not generally 
acceptable as pointed out to me by A. Fox (personal 
communication), i. e. the general consensus would be that 
the inflectional rules in this study are intrinsically 
ordered, in contrast to most of ýJatthews' rules, which are 
in-extrinsic order. 
4. A correspondence h: s, is, however, common enough in many 
languages, for instance Andalusian : Castilian Spanish 
(T. F. Mitchell; personal communication). 
k 
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5- It should be noted, however, in fairness to Warburton, that 
a high degree of abstractness of underlying forms (i. e. "basic" 
morphophone, mes") is often*accepted by many a generativist, 
though the issue is still both controversial and persistent. 
See, among others, Halle, 1962; Postal, 1968; H yman, 1970; and 
Ashworth, 1973, for arguments, or simply declarations of faith, 
in favour of such a position. On the other hand, deriving 
"anything" from "arrjthing" is not digestible by everybody. 
See, for instance, what instructive and amusing Wright, 1972, has 
to say on the subject ( p. 67ff). See also, Allen, 1973, p. 18 
("Formulation is not always equivalent to explanation" EEmphasis 
original]); Mitchell, 1975, P. 10 ("so. rule-philosophizing easily 
degenerates into its own kind of 'phatic communion"'), and, 
with reference to the proliferation of alternative and equally 
arbitrary "underlying representations" for an overt form, Haas, 
1978 (''Too many good things and no criteria for choosing'' 
6. In traditional grammars of Greek (e. g. Triandafyllidis, 190ý, 
Tzartzanos, 1945), a distinction is drawn between "genuine" 
(I kiries) and "spurious" (kataxrist: Lkels) prepositions: the 
former perform both syntactic and derivational functions in that 
they both introduce prepositional phrases and participate in the 
construction of compound stems, 
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e. 9. eDL US trapeZiS on the table) 
2jLltrapez3. os inos table wine) 
I r, a. ra tin Galasan near the sea) 
p2xagalAsios coastal) 
while the latter in-IMduce prepositional phrases only, e. g. 
ae to plio by boat) 
yLa to pAsxa (= for Easter) 
7. An aug:, ment does not normally appear before a stem beginning 
with a vowel; see Ch-V, 2.3. below. 
8. See Ch. III, 3. above for 
ýbjections raised in Warburtoii, 1973, p. 197, 
cocerning the form, of rule 11 in relation to the concept of 
I'markedness". 
9. See Babiniotis, 1972a, p. 211. 
10. My translation from Greek. 
11. It should be clarified that the "three mora rulel"t though a 
convenient point from which to start our discussion on the stres-E 
pattern of the verb in MGK, can hardly account for AG accent. 
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For a review of the relevant literature and an interesting 
alternative hypothesis involving the Firthian concept of 
contonation, see Allen, 1973 (reviewed by Mickley, 1977). 
12. The use of angled brackets in Adams' rule (vii), also 
adopted in this studygis that introduced in Chomsky and Hallep 
1968, P-76, namely, "it permits the expn. ssion of discontinuous 
dependencies", in that "an expression with angled brackets 
abbreviates two expressions - one in which all angled brackets 
appear and another in which. none of these elements appear". 
13. In view of the discussi on in this section (4.2. ) Warburton's 
claim that rule (iii) above must apply before any of the rules of 
the phonological component, seems to serve little purpose. 
14. They also have in common the cluster [+ Pass, - Pl, + KI 
as is clear from the above examplespbut that can be regarded as 
"redundant" information since terminal segments of the form Cij 0 
always appear in the presence, of the cluster f- PI, + KI and if they are 
[+ Past] they are also f+ Passj (see Table One). We need to mention 
the va, lue. [+ Past3 in our, rul, -z (xiii) below, however, to block 
I. I. it from applying in the case of such f- Pastjforms as Payls, Pj-V-LI 
papsis, 
. 
Papsil l2aftils, pafti, etc. 
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15- It should be mentioned, however, that Kissebarth's 
Clobal rulesq whose status is currently being debated by 
generative phonologists, are meant to do just that, i. e. 
refer to the derivational history of a form, the argument 
being that underlying forms axe available to native speakers 
at any stage of the derivation. 
16. The tilde ("') has been used by labov (for instance, 1972op P-78) 
for the specification of negative environments. An alternative, 
less economical but possibly more elegantfway, i. e. 
the numbered brace nobation, could be used here (though this 
notation cannot always 5ceplace the tilde notation): 
c 
+an-terior 
+coronal 
t 'C+striden 
[-stridenttjll 
1 
+anterior 
+coronal 
[+strident] 
[±strident]l 
2 
----r- 
i. e. for -the rule to apply, either both consonants must be 
C strident j or the first E -strident ] and the second 
±strident 1. 
f 
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17. IIGK, unlike AG and some modern dialects, bas no geminate 
clusters (or long consonants: see Newton, 197Zb, p. 88ff). Still, 
under the influence of the*written la. 11guage, two identical 
adjacent p-losives appearing at derivational formative boundaries 
in a "learned" word are sometimes pronounced in careful speech 
(or reading) with greater tenseness than a single consonant 
and with a longer period between closure and release, e. g. 
I 
ek + kaga'risis --it. ek: agArl-sis (= purge) 
18. To avoid the somewhat cumbersome tilde notation in rule (iv) 
below we could order the rule extrinsically after rule (ii). Thus, 
given a consonant cluster of the form: 
cc 
-contin + -cont 
+anter -strid 
+coron 
L-- 
rule (ii) would apply first to delete the first segment, and 
therefore rule (1v), which now could be given the simpler form 
LCý 
--4- 
E+cont] C 
coný] +cont 
-strid 
would be blocked from applying in the case of such clusters. 0 
I 
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-e- 
19. Rule (ii) does not apply in the case of overt ekatsa 
(= I sat down) deriving from alternative overt eka'Gisa before the 
application of the stress rule through I-Teak vowel syncope; of. 
also metsa (= I got drunk), occurring in parts of Lesbos, from 
me'Gisa (Newton, 1970), P-9. ) 
20. The problem of the status of voiced plosives as phonological 
segments appearing independently from adjacent nasals goes beyond 
the particular interaction between F7E and F8t in [+ Pass, - Perf, 
+ Plp 3} forms, e. g. pavonte---cm-pavo(n)de, payontan-t-palvo(n)dan 
(See,, for instance Hamp, 1961; Koutsoudas, 1962; Householder et al, 
1964; Warburton, 1970, and m6st importantly, Setatosj 1969b). It 
is f or this reason that, as they stand, rules (viii) and (ix) 
below apply outside the inflexional formatives of the verb and a1cso 
across word boundaries, and involve not only [ +anterior, +coronal 
ýsegments (ný), but, also E +anterior, -coronal and C -anterior, 
-coronal j (Rk). In fact, the two 3-. ules under consideration are 
preceded by a caLeeorical rule stating that a nasal and a following 
plosive are homorganic, i. e. nt, nd, mp, Lk, M. G.. For instancep 
a compound stem such as 2(, ý)katallpo (= I desert) derives from 
en + kataltpo; beno (= I enter) from on + v, -! -no --t- em + veno 
em + beno om+. beno --ii2-beno (initial unstres'sed vowel is often 
I 
elided in MGIK: (i)mflga (= day), (e)vc7oTnL(Ta (= week); f-jZe-f@-1Rs 
k 
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(= brain) from en + kefali; tin paraskev! go t-*L(Tn) baraskeyl 
(= on Friday), etc. The two rules do not normally apply in the 
I. case of such words of foreign origin as sampa__ja champagne) and 
certain Katharevousa expressions, e. g. en ti vasilia su (= in your 
kingdom), (or, rather, in the above c-ases, their application ray 
be evaluated by some educated speakers as stigmatized/vulgar: 
sa(m)bAnja (possibly expected of some newly-rich), e(n) di vasilia 
SUL). Finally, in certain words of foreign origin, a voiced plosive 
may appear in its own right, i. e. not as a result of an adjacent 
nasal, e. g. klAb, banina. 
21. One of the examples in Triandafyllidis, 1964, (deleted in 
the 1976 edition) in support of the HoD principle actually disproves 
I it: pa 010 pu (= in spite of the fact that) from para 61o pu. 
22. In AG the result of such contractions, was a long vowel or 
a diphthong. By the 4th or 5th C. A. D., however, length distinctions 
had been lost and diphthongs were pronounced as single (short) vowels. 
23. Some of these contractions axe truly synchronic, e. g. 
Olme---i--ayapame, 
as KI ayapafU opposed to J+ K) ayapaomen--o-ayapomenp 
the latter form, preserving, via the written language, the AG cAiepric, I 
interaction a+q-. t,. o: (i. e. long 2, or omega, reflectod in traditional 
39.5 
spelling as u ); others, which passed from a variable to a 
categorical stage in AG, are also categorical in MGK, e. g. 
ayapais --m--ayajAs, or have reverted to a variable state, e. g. 
ayapal -, t-ayapý/ayapa'i. 
24. See Babiniotist 1972a, p. 189 for -the "dynamics of u-, j i. e. 
the tendency for F6a to be replaced by a in t- Past] forms. 
25. See Idarburton, '1970, for the structure of the verb phrase 
.n 
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CHAPTER V 
PATTERNS OF VARIABILITY IN THE VERB INFIECTION 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Variable rules 
In the preceding chapters we traced the intricate patterns of 
variability and invarlance in the verb inflection. In particular, 
we accounted for the inflectional reflexes of [t Kj distinctions 
in a way that is free from the confusion associated with the 
concept of diglossia. 
The fifty-seven rules in Ch. IV. provide an explicit account of 
that pattern to the extent that they associate a particular 
cluster of gramnatical and stylistic values with a particular 
string of fonmatives (categorical rules) or with 6, lternative 
(strings of) formatives (variable rules). 
I 
In this chapter we will concentrate on the variable rules 
introduced in Ch. IV. and attempt to establich features of the 
k 
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linguistic environment affecting their probability of 
application in the situational context under investigation, 
i. e. informal conversations between educated Athenians who 
are on friendly terms with one another. 
Bef ore we embark on a discussion of each rule, however, it would 
be useful to assess the status of variable rules in current 
sociolinguistic thought. 
Variable rules were proposed by Labov in 1969 as an extension 
of "optional" rules of traditional generative grammar. The 
principles, however, underly#g the two types of rules are verY 
different. 
"Optional" rules are based on the assumption that the speaker 
knows that there is variation in language but that the pattern 
of variation, if any, is not part of his competence, and, therefore, I 
of no central interest to linguistic theory, i. e. at a certain 
point in structure, one or more "optional" forms are available 
for the speaker to choose from but which one he chooses on a 
particular occasion is a matter of 2erformance; consequently, it 
can be safely ignored along with other irrelevant features of 
linguistic behaviour' such as hesitation, errors, and the like. 
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Variable rules, on the other hand, stem from a belief in the 
central importance of variation in language: since language 
varies through time and space (geographical and social), and, 
even from speaker to speaker (and no linguist, of whatever 
persuasion, would doubt that), it is difficult to see how 
variability can be considered as marginal to linguistic theory. 
Note, not just difficult to deal with, which is a completely 
different considerationt but of inarginal interest. 
Again, "Optional" rules axe considered by the traditional 
generativist as part of the linguistic knowledge of an ideal 
speaker (who often turns outýto be none other than the humble 
generativist grammarian himself). Var-*Aable rules, on the other 
hand., are usually set up on the basis of observations of the 
linf; uistic behaviour of the members of a coiLmunity. 0 ch rules 
aie relevant both for the community and, normally, 'for the 
individual speaker, since individuals do not use their language 
primarily to talk to themselves but to communicate with each 
other. Therefore, the members of a linguistic community 
necessarily share a large number of rules. I-There they differ, 
however, is the probability or application of a variable rule 
in their speech: some members (or social groups) may always 
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apply the rule, others very frequently, others rather infrequently, 
and still others never, depending on the degree of homogeneity 
of the community (see Cedergren and Sankoffo 1974; Sankoff, 1'974; 
Heidelberger Forschungsprojekt "Pidgin-Deutsch", 1978; and, of 
course, the work of labov). Whether production mirrors perception, 
i. e. whether members of a community in whose speech a particular rule 
never applies cannot interpret the application of the rule in the 
speech of other members, is a different question. Labov has shown 
in at least some cases it does not: black interviewces who were 
asked to repeat I'Standard English" sentences actually "translated", 
the sentences into their own dialect, which could only have 
happened if the boys perceived them correctly but could no%-or would 
not, prcduce the "white inan's" structures. 
1.2. Variable con. -straints 
Central in the development of -the 'theory of variable rules is tha 
concept of the variable constraint. Ep_cli of the members of a fwiiily 
of constraints (i. e. each of the variants of a w1riible constraint) 
affect the application of a variable rule differently. Thus, 
. 
given an ". optional" rule of the traditional generativist fOr, ". I: 
X -; o. (Y) /z- 
we may in fact observe -that the frequency of application of the rule 
4oo 
in our recorded data varies according to the constraints present 
at various points in the structure of the form meeting the input 
conditions of the rule 
2: 
/ 
X -r, -<ýYý> 
A, 
z 
A2 B1C2 
B)2 C 13 
where Z is a minimally required feature, i. e. it must be presont 
in a form for the rule to apply at all, and A, B and C are 
families of constraints whose members are arranged in the three- 
cornered brackets from top to bottom in order of weight, i. e. each 
member contributes to the application of the rule a probability 
that is greater than that contributed by the member below it. 
A probability being a number ranging between 0 and 1, the relative 
weight of the members of each family of constraints above could 
be expressed as follows: 
p <ýA, 
ý> > p<ýA2ý > 
p <ýB,,: > >p <ýB >> 
>P ýc 
The rule is also associated with an input probability p, which 0 
is the probability of the rule applying when none of the constraints 
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are present, i. e. when only the minimal features are present, 
or when only the environment containing the weakest combination 
of constraints is present. 
The effect of various extralinguistic constraints on the operation 
of a variable rule, i. e. social constraints (social classj'agev 
sex, etc. ), stylistic constraints'(for,, "-lity of the situation, 
metaphorical use of language, etc. ), as well as the conbribution 
of individual spealkers, can be expressed in precisely the same 
way as that of lingpistic constraints. 
In certain cases, constraints belonging to different families 
may be ordered. Thus, f or instance, in -the. rule above, the 
following relations may obtain: 
P<: B. Jý > PCA, 
ý> > PCC 
Furthermore, accorJ-Ing to the 11strcng geometric ordering" 
hypothesis (see 1.3.1. below) it is often the case that constraints 
of different families are ordered hierarchically so that the 
effect of the highest constraint on the rule application is 
greater than the combined effect of the constraints below it in 
the hierarchy. 
0 4. oz 
In the literature it has been found that normally only 
a small number of (fwrilies of) constraints can have an aPPreciable 
effect on a variable rule. It is theref ore a relatively easy 
matter to arrange the members of a family of constraints in 
terms of their relative weight by simply noting, for each member, 
the proportion of times that the rule applies out of the total 
number of forms in whose structure the member in question is 
-herefore, the rule might have applied., (Fasold, 1978). present and, IV 
HOweverv a number of models have been developed for the calcula-lon 
of the precise effect on rule application of the constraints present 
in a particular environment. ' Before we review these, models we 
should note, with Labov, that "the development of the variable 
rule notation ... must be seen as 
independent of the quantitative 
intarpretation in terms of probability of functions ... " 
(1972a, p. 99). 
1-3.1. The additive model 
In the original model proposed by Libov (see Labov, 1972a, Ch-3), tho prop- 
ortionS provided by each of the constraints present in a particular 
environment are added together to arrive at the output frequency of a rale 
for a particular sample. The effect of a particular cor)stra-Int, 
depends only on the presence of the constraint in the environmentf 
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i. e. it is independent from the effect of other constraints 
present (the "independence" hypothesis): 
The model suffers from a number of related defects. To begin 
with, the sum of the contributions of individual constraints 
is often greater than one. To avoid the above undesirable 
effect, two coriventions are employed. 
According to the "t-runcation" convention, if the contributions of 
individual constraints total more than one or less than zerot the 
output frequency of the rule is taken to be, respectively, one or zero., 
Alternatively, a 11stroM geo-,,, Letri. c ordering' is assumed concerning 
the relative sizes of the contributions of the constraints present 
in a particular enviroment-. the effecb of a particular constraint 
is greater than, the sum of the effects of the constraints below 
it in the hierarchy. 
As, is obvious, the "truncation" convention has no theoretical 
validity, i. e. it is simply a device to rescue the additive 
model. As f or the "strong geometric ordering" convention, 
the problem is that some of the constraints in certain rules 
have roughly. the same effect on the rule application, i. e. 
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they are not geometrically Ordered. 
More importantly, the "independence" hypothesis breaks down 
in cases where the effect of a constraint increases in a particular 
social context, as a result of language change, etc. For then 
the additive model will necessitate that the effects of the 
other constraints be artificially reduced if the sum is not to 
exceed one. 
Another defect associated with, though not inherent in, the 
original model, is that the output frequency of the rule is a 
mean value specific to a particular sample and therefore cannot 
be p3x-dicted accurately. 
The multiplicative model 
To counter the above defects of the additive model, Cedergren and 
Sankoff, 1974, propose a multiplicative model for +, he analysis of L 
variable rules. According'to it, by multiplying rather than 
adding the contributions of the constraints present in an environment 
we arrive at the probability of the rule applying in a particular 
environment. 
Since the effects of individual constraints are multiplied rather 
1+05 
than addedl their product cannot be less than zero or exceed one. 
As a further result, the effects of various constraints are 
(treated as) independent from one another, i. e. the effect of 
one constraint on the rule may increase or decrease (through 
time or social or geographical space) without that affecting the 
other constraints. 
Furthermore, the co-authors have made a distinction between 
frequencies, which are random -variables and cannot be predicted 
with accuracy, and probabilities, which are stable values: the 
former belong to Performance, but the latter are part of a speziker's 
colpetence. On the basis of observed frequencies for a particular 
environment and using the statistical method of "maximum likelihood" 
they can calculate the probabilities associated with each constraint. 
These probabilities are then fed into the multiplicative model 
(or the additive model, whenever the sum does not exceed one) 
to arrive at the probability of the rule applying in a particular 
environment. 
D. Sankoff and his associates (see Rousseau and Sarikoff, 1978; 
Guy, 1975) have developed a number of computer programs toxhiove 
4o6 
more and more refinement and power in comparing, on the basis 
of iterative maximization methods, maximum, likelihood 
estimates for the additive and the multiplicative models 
and for a large number of constraints, i. e. in finding the 
values that maximize the probability of the observed data being 
generated by the model. 
In particular, it is Claimed that the programs can detect the existence 
of subsets in the data, i. e. slightly different grammars (in terms 
of the relative weight of constraints) corresponding to different 
groups of speakers within thý same linguistic comnunity. In different- 
terms, the programs are designed to, among other things, trace cases 
of in-terdependence between social and linguistic constraints (also 
between various types of linguistic comtraints). Indeed, the 
"Independence" hypothesis is, in terms of Labovq 1972a, "only an 
hypothesis and is subject to empirical verification! ' (p. 96, n. 17); 
and according to Cedergren and Sankoff, 1974, 
"unless there is some theoretical reason 
to suspect one of these kinds of interaction, 
the assumption of independence seems the 
most reasonable and non-committal; at least, 
independence is the rýiull hypothesis suitable 
for a wide range of ampirical situations". (P-339) 
1.4. with respect to the "independence" hypothesis, Kay, 1978, 
points out that, although varlationists are not committed to'it 
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in that they assume independence between constraints but have 
developed methods for tracing cases. of dependence, in fact 
neither the concept of variable rule nor the (additive or 
multiplicative) models proposed for the interpretation of 
variable rules can account f or, rather than simply detect, 
dependence' on equal terms with independence between constraints 
4 
The particular notation we have adopted in this study (see 1.8, 
below) in response to Kay'. s arguments, accounts for cases of 
independence as well as dependence between constraints withcut 
obscuring the distinction between the two typ., -, s of relationsi 
Another point to be made concerns the status of -the 
probabilities associated with the features in the environment 
of a variable rule. As we said earlier on, such probabilities 
are assigned by Cedergren and Sankoff, 1974, to competence, as 
opposed to corresponding observed frequencies which are assigned to 
performance (P-353). However, a few pages earlier on the co-aathors 
state that 
"the numerical quantities associated with the 
features in the environment of a rule are 
indications of the relative weight which they 
contribute to the applicability of the rule, 
rather than the existonco of discrete probab- 
ilities in the head of the speaker. Their 
precise values, as in any behavioral model, 
are not critical; they represent analytical 
abstractions of tendencics which may vary 
somaiihat from day to day or from speaker to 
speaker" (P-335). 
0 
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We see7then that probabilities are stable values assigned to 
competence, yet at the same time they axe simply analytical 
abstractions of tendencies, indications of the weright of 
features, and their values am not critical, neither do they 
exist Jin the head of 
the speaIcer. The confusion is caused, no 
doubt, by the wish of the co-authors to develop powerful models 
for the probabilistic interpretation of variable rules without 
appearing to fall foul of Bickerton's scathing argumentation 
(1,071), of which they are well aware, concerning the impossibility 
of an individual having i&. --rnalized a variable rule. 
(i. e. a 
community rule) and decidirz on a particular occasion whether 
to use a particular "optional" *f orm on the basis of the percentage 
for that form reached so far by him, by his interlocutors and 
,5 also by group-members not physically present. 
The point is, therefore, that the association of the question 
concerning the status of quantitative models for variable rule 
analysis on the one hand and the competence-performance controversy 
on the other helps resolve neither. What we are suggesting here 
is that the calculation of probabilities is perhaps a useful 
heuristic tool for the setting up of families of constraints 
for a particular rule when large qtuntities of data produced by a 
4og 
great number of speakers are processed. However, the object 
of the analysis is to set up such families of constraints, and, 
in most cases, this can be achieved on the basis of, in 
D. Sankoff's terms, I'Labov's pencil-and-paper, trial-and-erro; 
evaluations" (1978, p. xiv), which renders more elaborate 
computational. methods rather superfluous most of the time.. 
More pertinently, linguistic data does not always yield conveniently 
large numbers of environments satisfying the input conditions of 
a variable rule to justify or even make possible the employment 
of such probabilistic models, An easy way out, of course, is to 
ignore rules wh= input conditions are rarely met in the data and 
concentrate on more convenient rules whose input conditions are 
satisfied more frequently. In fact, this is precisely what happens 
in most current sociolinguistic work. The trend was set in Labov, 
1972b, where we read that "one of the most useful properties of a 
linguistic variable to serve as the focus for the study of a 
Epeech community" is frequent occurrence: 
we want an item that is frequent, 
which occurs so often in the course of 
undirected natural conversation that its 
behavior can be charted from unstrucLured 
contexts and brief interviews". (P-8. ) 
Labov's stance was justified by the need to face the problems 
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associated with the testing of a hypothesis at its inception. 
However, such insistence of the descriptively convenientleven 
after the model has acquired sufficient sophistication, is a kind 
of idealization, not unlike that practiced by traditional 
generativists. What is studied is not natural language but only 
those aspects of it that fit the model. For language contains 
both very frequent patterns, and also others that occur only rarely, 
and a model that it based on high observed frequencies necessarily 
produces a distorted picture of larZuage. lavandera, 1978, p. l'(-4, 
is of relevance here: 
"It is not the case ... that differences in scores 
alone are significant., rather, the forms them- 
selves ca-rry differences in meaning". 
Also, Wolfram, 1974, p. 192: 
"At this point we would caution that the nation 
of quantitative significance ... should not be 
confused with social significance. It may well 
be the cas-- that very infreauent occurrences 
of a particular form are suýficient to socially 
mark an individual". 
In this study we take the view (documented below) that the breaking 
of statistical expectations for the sake of social or stylistic 
effect is of necessity infrequent, yet all the more meaningful 
for that. An utterance such as 
a! na mia polik! arkL! (= Ah! therels a polar bear! ) 
produced by a teenager with reference to a rather corpulent Lady 
i 
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in a white fur coat walking through a park in a suburb of 
Athens on a snowy day in -winter 1974, is a case'in point. 
The word arkAs (= bear) is an ad-hoc creation to add a clearly 
linguistic, dimension to the joke. Compare arkus with the 
recognized vernacular synonym arkuJal and learned Arktos. 
The(broken) regularities underlying the creation of arkfis are 
as follows: 
(a) Originally lst declension nouns such as 911asa (= sea) 
may take (partly) different endings in MGK to express ý± KI 
distinctions, while the stem, remains the same: 
lst declension 
±. 
_K 
J- KI 
Nom: GAlasa 
Gen: Galasis Oalasas 
Acc: galasan (; alasa 
etc. etc. 
(b) OrlginallY 3rd declension nouns such as akrIS (= locust) 
follow in HLGK either the [+K] side of the 3rd declension or the 
{- X] side cf the lst declension, the stem akricl- rcmainizi3 the 
same (apart from the sandhi interaction as t- 
_s): I 
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Nom: 
Gen: 
Acc: 
[+ K3 (3rd declension) 
akric"Is --*- akris 
a, kri(los 
akric7a 
etc. 
J- KI (1st declension) 
akriUa 
akriLlas 
etc. 
(c) An originally 2nd declension noun such as Arktos (= bear), on 
the other hand, (normily) follows in MGK the J+ Kj side of the 
2nd declension, in contrast to -the vernacular synonym arkuUa which 
(normally) follows the [- KI side of the lst declension. In other 
words in this case (t KIdistinctions axe expressed not only by 
the alternation of erdings, but also of stems: 
[+ KI (arkt- + 2nd declension TC3 (arkA(7- + lst declension 
ITo n,: 
Arktos arku'cla 
Gen: arktu arkuaas 
Acc: Lkton arku'cTa 
etc. etc. 
It, is clear now that the ad-hoc creation of arku's is the result of 
the mock-hypercorrective assumption that J- KI (case (b)) and 
(- KI ark-Ma (case (c)) belong to the same lexical class: since they 
behave in exactly t1he same way in Vie presence of the value [- 1C] 
they must do so in the pmSence of the value [4- K3 too. In other 
IP13 
0 
words, if K3 akril Ja corre sp onds to j+K] akr Is, then K 
I16 ark-&7a must correspond to [+ K3 arkds 
Do we ignore a form like ark-As just because it appears only once 
in our data (and, probably, in the history of the Greek language, 
for that matter, apart from its reco-;. d here) and therefore cannot 
be treated by the probabilistic models? The answer, as far as I 6an 
see, is that we should not,, for, the undoubted significance of the 
form (everybody present had a good laugh) lies precisely in its 
rarity and in its being the result of breaking, rather than applying, 
the relevant rules. At the same time, however, breaking the rules 
is a highly structured process in that not all rules may lbe broken 
if the result is -to be stylistically or socially sigm-fidant 
(rather than a SUD Of the tongue). 
Implicational scales analysis 
1.6.1. Variable rule analysis, based on observations of the relative 
frequency with which a form appears in correlation with various 
features of the linguistic and social context, is often contrasted 
to the "wave" (or dynamic or implicational. ) model of analysis. 
The latter is based not on frequencies but on the implications that 
the appearance of a certain fona has for others (inter-rule 
implications), or the implications that the appearance of a for, m 
in a certain context has for its appearance in other contexts 
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(intra-rale implications). Thus, given for form A three possible 
envirorments, -X, -Y, and -Z, the model predicts a number of 
linguistic varieties, i. e. A never appears in any of the three 
environments in the speech of some members of the community; 
the re-maining spealkers are differentlated according to whether 
their varieties are characterized by the appearance of A in 
one, two or all three environments. More importantly, the three 
environments can be arranged, according to the "wave" model, 
in a hierarchy of weight so that A appears in the heaviest 
environment first, then in the one below it, and so on (Baileyp 
1973P p. 67). If the appearance of A is represented as 1 and its 
I 
non-appearance as 01 and if-Y is heavier than-X, and-Z is the 
heaviest: -X <-Y <-Z, the following arrangement, referred -to as 
a scalogrxmi would be predicted by the theory: 
Environments 
Varieties -x -y 
vi 0 0 
v 0 0 
v3 0 
V4 1 
where the appearance of A in a particular place in the scalogram 
implies its appearance (in the heavier linguistic environment) to 
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the right and (in the varieties) below. 
The scalogram above represents the standard "wave" theory. 
According to it, (i) variation is represented in competence 
as a set of implicationally arranged, slightly different, categorical, 
graTmnars; (ii) the arrangement always depicts change in time 
(i. e. relations of eaxlier-later): a form reaches one environment 
after the other in the speech of successive individuals; (iii) 
criterialfor the direction of the change is the relative weight 
of the relevant environments; and (iv) having arranged 
individual speakers on the basis of their linguistic behaviour, 
their social characteristicsý can then be correlated to the linguistic 
dimension. I 
on point (i) above the model has developed as follows: 
owing to the observable fact that the variously categorical presence 
or absence. of a feature in a certain environment for two nembers of 
a speech community is rarely the case, "wave" theorists (for instance, 
Bickerton, 1971,1973; Bailey, 1973) allow the inclusion in scaloaxams 
of "split cells", i. e. cells in a scalogram Where a form appears 
"optionally". If optional appearance of a form is represented b. 1 , %r 
7 
X, our scalogram above takes now a form such as the following 
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Environmants 
vaxieties -x -y -Z 
v 00 0 
v 00 x 
v3 00 1 
V4 0x 1 
v5 01 1 
v6 x1 1 
v7 11 1 
still, the problem remains of how to allocate speakers to one 
variety rather than another, adjacent to ition the baols of the 
proportion of times a form appears in their speech: what proportion 
of appearances of a. form should be taken to be categorical presence 
or absence, or "optional" presence? Is, for instance, appearance 
of a form categorical absence or "optional" presence? And if we I 
decide that the latter is the case for a particular form does that 
I 
mean that 5% appearance is sufficient for any form to be regarded 
as "optional"? And is a form appearing 57a of tha time as "optional" 
as another appearing, say, 757o of the time? Methods for deciding 
a "threshold" or "cutting point" (see Fasold, 1970, P-553) are of 
little inLerest for a theory of language since their main function 
is to rescue the particulax version of the "wave" model under 
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consideration rather than to explain variability in language 
8. 
To deal with the above difficultiest some proponents of the 
vii, ra, v-ell tlieory (De Carip, 1973, p. 146; Baileys 1973, p. 80) haave 
gone further towards accepting the relevance of quantitative 
data. According to this version of the "wave" model as a 
competence principla, a form first appears at a low frequency 
in the heaviest envirorment. As its frequency increases through 
time it also begins to appear at a low frequency in tho second 
heavier environment and so on. 
It is clear, therefore, that the condition concerning the 
implicatioz: a. 1 arrangement of categorical stzý, tes in "wave" theory 
has been relaxed in the direction of the evidence provided by 
the variablo rule thoory. 
1.6-3. on point (ii) in 1.6.1. above, concerning the view of I 
implicational arrangement as-neces-sarily depicting one-dimensional Ul 
change in time it should be noted that such change is not always 
in evidence. 
I 
Fas-olds 1973, consilders three cases are accounted' for by 
the concept of "more - less" but not of that of "earlier - later". 
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The three cases are rule acceleration (i. e. a later, and therefore 
lighter, rule accelerates ahead of an older, and therefore heavier, ' 
rule), rule stagnation (where a rule becomes arrested at the 
variable stage) and rule inhibition (where a variable rule, 
instead of going to completion, begin-, to apply less and less 
frequently). Fasold suggests that in such cases, speakers do not 
observe earlier - later or inhibition - expansion relations among 
rules. Miat motivates the reweighting of a rule in their speech 
is the wish to sound like the members of the social group with 
which they identify (P-195). Still, Bailey, 1973, p. 82ff. argues 
that the time-differentiated spreading wave is presErrad in all 
three cases. For the first 6ase, rule acceleration, he suggests 
that reweighting begins at the origin of a wave, i. e. at a point 
along the diagonal where the most recent change has occurred (p. 69) 
and results in the rearrangement of the relevant columns (i. e. 
rules, in this case). 
G. Sankoff, 1974, in her turn, argues tl-lat 
11... when a non-end point becomes the focus 
of a charge, this tends to destroy scaling 
where the geography offers more than one 
dimension of change and influence, where the 
:, ocial stratification is not necessarily 
correlated with geography, where historical 
change may be reversible, there is no reason 
to expect one-dimensional scaling. Well known 
phenomena such as, middle-class hypercorrection 
of conscious variables, multiple geographic foci 
of innovations, and age group specific usages are 
all. incompatible with simple scaling. "(p. 43) 
II 
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In this study we have often referred to earlier - later relations 
between forms contrasting with respect to [+- KI distinctions : 
{+ Kj forms axe characteristic of earlier stages of the language, 
as opposed to Kj forms in which innovations are incorporated. 
However, it will be remembered that -*. n Ch. I, 4. we suggested -that, 
given a number of points in structure where either (+ K3 or [- Kj 
forms may appear, the data provides little evidence as to which 
form implies which. For instance, given the following set of 
twelve utterances, all meaning, "my child, you have sinned", 
t tekno n)l 
mug 
i. I+ 
rrartis + 
pedi a 
f: I 
S. 
a 
there is no non-arbi-trary way of set. -Ling lip an implicational 
scale for them (apart from the "pure" +XI teknon _mu, _ _ 
imarti-sas 
and the "pure" J- K3 PeR mu, amartises nor is it possible to 
19 predict that, in fact, teknon mu, 
_imartises 
appears in the data 
Furthermorev given that [+ K] forms have been introduced in MGK 
ove. - the past one hundred and fifty years largely as a result of 
deliberate language policy on the part of the state, as a consequence 
of which a child normally acquires mocst [+ K) (. 1. e. "Older") forms 
at a later ag-0 through instruction at school, one cannot see how 
one-dimensional scaling can be construe-Led here. Add to that the 
42o 
effecLs (inhibitory or favourable) of language ideology and 
the linearity we get is that of a bouncing ball. 
I 
Also, characteristic of such constructions as tAknon mu, im'Artises 
is their rarity. Indeed, and contrary to De Camp's fear (19739P. 147)p 
"the scaling by frequencies of a large number of individual speakers 
based on free-recorded speech behaviour would be an enormous task, 
involving many hours of listening to tapes and counting"yonly in 
the case of some types of variables. For variables such as the 
ones discussed above the problem is rarity of tokens, not abundance. 
of course, we could construct a questionnaire (De Camp, 1973op-147; 
Ross, 1973), define the context of situation as that of, say, 
informal conversation among friends, and elicit acceptability 
judgements for the above potential utterances on a scale of 0 to 10; 
subsequently, we could ask the-subjects to rank the utterances on 
the dimension Katharevousa-Damotiki (see Ch. I, 4). However, such 
a method, though of great value, introduces uncontrolled variables, 
potentially affecting the judgement of subjects9such as linguistic 
ideology or "purism". the effect of writ-ton or auditory stimuli in 
the formal-questionnaire situation, and Lhe like. 
It, seens, -therefore, 'tll, _t one-di-mensional sc, -ling in time- is not 
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always possible or desirable. 
1.6.4. Point (iii) in 1.6.1. above, namely, that implicational 
I 
scales depict change progressing from heavier to lighter 
environments, parallels the "strong geometric ordering" postulate 
assumed in some variable rule studies (see 1.3.1. above). However, 
relative weighting of environments (rather than of individual 
features in an enviromnent 
10 ) can be accounted for in variable 
rule analysis but does not constitute a necessary condition for 
the application of a variable rule (at least not in most studies). 
In constrast, weight relations are a necessary and sufficient 
condition for implicational analysis. It follows, therefore, 
that irplicational scales are of limited applicability compared to 
variable rules since both models can account for cases characteristic 
of "strong geometric ordering" of environments but only the latter 
can account for variation where such ordering does not obtain. 
Note, too, with respect to the question of injopendence of features, 
that according to Bailey, 1973, 
11 ... features are not independent. It is known that the values that promote or inhibit rule out- 
puts may be quite different in lighter-weighted 
features according an the values of heavier- 
weighted features change. " (p. 81) 
N 
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It wil-I be remembered (see 1-3.1. above) that in variable rule 
analysis features are assumed independent (the null hypothesis) 
unless otherwise observed in the data. 
1.6-5. Point (iv) in 1.6.1. above refers to the fact that 
in implicational analysis non-linguistic data is co=elated 
to linguistic data but not vice versa. in De Camp's terms (1971) 
"The implicational analysis permits us to 
establish a speech continvum, a hierarchy 
of varieties ba-ed entirely on the co- 
occurrences of features, and also a hierarchy 
of features based entirely on the similarities 
and differcnees of varieties in their use of 
these features. Because non-linguistic data 
(aget sex, socio-economic status, etc. ) have 
not been used in ýstablishlng these hierarchies, 
such data can now be correlated to the continuum 
without circularity of argument. " (P-36) 
It will be noticed that the assumed freedom from circulaxity 
for -the "wave" model is in fact based on the inability of the 
model to incorporate explanations concerning the effect of 
non-linguistic factors on variation. For what matters in the 
model is the implications that the appearance of a linguistic 
form has for other forms. The effect of extra-linguistic factors 
on language (for instance , on the roweighting of environmonus; see 
above) can be noted ex post facto onlY. In other wordso the 
I 
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correlation between extra-linguistic and linguistic features is 
one-di: rectional only: the former are always correlated to tho 
latter, but never vice versa. i 
In contrast, though in variable rule analysis it is often the case 
that, according to De Camp, 19719"linguistic data is correlated 
to preconceived categories of age, income, education, etc., instead 
of correlating these non-linguistic variables to the linguistic 
data" (P . 355)t this is not a necessary condition for the appl. *Lca; bion 
11 
of the model as G. Sankoff, 1974, p. 45ff., argues In other 
words, the model is flexible, enough to allow the correlation 
between extra-linguistic and linguistic data in whichever direction 
provides more adequate explanations. 
It seems, therefore, that the variable rule model is 
considerably more flexible -than -the "wave" model and can account 
for various types of variation that can only be forced into the 
11ww, re" model or explained away by it. 
It should not escape our attention, however, that a theory that 
makes a strong claim is a "better" theory methodologically in 
that it is more testable compared to a more "flexible" model. In 
other words, flexibility does not always imply explanatory power 
4.24 
and variable rules are very flexible indeed. 
Below we will make use of implicational scaling whenever appropriate 
in the analysis of the variable rules. 
In the light of the above discussion, we can now set forth 
the conventions underlying the analysis in this chapter of the 
variability obtaining in our data. 
To begin with, the primary task will be the - isolation of families 
off constraints bearing upon the application of a variable rule. 
Secondly, we are interested in establishing relations in terms 
of wei0it (i. e. relative effect on the application of a rule) 
betw-, en constraints within the same fan, ily or across families. We 
assume the weak hypothesis that such relations (normally) obtain 
within a family of constraints but not necessarily across families. 
In the latter case the "strong geometric ordering" hypothesis 
will servo as a guide for the tracing of such ordering where it 
does exist but it will not be regarded as a necessary condition 
for relations across families. 
Thirdly, observed frequencies will be used as heuristic tools for 
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the eEýt,. -tblishment of families of constraints as well as of weight 
relations between constraints within and across' families. Howevor, 
the availability of statistically significant frequency data in 
tho corpus will not be taken as a sufficient, not even as a 
12 
necesshry, condition for-establishing such relations, 
From the notational point of view, a single symbol will represent 
a family of constraints in a variable rule, so Lhat the hypothetical 
rule in 1.2. above will take the following shape 
x D, 
CY -ý> / CAD Z (7) cc: ý 
In a separate table following the rule the relative order of 
the mn, bers of each family of constraints will be given in terms 
of the probabilities they contribute to the rule, i. e. 
I K> po 
etc. 
The precise probabilities, however, will not be calculated as 
that would add little to the understanding of the vray constraints 
are organized. 
In the case of rules for which there are no sufficient 
. 
data, I will 
i 
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rely on my intuitions for the particular constraints proposed. 
This is legitimate, for the relevance of such constraints is 
subject to empirical on the bases of more, and 
perhaps better, data. 
The rules below axe group rules, but, given the high degree of 
cohesion between the members of the group in terms of social 
characteristics, they can be regarded as valid for individual 
members too. Though based on the linguistic behaviour of. only 
a few people in a single style (informal), the rules can be 
proposed for further AZ; ýe55rap-nE. as rules valid for educated 
Athenians in general. Together with the categorical rules of 
Ch-IV they can serve as a basis for variationist studies of 
Greek with a wider social, geographic and temporal focus. 
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2. V, ýRIATION IN SP, 
2.1. hule 1 (Ch. IV, 3.1.9. ) reproduced below as 
MEcx ]PREF + 
[ROOT 
-tv- 
(1 2 4ý) 
L-KI] 
234 
states that the morpheme boundary between a prefix beginning 
with a consonant and the root is variably deleted in the 
presence of the value [- K]. 
The application of rule (i) above causes the augment to appear 
(through the application of rule 2a; see Ch. IV, 3.1.9., also 3- 
in this chapter) a-It the begiýning of the word, e. g. 
e+ pro + t1mi +s+a (= I preferred) rather than between the 
prefix and the root, e. g. 2ro +e+ tilm +i+s+a. 
In its present form rule (i) above misses certain important 
generalizations concerning the effect of various constraints or 
features of the linguistic environment on its variable applicaUon. 
It will therefore be revised below accordingly. 
1 
2.1.1. The C(KýJ> variable 
13 
constraint 
For the rajority of compound verbs, rule (i) applies, if at all, 
42-8 
in the presence of the value (- KI but never of (+ KI . We can 
formulate the above observation by setting up a variable constraint 
C(KD 
whose two variants, (+ K3 and (- K] , contribirte different 
probabilities to the rule (a probability p ranges over 0, i. e. 
Wo application, and. 1, i. e. 10076 application): 
cuý. D 
: 
cf+ KýJ> <p ýf-- KýD <1 
i. e. the presence of the variant f+ Kj blocks rule (i) from 
applying, since p<C+ 
D>= 0, whereas the variant J- Kj contributes 
a probability greater than zero, though (much) smaller than 1, 
i. e. 0 <PCý - 
D3 <1 
z. 1.2. The CL: C> variable constraint 
As we said above, for most compound verbs, pCtt-+ 
DI'= 0, i. e. 
in the presence of the value [+ K) the morpheme boundinj between 
the prefix and the root is never deleted, as a result of which 
the augmeryt appears between the pref ix and the root and not 
in word-initial position. 
However, for a small group of verbs, e. g. EPPODIZO I hinder), 
PROKITE (= going to), PRON06 (=I, prov-! de)j PROSTATE!, VO I proteat), 
PROF906 (= I ar. in time for somebody or something), etc., (see 
Vostantzoglou, 1967, pp. 473-4) rule (i) above applies categoricallY 
I 
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in the presence of the constraint {+ K) e. g. 
cl+ ýý> =1 
o 'aiz +S+a -e+ en + po -e- impo'clisa, 
e. g. [-Pass , +Perf +Past, -Pl, 1, +Kj + pro + noi +s+a --, V- epronoisa 
I 
e+ pro + statev +s+a --. v- eprostat- 
efsa 
12 219116 M. L. Ke, eprokito na ipotimi9i, ke opos ipotimigike 
and it was going to be devalued, and indeed it 
was devalued) 
Other lexemes, e. g. PROTIM6 I prefer), interact with the constraint 
(+ K3 to cause rule (i) to apply variably 
j-, 
Cc+ 
-D > ') 0 c+ pro + tilml +s+a -4-pprotimisa 
e. g. I-Pass, +Perfq+Pastj-PljltrKj: 
(pro 
+e+ tljmi +s+a -4-proetimisa 
It appears, therefore, that the lexical class <ýL-C> to which a 
verbal lexeme belongs inturacts with the constraint J+ KI to affect 
the prubability of application of rule (i) - In other words, the 
family of constrairrtsCICý> comprising the fOllMTIng members : 
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CIP- 
- 
I> i. e. the rajority of compound verbs 
CL C- -D i. e. PROTIMO 
CLO 
- 
: 3> i. e. ENPODIZO, PRON06, PROSTATýVO, PROFOINO, etc. 
is independent of the constraint [- K) but not of (+ Kj. 
As is shown in the following scalar arrangement attached to rule 
in the grarmar: 
t+ K3 KI 
P= 0 <P<'-' 
<L: c - 0<-, )<l 0 <j) <1 
CLC 
- 
D3 p=1 0 <P<l 
the probabilities contributed to the application of rule (1) by 
J- K3 remin unaffected by the presence Of the various constraints 
of the <ýWý> faraily, though the ones contributed by (+ Yj vary 
with the< LC'> variant present, i. e. 
CLC 
zero application, 
, 
ýLC 
variable application, andCLC categorical 
-ion. applicat 
ý> 
variable constraint 2.1-3. The 
CSY 
Rule (i) above reads that for the morpheme boundary between prefix 
and stem to be de4., --ted in the presence of the feature [- K) the 
prefix must begin with a consonant. In more general terms, we 
L. 3 1 
I 
can sA up a variable constraint 
CSY3> 
,a mnemonic for prefix- 
initial syllabic J, with two variants, i. e. a prefix- <D 
initial consonant, an<Vý>i. e. a prefix-initial vowel. Further- 
more we can show the relation between the members of 
CJKýJ> 
and 
those . )f 
csyý> in terms of probabilities contributed to the 
application of rule (i) to be as follows: 
f+ K3 {- x} 
CCD Oý<, P'<'ý 1 0 <p<l <D 0-<1, P ýý p=0 
i. e. (+ K) remains unaffected by the presence of the variants 
of 
CSY-ý> 
; on the other hand, [- Kj interacts wlt<Cý> to 
cause tho rule to apply variably, and with 
<11ý to block the rule 
from app ying. 
For certain problems concerning the motivation for the inclusion 
of the constraints csy-ý> in rule (i) see 2.2.4. bolOTT. 
2.1.4. The above observations concetning the interdependence 
of J+ K) andCLCý>on the one hand (see 2.1.2. above), and of 
K) and on the other (see 2.1-3. above) serve as counber- <aSL 
evidence to the independence of constraints hypothesis (see 1.3-1- 
1 
above) . 
1+32 
In this secbion (section 2.1. ) we have mentioned two cases of 
interdependence between linguistic constraints, i. e. 
CtKDJ> 
<I Pý- > and<'SYý> with respect to rule (i), though, because of the 
low probability of application of the rule 
14 
wo will assume only 
tentative value for our observations. 
Rule (i) can now be given the following form 
I 
Rule 58 
PREF 0+ ROOT 
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with the variant constraints, of the families<ýgiý>, <ýLý> and 
csy-ý> Interacting to affect its probability of application as 
follows: 
I- 
f+ Y, ] 
I 
(- KI 
I 
p=0 0<P<l 
0 ' <P< CLC 
- DI 1p=1 p=0 
where (apart from the familiar symbols [+ K] and (- K]): 
IP33 
CIL most compound verbs 
CLC PROTI146 
CLC ENTOPfZO, PRON06, 
, 
PROSTATýVO, PROF91NOt etc. 
cc-> 
: prefix-initial consonant 
CO : prefix-initial vowel 
2.2. Let us turn now to the vaxiable first paxt of rule 2 in 
Ch-IV, 3.1.9., repeated below as rale (U) (for simplicity we will 
take the output of the rule to be e rather than 
F+Vfronlt 
i. e. e or 
1) 
(ii) (+ Past)--o- e/ PBEFO ROOT Kýý> 
According to (ii) above, in -the presence of the grammatical value 
(+ Pastj, an augment e appears between a prefix, if there is one, 
and a verbal root, "optionally" in the case of the value ý- K) 
and categorically otherwise, i. e. in the presence of the value J+ Kj. 
Three families of constraints bear upon the likelihood of 
appearance of an unstressed augment in the structure of a verb 
form: tlie presence or absence of certain inflectional formatives, 
.L 
uhe presence or absence of a derivational prefix, and a vocalic or 
15 -s affect conson, -. ntal f ollowing environment Such constraint 
the appearance of an unstressed, augment (but see 2.2.5. a. below) 
I 
2. Z. 1. The effect of different types of inflectional formtlvet; 
on the. probability of appearance of an augment 
(a): Formatives appearing in the presence of the value t+ K3 as 
determined by the rules in*Ch. IV above, imply, in terms ofthe 
"wave" model,, the categorical presence of an augment, e. g. 
2/9/6 M. L. ke eprokito iýa ipotimigil. ke opos ipotimilgike 
and(the dollar) was goingg to be devalued as 
indeed it -gas devalued); 
where, the J+ Kj F6f 6r., %mt 1-ve o appears. 
II- 
1/22/12 Mis meta aposirgisan? 
did they retire to becl after [lie had %issid him-]? ) 
cf. (- X] UosirOlkan 
3/3/4 S. M. 0 plapu-'Llas ton ipoclelxtike, ets-*L? kj otan ton 
iRE-U-7i"x9i ... arxise kjeleye to pAter imon 
(= Plaputas received EKIng- Otto], right? and whan 
he received. him ... lie starxtý--d delivering the Lord's 
Prayer Eagain and again, because he was uneducated 
and c. ould not deliver a formal speech]) 
cf 11, C] ipocle'xtike, which is, in fact, produced 
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by the same speaker in the same utterance. 
V60115 E. C. ... ke ipa ... ke vevea morl Ga me leli, ophe esil 
I eksanestis, e? 
(... and I said ... of course 
[my husband] will call 
me "mori" [a rude appellative originally meaning "silly"], 
whereupon you were'furious,, weren't you? ) 
where the lexeme EKSANfSTAIIE takes only [+ K3 
O-P formatives, i. e. -is, instead K3 -ikes. 
3/17/5 S. K. i skiii ecTe'Gisan 
(= the dogs have been fastened! ) 
cf. { -K I' aeGlkane 
(b): KI formatives imply the categorical absence of an augment. 
1/22/8 V. L. i parastasi aimiuryl'c)ik(-, me filj, 3, 
(= the theatrical performance was created with the 
help of kisses) 
I cf. (+ Kj eaimiuryi0i 
I 2/20/7 J. L. al-A C'Le mul3s, es! 6tan isuna spudastis endjaferosurLa? 
eyo prosopikal aen enajaferomuna 
(but tell me, when you were a student did you show any 
interest [in your studies]? Personally, I wasn't 
interested) 
of. (+ KI encl. jefereso, encljefe-. omin 
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(c): Fcrmatives neutral with respect to ft Kj distinctions, 
referred to henceforth as the set of constraintsýCITý , favour 
a small measure of augments (0-19)(see also examples in 2.2-5. a): 
2/6/2o J. L. afto's o tilpos ine ekseretIkA petiximenos tilpos, 
clilacTi 0 ia, 'Iis ... pu ay6rase metaxlrizmeno, enas 
f2'. los riu, apý amerik&no, to x! tba tria xronja 
(= this model is an extremely successful model, that 
is Janis ... who bought a second hard one, a friend 
of mine, from an American, has had it now for three 
years) 
c. f. (+ K) iySrase 
8 1/19/1 R. ke telilzA. katalikse na mu pi, akus? e! ese opos ke 
11 naxi se pernAo -tesera pede xro'nj*a 
(= and finally Elittle Dimitris] told me in conclusion, 
how about that, e, anyway, I an, your elder by four or 
five years) 
C. f. f Y, I katellkse 
A very small percentage of augments (0.05) is favoured I 
by the presence Of certain inflectional formatives which have not 
been explicitly recognized in the rule system of Ch. IV and which vi-Ill 
be referred to, for mneiýtonlc Purposespas "quasi-neutral" 
cq-ý> 
- 
Notwithstanding the scarcity of evidence in the corpus ire could 
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attempt to define, very tentatively, the formatives in question 
as follows: 
Certain combinations of grammatical values can be matched with 
a single string of formatives (excluding, for the time being, 
augmento), apart from a certain point in structure where. two 
formatives may alternate in correlation with (t KI distinctions. 
If the two contrastive fornatives are vowels that differ 
minimally, i. e. by a single phonetic feature, there may not 
be sufficient perceptual cues for the strict observance of 
restrictions concerning the co-occurrence of J+ KI forratives 
on the one hand and (- KI formatives on the othor. As a result, 
I 
the (- K3 formative may sometimes co-occur with a [+ K] unstressed 
augment. Thus, in the folloging extT-act from our data 
2/16/26 J. L. : teknon mut imartises 
(= my child, you have sinned) 
irrArtises (e+ amart +i+s+e+ s) occurs instead of the 
, expected 
J+ K3 form. iraArtisas or the "correct" (- K3 form arjar-tj, -e.,:. 
In other words, [- Kj F6 2 ........ 3 with a "temporal"' augment 
I (and with the[ + Ký lexical item teknon (= child) as opposed to 
[- K) p2di'), whereas elsewhere in our data it consistently coincides I 
with the absence of an augment. 
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2/6/16 M. L. prospaei na se pisi oti to ayýrases ftinA yjaftof 
sta lei tora gta 
(= he is trying to persuade you that you bought -it 
cheaply, that's why lie is now telling you these things) 
c. f. J+ K3 lyo'rasas 
Other formatives qualifying forCq-_ý> status might be F6 2, which 
contrasts minimally with V6 a in the following forms: 
[+K P, ]Pa 
,, 
[e] 
+ [-Passv-Perf, +Pastp*+Pl, 2j 
t-K e) ae 
and Flo u-contrasting with P 10 i 
in the forms 
f+pass, -Perf, +Pastp-Plpll 
e. ]pavom[i] 
n 
u 
As we said above, the evidence from our data is -boo inConclusive 
to allOVT a thorough statement concerning such formatives. (For 
instance, can consonants be <Q-. 31> formatives, or can more than 
one structural place harbour OQ_ forma-Lives in a single verb form? ) 
Consequently, no attempt at formalization of the above tentative 
definition will be made here other than the incorporation ' 
of the symbol as a variable constraint in the rule under 
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consideration (see below), 'where 
cq-ý> 
stand for such [- KI 
formatives in the examples above as F6 a in imartises, F6 2L 
in pavate and F 10 11 in pavomun 
(but see next paragraph). It 
should be mentioned, however, that an adequate formulation, 
rather than simple listing, concerning 
CQ-D formatives would 
contain explicit recognition of their phonetic motivation and 
their syntagmatic and paradigmatic conditioning, i. e. qua vowels, 
they should be minimally different from their J+ Xj alternantst 
whereas q-qa formatives, they should be the only ones in the 
structure of [- Xj verb forms (before the application of the 
augment rules) to distinguish them from their [+ X] alternants. 
s 
A final tentative suggestion concerning CQ--ý> formatives involves 
a principle of classification of phonological systems and rules 
as more or less "natural", namely, that of Plaximum differentiation. 
According to Schane, 1972.: 
"In maximum differentiation there is a tendency 
for segments to be kept perceptual.. y as far apart 
froin one another, as possible. Thus, given a 
three-vowel system, iau is more natural than,. 
say, eao. In the first case high vowels are 
opposed to the low one; in the second case mid 
vowels are opposed to the low one. The desira- 
bility of iau is explained by maximum, 
differentiation, as this is the only three- 
vowel system where the extreme corners of the 
vo,,,.., -el triangle are represented. Similarly, if 
there are two high vowels in a systen they will 
be 1 and u, rather than, cay, i and Ut since the 
for7er axe opposed in two features, backness and 
rounding, whereas the latter are less differentiated, 
being opposed only in one featurc, rounding. (p. 2-10) 
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s Y)IJ ý'I e, 
Contrarywise, the appearance of aA augment in the presence of a 
(- Kj formative, say Flo U, which is maximally opposed# in 
Schane's terms, to its [+KI alternant, iti. e. eDavomun instead 
I. of either of the "expected" forms [+ K] epavomin or 
would hardly be felt to function motaphoricallyt i. e. to mark a 
stylistic shift to the f+ K3 level, while a "temporal" augment, 
(I. e. a stylistically "powerful" J+ K} formative) in the same 
context would probably be interpreted as a jocular experimentation 
with language, i. e. having fun matching clearly incongruous formatives 
in the sairie syntagn., rather than as characteristic of a more general 
linguistic tendency (though games involving the combination of 
incompatible formatives via 
ihe breaking of co-occurrence restrictions 
are not uncommon). 
As we have already indicated in the discussion above, each of the 
four linguistic constraints under consideration affects -the 
-likelihood of the appearance of an unstresse -d augment to a different 
extent, i. e. the constraints are ordered in terms of relative weight. 
In Table Six below, for each of the four constraints is given the 
number of occurrence of the augment ovor the total number of cases 
where it might have appeared. The same number is also given in 
parentbesis as a percentage. 
Wa 
TABLE SIX: The effect of four catcý, rories of inflectional formatives 
on the -relative frequency of occurronce of tho augment. , 
(+ KJ CND CQ-D 1-Ki 
4 4 1 0 
Tf - 21 -Ei 9 
(1) , (0.19) (0-05) (0) 
I 
To modify rule (-ii) above now so as to include the infoxnation 
provided by Table Six we could replace the conýtraint f- K) 
by the symbol 
CUFFD 
standing for the family of constraints 
which the totality of inflectional formatives constitute: 
(iii) f+Pastj oe PREFO - roc,, T 
Ci ]ýý'> 
where 
CIITFFD (+ K3 <ý_ý, CQ-ý> and. (- KI inflectional forn, atives 
and then specify separately the relative effect that the four 
subcategories of variants of the varjzXe 
CIVID have on the 
frequency of application of the rule, i. e. on the dependent variable 
whose values range between 1 (100,016 application) and 0 (zero 
application): 
PC[+ KII) > p<ýý >'P <ýQ - IIT ICJ 
C114FD >>P <f- Kj> 0 
or, to go back to our remarks on lirguistic games involving the 
occasional breaking of even the strictest restrictions concorning 
the co-occlurrence of [+ yj fOrmatives on the one hand and of t- Yj 
orl -the other: 
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CINFF ý> 
:1>, P 
C{+ D> >p Cl>l p>p<0 
where f+ KI-is equal to or less than 1, and [; - Kj equal to or 
greater than 0, i. e. the presence of (+ Kj inflectional formatives 
causes the augment rale to apply almost categorically whereas 
in the presence of {- K} forratives augments almost never appeix; 
the effect o<ND>formatives is less than that of [+ Kj and greater 
thanthat of forratives, the'latter, in their tUrn, favouring 
the application of the rule to a greater extent than (- X) formatives. 
2.2.2. The effect of the presence or absence of a, derlyational 
prefix on the frequency of appearance of an augment 
The data in our possession suggests that the appearance of an 
augment is favoured at a frequency level. of 0.22 by the presence 
of certain inflectioral prefixes before the verb root, e. g. 
3/4/1 S. M. stalmeni ap tus tl, ', rkus, alA meta' epanestitisan 
kj afti 
([the Albanians] were sent by the Turks, but then 
they too revolted 
c. f. I- ICJ e2anastatisan 
It will be remembered from rule 2c in Ch-IV, 3-1.9- above, that 
the augment appears categoricallYt j,, j the case of disyllabic verb 
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forms, to support the proparoxytonic stress associated with tho 
grammatical value (+ Pastj , e. g. plya am ep, -iva---r. - * In the 
case of compound verb forms, however, there is never any shortage 
of syllabics to support the proparoxytonic stress in the presence 
of the value {+ Pastj. Therefore, the augment is variable at all 
times, i. e. irrespective of the number of syllabics between the 
place where the augment potentially appears and the end of the 
verb f ona. 
Table Seven below shows'the effect of two environments, namely, 
4# PREF - ROOT (comPound, stems) and #- ROOT (simple stems) 
on the n=ber 0.9 times an augment-appears in our data. For each 
environment the number of augments is given over tho number of 
cases in which an augment might have appeared, the equivalent 
percentage being included in parenthesis. 
TABLE SEVEN: Effect of compound or sipgle stems on augment 
. frequency levels 
# PREF - ROOT # ROOT 
6 
27 232 
(0.22) (0.012) 
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Rule (iii) above will be recast now to reflect the findings 
in Table Seven. In it, the variable constraint 
CPRCF > will 
comprise the variands 
CPREFD i. e. the presence of one or mom 
prefixes in the stem, and<ýP: MFD i. e. absence of a prefix from 
the stem (simple stem): 
(iv) f+Past) e /# 
CPREF; 
0ý> - ROOT 
CINFFD 
where 
CPREFý>: 1> p 
CPREFD> 
p 
CPRE, 'rD> 
I ý,, 
0 
2.2-3. The effect of a following vowel. or consonant S2rl_tbp. 
augment frequency level 
Our data suggests that the augment is, roughly, as likely to appear 
before a stem-, or, in the case'of compound verbs, a root-initial 
consonaný as before a vowel, as Table EiCht below shoffs: 
TABIE ETGHT: The eff ect of a preconsonantal 0:. " prevocalic 
en-virorment on the augment frequency levels 
Ck P R'01 F0 
10 
x PREF 
0 
IV 
x 1 
ROOT ROOT 
231T 25 
(0-034) (0.04) 
This being the case, no distinction between a proconsonantal. and 
a prevocalic environment should be made in rule (iv) above. The 
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number of augments in the data, however, is probably too small to 
reliably allow us to isolate all the relevant constraints. Ab 
this point, it would be useful to draw a distinction between 
the quantitative weight of a constraint, i. e. the frequency level 
it contributes to a rule relative to those contributed by other 
constraints, and its qualitative -, %Teight, i. e. its relative power 
for the expression of such metahorical Qr stylistic functions as 
irony, pomposity, humour, anger, formality and the like. IThat we 
are suggesting here, then, is that the quantitative weight of a 
constraint of a varli; jble rule is inversely proportionate to its 
qualitative weight or, in more common sense terms, the more "un- 
expected" the turn of phrase, the more effective it can be stylistically 
whatover the stylistic effect sought might be. Now, it should be 
clarified that the quantification of stylistic weight is not 
easy, or even necessarily possible (c. f. labov, 1972b, p. 240). 
If, however, our distinction above were assumed correct, 
Table Seven could receive a (tentative) interpretation other 
than indicated by the frequency levels of the two environments: 
indeed, it seems that an augment which appears before a vowel, 
(the two coalescing to a single, different overt vowel, or 
I "temporal" augment, e. g. e+ amLtisa b, imartisa can be used 
\ 
for stylistic purposes more effectively than an augment appewAng 
IM 
before a consonant. 
Thus, in the three extracts from our data below, imArtises 
I. I 
+ amArtises) is "funny" whereas epira and epiye are not. 
4. Note that the same speaker who uses epira also uses the alternant 
I pira (no augment) in practically the same breath without any 
appreciably different stylistic effect. 
0 O]as 
[devoiced 2116116-ff M. L. re A, o sokraltis Ga y1ni[b]a[b 
plosives] afto to miana mAlon 
you know, Socratis is going to be a father this 
month, most probably) 
J. L. ne? is that so? ) 
T. pjos? who? ) 
M. L. 
o sokraltis Socratis) P. D. 
T. a! babas! ah! a father! ) 
M. L. 6xi, mite'ra (= no, a mother! ) 
P. D. papAs ak-&stike, Atsi? 
it sounded like "a priest", didn't it? ) 
I T. aa priest pap S, 
J. LO Elaughs] 
I P. D. prepi na prosexis tus 1xus su, re. 
(= you must be careful with your sounds, you) 
L147 
0 
II J. L. Kirie elelson 
(= Echanting] Ky-ie cleison) 
II P. D. fantazese to sokrati na aiaAski me kalimAfki 
p5s clj. -Lolo to lAne? 
(= can you imagine Socratis preaching wearing a 
kalimafki hat, how the devil do they call it? ) 
J. L. t6knon mu, 'imArtises'. den ayripn-&ses enantion 
9 tu pirazmu! 
(= my child you have sinned! You were not vigilant 
against temptation! ) 
11 ")151" 8f f M. L. cle mu les, yrAftikes s afto to klab, eki pera pu 
I pulai tis tonales ke tus allskus 
(= by the way, have you joined this club, the one 
that sells tapes and records? ) 
xa! Ges na pas na psonisis? 
hm! you want to go and shop? ) 
P. D. kseparaaja'stika, afto to mina 2Lra Ikenu'ryJes tenies 
(= I am broke. This month I bouýhtlnew tapes) 
8 J. L. ine yram(,, nos sto rilosxAto. 
(= he has joined the Moschato branch) 
I. P. D. epira 6jotonles ... tis RLra tliml me'lus , as pume, 
III ala ine akriva, re, ekaton evcTominta (Iraxmes i 
teniUlles. 
(= I bought two tapes ... I bought them at a member's 
price, you know, but they are expensive, danin it, 
a hund-red and sevennty drachmas for the crummy little 
tapes). 
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I 
3/16/8- A. or6a stafIlja elite, pu iste, pj6s itane, pjols 
eplye mesa 
(= beautiful grapes [for you]! Come on, where 
axe you, who was it, who went inside? ) 
Since, therefore, an augnent appearing before a vowel is felt to 
be stylistically more powerful than one appearing before a 
consonant, we may assume that this is so because the fo=. er 
is less expected or frequent than the latter. Consequently, rule 
(iv) will now be revised to account for the variable constraint 
C19PD> ( see 2. '1.3.. above) comprising the variants <ýC) and 
CV). 
Rule 52 
Sy >x [+Past] ---w- e/#<ý: REý> 
c3 
-ROOT 
where 
CPRED 
:1> pCOLREFD > pCPPEFý> 
>; 0 
CSYLD> 
:1p< 
ýC: >>p cvý >,,, o 
C -ý: 1> ITTF p 
C(W > 1) <D >p 
CQ 
-> I) 
<(J'7-1ý> >0 
2.2.4. It will be remembered from the discussion in 2.1.2. above 
that the morpheme boundary between a prefix beginning with a vowel 
4. and a root is alwdys---- deleted in the lim-4 Led case of 
CLC 
- 
D3 
verbs 
if the value [+ K3 is present, e. g. en + poalz +o 4-en + pojl'zo---t- 
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empoalzo (= I hinder). As a result, rule 59 above does not 
normally apply to place an augment before f+ Past] forms of 
most compound verbs whose stems begin with a vowel. Since, 
however, the effect of a following consonantal or vocalic 
environment on the appearance of an augment (before a simple 
stem or the root of a compound verb) has also been discussed 
in section 2.1-3. above, it would appear that we are missing 
a generalization here. Indeed, the effect of a following vocalic 
or consonantal segment on the probability of application of an 
augment is accounted for by two rules: firstly, by rule 591 
the main augment rule, as it. were; secondly, and only indirectly, 
by rule 58, which, as we mentioned in note 14, is basic-ally 
concerned with the degree of cohesion between a prefix and a 
root and only incidentally related to the augment rule. 
The obvious way to correct the above unsatisfactory formulation 
would bet firstj to disengage rule 58 above from the family of 
i. e. to ignore the effect of the prefix-initial constraints 
CSYL 
consonant or vowel on the optional deletion of the morpheme boundary 
between prefix and root, and, second, to accountin rule 59 above, 
for the fact tha-ý in the case of compound verbs where the morpheme 
boundary between prefix and root has been deleted by rule 58, -the 
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augment never appears before a prefix-initial Vowel (unless 
the lexeme belongs to the CIC - 
ý> 
group, e. g. EITODIZO; see 
2.1.2. above). Now, to revise rule 59 above so -that it reads 
as indicated in the preceding sentence would necessitate a Elobal 
rule (see Ch. IV, 4.2.4., n. 15) i. e. we would have to include in 
its structural description the requirement -that t-he rule does 
not apply on f+ Past) verb foims with word-initial vowels that 
have urdergone rule 58, (i. e. compound verb forrim on which rule 58 
has already applied to delete the morpheme bourAlary between prefix 
and roct). In the present state of the art, however, there are 
no generally acceptable fornal means for mak1q,, the application of 
a generative rule conditional upon the dar: Ixational history of a 
string, i. e. if a string satisfie3 the input conditions of a rule, 
the rule applies, irrespective of what other rules have applied 
to give the string its present structure. We will therefore 
conclude that rules 58 and 59 cannot be profitably revised. 
2.2-5. A number of additional constraints appear to our 
intuition to affect the application of the augment rule. Howeveri 
since no significant frequencies can be found in the data in 
support of our intuition, we will simply suggest the existence of 
such constraints bolow (i. e. we will not include them in the 
augvIent rule) for fuiure testing against addLtional data. 
IP51 
(a): The frequency of appearance of a (stressed or unstressed) 
augment seems to be affected by the number of syllables in 'the 
f ollowing environTwnt within a verb f orm: two syllables (in cascs 
where the augment is not needed to support the proparoxytonic 
stress associated with the value J+ Pastj i. e. in compound verbs 
and in such "Irregular" simple verbs as allow a paroxytonic 
stress in some (+ Pastj forms; see examples below) or three 
syllables seem to favour the appearance of the augment, e. g. 
11 li. /68/10 V. L. eyo' apoxorisa, ne , 'Paredosa ti skita, 11 
I have retired Efrom participation in the chat] 
yes, I have handed over the baton Ewith reference 
to a relay racej) 
I Of. apo +e+ xorisa p-apexorisa (with augment) 
paxa + aosa--v-parAdo'sa (without augment) 
3111V18 S. M. katat tis clMek, -a i 6-ca, slml to la'stlxo tu taksis 
I pu rnas metefere ke ksenixtisame yja, clen i8xe yrislo, 
round aýout midnight we had a flat tyre in the 
tax-, A- that was carrying us Eover a mountain] and we 
spent the night there, for [the taxi driver] had no 
jack) 
cf. metaffere 
On the other hand, four or more syllables seem to 
inhibit the appearance of an. augment, e. g. 
1158113 E. C. ailac7l eyo' pu to JiLl m., isa 
so I who have created it 
cf. ec7imiuryisa 
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1/1, C/16 R. e, ti, aen exo t1pota na p6, tellosa, Ande. I 
(= what now? I have nothing to say, I have 
finished, that's it 
cf. etellosa 
No exarples of an augment appearing in the above cont 
. 
ext (four 
or more syllables)are found in the data. 
I 
In the case of compound verbst a prefix-final vowel seeias to 
favour the appearance of an augment (see examples in ý) above) 
whereas a prefix-final consonant inhibits it; in fact, no examples 
of an augment appearing in the latter context occur in our 
conversationsp e. g. 
E. C. cle se prosklalesame sti sizitisi 
we did not invite you to the conversation) 
cf. pros +e+ kalesame-ti-prosekale'same (with 
au5nent) 
(c): Finally, the appearance of an augment is affected according 
to whether the particular lexeme involved can be regarded as 
I'learned" (f+learnedj) or noý (ý-learnedj). Loosely, for a rigid 
definition would be untenable in the absence of exhaustive 
descripbion, [+lea--nod3 lexemes either survive in EGK from AG 
relatively intact phonologically' and' semantically or axe recent 
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addi. tibns to the language made up of roots and derivational 
affixes drawn from A. G. In contrast, (-learned, ] lexemes are 
either relatively recent borrowings from other languages 
(Italian, Turkish, etc. ) or, if descendiný from AG, they have 
changed over the centuries to a considerable extent phonologically 
and/or semantically. The appearance of an augment is favoured 
by [-Flearnedl and disfavoured by -learndd3 2exemes. In the 
examples below verb forms of the two groupsof lexemes appear. 
- L+leaxnedj 
2/9/6 11. L. ... ke eprokito na ipotimigl 
(= and it was going. to be devalued) 
1160115 E. C. esl eksanestis, e! 
you were furious, weren't you? ) 
[-learned3 
I 2-113/10 P. D. pu fisaste tosi ora ... le'o kj cyol, r. -c-tanjosane ... 
ti yinete. 
(= where have you been all this time ... I thouý-, htp have they chanEed their mind, what's going on) 
cf -learned I MITANANO and f+learnedj METAITOd 
2/13/19 J. L. eyo jen ipmuna aptin arxi yjatj. to xa ksp. xasi, ki 
3 'Tes, kagomuna spiti kc to kolovaraya ke den piya .c 
(= I. wasn't there from the bcginning because, I had 
forgotten about it, and you saw me, I was at home 
arse-slýýina Ei-e- pottering about] and I didn't go) 
4yý 
M. L. ke cTe tus ksexezate? aina Itan clilac7l tetjo 
gras0st toso poll, as pume. 
and why didn't you shit on them Ei. e. why 
didnIt you give them a piece of yourmind]? if it 
was a case of such cheek, that much, you see). 
Notice that in the case of such (, +learned) lexemes as PR6KIME and 
EKSANISTAM in the examples above the presence of an augment is 
categorical rather thafi simply favoured. 
2.2.6. It remains now to find out if weight relationships 
can be established between constraints acrow-, the three families 
influencing rule 59. For soihe combiriations of constraints 
(. I. e. onviz-omments) the data is, unfortunately, scant or non- 
existent. However, the following horizontal tree (see 1.6.4., n. 10 
above) can be constructed: 
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c 310 (1. ) CPREFý> 
310 (1. ) <YD 
CýPFEF 1/0 (1. ) 
«> 1/0 (1 D- 
-L<ýllý- 
CPREFD 3/7 (0.42) 
<ýCý> 37 (0.42) 
ýN>121 (0.19) 11 <ývý> 
9 (0.11) 
(0-07) 
1- 
D1/14 
1 
<ýVý> 015 -0) 
Cp PE r.: 
Il> 0/4 0) 
0/ 4 0) 
CQ-ý>1/18 (0-05) 
<ZD 
v 
1/2.4 (0-07) 
c 0/11 ( 0) 
OV 1/3 (0-33) 
CPREýD 
0/16 (' 0) 
CD 0/15 (- 0) 
D 0/1 ( -0) 
0 0/188 ( 0) 
FiF: 
> 
0/204 0) «> 0/16 ( 0) 
Apart from a few discm. pancies due to small munbers or lack of 
dataothe goneral tendency is for observed frequEncies to diminish 
as we move from top to bottom. The heaviest conýtraints in each 
family can be arranged in the following relative order of weight. 
P 
C(4 
1K>p 
CP 
P-T, >p<0 
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Again, due to lack of sufficient data it cannot be conclusively 
shown whether the above hierarchical ordering is geometric or not. 
VARIATION IN SP 
Rules 9b" and 10 in Ch-IV, 3.3.6. above, state, among other things, 
that in the pr-asence of the cluster [+ P, -t-. ost - Perft - KI 
(STv2jverbs (e. g. DIMIURG6) halve dther Fe or i in stem-final '3 
position, e. g. 
1.1 cT l'TrLiu-ry cmaste - cTimiury [uol iras te 
(+Pass, -Perf, STv -KI 
[-Past, -i-Pl) 
[21 climiury O'saste - (Timiuxy saste 0 i 11 
' 
(+Past 11 
(-P--L's u a- dimiury f9 muna jiiTliUrY olmun 
, 
I 1 
(+Plj Himiury[? ]ontusaii-iLimiury ntusan 1 '10 - 
In our conversations we find that e is more frequently encountered 
than i, though, due to the sm, -%11 number of 
(+ Pass, - Perf, STv., - KI 
forms, the evidence is to be cons. 4dered as inconclusive, e. g. 
I 1/91/1 V. L. rdbi, pes ta clik! su, pu sineno-Linaste 
(= Rub!, tell me your news, seeing that you and I, Can 
communicate [i. e. have a lot in cormon]) 
where sineno +e+ omasto --b- sinenoumaste 
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IIt 211311-5 J. L. c7ilaal sinenountusan ke mil'Lisan me ... me mia tetia 
., * Orasitita 
(= that is, they communicated Ei. e. they discussed 
the examination questionsj and talked with ... with 
such ... cheek! 
) 
where sineno +e+ 6ntusan --o- sinenountusan 
113616 P. D. rubi, otan arxisis na eksomolo yiese ... e? 
Rubi, when you are about to [want to] confess 
[your sins] ... OK? 
Ei. e. com-_ to me]) 
where eksomoloy +1+ ese -->-eksomoloyjese 
It should be noted that the appearance of F3i in the structure 
of f ST-v 23 verbs in the presence of the cluster {+ Pass, - Perf, - KI 
indicates in fact that fSTv23 verbs are currently beginning to fUl 
under -the analogical pull of the structural paradigm of the[STv 1 
verbs: within the + Pass, - Perf 3 section of the verb system ( aTv 
1 11 
verbs have F3a or i in the presence of the values, respectively, 
(+ KI and (-KI, whereas [ STv2j verbs have e irrespective* oil [I K 
distinctions or j in the presence of the value (- KI , e. g. 
+Pass, -Perft +Plt I-j 
[STvl] ISTV2} 
[+K] ayap. + a. + omega --o-ayapome0a c7imiury +e+ ome0a --4- c7imiuryLega 
J-K] ayup 4- i+ 6maýtc --o'ayapj6maste c7imiury + 6maste [uc 
clirdury 
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During-the restructuring procoss, which we will refer to, from 
now on, with the mnemonic STv - UP, i. e. the jSTvj unification 
process, the class-of[STv2j verbs does not behave uniformly 
w3. th the result that a certain degree of more or less clear 
subclassification is in evidence: for one, not all jSTv2j verbs 
accept F31 in their structure at the same degree of readiness; 
cf. arnume/arnieme, (= I refuse), sinkinume/sinkAnje'me (= I am moved), 
sinenou', me/2inenoJeme communicate), eksomolo 'niejleksýoýniolo ý*' ru 
I confess), but asxolume (? )asxoljeme (= I occupy myself), 
II /-V. .I GeorLe/3ý-Georjeme I am considered), enoime/-enoieme am ; rPant), 
mimui,., ie/*mimje'me imitate) etc. We will refer to jSrv21 verbs not 
yet reached by the restructuring process in question as JSTV2.1 verbs 
(e. g. ;; U, OR6, E1106, KOMI , etc. ). 
I-lost f STv. j verbs (e. g. DDIIURG5, SINUN6, EKSOMOLOG6, etc. ), which 
we will henceforth refer to as ISTv2b] verbs, submit, as we said 
above, to the paradigmatic pull of the fSTvlj group, in that the 
F3 formative i (characteristic of [sTvll verbs) sometimes appears 
in their structure in the limited case of the [+ Pass, - Perf, - Kj 
forms. Also, and this is not covered by rules qb" and 10, F3a 
may, though not normally, appear in their structure instead. of e 
I 
in the presence of the cluster [- Pass, - Perit - K) The uso 
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is characteristic of uneducated speech. In the exanples below, 
K. is a cleaning lady at a hotelp jovially dismissing my townfolk 
"nice" talk: 
(a) P. D. me sinycori'te (= forgive me Ei. e. sorry]! ) 
I K. se sixora. o I forgive you. ) 
cf. standard sinxoro from "underlying" sirpcoreo; notice 
too nx --a- x in K. 's speech. 
(b) P. D. efxaris'%., 6 (= thanks! ) 
K. ti fxaristAs, kale' why do you thank me, dear! ) 
cf. standard eftaristis from "underlying" efxaristeis; 
notice too the el#ion of the unstressed word-initial 
I vowel in K's speech: efxaristas --+- f. xaristas. 
Again, a small number of verbs, which we will here call (STv 2cl 
16 
e. g. KRAT6 (= I hold), PAT6 (= I step), SIZIT6 (= I talk), KTIP6 
(= I hit), etc., accept F3i much more readily than other [STv2j 
verbs in the presence of the cluster f+ Pass, - Perf, - KI : 
III kratiete-s-11cm t. ie'te, patlete-o-patiete, sizitiete---, O-sizitjLlte, 
xtiplete----ý-xtipjete, rather than krateete-ii-krat-itte, Ra bý. e qt 
patite, siziteete --ý-sizitlte,, xtipiete-i-XII21112- Furthermoreq 
the paxadigmatic pull of {STv 11 on (STv,. l verbs extends throughout 
the [- Perf, - K) section of the inflectio4-11 system, i. e. not only 
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in the presence of the (+ Pass ,- Perf ,-Kj as is the case with 
[STV 2b) verbs, but also 
in the presence of the [- Pass, - Perft - K] 
cluster, e. g. 
V26115 E. C. : ipoge*to oti 
(= I assume 
and Fthat's 
of. sizit - 
II exete yefsgi ke sizitao nkam. sas 
that you have had a taste [of sex] 
why] I talk with you) 
e+o -> sizito' 
I 115116ff L/ ine Oriskeftikjv i y-jayjA, el E. C a 
(= she is religiouss your grandroat isn't she? ) 
poll! kratAi sarakOstes, pr&uta! 
(= Very muchl She observes Lent and things) 
cf. krat +A+i ý=atl 
Finally, some verbs, e. g. POL6 (= I iýell), OMIL6 (= I speak), 
PERIPAT6 (= I walk), FIL6 (= I kiss), EKIIT6 (= I set off) etc., 
behavu in. MGK either as fSTv. j verbs if the feature [+ KI is 
present, or as t'STvlj verbs in the presence of the. feature [- Kj 
Their variable behaviour, however, is not lin-ited1to the inflectional 
formatives employed; in some of them the p[ionological shape of 
the stem may vary: 
IIAJ 
Iý 
{ STv 2g +KI , 
peripateo b- peripatb' 
omile' 0 omilo' 
ekinelo ekino' 
ipireteo 0- ipireto' 
enoxie'o --o- enoxio' 
f STVj, -K) 
PIO)rpatao 
I milao 
ksekiriAo 
(i)peretao 
(e)noxlao 
In others, a considerable difference in meaning, quite distinct 
from such shades of metaphorical meaning as normally associated 
with {t KI distinctions, may be in evýdence, e. g. 
STV? I 
fileo R-filo I love) 
kaleo-m-ka16 I invite) 
sirixoreo--tt-sbu=6 (= I forgive) 
STv 
MAO I 'Kiss), 
kalao I challenge 
[in youngster's slang] 
sixordo (= I pray for somebody's 
s Oul) - 
Finally, both a phonological and a semantic change can be associated 
with the appearance of F3e (characteristic of jSTv. j ) or F3a 
or i (characteristic of tSTvll ) in the structure of some, originally 
[STv. 3 verbs, eg. 
STV? "3TV 
eksiye'omc ---z--eksiyýme ksiyjeme I treat somebody) 
(= I explain myself) 
11.42 Tl.. p 
It is perhaps more approPriate to regard such fonas as 
I '/filAlo. or eksiy I. .1 bolonging not to Zerpatao, filo ume/ksiyjcme as 
''the same'' lexeme 'cut to different lexemes which form, in Setatos' 
terms, (1969a)., doublets. In each doublet, an ISTV21 verb (e. g. 
PERIPAT6, FIIJý, EKSIW) contrasts with an (STvjj "descendant'lo 
i. e. no longer a member of the [STv23 group (PERPAT40, FILAOtKSIGAO)p 
the contrast often coinciding with semantic and/or phonological 
differences. Note, too, that the topic of conversation or the amount 
of formal education of the interlocutors is relevant here: informal 
topics and social groups with limited formal education favour the 
appearance of F3a or i instead of e in the structla-e of f STv2j 
verbs. In other words, infoýmlity (stylistic dimension) and 
lack of formal education (social dimension), 3, e. in general, 
language use at a remove from the consen*ative influence of the 
norms of formal education, encourages the unification of all [STvj 
subgroups under the structural model of (STvlj verbs (AGAPIO). 
In conclusion, there is a tendency (STv - UP) wflong all subgroups 
of {STvj verbs to behave according to the model of the [cSTv 1.3 
paradigm (AGAPAO). The above tendency has some important correlates. 
To begin with, in the case of fSTv2j verbs, it is-categorically 
blocked in the presence of the feature (+ K] (I. e. it is associated 
with -the feature (- Kj ); secondly, originally fSTv. ) verbs are 
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differentiated according to the frequency levels in their 
structure of such formatives characteristic of [STvlj verbs as 
F, a or i (see also 4. below for the distribution of F 5 
f ormatives y and us in the structuxe of [STvj verbs). Some of 
them((S. Vv2j) accept neither; most ({STv2bl) occasionally accept i 
and, more rarely, a; others QSTv 2c 1) accept both quite frequently; 
thirdly, the alternation between a or i on the one hand and e 
on the other, coincides for some, but not all, origimilly {STv2] 
I rxi/or semantic verbs w. "-Ah more or less considerable phonological a 
differences in the stem, a process which results in lexical doublets, 
each made up of an fSTv2j veýb and an tSTvlj "descendant"; 
fourthly, the structural change in question is mom readily associated 
with informal situations and social groups that have not had much 
N 
formal education; lastly, a paradox is in evidence here: the general 
unificatory process under consideration'(Iat all {STV) verbs behave 
like [STvlj verbs) causes a considerable amount of diversification 
among [STvZý verbs in that some of them in some situation, --4.1 contexts 
favour the process more than others; in other words the tendency 
for the merging of the two groups, {STvjj and {STv2j into one, [STvj v 
causes, in fact, the differentiation of the {ST-v] group into fouz 
subgroups: fSTVjj i [STV 2a3 I {STv 2bý , and fSTv2cl ,a situation 
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which could be self-eliminatory (i. e. emerge for tho sole purpose 
of facilitating the completion of STv - UP) or could become 
"stagnant" (i. e. stable). Such a process of short term lexical 
class diversification for the sake of long term unity is not 
uncommon in the course of linguistic change. As Labov, 1972b, 
observes, "There is now good evidence that the course of lirL--, Uistic 
change involves the temporary dissolution of word classes" (p. 246). 
The above discussed dynamic patterns characteristic of the [STvj 
group of verbs are not grasped by the rules in Ch. IV, 3.3.6. 
accounting for the distribution of F formatives in the 3 
structure of {STv} verbs. To account for the effect of various 
grammatical and stylistic features on the process which drwis 
all JSTVJ verbs into the structural paradigm of {STIvlj verbs 
STv - UP ), ie will retain, first of all rule 8 above, 
reproduced beloll for the convenience of the reader. 
Rule 
STV Vx -1 Sum 
L 
back 
The rule states that all ISTv) verbs have a[ -back ] vowel 
(i, e or 2) in stem-final position, i. e. in SP3 e. g* ayap + a'_+ ot 
ZTimlury + 31 +S+0, climiury +c+ ome climiuryu'me, aya tr : iL 4- eme 
.I o ayapieme. Subsequently, rule 9b" above will be revised 
as rule 60 below on the basis of, among other things, a 
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distinction within the [ STVJ group between [STvlj verbs on the 
one hand, and, on the other, jSTv21 verbs, the latter being 
further subclassified into ( ST'v2c ) (KRAT6, PAT6, SIZIT6, KTIP6 , etc. 
) 
I STV 2bI 
(DI14IURG61 SIMCIN6, EKSOMOLOG6, etc. ) and [STv 2al 
('EOR6 
Em6t HIM61E, etc. ) 
Ruip, 60 
[v 
-bac 
[+low] 
lcIf 
hiir,, -J,, h 
lof It 
hi 
Igj 
10-1111 
hi ggl 
[+high] 
r 
low 
-ýOx, high 
- Olf 
L[--hligh 
-]STEM/ 
[STv (a') 
-Pass , -Perfl ST l t v2, +K 
[STV, p KI 
+Pass, -Pextj 
(STv2 , +1', 
] (bl') 
'0 1,3Tv , +Pe rij (0) 
Tvý, -Xp 
C-CxPaDvs 
-Perfl (d) 
STV where <tsTv 21> 1 >' P<ISTv2cl> >PCtSTV2 4 2a 
> J>> 0 
and f- PaE]ý> >0 p<{ Pasb 
cl E> > pCPasD 
, 66 
Rule 60 -states that the C -back ] vowel appoaxing in stem-final 
position in the structure of jSTvj verbs is either [ +101., Tl (a) 
or 
Ll? w (-e) or E+ high ] (i) according to the "plus" or high []I 
Ilainus" value of the features [Pass), [Perf fK) present; 
also, according to the[ST,. rj subgroup involved. The categorical 
sections of the rule axe clear enough: the precise phonological 
nature of the [ -back I stem-final vowel correlates with clusters 
of grammatical va'lues as follows: 
+a E +101r I (a) : fSTVlj-Pass, -Perfj e. g. 21a 
'+0 (see (a))' 
JSTv 1 +KP+Pa, ---S, -PP-rf] e. g. ayap. + a+ ome 
ayapome. (see (bl)) 
low I (e): [STv2t+KP-Pass, -Perf] e. g. Rriiary +e+o -P--. high jimiury-6 see(a but notice 
Variable 
ýa) 
toý'ý 
fSTv2, +K, +Passp-perfJ e. g. d'imiury +e+ omo t dimiuryine (sae ý") but 
notice variable a) too) 
1. e. g. avap + J- + eme --*- ya . 
QD-: [STvl, -Y., +Pass, -Perf I... -- 
ZI 
-jeme (see (býý- 
JSTv, +Perf] e. g. an- 2 ,e 
J- i +s +o, ilya +++ 
aindury +1+_ so, c7m, iuEy +1+9+6 
The variable sectvion of the rule, on the other hand, (section (d)) 
refers to the appearance of the alternatives [ +Ioyg ] (_ a) or 
(c) in the presence of the cluster [STv2, -Passp -Perfj -higa 
"7 16 
e. g. krat +a+i+ s--*ý-kratas or krat +e+i+ s-t-kratils, 
and of ji or[lo'W4 E+hieh3 (-) 
-high] 
(9) in the presence of the 
cluster (STv., -K, +Passt -Perfj, e. g. sineno +i+ 6ntusan 4;. 
sinenoj6ntusan or sineno +e+ 6ntusan--o-sinenolntusan. The 
order in which the alternative clusters appear in the three- 
cornered bracketslin the output of the rule is significant in 
that the one at the top is the heavier of the tWO17. The 
variable application of the rule ranges, as indicated at the 
bottom of the rule, between the values 1 and 0.1 refers to 
1OWo appearance of the heavier cluster at the top of the three- 
cornered brackets 
low ýhe presence of 
1ý 
higo 
(i. e. a or i in t 
the features, respectively, f- Pass] and J+ Pass3 and, consequently, 
011o appearance of the cluster at the bottom of the three-cornered 
brackets 
Flow 
(e). Conversely, 0 refers to 0%, ap ance of a L-high] Peare 
or i and, consequently, 1007o appearance of o. The expression CfSTv2D 
in the environment of the rule summarioes, as indicated. at the bottom 
of the rule, the relative effect of the three [STv. ] subgroups on 
the variable application of the rule: the appearance of E +low I 
(a) or E +high 1 (1), rather than -1014 0), is favoured by the 
[-high 
presence of the feature (STV201 more than by [STv2bj and least by 
[STv2aj - Likewise, the expression 
CI-CC Pasjjý> signifies, as indicated 
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at th6 bottom of the rule, that the feature [+ Passl favours 
the variable application of the rule (I. e. the appearanco 
of F3a or i rather than e), more'than the feature f- Passjdoes. 
It sho,. Lld be emphasized that rule 60 is not a conglomeration 
of unrelated phenomena, but a model of remarkably regular 
dynamic relationships between clusters of grartmatical and 
stylistic values on the onehand and phonological form on the 
other. Diagram 1 may help to enhance our understarding of 
rule 60. 
LA C) T%j I 
Diagram 1: The STv-bT process as affecting the correlation of 
F3 formatives 
_i, 
a and a with clusters of gramatical 
and stylistic values. 
Perf 
J+ Perf f- KI J+ KI 
f+ Pass I J- Pass [+ Pass Passl 
[STv 
, 
c 
(STv- b 21 
a 
A 
[STV ýCj- 
F3i-. (STV 2b, 
(STv 
[STV 
c 
F3 L "ISTV20 
STv 2at i 
F3 e: 
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According to Diagram lo the STv - UP process is affected,, us 
regards the distribution of F3 formatives it a and at by 
various contrastive grammatical and stylist -Ic features, as 
follows: 
(i) It is complete in the presence of the feature [+ Perf] but 
on-going in the presence of I- Perf]. Indeed, all regular 
(+ Perfj fo: MS of[STvlverbs have F3i (but see Ch-IV, 3.3.4. 
above for some exceptions), e. g. avap ++s+ ol, 2, ra +i+G+o, 
JimiM +s+0, aimiury +i+9+o, i deriving from a or e 
Perfl) -through "raising" (see Adams, 1972). We can expr, ýss 
the relative effect that the values [+ Perfjand f- Perfj have 
on the STv - MI process as follows: 
Per3> >p C(- Peri: >>0 
The above relation is reflected in rule 60 in that the simplest 
section of the rule (section (c)) is the one where the feature 
ft Perf] is. present whoreas sections (a), (b) and (d) deal with \I 
the complex phenomena associated with the feature [- Perf]. 
(: ii) In the presence of the value f- Perfj the STv - !T process 
is categorically blocked by the feature J+ KI but favoured by 
the feature [- KI : 
>p 6- ý>> p c(+ o 
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e. g. [+Kj 
[STV 1: ayap +a+ ome9a--o--ayapomeQa 1) 
1 [Sw. ý c"Umiury + 
'o, 
+ ome0a -is--c7in, iuryLe9a 
t+Pass, -Perfp-Pastp+Plpll [STV ayap +i+ oDiaste---N, -ayapjomaste 
f-K) 
climiury +e+ omaste ep, c7imj. uryL'Lmaste ST-"2ý: II 
[climiury 
+i+ omaste-4-cTimiuryjomaste 
In rule 60 the above relation is reflected accurately in that the 
rule always applies categorically in the presence of the feature 
[+ K) whereas, in the presence of the feature f- KI it often 
applies variably (section (d)). 
(iii) To consider the relative effect of thevalues [+ Passj 
and [- Pass} on the STV - Up process we must first realize that 
there is another, independent, process going on within the[STv 11 
subgroup (whicIn Of course spreads on to the[STv2j subgroup via 
the STv - Up process): it involves the spread of F3 1' originally 
assocL-tted with the feature (+ Perf I't into -the structure of 
(- Perf, + Pass, - K] forms too: I 
(+ Y'l 
j_l, erf j ayap +a+0 
Ao or ayap6 ayap 
a ap6 I 
-P ss 
y { a ) 
[-Fast, STV I 
(+Ferfj ayap ++s+0 ayap ++s+0 
- 
[-Perfl 
- 
ayap ++ ome--a- ayap ++ eme 
t+Pass) ayapome ayapiLe 
(+Perf) 
[ayap 
+i+9+ ayap +1+9+0 
1172 
I 
It will be noticed in the examples above that in this 
structural change too - the 11 i-dynamics" , in Babiniotis 
I 
terms 18 _ the features (- Perfj and[- K3 behave as in the 
case of the STv UP process: F3i, characteristic of the 
feature [+ Perfj begins to appear 4. n the presence of the 
cluster I- Perf, - KI but not of {- Perf, + K3 . It will also 
be noticed that the change under consideration is favoured by 
the feature [+ Pass] but is categorically blocked by (- Pass). 
The two -values of the category of Voice behave in the same 
, vay as regards the STv - UP process: indeed, as we mentioned in 
the discussion at the beginning of this section, F forimtives 3 
characteristic of [STvjj verbs tend to appear in the structure 
of JSTv 21 subgroups more often in the presence of -the feature 
Pass] than in the presence of f- Passl. The fact is depicted 
in Diagram 1 by employing interrupted lines or dots in the two 
cells defined by the clusters, respectively, [STv,,,, - Pe3f, - K, 
+ Pass I and ( STv 2, - Perf, - K, - Pass j. in rule 
60 the same 
fact is expressed by allowing the variable section of the rule 
(section (d)) to be favoured by the feature [+ Passl more than 
by Pass] as indicated at the bottom of the rule, where 
as : Ps 1> p <( Pas, 
3s> > +: > -1) Pas >0 
(iv) Finally, as reflected in Diagram 1, the STV - UP process 
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is always in the direction of ISTvlj verbs, i. e. [STv2j verbs 
favour the appearance in their structure of F3 formatives i or 
2, characteristic of ISTvll verbs, a. -, alternatives, to their own e, 
but the reverse is never the case. The fact is reflected in 
rule 60 in that in the variable section of the rule (section 
firstly, -the feature [STv2j , but not (STvl] , is present, and, 
secondly, the features 
a log originally associated 
[-a 
hiwh] 
with t1he [STv,. ] group of verbs, are ordered in the three-cornered 
F-high 
brackets in the output of the rule above the features 
-low 
I 
the oxxiering indicating the direction of structi=al change: 
or i, characteristic of [STvl) verbs, tend to replace et 
characteristic of {STv2j verbs, but the raverse is not the case. 
Furthermore, the STv - UP process is favoured more by [STv2cl 
verbs (KRIIT6), less by (STv 2b) 
(DHIIURGG)), and Ir-as I, by STv 2al 
(GEOR6), a fact reflected in Diagram 1 in allowing for greate'r gaps 
in the interruptad lines or the dots as we move from 
I'T"12 
cI 
to I STV , 2b, 
t [STV I. 0 2a 
The zapie tendency Is expressed in 
rule 60 above by appropriately ordering the variants of the 
variable [STv. j (see bottom of the rule). 
VARIATION IN SP 
In the light of the above discussion on STv - UP it is nece'smary 
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I 
now to re-examine section (a) of rule 12 (Ch-IV, 3.5-1. ) 
reproduced below as rule (i): 
My 
. 
[STVl (a) 
f-Passp -Perf +Past# -Yl 
tusl 
Sum 
(STVý (b) us 
The rule states that, in the presence of the cluster 
[- Pass, - Perf, + Pastp - K) , the F5 formatives Y or us 
axe suffixed to the stem of STv., ] verbs, whereas fSTv. j verbs 
accept F5 us only, e. g. 
(STvlj: ayap +a +[ 
Yus] a paya 
-1 
ayapusa I 
E aya 
' 
[STv2j : dimiury + e' + us +a --4- ' 
aimilaryAsca 
Obv-. *Lously, as it stands, rule (i)' does not take into consideration 
STv - UP, the tendency, that is, for [STv. j subýyxroups to beýave 
like [STvj] verbs. Furtherniorev it makes no claim as to the 
relative frequency of appearance of us or y in the structure of 
tSTvll verbs. 
With respect to the latter of the two problems mentioned above, 
there does not seen to be sufficient evidence in our data concerning 
the relative frequency levels of y and us in the structure of 
jSTvlj verbs to suggest ordering them one way rat-her than another, 
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I 
(us apýeaxs four times and y five times). 
I 1/l. /18ff V. L. pantos exume pi praymatika' ek]ýliktilcA pola p34mata 
(= Really, we have indeed GDoken surprisingly much) 
E. C. nomiza oti Oa stamAtayes sto ekpllktikd 
(= I thought you were going to stop at "surprisingly") 
1 ef. st, --. matuses 
113313 leli, na c-Ioso, leli, ... efta aluxm4s Yja na PAr0 - 
. 
Lusa, a1A na closo efta clra, -cn, es yia ra paro mi 
tiro'pita, lei 
(= she says, to think of spending, she says . 
seven drachmas to buy -I was j=, but to 
i; 
link 
of spending seven drachmas to buy a cheese pie, she 
says! ) 
cf . pinaya 
As regards the former of the two problems mentioned above, i. e. the 
paradigmatic pull exercised on (STv2j verbs by (STVlj verbs, the 
diff-Perent: 1-ation of three j, 9Tv2j subgroups introduced in rule (i) 
above to account for the distribution of F3 formatives is relevant 
here too: indeed, the appearance of F,. in the structure of 
[STV 21 verbs is by no n-eans blocked as suggested 
in rule 12. 
Rather, it alternates quite freely with us in the structure of 
rSTv2cjverbs, e. g. 
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2/22/5' P. D. MIlayes poll liyotero, poll pjo' xanila 
you spoke much less, much more softly) 
cf. miluses 
2/13/15 J. L. milu'san me ... me mia tetja ... Grasitita 
they talked with.... vilth such cheek) 
cf. 
1/73/12 V. L. ga tis to-Zitusa fortik! 
would have asked her pressingly) 
cf. zitaya 
2/17/13 P. D. kAge to'so pali ke kAni eksetasis, kj epial 2cniýyq tora 
every so'often she has , medical check-ups, and as 
she has been ! ýn pain recently... 
cf. 
The appearance of y in the structure of I STvZbj verbs is not 
favo-ured (though it could be employed as a joke) e. g. 
1/31/14 E. C. paInta ti sinpagu'sa 
(= I have always liked her) 
cf. uneducated sinpAGa, 
1/21/1 R. eksj-y, &se aftos p6s t6 PaGe 
he was explaining how lie suffered [the burns]) 
cf. uneducated (e)ksiyýye 
4? 7 
1/23/14 R. aftif parakologuse Parastasi 
she was attending the performance) 
cf. uneducated parakoll'lgaye 
II 2/16/26 J. L. cTen ayripnuses enandion, tu pirazmu 
(You were not vigilant against temptation) 
II cf. ayripnayes 
Finally, y is least likely to appear in the stracture of {STv 2al 
verbs: 
2/11/4 J. L. cE[en boruse ... na vri mja lixnia 
he couldn't firA a bulb) 
cf. unaducatk boraye 
1/ý4/8 ViL. pu to kata'laves olienolise es---'na 
how do you know he neant you? ) 
cf. *2E6a e y 
All in all, of the ten originally JSTV21 verb forms in our data 
eight appear with F 3. us and two with y., 
Rule (i) above will be revised now to capture the Mgularities 
discussed: 
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Rule 61 y fusl 
t-Pass p -Perf , +Past, -XI --I- ./ 
STEM 
u 
(D 
[STVjj (a) 
I 
<foTv2 
DI (b) 
where ý-[STV-2 D1>p <ý[STV2---ý> > p< STV2D > p< ST'v2Daj >>0 c 
cc 
The rule reads that in the presence of the cluster [- Pass, - Perf, 
+ Pastp - KI either F5 us or y may ba suffixed to the stem of 
JSTvj verbss; but whemas fSTv 1j verbs seem to accept either 
freely, at least as far as our data is concerned, (section(a)), 
i. e. y and us seem to be in "free" variation in the structure 
of (STvjj verbs, the same is not the case as regards [SiV21 
verbs where the frequency levels of X and us vary according 
to which of the three[STv. 1 subgroups a particular verb belongs to: 
a. s indicated by the analysis of the expression 
Cf STV2DI at the 
bottom of the rule, [STv2cj verbs appear to favour y more than 
(&rv2bj verbs do, whereas {STv,. l verbs are the least li. kely to 
accept y in their structures. No-be that [STv2c3 verbs favour 
more than us whereas the reverse is the case fo . rtSTv2bl verbs, 
andt as far as fSTv2. j verbs are concernedg us appears almost 
categorically (i. e. to the exclusion of y, unless the speaker is' 
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joking). However-l as is expressed, rule 61 captirres the 
interesting fact that -the appearance of y (characteristic of 
jSTvlj verbs) in the structure of [STv2j verbs causes the sub- 
classification of the group into three subgroupý according to 
how likely y is to appear in the structure of verbs which 
belong to each of thethree subgroups. It is precisely the 
above dynamic aspect of the behaviour of y that is captured by 
its ordering above us in the three-cornered brackets in the 
output, combined with the indication, at the bottom of the rule, 
that the variable application of the rule is determined by the 
relative effect of the three subgroups, [STv 2ol 1 ISTv2b I and 
jSTV , in that order of w1eight. This being the case, rule 
61 
2al 1 
is related to rule 60 (see 3. above) in that they both reflect 
the restructuring effect of STv - UP, i. e. the tendency for 
the restrUcturing of f, 9rL'V. l verbs in the direction of [STvlj verbs 
or the unifying tendency for all [STv] verbs to behave in the same 
way, which in fact causes the further, "short-tem", differentiation 
o: [STv verbs into three subgroups according to -the readiness of 2) 
each to join the {STvlJ group. 
VARIATION IN "76 
The F6 
-f ormatives o and u ai-tcrnate 
in a nw-nber of environn, ents 
48o 
in the'presence of the feature [- K3 . 
5.1.1. In the presence of the cluster J- Pass, Pastt + Plt lp 
either F6 2 or u appears (see rules 17,18a" and l8b"' in Ch. IV, 
3.6.2. ). Rule (i) below covers the area of overlap of the rules 
mentioned above. 
v 
(i) (-Pass, -Past, -I-Pl, l, -K Sup'm 
+back 
Rule (i) states that the cluster i- Pass, - Past, + Pl, 1, -KI 
is assigned a[ +back ] vowel (2 or u) in the context following 
the string STEM (s), e. g. 2avome, payume, In 
I 
Ch. III, 2.5.1. b. we also mentioned that u appears much mon often 
than o in the context STEM (s) -. Indeed, '111 our 4--; Lta we luave 
found only one 0 out of 229 cases that meet -the structural description 
of rule (i), i. e. one 0 as opposed. to 228 Up or a frequency level 
for o of 0.004. o occurs in the speelch of a student quoting 
at the time, for the benefit of her friends, a University lecturer 
who, during an informal conversation with a group of (variously 
-hooked, amused or appreciative) students, is extolling the 
experience of sexi. 
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I 
1/26/gff E. C. a, ma Yja stagite kAti na ksekagarlsome ... eyo 
ae mi16 me apirus, 
ah, wait a moment, we must cl, -Lrify something 
I do not converse with inexperienced people) 
cf. kseka0arisume 
To account for the difference in frequency levels between the 
two formatives we will revise rule (i) above as follows: 
V 
(ii) f-Pass, -Pastp+Pl, l,, -XI -0- +back STE14 (s 
0 -who-re 
CC hien 2>: 1> pCE +highl > pCC -highD] 
5.1-2. In the presence of the cluster [+ Pass, - Perf, + Pl, - Kj 
(see Ch-IV, 3.6.1., rules 14,15b and 15c) either F or u 6 -0 - 
appear. Rule (iii) below is a collapsed version of the rules 
mentioned above as regards the cluster of values in question: 
(iii. ) j-tPassq-perf, +Pl, -K3 
v 
+ba 
STEM 
I 
The rule specifies that, in the presence of the. cluster 
[+ Passt - Perft + PlP - KI ta C +back 
] vowel (i. e. o or u) 
appears in the context after the stem. 
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As we rentioned in Ch. III, 7.4-5. b., 0 appears more frequently 
than u. In our datal. 2 occurs 24 times and u3 times, out of 
a total of 27 cases in which the structuml description of (ii! ) 
above was Piet. We will therefore revise (M) above to include 
I 
a specification of the difference in frequency levels between' 
the twc formtIves: 
v 
(iv) (+Pass, -Perf , +ID1 q -K +back Sum Cl high3> 
where p 
CE 
-high 
2> >p C[+Ihigh]ý> >0 CL hi, 1> 
It will be noticed that-both rule (ii) (in 5.1-1. above) arl (iv) 
infact account for the alterýation of the same F6 formatives, ramely, 
9 
0 and ut- but, whereas in the presence of the cluster f- Pass, - Past, 
+ Pl, lt - Kj (rule (ii)), a appears more frequently than o, 
the reverse is the case in the presence of the cluster {+ Pass, 
- Perf ,+ Pl p-KI. Table Nine be low sturmariz es the above remarks,: 
Table Nine: Relative frequency levels of Y, 6 formatives and 11 
in the presence Of two clusters of ýammatical and 
stylistic values. 
[-Pass, -Past, +Pl, 1, -K3 0<u 
[+Pass, -Perf v +P-L , 0>u 
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Diachronically speaking, o is the earlier F6 formative 
19 
, 
(see Babiniotis, and u is at present : peplacing it 1972a, P . 189) 
or, in different te: ýms, o has undergone raising in the presence 
of the two clusters of values shown in Table Nine. (In fact, 
the change from o to u is only possible in the presence of the 
feature J- KI, otherwise, i. e. in the presence of the feature [+ KI, 
only a is possible). And whereas in the case of the cluster 
Pass, - Past, + Pl, 1, - KI the change is almost complete 
(i. e. payume is the rule and pavome the exception) it has only 
just reached the cluster J+ Pass, Perf, + Plt - KJ (i. e. 
pavomaste, Dav6saste, Pavonte, pavomastan, pixosastanj pavontan, 
pavontane, pavontusan, are the rule and the alternative forms with 
u next to the stem jay- are the exception). In fact, it seems that 
within the latter section of the'inflectional system, namely, 
[+ Passt - Perf, + P11 - X3 , the more particular cluster 
f+ Passp - Perf, - Pasty +Ply 3t - Kj should be isolated as especially 
favourable to the appearance of u: out of 13 verb forms realizing 
the above cluster in our data 3 have F6 q., and the rest U-. I 
1/24/10 P. D. ka', Ge fora pu b6ni gol filjAnte 
(= every time the ball goes into the goal they 
[i. e. footballers] kiss each other) 
cf. filj6nte 
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2/10/5 M. L. cEle ksýro ... p6s tus ckviazune ... i t6los panton 
mirizunte poll. 
(= I don't know how they blackmail them ... or anyway 
many get to know about it) 
cf. mirizonte. 
However the small number of examples in our data does not provide 
conclusive evidence in support of our suggestion at this stage.. 
If, on the basis of additional datat a diachronic interpretation 
of the alternation between o and u were accepted (i. e. that u 
'is roplacing 2 more often in certain sections of the verb system 
than in others), rules (ii) Ad (iv) above could be revised to 
account for the categorical ; ý, ppearance of only the "earlier" 
fonaative o. 
(-Pass, -Past ' 11 v [+Pl 9 -K ' 
lf+Pass, 
-Perf] 
+back Sm'm S) 
11 
-high 
Subsequently, a variable rule, intrinsically ordered afte'r (v), 
would change o to u, the change being favoured more by one cluster 
of values than by another: 
V [-Pass, -Past, ll 
(vi) +back +IiighD]/ f+Plj-Kt 
I 
-high J+Pass, -Perf .3 
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where the ordering of the two clusters in the three-angled 
brackets in the environment of the rule is significant, in that 
the one at the top of the brackets favours the application of the 
rule much more than the one at the bottom. 
1> Pcass, -Pastjý> >P 
CI'+Pass, 
-Pe3ý >0 i-P 
To avoid the morphpphonemic process (i. e. the morphologically and 
not phonologically conditioned change of one segment to another) 
of tule (vi) above we could collapse rules (ii) arid (iv) into 
a variable rule: 
Rule 62 v f-Pass, -Past, l) r [+Pl, -K) 
back STEM (S) 
[+Pa Zsp -Porf 
[-hi 
ýehere 1>p 
Ct-Pass, 
-Past, 
DI >P CJ+Pass 
I -Per 
Dj >0 
The rule reads that in the presence of the cluster (+ pl, - KI 
an F6 formative of the phonological form 
[tbVack] 
aryl either 
E +high ] (1ý)t or [ -high j (2) appears. The ordering of the 
featl,, res E +high I and E -high ] in the three-cornered brackets 
in -the output is significant in that the probability of application 
I a? - 4bb 
of the rule is calculated in terms of the feature at the top 
of the three-angled brackets, i. e. 100% application of the rule 
corresponds to 1007o appearance of the 
[+Vbaýk] 
formative (11) (and, 
+hi 
consequently, C%' appearance of theF+bac, formative (2)) whercas 
11 -high 
0/11o application of the rule corresponds to 01"o a and consequently 
lOW* The arrangement of the features [ +high ] and [ -high 
in the three-cornered brackets is not arbitrary; indeed, it reflects 
the diachronic change involved here: o, the "original" F6 
formative, is replaced by 11. The replacemenb of o by u is not 
uniform: as indicated by the ordering of the two clusters in the 
three-cornered brackets in the environment, o is inore likely to 
be replaced by u in*the presence of the cluster Pass, - Past, 11 
e. g. ýavume, papsume (rather than, respectively, pavome, pjLsome), 
and less likely in the presence of the cluster J+ Pass, Perf3 
e. g. pavopizaste,, pavo'saste,, pavonte (rather 'Uhan pavupiaste, 
Avunte). 
5.2. In the presence of the cluster [+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, + Plp 
2p - K] three alternative configurations of inflectional formatives 
pay follow the stem, i. e. 
2689 10 
Fa'-v + ýT + _s +9+e (changinCmore of-ton than not, to paveste) 
268q 10 289 10 
ý_av +0+ _S + as b+ _e or Dav +u+s+ as t-F _e (see Table One and 
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section 5.1. above). As is clear from the examples above, the 
three alternative forms have, apart from the stem, two formatives 
in common, F8 s and FlO. R, and contrast in two structural places, 
or u appears, and SP where either SP6, where either F6 2 0' -0 99 
F8 a or ast appears, so that only thi-ee combinations of the 
five formatives are allowed by the grammar, F6 2 and F8 9 on 
I 
the one hand and F6.2 or u and F6 ast on the other. The fact 
is captured'by rules 14,15-- and 16 (Ch. IV, 3.6.1. ), accounting 
for the appearance of IF6 fom%tives, respectively, a, -o and 
e 
in the presence of, among others, the cluster of values under 
consideration. Also, rule 28e (CII. IVP3.9. ) accounts for the 
appearance of the F9 formatives ast and-G. 
It will be. recalled that in Ch. IV, 2.2. a. corivention was introduced 
according to which the inflectioml morpholexical rules of this 
study are ordered intrinsically, i. e. the application of one 
provides the necessary environment for the application 
of other rules. This being the case, if rule 16 applies (i. e. 
if F6 a appears) in the presence of the cluster [+ Pass, - Ferfv 
- Past, A- P19 2, - K19section (off) of --ule 28 will be activated 
(i. e. F9 9 will appear) laterm on in the derivation, whereas if 
rules 14 or 15c apply (i. e. if F6 2 or U appear) then section (el) 
of rule 28 will be activated (i. e. only F9 2_ýt may follow). 
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This formulation, we said, was meant to be in the interests of 
economy, i. e. no descriptive claim was made concerning the 
conditioning of, say, F9 formatives by F6 format ives or vice 
versa. on the contrary, it was explicitly asserted that, 
though co-occurrence restrictions between formatives existed, 
they could not be associated with some of the co-occurring 
formatives more closely than with the others (see critique in 
Ch. 11,3- above of an application of the Praguean theory of 
markadneýss in the description of the inflectional paradigm of 
the verb in MGK in Warburton, 1973). Consequently, we only need 
concern ourselves in this section with the alternative application 
I 
of rules 14,15c and 16 accounting for the appearance of the F6 
formatives, respectively, H (]Ravýsaste r2 
(Pav6saste) or e 
(pa, veste . Rule 
(1) below is a collapsed version of those -sections 
of rules 14,15-, and 16 which are of relevance here: 
e 
f+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, + Plo 2, -K0/ STEM L 
u 
It will be remembered that in section 5.1. in this chapter we dealt 
with the alternation ofT 6 formatives o and u in, among others, 
the cluster of values under consideration. As a result, we can 
here reduce the contrast between u', 0 and e to a binary one, naniely, 
that bet,,, Teen F6 e on the one hand and o or u on the other. The 
formulation might be enhanced if we recast rule (i) above in terms 
of distinctive features so that the three formatives, all of them 
of the common specification 
V 
are further distinguished as F-iow 1, 
eitherE+back] (2 or u) or 
[-hT ýck] (e). 
V 
(ii) (+Pass, -Perf, -Past, +Pl, 2, -Kj---0- -low STEM 
t[+bacQj 
-b 
hýýfl 
[-h 
As it stands, rule (U) treats F6 formatives, 2 on the one hand, 
and o or u on the other, as free variants in the presence of the 
cluster of values under consideration. Our data would appear to 
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support the abovo viewpoint, though the'small number of attested 
[+ Pass, - Perf, - Past, + Pl, 2, K3 verb forms in our conversations 
(two with F6 , t, and two with F62) cannot be regarded as conclusive 
evidence. In diachronic terms, however, the picture is somewhat 
different. Indeed, if we compare the verb f orms realizing the 
more general cluster [+ Pass, - Perfo + Pl, 21- 
(- Past I 
268e 10 
f+KI 
1 
Falv & ig e 
+Pass, -Perft+Pl,? -) 689 lo iT FUT. -ý--Paveste f-KI Pav 
-2 
689 '0 
"'" - -- 
1 
I)avfolls ast e 
f Pa-st I 
26 89 10 
-I- --- e pav es9e 
i ?, 6 8 9 10 
(0) 7 a-v -0 -s 7E -t -0 
1 ? - i ý 2 ýO 1. (e) pav f'tl s -- ast an u 
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we will notice that the distribution of F6 e on the one hand 
and o or u on the other is sensitive to the contrastive 
values ft Kland (t Past) : in the presence of the value J+ KI 
only F6 e is possible, in the presence of the cluster [- K, + Pastj 
F (but not e) may appearpand, finally, in the presence 6 .2 
or -u 
of the cluster I- X, - Past] all three formatives alternate. I 
Given that the features (+ KI and I- Kjare characteristic of, 
respectively, the conservatixe and innovating tendencies in the 
6 is the I'oarlie3: ý' f ormative language, we realize now that F 
associated with the cluster (+ Pass, - Perf ,+ P11 2, j. The 
tendency to substitute the more "recent" formatives o or u for 
N-- 
e emerges in (and is confined to) the presence of the value 
f- K3 i. e. it is alien to the f+ KI side of the verb system. 
And, whereas in the presence of the value [- Past] the change 
is still in progress (i. e. either e or p/n may appear), in the 
presence of the value [+ Past] it is already completed (i. e. 
e never appears). In a visually more helpful way the distribution 
of F6 21 o and u is as follows: 
(4-Pass, -Per. ',, +Pl j2 
[+ KI Past Past I 
e e 
O/U 
O/U 
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To put it in a nutshell, then, the substitution of F6 2 or u 
for c, is favoured by the feature [- X3; also, it is favoured 
by the feature [+ Pastj, in whose presence it has reached 
completion, in contrast to the feature f- Pastj,, in whose presence 
it is still in progress. 
To give formal expression to the above regularities, we will 
transform "Optional" rule (ii) above into a variable rule whose 
input is the cluster [+ Pass, - Perf' + P', 2] and whose variable 
output is conditioned by the contrastive values [t KI and J± Past) 
as follows: 
Rule 63 
v 
[+Pass, -Perf, +Pl, 21 -low STEM 
C+bacll, j 
bacýj 
hl h a. 
] 
0 where <"fq>: 1> p< f- KI >>p 
Cf+ KI 
>p 1p as' ast3> >0 
cipasD> <EP iv 
Cýp 
-.:. / >" 
[K] 
I Paz-tl I ýi 
Rule 63 reads that in the presence of the cluster [+ pass, - Perf, 
+ Plj 21 a[ -low ] vowel, either [ +back ] (a or 21) or 
1192, 
back 
high 
(e), is suffixed to the ste, -,, i. The arrangement of the 
E-b 
features E +back j and 
_hýck 
from top to bottom in the three- 
-high] 
cornered brackets in the output is related to the frequency of 
I 
application of the variable rule rani, _, -Ing from 1 
(1007o C +back 
and, consequently, 0% 
ýbýckj ) to 0 (0,11o [ +back ] and, 
ý-h 
1 jcSh 
consequently, 100% 
ck Note that the precise ordering 
[ýh=ghk] 
of the features in the three-cornered brackets: first E +back 
back 
followed by 
D 
yis not arbitrary but reflects the direction hi h 
of, the change accounted for by the rule F6 2' the "earlier" 
formative, is replaced by F3o or u, and not vice versa. The 
frequency of application of the rule is affected by two variable 
lin, guistit-I constraints in the environment and C[Past"*"> IK 
D> 
CtICI > has the values f- K3 which, as Lndicated at the bottom 
of the rule, favours the application of the rule (i. e. the appearance 
of o or u rather than e): 
1>p C[- Kjý 
; 111 
and f+ KI, which blocks the application of 'Ithe nile (i. e. it ordy 
allows the appearance of e),: 
pct+ K 
D3> 
=0 
The variable constraint <CPas-, 
D3, 
on the other hand, has the 
variants f4- Past], which causes the rule to apply categorically 
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(i. e. allows only the appearance of o or u but never e) 
p<L+ Pas 
DI 
and f- Past] , which favours the application of the rule though it 
does not cause it to apply categorically (i. e. either e or o/u 
ray appear) . 
The order of the two variable linguistic constraints in the 
three-cornered brackets in the environment of the rule reflects 
their relative weight: the output of the rule is first 
subjected to the varLable constraint at. the top of the brackets, 
ý]>, 
and, subsequently, to the constraint at the bottorý i. e. 
C[ K 
of the bracketst i. e. 
CjPasý>. Thus, -*L: r the feature [+ KI is 
present, which, as we said above, blocks, the application of the 
rule, the precise value of the second constraint 
CIPaJ is 
irrelevant (i. e. only F6 2 is possible, irrespective Of J± Past] 
distinctions); whereas if the value J- KI , favourable to tho 
application of the rule, is prosent, the frequency level of 
application is further conditioned by the precise value of the 
second in importance variable constraint (i. c. o or u, bub 
never e, in the presence of the value (+ Pastj , otherwise, 
that is, in the presence of the value (- Past], any of the three 
formatives is possible). 
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It might be interesting at this point to s3e how the regularities 
captured by rule 63 could be expressed in terms of implicational 
scaling. In Table Ten below, the appearance of only F6,0 or u 
in the presence of the cluster J+ Pass, - perf, *+ Plv 2- 1 is 
marked as lt the appearance of F6 2 only is marked as Ot and 
the appearance of either o/j! or e is marked as X: 
Table Ten: Implication scaling of the appearance in the presence 
of the cluster f+ Pass, - Perfp + Pl, 23 of Ff formatives u 
u or e as conditioned by ft Past] an-1 it Kj distinctions. 
2)R 
0: 0 
I 
X: c/u or e 
+ Pass, - Perf + Pl p 21 
Le--ts 
Pastj [+ Past] 
0 0 
0 x 
3 0 
x 
5 
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In Table Ten is mapped the replacement of F6 2 by F6 -0/, -u 
in an 
implicational series involving five success-. *Lve stages or "Jects". 
To beý-In with (lect 1), only a (i. e. never o or u) appears. 
This, historically earliest, stage is preserved in MGK in the 
presence of the feature [+ KI At a later stage (lect 2), 
under the influence of the "innovating" feature f- KI , the more 
recent vowels o/u begin to alternate with -e 
in the presence 
of the feature [+ Past] only, until, finally (lect 3), they 
replace it completely. Subsequently (lect 4), o/u begin to 
alterna; Ite with e in the presence of the feature {- Pastj too, 
and event-ually (lect 3), they replace e there too. 
6. VAPJATION IN SP 9 
In Ch. IVt3-9-, section (d) of rule 28 reproduced below as rule (i)v 
state. -, that, in the presence of the cluster + Pass, `- Perft + Past, 
+ Plt 31 -K1, the F9 formative us appears "optionally"% 
ý>/ 
+n+t (i) I +Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Pl, 3, -K I -P-Cus 
or, in a more ecanomical. version, since the string +n+t+ only 
appears and always appears in the presence of the cluster 
Pass, - Perf, + Pl, 
-nule 64 
Past, - KI ;; - /+n+t 
CUS-> 
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If the rule applies, we get forms such as the one underlined in 
the example below: 
1 
21915 J. L. to'te pu ta xallsame mas xriazontusan 
(= when we spent it we had to) 
cf . xriazontan(e) I 
IT, otice that in the example above, F12 e does not appear in tho 
presence of Fq us, so that the stem is never followed by more 
than three syllables (see rule 36 in Ch. IV, 3.12. and section 
in this chapter). If the rule does not apply when its input 
conditionz-, are met ýhich is never the case in our data), SP 9 remains 
empty (in which case F 12. "ý'7 or ma7 not appear): xriazontan(e 
sinenountan(e , erxljafe ontan(e). In spite of the fact that 
all [+Pas---t - Perf, + Past2 +Plp 39 - KI forms of reg uLar verbs 
appe, aixing in the data contain F9 us in their structure, the small 
number of such forms in our data on the One hand and our 
intuitions on the other do not allow, I think, the appearance of 
the segment in question to be accounted for by a- categorical rule. 
Further analysis of unmonitored speech, and a study based on 
-the issue. At relevant tests and questionnaires could clarify 
present we will assume, the equal degree of acceptability of 
II 
alterriant foraz with or without Fq xriazontusan, _ xriazontan(e 
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and we will tentatively suggest, for not even that is conclusively 
supported by the evidence, that us appears more often than not. 
To express the above assumption in rule 64 above, we will assign 
it a probability p(R64) equai%r smaller than 1 but always 
greater than 0 (i. e. tending towards 10C96 appearance of F9 Rs 
in the appropriate environment): 
1> p(R64) >0 >e 
VARIATION IN SP10 
In the presence of the cluster[+ Pass, Perf) 4- Past, + P1, 
39 - KJ certain alternative verb forms may appear, e. g. 
6 lo 
T. 7. 'Or -M w3ý -e or 
2689 lo 
Tra-v To 'sý ý -st "eý or 
68 9 
pwi 6 ri ast an 
2 ý ý L 29 11 
pax o s -. ast . an 
It will be realized that the difference between the two (11 ani 
[21 variants consists (a) in the alternation of F 10 formatives 
a or e, coinciding with (b) the appearance or non-appearance of 
Fl, n. 
The alternation of the two r, 10 formatives is dealt with in 
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Ch-IVv 3.10j by riales 29 ard 30e whose relevant parts are 
reproduced below, in a collapsed fonil, as rule (i) 
+ Pass, - Perf ,+ Past, + Pl, 3, - K) 
[e. 1 Cl + ast as 
The appearance of Fl, n is treated by rule 33 in Ch-IV, 3.11. above, 
whose relevant section is reproduced below as rule (il) 
(ii) {+ Pazs, - Perf ,+ Past, + Pl, " 3v - KI --m- n/ ast +a 
since rule (ii) applies categorically to suffix F 11 n to the 
str. -*Lr. e ast + only (i. e. not to 2, ý. L + . 
2) it follows that, to 
account for the variability in the fornis at the beginning of this 
section, it will be sufficient to concentrate on the alternation 
of F, O L, and a 
(rule (i)). Again, as we have stressed before, 
pass-im; the dependence of rule (ji) on the output of rule (i) 
is a mzýtter of expediency and does not alter the fact that all 
forj, ýIat-jves co-occurring in a single verb form are interdependent, 
A , conditions" B as much as B "conditions" A. 
I 
Rule (i) above treats Flo a or e as "free vaxiants", i. e. it 
is neutral as regaiýds r. o. sl,, -Ible differences between the two, 
format-i-, res in torms Of statistical levels and/or an "earliee/ 
"la; tor" di., tinctiono r- rN, e evidence -f 01.1 our dat- does not, 
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disconflim the view of a and e as free variants, though, due 
to small observed numbers, it does not confirm it conclusively 
either (e and a occur twice each) e. g. 
I. 1/17/5 E. C. tulAxisto, lei, cle yin6sastan ayoria na ime ke isix! 
(= at'least, she says, couldn't you have been born 
boys so that I had peace of mind! ) 
cf. vin6saste 
21916 M. L. 6xi, cle ta xriaz6maste 6tan ta xalasaffie, ta 
xalAtame yjiati 1xe ipotimigi to aoldrio 
no, we didn't have to spend it when we did, we 
spent it beciuse the dollar had been devaluod) 
cf. xriazomastan 
Seen in the wider context of the + Pass, - Perf ] section of 
the verb systemt however, the alternation between Flo a and e 
in the strLicture of {+ Pass, - Perf, + Past, + Pl, 3t - KI 
verb forms appears to be the result of diverse analogical 
pulls. To begin with, Flo e, tends to be associated with the 
feature [- Past], the only exception being (see Table One) the 
Pass, - Perf, - Past, + pil 1, + K) forms, e. g. pavomega. 
As for the Flo formative a, it tends to be associated with the 
feature {+ Past] but much less closely than e is with Past 3 
Ik 
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In factt Flo a only appears in {+ Pass, Perfj + Pastt + Plt 1, +Kj 
10 
forms, e. g. epay-cmega, the remaining five combinations of values 
of Person and Nwaber being shared, in SP10, by an additional 
three F 10 formatives: 
1,2 and e i. e. a total of four F 10 
formatives appear in the (+ Passp - perf, + past, + KI paradigm, 
a being one of them. Even in the case of the cluster t+ Past, - KI 
as can be seen from the folloiýing-extract from Table One, Flo a 
is categorically present only in [3'] verb forms (irrespective 
of Number), it is categorically absent in (- Pl, 31. forms and 
it alternates with. e in {+ Pl, -31 verb forms. 
I +Pass. -Pprf . 4-Past. a-K 
I 
fil 
10 
pavom U n(a) 
I- Pil 121 
10 
pavos -U n(a) 
10 
{31 pavot a n(e) 
10 
1 pavomast e 
I 10 
pavomast a, n 
10 
pavosast e 
[+ Pil {21 10 
pavosast, a n 
10 
pavont a n(e) 
{31 
1 
10 
pavontus an 
CC)l 
What is in evidence here, therefore, is a -beradency towards 
greater regularity in SP10 of [+ Passt - Perf, + Past, - KI 
verb forms compared. with eqttivalent [+ Pass, - Perf ,+ Past, + Kj 
forms: Flo a occupies SP10 in four forms (in the two [31 forms 
categorically, and in the 'I wo + Pl, -31f orm s in alternation 
with e) Also Flo 2: as a+ Past formative contrasts with 
Pastj Flo e. From that point of view, it will be realized 
the alternation between Flo E: and e in the structure of 
[+ Passt - Perf, + Past, + Plo - 3, - KI verb forms treated by 
rale (i) above is not , free": indeed, the appearance of F 10 e 
neutralizes (t Pastj distinctions in the forms under e., onsideration 
(i. e. it renders therl, given the rare appearance of the augment, 
indistinguishable 2rom their J- Past] counterparts, e. g. 
I 
Pass, - Perf, 'ý Past, + Pl, 
(1]: pavoipaste 
I [ZI: pavosaste 
unlike the appearance of Fl. a which m-Untains ft Past3 distinctions 
Past 1+ Past] 
t1l 
- 
10 
pavorast7 
- 
10 
pavO'mastý-an (+ Pass, Perf ,+ Pl, - K) - 15 - 10 [2) pavosasi-e 'sasý- j pavo -an 
It does not seem out of place, therefore, to revise rule 
above so -that the two formatives in its output are. dis t-*Ln, --ui shed 
on an Ilearlier/later" basis: 
/ 
I 
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Rule 65 
a (+Pass, -Perf, +Past, +Pl, -3, -K3 + ast s 
The formative at the top of the three-cornered brackets is 
the "later"formative, in contrast to the one at the bottom which 
is the "earlier". Here too, it will be realized, providing in 
bhe rule information concerning the exact frequen y (or -I- c 
probability) levels of the two formatives does not improve upon 
the regularities already captured. In other words, the important 
fact, as we see it, is that Flo a is more "regulc-4,3! ' and, pBrhaps 
for this reason, "spreading", unlike Floa which, perhaps due 
to its "irregular" character, is "retreating". Their relative 
frequency levels may vary in tine and geographic and social 
space 11but that does not change the general paLttern cap-Lured b-, %r 
rule 65. 
VARIATION IN SP12 
Rule 36 in Ch-IVP 3-12 above reproduced below as (i) states that 
ba cK vowels (i. e. e or a) appear "optionally" in word-final 
-hie'hj 
position following. 
_R 
in the presence of the value [- K) on 
cordition that the stem is not already followed by more than 
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two syllables (configurations of inflectional formatives cannot 
add up to more than three syllables in, MGK): 
Y, 1 --t> 
/#*STEM +CV1c Vn- # bva 000 
[-h c1-- 
i ýb1) 
' Li 'van(e , papsun(e , paý22s-tn 
'nýe 
, paftiklan(e e. g. pa 
(e 
, paf tu 
pav6mun(a , pa-Asun(a), pavýtan(eý, pav6ntan(e). 
As it stands, rule (i) above does not really break the confines 
of "optional" rules of traditional generative grammar in any 
important way. Indeed, it conceals the following facts: 
a. As indicated in our data, an "optional" word-final vowel 
appears more often than not. More precisclys the rule applied 
184 times out of the 262 cases that its input conditions were met, 
i. e. at a frequency level of 0.7. 
b. The frequency level of the application of the rule is affected 
by the phonological environment following the word-boundary. Before 
pause or in utterance final position the application of the rule is 
favoured most, if a consonant follows it is favoured less and 
ifavowel follows least. Table Eleven below shows the observable 
frequencies found in the data. For each envirolment the number of 
times the rule has applied is given over the total number'of times 
that it could have applied. The same number Ls given in parenthesis 
I 
5c)4 
as a percentage. 
TABLE ELEVEN: The effect Of following. phonological enviroment 
on frequency level of "optionalit fina-,,. vowel. 
[## 
#1 
#C 
-## v TOTAL 
47 101 ý6 184 
- TW3 r5 7? -Tz 
(0-87) (0-71) (0-55) (0-7) 
Table Eleven supports the view of the vowels in question as 
"euphonic". Indeed, it appears that what is reflected in the 
table is the tendency of the J- K] levol of the languageto 
change strings of the form cvn into the moree "acceptable', 
form CVnV e. g. In other parts of the granmr 
the same effect is achieved through tha elision of final n e. g. 
-9 , -. avomen---b-p ome 
(see Ch-III, 7.5-2-a. ). 
To incorporate the facts of Table Eleven in our gian. rar we will 
revise rule (i) above so that now it contains the variable 
enviro mental constraint 
CEUD> (a mr-emonic for the "euphonic" 
character of the output of the rule), iqhich comprises the set of 
conotraintsCEUP -j> Le. IEIT i. e. 411-41; CO 'elf 
a nd 
CE UP #-V 
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Rule 66 
t-K I so 
[-bVacll 
# STEM +Cv1C Vn # CEUPD ,i900 
-hig I lid 
vKh ere 
CE UP> 1> pCEUP pCEUP -D2 
-N- > pCEUP -D>>O 
Due to the "euphonic" natirre of its output, rule 66 above is 
morphophonemic, and applies after all morpholexical rules have 
applied. 
1 
9. VARIATION IN THE STRESS PAT'IERN 
Sections (d) and (e) of rule'38 in Ch. iv. 4.2-. 9. above repeated 
below as rule 38', sections (d) and (e): 
Rule 38' 
ýý-<L-vy ] ST Co - Co Vn# +Pass , +P1 3t -K 
(d) 
V 
F+VStre 
SlIs 
co vc0v co #+ Past (e) 
read that -in the presence of the feature t+ Past) the zt3mss 
normally falls on the antepenult (section (e)), e. g. 
(-Pa, ss, -Perf, +Pastj 
(-Pl, l] : epava 
[+Pl, 21 : pa'vate 
5o6 
_ 
20 though this is not always the case with verb forms realizing 
the cluster J+ Past, + Pl, 3.9 -K Indeed, in the presence 
of the above cluster, disyllabic [+ Pastj verb forms (i. e. 
J+ Past] forms with a monosyllabic stem and a monosyllabic 
termination, and as such having neither a "euphonic" final 
vowel or an augment) ending in n are always stressed on the penult, 
e. g. 1,1 # 
J-Pass, +Pasto+Pl, 3t-Kjf 
f-Perf3: pavan but epavan, 
J+Perf]-. papsan but Lýjýan, 
whereas verb forms with more than two syllables are sometimes 
stressed'on the penult (i. e. by section (d)) e. g. epavan, epavontan, 
and sometimes on the antepenult (i. e. by section (e)) e. g. epavan, 
-oavontan. In other words. section (d) a-P-Plies variably in the 
presence of the variable constraint ">r, that is, when there 
CI)CV-Yi-, *,, 
ý 
is at least a third syllable from the and of the verb form, 
X and Y standing for any string within a single verb form or even 
for zero segments. As shown by the brace convention, sections (d) 
and (e) a--c conjunctively ordered, i. e. in the case of verb forms 
satisfying the input conditions of both sections, i. e. J+ past, 
A- PlP 3, - KJ forms with more than two syllables, such as 
nomizan, kopanisamL eL)axontan. raftikan, etc., first, variable 
section (d) is tried for application: if it applies9the stress 
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IItI falls on the penult 9 nomizant kopanisan, pa ontan, p fta. kan,; 
if it does not, section (e) applies to stress the antepenult: 
nomizan, kopanisan, pavontang piftikan. Furthermore, section (d) 
applies categorically in the case of disyllabic J+ Past, + Plj 
forms, in which case section (e) is blocked from applying. 
As it stands, rule 38' suggests that section (d) is less 
general than section (e), hence the former applies before the 
latter. The above view is co=oborated by our data up to a point, 
due, yet again, to the small number of tokens, whore section (d) 
appears to apply less often than section (e) in the case of 
J+ Past, + Pl, 39 - KI verb forms ending in -n, with more than two 
syllables, (but, as we said above, categorically in the case of 
disyllabic forms), e. g. 
I 1/7/15 R. ... sa nA leyes .. * pos ton afton pu leyo 
sa riA leyes lubj;. 
it's as if you said . -,. what did they call the I man who was called ... it's as if you said Iubje) 
I cf . eleyan, leyane 
'2/19/20ff T. a, t! clefte'ra axxl'zete ajayonismu's, e? 
ab, on Monday exams axe starting, axen't they? ) 
P. D. simera today) 
J. L. ke yrApsan eglhika? and they Look English) 
of. 6, Fapsan, yi4psane 
I 
i 
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2/3/13 J. L. tin Sra. pu evyene ap to estiat6rio tis jini cTio 
xastLia! ... na fantastis oti stanatisane t 
aftokilnita ke nomizan oti eyine trakArizma' 
(= as he was coming out of the restaurant he gave 
her two slaps on the face! .,, just imagine, cars 
stopped and people thought there had been a crash) 
8 cf. nomizan, nomizane. 
The above, fact can be grasped by assiigning section (d) of rule, 
38' (when it is variable, i. e. when it is activated by a word 
form with three or more syllables) a probability p (R 38'd) 
as follows: 
1> P(R 38d) >0 
the probability of application of section (d) of rule 38' 
is smaller than 1 and greater than or equal to 0. Since, given 
the appropriate input conditions, if variable section (d) applies, 
section (e) does not, and vice versa, it follows that in fact both 
sections are variable in -the case of J+ Past, + Plp 3v - KI forms 
with more than three syllables. Howeverp the brace convention 
all-cws us to arrange them in "bleeding"order (first the more C, 
part'Leular section (d) followed by the more general section (e), 
the litter applying in cases not already treated by the former)t 
and hence treat as variable only the one that applies first. In 
r '09 
other words, it is only because of the particular conventions 
we use that variability appears to be a property of section (d) 
and not of section (e) in the case of forms satisfying the 
input conditions of both section (d) and (e). The point cannot 
be stressed often enough, for, as we have repeatedly said, in 
the literature it often escapes attention that, however sensitive 
to the facts a-particular descriptive apparatus appears to be, it 
still creates patterns that are not a property of the linguistic 
facts under description and are adopted only for the sake of 
expediency. 
10. VARIABLE SATTDHI INTERACTION BETWEEN CONSONANTS 
Sandhi rule 44 firi Ch-IV, 5.2.5. above, repeated below as rule (i), 
accounts for the interaction of adjacent [ 4-Continuant ] consonants: 
coronal 
+anter 
iced [-cont] -V' 
[+co, 
o nt C 
-voiced] 
[+Vcont 
C 
-voiced 
nont (a) 
"oron 
+anter 
+strident 
(b) G -id e nt 
According to rule (i), given two adjacent vOicelOss fricatives, 
a process of dissimilation with respect to the feature E +continuant I 
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changes one of them to plosive as follows: (a) given a 
+strident ] (2. ) second segment, the first segment changes 
to plosive categorically, xs --a- ks, e. g. sf ! xso --4o- sf ilkso, 
unless it is C -coronal, +anterior ] (f), in which case it 
charZefi "optionally", fs, wfs, e. g. pafso -v-pa 
f 
so 
(b) if the second segment is E -strident then -it 
becomes a plosive, irrespective of the specification for stridency 
ISI to, I of the first segment: ffe. g. xriaspo 
xx 
xrias [Z] 6, paf9o' 0 paf 
ý. j 0, pex9ol --o- pex I't 
0 '10. 
What rule (i) above fails to state is how the dissimilation 
process in question is affected by various constraints. 
(a) To begin with, the application of the rule is affected by 
Kj distinctions in the following way: 
The cluster fs never changes to ps In the preseme of the feature 
[+ KI but changes'loptionally" otherwise (i. e. in the presence of 
the feature J- KI ) e. g. 
I {+ K pafso 
K) palf'lso p 
I 
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wherems, in the case of the cluster xs, f -ý Kj distinctions are 
irrelevant, since, as we said abovo, xs always changes tQ ks. 
(b) The above statement will have to be revised to take account 
of the following lexemes: GRAFO (= I write), ANTIGRAFO copy) 
PERIGRIFO (= I describe) etc. (all of them having stems of the 
general structure (PIREFIX) G&O) in that in their case fs always 
changes to 22 irrespective of ['ý K3 distinctions: antlyrapaot 
Pori etc. Another irregularity of the above verbs consists 
in blocking the appearance of F1,0 in the presence of the feature 
[+ K) and in allowing it "qptionally" otherwise (i. e. in the 
presence of the feature f- Kj ), though in the latter case 9 always 
changes to t after f: 
11 
112513 E. C. ela leye, efkerila, Ga liatayrafils 
go on, speak, it's an opportunity, you'll be recordled) 
I cf . *katayraftis 
1112115 R. yla na yraftl mjA musik! yja ikosieks! tray&13a ..... 
for music for &"-)6 nongs to be compose ... 
cf . yrafi 
The effect on the dissimilation rule in question of the above 
group of vorbs can be accounted for by introducing the following 
condition: 
21 
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CONDITION: Apply. rale (i) categorically in the case of the (PITFIX) 
GAFO group of verbs. 
It should not escape our attention, however, that the effect of 
the (PREFIX) GRýFO verbs on the dissimilation rule in question 
is not as ad hoe as the above c6rdition might suggest. Given 
the fact that these verbs have been in the language sinc, -. ancient 
times, and also that (at least in our days of widespread literacy) 
they are very common, it seems reasonable to suggest that they 
have facilitated the spread of the dissimilation rule under 
consideration outside their own paradigms. In terms of implicational 
scalingi they provide, historically speaking, the first enviror-ment 
for the dissinilation rule to apply categorically in the case of 
the cluster fs, whereas, even in MGK, other lexemes allcw the rule 
to apply on fs variably in the presence of the feature I- Kj and 
block its application in the presence of the feature [+ Kj (see 
examples below). 
To go back to point (a) above, the effect of it KI distinctions on 
the dissimilation process in question can be grasped if rule (i) 
above is revised as follows: 
(u) 
LC 
oice., 
]d 
o- E-cont] v 
ont 
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C -C 037011 E+acnter [a 
+c -voic 
[+Vcontell- 
C 
-voiced 
+cont (a) 
+coron 
+anter 
+strid Cl KD 
(b) E-strid 
where >p 
Cj-ý> >p C{+i 
_, 
}> =0 
CONDITION: Apply rale, categorically in the case of the (PREFIX)GRAFO 
group of verbs. 
The variable constraint 
CfK-']'> does not affect the application of 
the rule when the latter applies categorically, i. e. in section (a) 
xs always changes to ks, whereas, when its input conditions for 
variable application are metý it is favoured by the presence of 
the variant f- Kj but blocked by [+ KI 
The condition at the bottom of the rule defines that the rule 
applies categorically in the case of such vcrbs as GRAFO, PERIGRAFO 
ANTIGRýYO, etc. 
As it stands, xule (ii) accounts fcr Our data fairly accurately. 
Indeed, of the forty-three cases thal", satisfy the input conditions 
of its variabb section (section (a)), the rule applies thirty-olg4b 
5-14 
!,.. 0 
f 
I 
tines and does not apply five times, i. e. it applies 38/43 x 100 
0.88. e. g. 
1/29/12 V. L. e, na, yoltefses Alon pro'ta apo' Mena 
(= there you are, you have charmed somebody else 
before me) 
cf. yoltepses 
1/20/7 R. eprepe f: isioloyikA na itan Atsi i.. 
La -but 'xane skotosi 
simv3s. sti'z AL tu, ke tolikal e 'ts! kAti trayiko na xe see I aL 1a 
ixe kApsi to xeri tu 
(=normally he should have looked like that ... if 
somebody had killed his ... if something as tragic as that had occurred in his life, and eventually he had 
simply burnt hiss hand) 
cf kAf si 
2/2/26 J. L. tora exi e_Ir, --elixQi# 
now [my dislike for you] has developed)' 
cf. ekselixt! 
2/25/14 M. L. ... borl na nas xriasti mi'a vc7oipAc7a 
we may need it for a week) 
cf. xrIasGI 
It may be reCalled from the discussion of, the variable augment rule 
59 (see 2. Z above) that the augment rarely appears in the presence 
of [- KI inflectional fcmativesp soiaetimes appears in the presence 
of neutral (N) and "quasi-neutral" (Q-N) formatives, and always 
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appears in the presence of [+ K] formatives; furthermore, 
that verbs compounded with "genuine" prepositions (see note 6 in 
Ch-IV# 3.1.4. ) am., generally, verbs which may be regarded as 
+ learned J, favour the appearance of the augment. The data 
suggests that exactly the same constraints operate here with 
respect to the dissimilation rule in question, only in the opposite 
direction: the same constraints that favour the appearance of the 
augment inhibit the application of the dissimilation rule. Indeed, 
in the examples from the data, whenever rule (i) does not apply 
(given that its input conditions. are met, of course), tl-plexeme 
concerned is always + learned I and the inflectional formatives 
present are [+ Kj , N, or Q-ý 
(but not [- K) thus, of the 
following verb forms from the data, all. of which have a+ learned 
stem, yol-befses has a Q-N F6 formative, e, and a2olafsisp ekselixgi 
aI and yef s@-L have neutral (N) inflectional fornatives, whereas i-pe,, TexQi. 
has a [+ KI F6 format"' '; of course, more often than not, in the 
case of + learned I stems followed by N and/or Q-N formatives,,, 
rI the rule dces apply, e. g. 4kaps , ka'psi, papso, xrlastls, 6iefkriIAsVIn, 
12ext-is-, xriasti9- eroteftot Ekefto, ap. 2clux'i anixti", whereas in tho case 
of [+ Kj formatives it never applies: LpecNexgi; finally, in the 
Dresence of learned I stems and/or t- KI formatives, the rule 
alwaYs aPPliCs- 
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1/79/1' V. L. f where 
(-leaxnedl stem PSATIAVO (= If ish) 
is combined with I- K3 F6 2, as opposed 
to iliefsas, i. e. (+learnedl ALIM plus 
Yl F6 '0 
2/13/9 J-L& cTuielpsot i. e. (-leaxnedý DUIAVO (= I work) plus 
F F6 
. 
2, as opp osed to of the 
j+learnedj lexeme ERGAZOME. 
3/3/4 S. M. ipoaeAlke, K] ), as opposed to (f + Kj 
the lexeme involved in both variants being 
f+learnedl IPODAXOME (= I receive) 
A more precise picture of the effect on the variable application of 
rale (i) above of the two variable constraints in question is 
reflected in Table Twelve belcwcontaining Vne observed frequencies 
contributed by each of the variants of the two variable constraints 
in our conversations . 
LEE TWELVE: Observed frequencies contributed -by 
the variants of tT'To TA. 
varlable constraints to the tendoncy for one of two 
adjacent voiceless fricatives to become plosive. 
VARIABIE CONSTPAINT 
CIIFIýF> CQ-D CN: > 
16 
'S 
4 
7ý 
22 
-2-6 
0 
1ý 
(1. ) (1 (0.811) (0.0) 
VARIABIR CONSTRAIN CIIT: D> 
Cj-leaxneý)) Cj+learzloD 
10 
- _23. yo 37 
(1. ) (0.89) 
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The relative order of the above variants in terms of probabilities 
contributed to the application of the rule is as follows: 
C -ý: 1> P<ý> PCt-ýýJ >0 
CLNDý> 
pC[--learnýDj >p earnýj >0 
Another interesting point concerning the variable application of 
rule (i) above is that it applies on clusters made up of voiceless 
fricatives not only at the juncture between stem and F4 formativer, 
but also in stem-mediall position, only at differont frequency 
levels. Table Thirteen below presents the observed frequencies 
for rule (i) above in the two morphological contexts under 
consideratiom 
TAKE THIRTEEN: Observed frequencies of -the terdency for one of 
two adjacent volc6less fricatives to become plesive 
in two =17)hological environments 
At juncture between stem In stem-medial 
and F4 fonmatives Position 
14 1.4 '2 y IT7 30 
(0.91. ) (0.47) 
51.8 
As is clear from the above table, rule (i) above is much more 
likely to apply on clusters of voiceless fricative consonants 
at tl, -- juncture between stem and F4 form atives 
(a or 2) than in 
stem-medial position. Although the latter morphological 
environment is, strictly speaking, outside the scope of this study, 
and although wo have not traced the application of rule (i) outside 
the verb, it might be of some tentative value if we introduced a 
third variable constraint, the morph6lOgical context 
CMCD>in 
which rule (i) applies, which has two variants, 
CSTEM 
-ý'>, denoting 
the juncture between stem and F4 formatives, and<CTEM -D denoting 
stem-medial position for the consonant clusters treated by -the 
variable sections of rule (i) above. The relative order of the 
two variants in terms of weight is$ as suggested by Table Thirteen, 
as follows: 
:1M -- «. 0 
CSTEM >P CSTE 
Before we cite examples from the data concerning the variable 
application of rule (i) on consonant clusters in'stem-modial 
position it would be interesting to note that the rule applies 
on stem-medial consonant clusters: (a) categorically, in the 
case of [-learnedl, stems; -thus ftjp. 'no (= I do, I make) (as 010POsed 
I to C+lca3: ned} kataskevaoo) never appears in the form f0jano, e. g. 
/ 
51.9 
1/6V18 E. C. esil sinigos ftiaxnis ti fasaxlya 
(= it's you who as a rule cause trouble) 
(b) optionally, in the case of [+learnedj stems, e. g. ' 
1/48/16 S. efxaristo' thankýrs) cf. ? efkaristo 
I. 11 1/63/9 E. C. eyo mia fora' Ga su efxigo sti yjortil su 
for one, RillIgive you ny best wishes on your 
birthday) 
cf. ? efkigo' 
2/11/6 J. L. aftol pu les lsxli 
(= what you're saying is Valid) 
cf. ? iskii 
2/3/27 J-L- ml nomizis oti epic7l' bikes sti zoi mu lose ke se 
Gesi na ti Uefglnis 
(don't assume -that because you've entered my life 
you are in a position to run it! ) 
I cf. ? c1jeftini 
on the basis of the above discussion, the frequency levels for rule 
contributed by the variantCSTEM - 1-1> (see Table Thirteen above) 
axe presented in the following table in relation to the variants 
of the variable 
CLTTDý>present: 
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TABIP, FOURTEEN: Observed frequencies for the changa of ono of 
two adjacent voiceless fricatives in stem-medial 
position to plosive in relation to learned 
distinctions in the stem. 
-learned +learned 
39 
59 
(1.0) (0.56) 
I 
To account for the above facts we will revise rule (i) above 
so that its variable applicaiion depends, not on the constraint 
<(K: )>(i. e. on [t Kj distinctions represented in the complex 
symbol of the verb even "before" the application of the morpho- 
lexical rules) but on the inflectional formatives present 
(variable constraint 
CMD 
, comprising the variants J+ Kj <ýIý>t 
Cq-]D>, 
and [- K3 ), on It learned I distinctions characteristic 
of the verbal stem (variable constraint 
CLNDD>), 
and on the position, 
in the structure of the verb form, of the consonant cluster meeting 
the input conditions of rule (i) (Variable constraintCMý>, i. e. 
morphological context, comprising the variants 
<'STEM 
-"ýF>, i. e. 
juncture between stem and formatives, and 
CSTEM 
- 
DM i. e. slem- F4 
medial position). 
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C 
Rule 67 -voiced 
+cont 
-coron +coron. 
+anter +anter 
_J +strident 
vo ice -a- E-cont] 
LcCont 
ice 
nt L:. stride 
<&ý>r 
;. ý p<ý-iý> 
p<q- 
<N: >> p<@> >; 0 where > 
. 0- 
earneý> > p<L+learnel> > Cmfý> :1>,, - p< IfHl 
0, 
:1M 
CSTEM 
-Dk > >; 0 CMCD> >,, 1) 
CSTE 
CONDITION: Apply the rule citegorically in the case of the (PREFIX) 
GR]yo group of verbs. 
For the establishment of -possible weight relations between 
constraints across families the following horizontal tree 
arrangement will be of helps 
(a) 
(b) 
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I 
20/20 (1. ) 
4/4 (1. ) 
32/52 (0.61) 
-1ndD 515 (1-) 
+lndl> 15115 (1. ) 
-indD V3 (1. ) 
+lndý> 1/1 (1. ) 
m 
4/4 
-_ýF 15115 (1. ) 
m -DM 
M 3/3 (1. ) 
m -DM 
m DF 1/1 (1. ) 
m 
m -ýFý 616 (1. ) 
im -DM 4/4 (1. ) 
m --:: r>i 16120 (0.8) 
M -Dmý 6/22 (0.27) 
Im -:: ý> 
im -: ý 0/1 (. 0) 
<(-lnýp 10/10 (1. ) 
II 
<f-+lnd--3**> 22/42 (. 52) 1 
-1nd 
0/1. 
7-- - 0/1 (. 0) 
Notwithstanding a number of empty or sparsely populated cells we 
can observe that the frequencies tend to decrease as we move from 
top to bottom within each family. Notice that the sequences of 
categorical cells are the result of the two "knockout" constraints 
(i. e. ccnstr, -Unts whose presence causes a variable rule to become 
categorical), namely, & KI j and [-Indj 
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11. VARIABLE SAYDHI INTERACTION BETWEEN NASALS AND FOLLOWING 
STOPS 
Rules 45 and 46 (see Ch-IV, 5. Z. 5. ) reproduced below as, respectively, 
rules 1+51 and 4,61: 
Rule 45, [-Voc 
+voiced 
[+nCasal] 'cec' 
_c co nt. 
e. g. pivonte ir-pavonde 
Rule 46' 
CC L+nasall 
-contin 
[+Voiced 
e. g. pavonde -&-pavo(n)de 
account for the sandhi interaction between F7a and F, :L in 
1 
3) forms (se, e examples above). In our [+ Pass, - Perf", + Plt - 
data, variable rule 461 applies on twenty out of twenty-two . cases 
meeti*. n-,, - its input conditions: 
1/21/lOff R. ton elpjase ets! ke ton filise 
he got hold of him like this and kissed him) 
V. meta apesirGis'an? 
did they retire afteraa-rds? ) 
E. etsil, ta pA91 eksaptode 
that's that, passions do flare up! ) 
Ewl-lere chsAptonte, -e- eksa]2tonde -; I, - eksAptode] 
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1135113 R. tis 14i, na sleksomoloYlsot tis lei, kseroyo, afiende 
I i amarties su ki aftA 
(= he' Emy father]'says to her. Emy grandmother], lot me hear 
your confession, he says, I don't know, your sins 
have been forgiven, and things. 
I [where afiente---t-iýflende] 
As we noted above with respect to the two cases where rule 461 has 
not applied, although Rt norrially goes to d in rapid speech, a 
is retrievable if the speaker wishes to be emphatic, mock-pompc; us, 
teasing and the li1ke. Remember too, (Ch-IV, 5.2.4. n. 20) that the 
two rules under consideration, along with the stylistic constraints 
to the application of rule 461 just mentioned, are not limited to 
the resolution of the interaction of F7:. 1 and following F8 II 
but apply outside -the inflectional formatives of the verb and 
also across word' boundaries, and involve riot only nt biA also E2 
and -, nk (all three clusters complyilig to a rule stating that a 
nasal and a following plosive arn homorganic). The following 
two examples from the data demonstrate the stylistic effect of 
arresting the "routine" application of rule 461 in the case of 
stem-medial nasal clusters. 
I K. ti les k-ale tsim: buropule! 
(= what are you talking about, Tsim: buropulos, dear. ) 
The utterance was produced by a girl to tease a friend. The 
teasina, is multilevelled in'that, (a) she user, her friendFs surname 
I 
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in addressing him, in breach of the sociolinguistic rule defining 
that she should use his first name instead (i. e. the surname 
combined with singular verb forms is used in addressing a non- 
solidary person either of equal status, e. g. pupil to pupil, or 
of inferior status, e. g. teacher to. pupil; (see Daltas, 1972tP-50); 
(b) her friend's name is TsipuroPulos<tsipu'ra (=turbot) + -suffix 
2z 
-OPulOs , and not Tsi(m)buropulose, tsi(mýburi 
(=tick, also somebody 
who you cannot easily get rid of) + oPulos. In other words, she 
uses his surname not only in order to convey an impression of 
mock-pomposity and, possibly, mock-bossiness, but also because his 
surname is "funny"; as if that was not enough, she makes use of 
the substitution possibilities between 2 and b in his surname to 
extract even more "fun" out if it: tsiT. ', Ara---9-tsibAri; to crown it 
all, she actually reverses the application of rule 461, in that, 
although b in tsibIrl does not derive from "underlying" mb, she 
II goes from b to nb, na-y, to ri: b: TripRý: 
ý'., siburopule--o. -Lsimburopule 
I tsim: buro-pulep i. e. she not only retrieves the nz-ýLsal which rule 461 
normally deletes before a voiced plosive, but she lengthens it so that 
everybody present may enjoy the joTiýe. 
'3/2/14ff M. L. Eexamining a pile of essays written by the studerrbs 2 in one of my Englizh classes] 
0 1 Zie Diu los, olo yLnckes exis sti dAksi su? 
I say, there are only women in your class, aren't 
there? ) - 
Eleafing through another pile] 
II 
eclo pera ine o'lo arZres 
(= over here it's only men) 
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J. L. Eat first mock-pious/biblical and all of a sudden rather 
crude] 
ksexori'ste ta provata APO ta erifia ... a re alA ga 
petaxti kanas Andras vaxvatost vre si, ke Ga su 
c 'Tikso ey6. 
(= separate the sheep from the goats! .... but there will jump up a virile man, just you wait, and I'll show you 
what's what) 
In M. L. 's utterance, we obse7e the normal application of rules 451 
and 46' at word boundaries: stin taksi su &- -tin diksi su --a- sti 
aAksi su. NoUce the "nice", learned cluster nc7r in ! AnJres 
produced by T., a girl of twenty-two, M. L. Islatesft girl friend, who, 
either by nature or because she is visiting my house for the first 
time, speakS rarely, in a gentle voicepand always in response to 
the inexhaustible output of teasing, crudeness, J)olitical. 
corrimentary, etc., of the two brothers, M. L. and J. L., both of them 
old friends of mine. In contrast, the "vernacular" or 11demotioll 
ndr in Andras produced by J. L. is in keeping with the crudeness 
of the second part of his utterance. The non-application of rule 46, 
abovet i. e. andras and not 
Adras, succeeds, along with the appropriate 
5217 
intonation and harshness of voice quality, to convey the 
impression of rudeness, especially since all this is happening 
in abrupt contrast to the "biblical" beginning of J. L. Is 
I 
utterance. 
It shouid be noted that in recordings of natural speech it is not 
always easy to decide whether a nasal appears bef ore a plosive 
or not. In the two extracts above, where, for the purposes 
of emphasis, the nasal is clearly pronounced, i. e. m: b and nd, 
there is no problem. In the example sI however, Of + Pass v- Ferf 
+ Pl, 33 verb forms earlier on in this section, the possibility 
can be entertained that some traces of the nasal are in fact 
present: 
nd rather than d (or nd). Knowles' word of caution 
(1978) concerning the possibility that "the listener may well 
identify segments from information- in the environment" (p. 82) 
and that "we may have anticipated the results in the way we 
transcribe and interpret the variables" (P-90) is of relevance 
here. We could, therefore, argue that the application of rule 
461 should be seen as resulting either in the total elision of 
a nasal before a voiced plosive: nd--m-d, or in its reduction 
to a degree. that it is not perceived by native -spe'arkers as an 
n independent segment: nd--. c> d 
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Kowtin cases where the application of rule 46' is normal and 
therofore expected, its non-application has considerable 
stylistic weight in that it adds emphasis to a joke, etc. 
By non-application of rule 46, we mean the clear presence of 
the nasal before the plosive, clear enough, that is, to perforn, 
an emphatic function. This does not mean, of course, that, given 
the possibility for the appearance of one of the clusters nd, Erb) 
or in a "funny" utterance, the nasal is categorically present 
to add emphasis to the joke. It could be used, along with the 
appropriate kind of irrtonation, quality of voice, facial expression, 
Cestures and the like -to "dress" the joke, in fact the joke could 
well be simply the presence of the nasalo but it is not necessarily 
used: the jocular impression could be conveyed by lexical means 
only, for instance. 
It should be appreciated that what we are talking about here : Ls 
not whether in a particular utterance we can hear a nasal before 
a voiced plosive clearly enough to jot it down in our transcription 
as one m' ore case of non-application of rule 461, for there are 
bound to be cases that the evidence (at least, as provided by the 
human ear) is inconclusive; rather, we are interested in the more 
general pattern provided by both the clear and the inconcluzive j 
I 
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cases: in normal, unemphatic speech the nasal tends to be 
reduced or is completely elided before .4 voiced plosive, and 
the more rapid the tempo the less likely it is for even traces 
of the nasal to be present; contrarywise the probability of 
apperance of the nasal before a voiced plosive increases to the 
extent that, in a particular utterance, some stylistic (docular) 
effect is sought, even though the effect can be achieved by other 
mearls. 
The point just made can serve as evidence against the particular 
probabilistic model suggested by Sankoff and Cedergren, 1974, 
and adopted by Labov, where meticulous counting of tokens is some- 
what narrowly regarded as all important: once you get your 
observed frequencies right it is child's play to state the 
corresponding Probabilities, the latter assumed to be part of a 
speaker's competence. The problem is that whan it comes to certain 
phonetic variables we can only "count" if we artificially divide 
the phon. -tic continuum into discrete units, some (or all) of wHch 
we cannot hear unambiguously anyway in the context of unmonitored 
speech. In fact, even in the case of morphological units, counting 
is fax from self-evident as the discussion in chapters II and III 
has, I hopel amply demonstrated, at least as far as the VIGK verb 
goes. In -terms of Knowles again "unt-11 we have identified the 
variables properly, , r3 have' no computible units, on which to base 
/ 
4 
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our calculations", (op. cit. p. 82) 
In contrast, counting (of clear cases only) is assigned a modest, 
yet useful function in our study, namely, it helps identify the 
dynamics in a certain area of variation. Thus, with respect to 
rule 461 above we will assign the rule a probability of application 
p (R 461) as follows: 
1> (R 46, )> 
i. e. The rule applies more often than not. As we have repeatedly 
mentioned above in regard to several variable rules which 
tend towards categorical application or non-applica; bion, the 
braajk-ing of norms (in the case of rule 461 above, failure to 
apply) is often employed for its stylistic effect though "the 
same" effect may be achieved by a variety of other mcarn,. 
3 L2. VARIABIE SANDHI INTERACTION BETWEEN VOWENS 
Rules 40,50 and 51 in Ch. IV, 5.3.3. above, deal With the sandhi 
phemon, ana (not covered by HOD; see Ch. IV, 5.3.2. ) between F3 
f Is verbs (A. GAPIO) and adjacent F vowels. The reader's o Tv, I%6 
attent, ion Was draval to the fact that al I three rules applied 
optionally in the presence of the value J- K3 and categorically 
plen otheniise (i. e. in the case of {+ 1,1.3 verb forms). The im- wentation 
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of the variable constraint<ýfKý>comprlsing the variantc. f+ K) 
and J- KI in the case of the above three rules will render 
them in more elegant and economical form as we shall show 
presently, and, more importantly, it will account for the facts 
more adequately. 
12.1. Rule 49 will take now the following shape 
Rule 49, 
STv, <(Xj>ý 
CONDITION: Apply the rule instead of HoD. 
The rule reads that word final ipreceded by a in the case of 
{STv3 verbs (e. g. J- Pass, - Ierf,, - Pastr - Pl, 3P STV13 
ayapa'i) is elided "optionally", the particular frequency levels 
deteimined by the variant present (I + K3 or f- K) ) of the 
variable constraint<ýK]>. The rule applies instead of,. rather 
than simply before, HoD to ensure that forms such as ayapal do in 
fact -appear overtly. In other wordsl since HoD applies categorically 
(a +1 io vie mfist have a variable rule to deal with ayapai 
ayapa. W. Of course, that could be achieved by attaching a 
condition such as -the following to HoD: 
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Apply'optionally in the case of the cluster t-Pass, -Perft 
-Past, -Pl13p ST'vlp 
CKý>ý 
though little would be gained by it, and some measure 
of eleE; ance, it might be suggested, would be lost in the process. 
To go back to the constraint 
C(KýJ> 
and the way its variants affect 
the application of rule 491, we have already said in connection 
with rule 49 above that i is always deleted if the value J+ KI 
is present, otherwise it is deleted "optionally". In our 
data, of theýthirty-one cases meeting the structural description 
of rule 49'. not one is in fact treated by it (in other words, it 
is always ayra r ayapa appearing in the data, i. e. the ., 
2ai and neve 
observed frequency of the rule is 0.0). Given the small number 
of tokens in the data, we will take account of our intuitions and 
specify the effect of the variants [+ KI arid J- XI on the frequeroy 
levels of the rule in more general terms as follows: 
i4j> rO 
In the above form rule 49' accounts adequately not only for the 
facts in our conversations where the feature {- Yj contributes 
zero f-requency of application: 
/ 
1/33/14 R. ... ke ksekinai pu les ke sulei ... ti rota'i 
i Id-tera 
mu, pu @a pAte maru't? 
and she sots Off, you know, and she tells you 
my mother asks her, where are you going, r., iurpi-ay? ) 
I 
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but also fort say, the following opening lines from a poem 
by O. Elytis, put to music by M. Thoodorakis a few years ago, and 
still - popular with many Greeks: 
I i pulja pu Ixi 
I 
eftA p7aja' 
mesa stus uranus perna 
ka'pote liyo stamatA 
sto ftoxik6 mu ke kit. ý 
Pulia Fi. e. the Pleiades] who has seven children 
crosses the skies 
sometimes stops a bit 
at my house and looks in) 
Maere i has been deleted from the I- K3 forms (= she passes), 
stanatA (= she stops) and k3. tA she looks in)(as opposed to J+ YQ 
respectively, stagmevi and v so that they can 
rhyme with peaja children) in the first line. 
12.2. Rule 50 in Ch-IVt 3.5-3. above, will be reshapcd nowt on 
the basis of the preceding discussion, as rule 50'. 
Rule 50' 
a00 
4p 
ST,,, r 
< (a) 
[+scgml 
_J+K 
I (b) 
CONDVICION: Apply -the rule instead of HoD. 
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Section (a) of the rule reads that a is deleted optionally before 
word-final o in the case of [STv3 verbs, the likelihood of deletion 
being affected by the particular variant present of the variable 
constraint 
CJC3 >, i. e . 
[+ Kj or J- K3 , 
If ayapao, e. g. ayapao aYaP6 T 
Section (b) reads that a preceding is deleted categorically if, 
in the presence of the value J+ Kj is followed by a phonological 
segment rather than a word-boundary, i. e. if it is word-medial, 
e. g. --o- ayapomen. I 
with respect to the variable section of rule 150' above (section (a)) 
our data contains twenty-six verb forris that meet its structural 
description, though the deletion of 
-a 
has taken place in only 
2 two of them; in other words the rule has applied -27- x 100 = 0.07 
times, e. g. 
1/26/gff E. C. eyo' c7e mila'o me'apirus ... me apirus nomizo @a 
lpe 
I 
(= I do not converse with inexperienced Ca'pirus] 
people ... with apirus, I think-, he must have said. 
V. L. kala ne (= that Is right, ye s) - 
II E. C. eyo c7o milo me apilrus 
(= I do not conve=e with inexperienced people) 
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1 1/42/8 V. L. mu ec7ose eýa lululc7i zuzunoi(7e's pantos. AlAtakso se roto, 
exi mamunja 1 aen exi 
(= she has given me an insecty [insect-ridden] flower. 
Have a look, I an, asking you, has it got insects or 
hasn't it? ) 
The frequency 0.07 mentioned above is contributed by the variant KI 
for there are no J+ K3 forms among the twenty-six cases in the 
data. Since the value [+ K3 causes the rule to apply categorically 
(though, as we have often said, even categorical rules are 
sometimes broken for the sake of stylistic effect, hypercorrection, 
I 
ebc. )v the following relation holds between the two variants of the 
vari, able 
CtKD 
with respect t'6 frequency of application of rule 50'a:, 
1 p> p¬»O 
12-3. Finally, rule 51 will be revised as follows: 
Rule 51' u STvt 
C01114DITION: Apply the rule before HOD. 
The rule reads that, ill the case of jSTv3 verbs, and depending on 
I 
the variant ({+ K3 or J- K] ) Present of the variable constraint<IKýJ> 
F3a is optionally deleted in the context before u, e. g. a- PAILTu: ', -->- 
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1 
0 
ayapLe, ay apun(e . . naun 
(e) ay Since the ý'optiionalll) deletion 
of a before u is in breach of HoD whem a+ u--., m- a, the condition 
attached to rule 51' defines that the rule is ordered before HoD; 
rule 51' nay, but does not necessarily, apply (since it is 
"optional") on such "underlying" forms as ay. a2aaume and ayapa'un(e); 
if it does, the result is, as we said above, respectively, ayapAme 
and ayapun(e ; if it does notHoD applies now on "untreated" 
ay apane , apaume and aa 
Aun(e) to yield, respectively, a-yapalme and iy, a_ 
In our data, out of sixteen cases where the input conditions of rule 
51' are met, only one case is in fact treated by it, i. e. out of 
sixteen {STv 13 verb forms where r, 3a precedes F6R only one exhibits 
I% 
deletion of a, e. g. 
2/10/3 M. L. .. ta pernun ftiriA as pLe ke netA ta metapulu'n aftl 
they buy them cheaply, you know, and then they resell 
them). 
cf. [STvl, - K3 E-2týulu'ýn to [STv2p 
+- K3 metapolun 
or fSTv 11 K3 ksanapulan(e) 
(see following examples) 
It -may be suggested that the presence of the "learned" ( ft Yj ) 
prefix meta- as opposed to (- KI ksana- favours -the application 
of rule 51' which reflects Ancient Greek regularities, e. g. 
metapulAun-r-metapulun rather than of the more "recent" HOD, 
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often uncharacteristic of the value I- KI e. g. metapula'un --q- 
metapulAn. Howevert the verb root employed, 2Hla- P is 
clearly J- KI and, as such, more-recent, compared to 2ole- 
deriving from AG. The conservative effect of derivational 
prefixes (or "genuine" prepositions; see Ch-IV, 3.1.4. ) such as 
meta- on the acti: iation of rules reflecting AG regularities rather 
than more recent rules, has been noted above in this chapter with 
respect to the "optional 11 appearance of the augment (section 2.2.2-. ) 
and the sandhi interaction between adjacent consonants (section 10). 
It should be noted that metapulun is an interesting case of breached 
co-occurrence expectations: the topic (buying and selling) often 
requires "learned" forms such as metapolu'n, whereas -the situation 
(informal conversation) and the demoticist linguistic ideology 
of -the speaker demand their dup too, which, in this case is the 
root pula- I. e. metapulAn. Other alternatives that might have 
appeared under the circumstances would be metapollne ("euphonic" 
final vowel) and meteýpulAn(c) (rule 51' rather than HOD), combined 
witi-1 "optional" ,, ppearance of "euphonic" final e, though the 
appearance of either of the llconsistenV' forms ft KI 
or I- KI ksan, --pula'ne would hardly be out of order. 
The remaining fifteen verb forms in the data have been treated 
by HoD ra; bher than rule 51', i. e. in them u is deleted and not 
adjacent a., e. g. 
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2/10/10 M. L. pandos tote pu 'xane pai mazi me kino to filo tu jAni na 
PAri to Ler, to til re peclia' 
(= as a matter of fact, when I went with that friend 
of Jani's [who wanted] to buy the LTHER, the things 
they sell, my friends! ) 
The observed frequency of rule 51' then, is -1x loo = o. o6 16 
which can be seen as contributed by the variant [- Kj of the 
variable constraint 
C{KD> since meta, pula- can be regarded as a 
[- KI stem. In general terms, the relative effect of the two 
variants on the frequency of application of the riale is as follows: 
I 
> PC{+ 
9> > PC{- 0 
12.4. It will be noticed that the relative effect of the -variants 
(+ K] and (- Kj of the variable constraint 
C, 9> 
on the frequency 
of application of all three rules discussed above is the same: 
11/1,7ýKD > PC(-Ký > 
though the observed frequencies contributed by the variant (- KI 
differ from rule to rule as follows: 
Ruie 491: 0.0 
Rule 50': 0.07 
Rille 51. ' - 0.06 
N 
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Although there axe no [+ K3 forms in the data, the frequency I 
co&. ributed by the variant {+ Kj can be assumed to be almost 
1.0, almost, that is, in order to be able to account for the 
"creative" or (mock) hypercorrective breach, in further data, 
of the expected categorical application of the three rules 
above in the presence of the value f+ Kj. 
13. VARIATION ASSOCIATED VITH_[+- KI DISTINCTIONS 
So fax in this study we have assumed. that the relation between 
the values i+- KI and alternations in phonological form can be 
studied in precisely the sane way as that involving "purely" 
grammatical distinctions such as {± Perfj or {t Pastj. The 
above assumption has been necessary in that it has enabled us 
J. 
bo organize the welter of inflections in explicit ways. 
However, in this chapter we have ýad to look upon It Kj distinctions 
as variable constraints affecting the application of a number of 
rules on the synchronic dimension (a riile applies more often in the 
presence of one of the two contrastive values)'and/or on -the 
diachronic dimension (of two alternative forms, one, characteristic - 
of one of the two contrastive values, tends to replace the other 
in successive envi-rorLnents). We have also observed that the 
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probability of application of certain rules is affected by the 
particular inflectional formatives present, i. e. according to 
whether the latter are perceived as unambiguously J+ K3 or {- Kj, 
or appear irrespective of It Kj distinctions, or, finally, can 
easily 'te confused with formatives neutral with respect tol 
t Kj 
distinctions. In other words, the two contrastive values are 
set apart by the dynamic patterns of "more-less" and/or "ealier- 
-1 later" with wbich they are associated as stylistic rather than 
purely grazmatical in nature. 
- Furthermore, attitudes of native speakers towards forms characteristic 
of either [+ K] or {- K] are strongo thoughlas far as I know, 
nobody ever declares a preference for, or ideological allegiance 
to, S-3. Yr [+ Perf3 as opposed to {- Perf] forms. Also, the 
particular "earlier-later" tug-of-war between the two stylistic 
values is of special interest: the evolution of Greek through 
the centuries necessitates the recognition of {+ KI and {- Kj 
forms as, respectivelyp "earlier" and "later". As, however, {+ K) 
forms have been introduced into the language over the past hundred 
and fifty ye, -lxs rainly through state 
intervention (i. e. via formal, 
education, the language of adninistration, etc. ) the relationship 
is reversed, and [+ K) forms are now to be regarded, in the short 
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diachronic run, as "later" than [- KI forms. In contexts 
where the use of t+ KI forms has been the norm for a long time 
(e. g. administration, education, etc. ) the recent decision of 
the state to allow the use of f- KI forms (see Ch. 1,4. ) results 
in yet another charZe of relative position on the temporal 
dimension for the two contrastive values. 
With respect to language acquisition, too, children acquire the 
bulk of their J+ K] stock later in life, through formal education, 
exposure to the mass-media-, growing acquaintance with the written- 
language, etc. 
It seems, therefore, that [t Kjdistinctions must be treated in 
our rule system somewhat differently from Tense, Aspect or Person 
distinctions. 
To begin with, as is clear from the analYsis throughout this 
study, in the situational context under investigation, namely 
"in-formal conversation between young educated Athenian peers", 
KI forms are normal whereas {+ Kj forms occur only rarely, 
mostly for stylistic effect, though sometires they are lexically 
conditioned (i. e. ceeLairi lexical. items in common use take only 
KI fonqatives). in terms of "more-less" relations, therefore 
K) is the heavier of the two values in the above situational 
context: 
IRFORMAL COWERSATIONS. - 1> pCj- 
Dj > p<E 
D> >0 
This being the case, and bearing in mind our earlier observations 
concerning the fact that, synchronically speakingp {+ K3 forms 
are "later" than I- KJ forms, we ray assume that the feature 
{- K3 but not {+ KI appears in the coniplex symbol of-the verb 
before the application of the inflectional rules along with the 
relevant grammatical and conjugational values. Under normal 
circumstances, then, those sections of the categorical rules 
in Ch. IV will bo activated that have the feature (- KI in their 
input. 
For the sake of stylistic effect, however, a speaker ray decide 
to refer to the meanings associated with the feature {+ K3 (for 
ins-Lance, formality or pomposity, depending on his attitude to 
{+ K] forms) quite independently from the particular subject of 
conversation at the time. 1.0 account for such a decision we will 
postulate one last variable rule in our system (which, however, will 
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be valid outside the verb too): 
Rule 68 f-X] Cf + KýJ> 
its probability of application p(R 68) varying with the situational 
context. 
The above rule will act, in DeCamp's terms (1971), 
"like a master switch which one can throw and thus control a 
whole series of subordinate switches" (P-31): when it has applied 
the sectior. s of the rules in Ch. IV arid V in whose input is included 
the feature J+ Kj will be activated. 
It is also reasonable to assume that individual speakers will be 
differentiated according to which (sections of) rules with the 
featur-- {+ KI in their input they have access to: people who 
have studied Greek for years may have in their possession a great 
number of such rules, some applying only very rarely; other people 
of rather limited education may have access to only a few, rýther 
more frequently applying, rules. The establishment of such 
implications concerning rules characteristic of the feature J+ K3 
will necessitate, as is obvious, appropriate empirical research. 
/ 
-í 
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Finally, in our data, rule 68 above does not remain switched on 
for long: after ib has caused the appearance of a few J+ KI 
elements in part of a word, a whole word or perhaps a short 
phrase, it switches off again. Sometimes, too, its temporary 
activation is so designed as to cause a deliberate breach of 
co-occurrence patterns for the sake of powerful stylistic 
effect. Though deliberate, however, the breach is not haphazard: 
only such normally incongruent forms are combined as can be 
decoded by the hearer readily. 
14. SlumiARY 
-ed the variable rules introduced in In this chapter we analy. 
Ch. IV in terms of features of the linguistic and stylistic context 
bearing upon their probability of application. The analysis was 
based on the observed frequencies for the rules obtaining in our 
recorded data. The situational context, i. e. "informal conversations 
between young educated Athenian peers", vas held constant (apart 
from a few examples of the speech of uneducated pecple). Nob only 
relations of "more-less", but Als, o, to the extent that they are 
synchronically relevantt of "earlier-later" were captured in the 
Y15 
rules. The analysis was based on the variable rule theory, though, 
when appropriate, the "wave" model was implemented as well. 
N 
I 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V 
1. The distinction between competence and performance as made 
by Chomsky is far from unambiguous. See, for instance, the 
devastating argument in O'Donnell (forthcoming) in support of 
the claim that the distinction has been used by many a 
genarativist to justify the exclusion of the evidence of 
everyday language from the writing of grammars. See also 
Ch. III, 7-3-'n. 5 above. 
2. For the three-cornered bracket notation see Ch. IV, 2.6. 
3. Fasold, 1978v claims that the "strong geometric ordering 
of constraints" hypothesis should be maintained as a competence 
principle. As a possible "fall-back" position he proposes a 
wezLker hypothesis according to which constraints axe ordered 
in terms of reL%tive weight but the heaviest does not necessarily 
ou-I. we-*A. gh the contributions of all others below it in the hierarchy. 
Since no principled way of "falling back" is proposed (other than, 
presumably, the requirements of the data) it appears more reasonable 
to treat the weaker hypothesis as the "unmarked" one and have 
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recourse to the stronger hypothesis whenever the data suggests 
the need for doing so. 
4. Kay seems to suggest that cases of dependence characteristically 
involve social constraints on the one hal-A and linguistic on the 
other. Variationists such as Iabov, D. Sankoff, Cedergren, 
etc., however, make no distinction as to the types of constraints 
that may be deperAent on one another. Thus in Cedergren & Sankoff, 
1974', we read that 
I, ... in investigating. the relationship 
between 
the different components of the linguistic 
environment, or beýween the linguistic and the 
sociolinguistic environments, as factors 
influencing the application of a rule, we will 
not know a-priori whether or not they act 
independently; rather, we will assume independence, 
anti then see how well the resultant models fit 
the data" (P-339)- 
For a case of dbpendence between linguistic constraints, see 2.1. 
below. 
AlthouGh Bickerton's arguments have had a welcome sobering 
effect on the zeal of some proponents of probabilistic models of 
variable rule analysis (see also Bickerton, 1973 on the uses and 
abuses of statistics in G. Sankoff, 1974, and Cedergren and 
D. Sarmkoff, 1974) it should be noted tbat, like a good polemicist, 
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he chooses to forget his own arguments when it comes to weaknesses 
in what he regards as a superior model, i. e. the "wave" model. 
Thus, after the thought experiment just mentioned in the main 
text above, he concludes: 
"Now, while behaviour may be rETERMINED by social 
factors, it must, if it is mental behaviour, be 
M-DIATED by some kind of recognisable mental process. 
It will not do for the linguist to claim he is under 
no obligation to show HOW rules function as long as 
they DO function ... Iabov's results are as IF the 
processes I have just described somehow actually 
took place, and if those results came about in 
any other way, the onus is on him to show the 
means". (p. 461) FýEmphasis original] 
Iater. on in his paper, in discussing the characteristic S-shaped 
pattern obtaining in cases df linguistic change as captured in 
scalograxis on the' basis of the "wave" model (see 1.6. below) he 
obsenfes: 
a rule-change is slow to get under way, 
shoots forward relatively rapidly to a point near 
ccmpletion, and then takes some tire to complete 
entirely. Why this should be so is far from 
clear, but figures from Guyanese speakers in 
variable development-stages show an identical 
trend. " (p. 489) 
Apparently, since nothing more is said on the subject, he in his 
turn feels no obligation to show how this pattern appears as long 
as it does appear. Neither is he interested in the "mental 
-endency to produce heads as processes" that result in a coin's 4. 
many times as tails in a large number of tosses; or in the mental 
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processes that make a driver who hasn't N4 an accident for, 
say, ten years, mend his evil ways and try to contribute, his 
due to the national average of car crashes. The point is that 
we do not know why ce3Aain events are random (i. e. probabilistically 
distributed) and the onus cannot possibly be on Labov alone to find 
out. 
6. In Bost's satirical writings mock-hypercorrection involving 
the breaking of co-occurrence expectations related to [t K] 
distinctiomg on all li%-uistic 'Levels (spelling, lexis, inflectional 
and derivational morphology,, syntax and meaning) has been elevated 
to a literary genre of ul-dque appeal. 
7. But see Bailey, 1973, p. 74, for a tenLative suggestion that all 
the environments of a rule become variable before the oldest (j.. c. 
the heaviest) becomes categorical. 
8. See, however, DeCampt 1973, where it is suggested that a 
speaker "is considerably more inconsistent on some variables than 
on others", and that "he is especially inconsistent on precisely 
those variables which axe located close to the speaker's own 
cuttiDg. poinb on the. scale". (p. 145) 
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9. Debamp's postulate (1971) that 
"implicational analysis ... belongs to the 
unreal world of theoretical models, artificial 
universes invented by theoreticians, like the 
universe of geometry, which contains perfect 
circles, squares, triangles, and other figures 
not found in the real world" (P-34) 
should be read with caution. Indeed, we can study the properties 
of circles, squares, triangles, etc., without reference to the 
real world, but implicational scales have no properties other 
than those found (or assumed to obtain) in real language. 
Furthermore, we can construct a circle in the real world 
I 
approximating an ideal circle, but we cannot construct an 
implicational scale in real language: we can simply (attempt to) 0 
show that one obtains in a particular complex of linguistic forms. 
In other words, geometrical figures are autonomous abstract 
constructs, whereas implicational scales are models of a particular 
typ--- of events(not, only linguistic, see DeCamp, 1971s P-32, n. 1) 
in the outside world. 
10. The distinction refers to the fact that a hierarchy of 
weight between environments containing members of a numbeýc of 
families of constraints necessarily implies (at least partially) 
strong geometric ordering between constraints across families. 
. 
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Thus, if the probability of a rule applying decreases with 
the following hierarchy of environments in an additive model: 
A+ 1 B 1 + C, 
> 
L 
A, + B, + C? 
- 
> 
A+ B 2 + C-, > 
A, + D2 + C2 > 
A2 + B, + C -, > 
A2 + B, + C2 > 
AZ + B2 + C, > 
A2 + B2 + C2 
then A, > A2> Bl> B2> C, > CZ 
and f 
A ll >I 
B+ fc, l l' 
A 2 C B 22 
The above re-lations are'cap-bured in the familiar horizontal tree 
diagram (Fasold, ' 1972,1978; Wolfram, 1974): 
where frequencies decrease as we move from toP to 'bO'LtOIR- 
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-11. G. Sankoff distinguishes between two methods of defining 
socially meaningful categories, "etic" and "emic": 
"With the variable 'agO't for example, one could 
... proceed by cutting the sample into regular 
age categories: 0-9,10-19t ... , 90-99 
(letic' 
procedure); or one could find out how the people 
themselves define various age groups; e. g. 
'infants' might be from 0-2, 'children' from 
3-11, 'adolescents' from 12-17, 'young adultst 
from 18-309 and so on ... The difference between 
using one or the other kind of non-linguistic 
category can be debated; it is often necessary 
to use both kinds". (p. 45; 46). 
DeCarap's objection referred to in the main text concerns Iletic" 
social categories; "emic" categories are not considered. 
12. See Blexce-Aton, 1971, foý another of his striking experiments 
to assess tho reliability of frequencies as guides for the 
isolation of relevant constraints. In this particular case, 
the experiment consisted in trying features of the environment 
that had no apparent connection with the variation between pre- 
infinitival complementizers fu (or Ll: ) and tu to see whether, even 
qth such features, geometric ordering- obtained. With the second 
feature he tried, namely, pronouns, he was (he thought) successful! 
His conclusion was that 
"we know as yet far too little about co-occurrence 
phenomena, and that testers of the variable-rule 
hypothesis should exercise even more caution in 
selecting putative constraints" (p. 486). 
UnfOrtuMtely for Bickerton, Fasold, 1975, shows that his analysis 
in partly wrong. 
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13. We will Place symbols for (families of) variable constraints 
in three-cornered brackets, thoughl for the sake of simplicity, 
we will not change the notation for the -values J+ K) ard f- K) 
when they do not appear in rules. 
14. Whether variable rule (i) has applied or not becomes 
evident only after variable rule 2a (see section 2.2. in this 
chapter) has applied: if, through the application of rule 2a, 
an augment appears before the (first) prefix of a compound verb, 
e. g. e+ Dros + for +a (= I offered), then we know that rule 
has al-zeady applied to delete the morpheme boundary between prefix 
and root; if, on the other hand, rule 2a places the augment batween 
I prefix and rootq e. g. pros -v 6 -t- fer + a, then rule 
(i) has not 
applied; but in the absence of an augment there is no evidence 
whether rLile (i), has applied or not. For practical purposes P, 
thereforep we have to calculate the probability of application of rule 
(i) on the basis of the (rather small) proportion of compound 
{+ past] verb forms in which the augmenL appears. Ilowever, it 
should be realized that the rule in question is about the degree of 
cohesion in the structure of compound stems and as such only 
incidentally, as it were, related to the augment rule (see 2. Z. 4. 
below) . 
, -, rJ L 
0_/'T 
15- A number of additional constraints, for which there are 
not sufficient frequencies in the data, are discussed in 
2.2.5. below. 
16. in Ch-IV, 3.3-3- such verbs were lal>-alled JS-rv 31. 
17. The weight relation between forms in the output of a variable 
rule as indicated by their order from top to bottom in three- 
cornered brackets denotes either the direction of change or 
simply relative frequency levels if no changge is involved. Since 
at the beginning of a change, the "later" form appears, as a rule, 
less frequently than the "Older" form, it follows -that the form 
at the top of the brackets does not always appear more frequently 
ihan the one at the bottom. The ambiguity in the notation is avoided 
by providing informtion following O"ch variable rule concerning 
the relqtive weight of forms irrespective of their position in the, 
brackets. Thus, a hypothetical rule such as the following: 
B) CC /D AI C 
where 1> C> B>0 
would read that B is replacing C but C is still heavier (i. e. appears 
nore, frequently) than B. 
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18. Babiniotis, 1972a, p. 181ff. 
I 19. With the exception of the f+ Plv 2] forms: paveste or 
pavosaste where 0 spread under the analogical pull of the rest 
I of the [+ Pl] forms: Pavonaste 
Pay6sas or pa este 
pivonte 
20. Rule 38 in Cli. IV, 4.2.9. is made up of five sections 
conjunctively ordered through the brace notation, i. e. first, 
(b) and so section (a) is tried for application, thenysection 
on. sections (b)t (c), and (d) are each in "bleeding" order 
in relation to section (e) ih that each limits the number of 
[+ past] forms on which section (e) may apply. In other, words, 
(e) is the "rule" and (b), (c), and (d), the "exceptions". Here 
we are orO-y interested in the stage in the derivation when 
categorical sections (a) to (c) have been tried for application, 
- to apply. and (d), the only variable section of the rule, is about 
21. The presence or absence of F1, G in the structure of the 
(PREFIX) GWO verbs -is determined 
by the relevant morpholexical 
rules and need not concern us at this point. For at the stage in 
the derivation when sandhi rule (i) applies, if %a is present 
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it is. changed to t after f categorically: yr-_afGo-t-yrafto; 
if 9 is not present rule (i) is not activated: -9 
2Z. I hwie changed the suffix of the original name in 
deference to the friend in question and also because the 
change does not affect the argument here. Notice, 
Nom: -o'pulos, Voc: -opule. 
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